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A NOTE TO THE READER -The material presented here has been prepared primarily
ror use in a class in the Sociology of Mormonism which I am
teaching during the Summer Quarter, 1975, at the University
of Utah. Only a small number of copies have been prepared.
This is a preliminary stage in a process which it is planned
will lead to the professional publication of the material in
the future. The presentation here draws heavily on a limited
publication from an earlier stage of the project--Research on
Mormonism, which I edited, which contains primarily reprinted
material reporting research concerning Mormonism. The reader
is requested to take into account the fact that this is, as
the title page indicates, a preliminary analysts. It is not
yet a finished polished product.
The material 1s not prepared as well as I would have liked.
Time factors have imposed limitations. The integrating threads
which run throughout the book and attempt to tie the components
together are rather limited, and will hopefully be strengthened
as work on the subsequent edition progresses. It is anticipated
that the work yet to be done will be strengthened from having
student input as we work thru the Sociology of Mormonism class
together.
The index has not been prepared as yet. The Li terature
Cited section is not complete. Summaries are not provided for
most chapters. This work will be completed for the next edition.
There may be value in emphasizing here that the material
presented here is sociological in nature. The class for which
the book has been prepared 1s a class in Sociology not in Religion.
Reactions to the material and suggestions for change will
be very welcome.
g m v
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CHAPTER ONE
SOCIOLOGY OF MORMONISM
A sociology of Mormonism involves two basic ingredients--Sociology
and Mormonism. As is pointed out in the Sociology of Knowledge, there are
many different and at times contradictory types of knowledge. Sociological
knowledge is but one type of knowledge. It has distinctive strengths and
weaknesses, with questions which it can answer and questions which it cannot
answer. What is pF.~sented here is an analysis of Mormonism which utilizes
the sociological method and perspective, and thus provides socioloqical
knowledge about Mormonism. What is presented is a sociolgocial analysis
of one church or insttt*tionalized religions, which has as a basic component,
religious knowledge. Religious knowledge has quite a different origin and
process of creation and development than sociological knowledge. Religious
knowledge and sociological knowldege are somewhat different.
In no sense, then, is the sociological analysis of Mormonism productive of answers to all types of questions one might have about Mormonism.
It is selective and limited. Hopefully for the reader it will also be found
to be interesting and fascinating.
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The decision to provide a socioloqical analysis means, among other
things, that no attempt is to be made to evaluate basically religious
"truths" concerning God, the supernatural and the Moral standards of the
church. No effort is made to support or endorse such religious phenomena.
Our concern is not whether such beliefs are true in a religious sense, but
rather with the social consequeDces of believing or real-izing these beliefs.
Our concern is with the social characteristics of religious behavior. Our
concern is with the human characteristics of Mormonism. We are concerned
with the Mormon people. We are concerned with humans not God. We are
concerned with belief's about God, but not with God's beliefs about humans
or any other characteristic of God per see We are concerned with human
beliefs about the hereafter and about human beliefs about goodness and
justice. We are not attempting to determine whether somethinq is good,
just or beautiful. We are concerned with beliefs about the hereafter and
the pre-existence, not about such thing per see
This can be illustrated by considering a couple of statements frequently heard in Mormon meetings: t'God told Joseph Smith ... " "God wants us
to ••• " Such statements are interpreted from a reliqious perspective as indicating what God did. God actually said such and such. These are statements
about God. From the sociological perspective, however, a prefatory phrase is
always included, "Monnons believe that God said ... " liThe speaker said
that God wants us to .•• " The sociologist is talking about human behavior,
whereas the religionist is talking about what he believes to be the behavior
of God. These two perspectives are far from identical. The religionist
may be unhpppy or dissatisfied with the sociological interpretation, since
he wants to learn about God not about man. However, since each is, in effect,
talking about quite different (although overlapping) phenomenon, there is no
necessary problems of interpretation if it is clear what each is doing.

Religious beMa .• or is somethinq people do and most if not all
of it is behavior directed to a given audience(s). The aurliences involved
may be human or superhuman; one indiviudal or a group; and may be the same
individual who initiates the behavior. In the behavior of each individual,
that individual is a part of the audience who receives and responds to the
behavior.
Religious behavior involves religious beliefs (knowledge, doc~
trines, dogmas, taboos) all of which are composed of symbols. Religious
behavior is in response to symbols.
In addition to concern with supernatural phenomena, reliqion considers the morality dimension. It is concerned with making moral pronouncements or in providing answers to ~uestions about whether something 3S moral
or not. As with the supernatural there is a shapp difference between sociological concern and religious concern. This difference is illustrated as
follows:
Reli ious Concern: X is moral
SOC10 OglC
oncern: Mormons (or others) believe X is moral.
The sociologtcal concern, then, is with the human aspects of morality but
not with morality per se, where morality is considered to emcompass something other than or maybe in addition to, human decisions. "X is moral"
gramatically locates the morality as a property of X. "Humans define X
as (Jood," locates the morality in the human definitions.
As practicing professionals, sociologists are concerned with the
morality of "doing sociology" and with doing sociology in a moral manner.
As citizens of a society they are concerned with the moral dimensions of
that society. What is emphasized above is that in the study of any particular
group, such as the Mormons, the sociologist does not attempt to tell that
group what thei r mora1 standard, shoul d be, or what mora1 defi ni ti ons that
group should accept.
Use of the sociological method restricts attention to the human
or empirical aspects of religion. By its very nature, then, the analysis
turns out to be agnostic. A method restricted to the empirical or natural
world cannot be used to secure answers about questions concerninq the superempirical or supernatural world. Thus we neither endorse nor reject material
or definitions about the supernatural per see The Mormon religion incorporates definitions of both humans and God. A religious interpretation of
Mormonism frequently sees God influencing or relatinq to humans, with the
emphasis upon God. These are God-human relationships. A. sociological interpretation sees humans attempting to relate to God, with the emphasis upon
humans. Conclusions and pronouncements are accordingly made about humans.
These are people-God relationships. The differences in the perspectives are
of great importance,. A sociological interpretation leaves out or omits what
is generally of greatest concern to the religious interpretation. It;s
pro~lem creating to assume that the two methods should provide identical
answers.
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No attempt is made to challenge established religious authorities
when their behavior and decisions are related to non-human, non-empirical
phenomena. However, in the areas where the sociological method is applicable
there may be an element of potential challenge. One such area, for instance,
would be questions or decisions as to what happens to the social~human aspects
of an individual as a result of participating and graduating from the church
seminary program. Different methods of answering this question or of
reaching the decision may produce conflicting answers. Each answer is always
relative to the method used to secure it.
We are also not concerned with the morality or goodness of any of
the findings of the social scientist. Church members mayor may not be
pleased with what a particular study finds. The finding per se and the evaluation thereof, however, are two different things, and should not be confused.
A certain LOS divorce rate or dilenquency rate remains the same whether it is
evaluated as good or bad.
One way to indicate what our method of study will be is to first
identify some of the basic questions which will haye to be answered in
any functioning society and then consider how such basic questions can be
answered. At a very general level, the basic questions are as follows:
I.

WHAT ARE
a.
b.
c.

the characteristics of the
empirical world
biological human beings
behavior of human beings

II. HOW SHOULD humans
a. relate to the physical world
b. relate to their biology
c. relate to each other
d. pre-create their future
III. HOW SHOULD humans validate, justify or legitimate their decisions?
The first type questions can be answered by using the scientific
method, the other two types cannot. "Shoul d" ques ti ons are future ori ented,
and the future doesn't exist anywhere in the present. The future can, however, be symbolically pre-created and taken into account in the present.
Answers to questions of the last two types are socially created by those involved without any necessary reference to the empirical characteristics
of anything. They are symbolic in nature. Since behavior is in response to
symbols, such symbols are of great importance in human interaction.
In our analysis of Mormonism, use will be made of scientific
answers for #1 type questions. Types II and III cannot be answered scientifically. Consequently we will be concerned with identification of the
Mormon answers provided for such questions, without attemptinq any assessment
of whether the "shoulds" they have created and accepted are anything more
than human creations. When comparisons are made with the answers provided
by other gruups, no effort will be made to suggest or imply any superiority
or i nferi ori ty of ei there
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The picture or analysis of Mormonism here presented draws mainly
upon limited research wt'.;~h one way or another has incorporated a Mormon
component. Available research is somewhat limited in quantity. It may
be safe to say that as far as research is concerned there is more about
Mormonism that we don't know than that we do. There are, then, limitations
to the material presented.
The book is an effort to piece together a symbolic model of what
it means, socially and humanly, to be Mormon. In a sense we are putting
together a puzzle, a verbal jigsaw puzzle, with only part of the pieces
a,!,ailable. The puzzle pieces are primarily those derived from research.
There are enough findings available to construct a picture, but we will not
be able to fill in all the blanks, Enough research to do so has not been
accomplished. Being incomplete, the picture is in some respect most likely
inaccurate. If we had the missing pieces we would be able to identify the
inaccuracies in our partial pict~re. But then, if we had all the pieces,
we wouldn't have to construct a partial composite in the first place.
Those who look at the symbolic model here constructed would do well to remind
themselves periodically that the model may not fit that which it is intended
to re-present as accurately as it is desired.
I

The accumulated research does seem to have reached the stage
where attempting a picture is possible. Mormon readers may be able to fill
in some of the missing pieces from their own experience.
The presentation is made from a particular perspective. Any
perspective is limited with strengths and weaknesses, highlighting certain
aspects while backgrounding others. No claim is made that the portrayal
is the one accurate picture, only that an effort has been made to present
the perspective as accurately as possible.
The orientation was selected in part to provide suggestions as
to ways in which Mormon beliefs and behavior can be researched, without
being concerned in that research with the theological or religious components per see Such research can be accomplished by r1ormon as well as nonMormon researchers. The religious convictions of the researcher are unimportant in this respect.
Focusing upon research means that attention will be given to
differences as well as similarities. We consequently do not often talk
about what "Mormons believe" or "Mormons do," with the implication that
this is what all Mormons believe or do. More frequently we will utilize
statements to the effect that a certain percentaqe or proportion of Mormons
do such and such while another proportion do something else--maybe just the
reverse. We may use statements as to how Mormons are distributed alonq some
measurement conti nuum.
Conflict Potential
Soj nce the method used to secure "truth" is di fferent for the soci 0logist and the religionist, there is always a conflict potential between
the two.
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Some believe, for instance that the godhead consists of three separate and distinct bei~;;) whereas others :believe that in the godhead there
are three and yet not three. but one. The conflict here is between different religious truths. The concerns invlove supernatural phenomena. There
is no colflict here with sociology, since sociology does not consider such
matters.
However. in a question. say, of whether the earth is flat or
round, the phenomenon of concern is the empirical world. Thus. if religion
were to say. as does the Flat Earth Society. that the earth is flat. and the
scientific answer is that the earth is round. there is a conflict between
the religious answer and the scientific answer. The conflict concerns the
nature of non-human, empirical phenomenon.
When a religious leader predicts that there will never be a man
on the moon and subsequently humans do walk on the moon, -there is. a conflict.
When religious leaders indicate that mothers working out of the
home generally have one consequence in the family. and the social scientific
research fails to support this conclusion there is another type of conflict.
Questions concerning the shape of the earth concern only nonhuman phenomenon. The man-on-the-moon question concerns human achievement.
The consequences of working mothers moves to the area of concern for the
behavioral sciences. The earth-shape questions involves a convlict between
natural science and religion. The other two involve a conflict between
scoial
science and religion.
There are different ways of resolving or at least living with
such conflict:
1. Accept one and reject the other.
2.

Make no decision, maybe emphasizing that the f inal data isn't "in" yet.

3.

Recognize the differences but maintain that such differences are not
important.

4.

Recognize that each answer is secured through a different method and that
each is true according to its own method. This leads to potential questioning of the unaccepted method which may then serve to weaken acceptance
of the broad perspective with its method. One may. accordingly. reject
religion. or reject science.

A sociological study of Mormonism does have implications for the
Mormon and his acceptance of and involvement in his church. In some respects
sociology provides answers which may contribute to a re-interpretation of
religion. Sociology provides a different perspective on Mormonism•. It involves
a different way of looking at the church. The socioloqy student then may
become aware of things in his religion which he was unaware of before. With
new knowledge. new concepts and new perspectives it may become impossible to
"Put your foot in the same river twice" or to "return to your same home town,
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i.e., ireligious home town'''. This is not to say that new perspectives are
necessarily either pos1ti.~ or negative. One's commitment to Mormonism may
increase as well as decrease as a result. With new information and data one
may be able to decide which religious aspects are of greatest value to him.
A new ordering of priorities may be involved.
In any event sociology is not a competing religion.
Macro Mormonism
In our study of MormonislTI we are concerned with both micro-level
and macro-level phenomenon. Thus we will consider what happens when a wife
and husband introduce Mormon components into their martial interaction.
We will also be concerned with characteristics of the Mormon Church as an
entity. As is obvious, there are big differences between a married couple
~nd an organization of more than 3 million members.
Attention will, however,
be given to each type of phenomenon.
We will, accordingly, make an effort to look at and analyze aspects of the church as a whole. We will do this only in a limited sense, and
from a particular perspective. We are, for instance, more concerned with
those who officially speak for and make decisions for the church than with
what the entire membership of the church does. We will be concerned with
demographic characteristics of church members.
We emphasize that when the entire church membership is considered
we have an entity which wearsa ooat of many colors. One consequence of a
sociological analysis is the fact that one becomes aware of the tremendous
diversity within the church. With reference to ceratin variables, there is
more within group variation than between group variation. Even on such
a basic matter as belief in God, for instance, there are a few when contacted
in a research effort, who identify themselves as being ~10rmon, and also
indicate that they do not believe in God. There are many types of Mormons.
Listeninq to some analyses of t1ormonism, it is easy to assume a
monolithic solidarity of beliefs and behavior which just isn't there when
you start to look for it.
Speaking In the Name of the Church
Mormonism is somewhat unique when compared to many other religious
groups, although not exclusively so, in that there are many who speak for
the church on certain matters. There are many Mormon voices. In the
Mormon church the priesthood is shared by most males above age 12. The siqnificance of this characteristics will be oiscussed throughout the book.
One thing that happens 1s that many members will have the opportunity or
will be placed in a role where they will make statements and pronouncements
in the name of some church unit such as a ward, stake, mission, a Sunday
School, a Relief Society and etc. Some speak as a general authority af the
thurch.
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Much of thi s II speaki ng" wi 11 be bureaucratic pronouncements of
decisions associated with the running of their particular organization for
which they "hold the keys" or have been granted official authority to make
certain decisions or engage in certain behavior. An individual father for
instance, is defined as havtnq the privilege of receiveing inspiration in his
detisions about family affairs as is the bishop for his wards ~e relief
society president for. her organization, and the president of the church for
the entire church.
On doctrinal matters, as contrasted wi th bureaucratic or "churchoffice" matters, the situation is in some respects very rigid and very
flexible. Without the typical pattern of paid clergy, individual members
typically have many opportunities to speak in official meetings, as well
as in family meetings. While extreme divergences from high~level (official)
doctrinal statements will most likely be corrected by someone "in authority,"
it is not uncommon that from one Sunday to the next differences in doctrines
are presented. Even within one meeting, different speakers are at times
not in ~omplete agreement.
This may be evaluated as positive or neqative depending upon
which goals or to which high-level points the matter is related.
In our study we will be concerned with identification and analysis of those points of harmony and equilibrium or consensus, as well as
those stress points, conflict, dissensus and disequilibriulTI. As sociologists
we start with the assumption that both components of behavior will be found
in any extensive human interaction.
Structure of Church
One of the macro-level characteristics to which considerable
attention will be given is the organization of the church. A basic charac~
teristic is that there is a professional clergy at the highest echelon or
levels, i.e., the General Authorities, and including these who teach religion
in the church-sponsored schools or programs, who get paid for "doing religion."
However below these levels, are the great majority of church members who
hold one or more positions in some church orqanization or organizations.
Voluntary involvement then is extensive. Chur.ch work is something done in addition to the usual economic activities, civic activities, etc.
Being involved in this voluntary manner, appears to be one of the
variables of Mormonism which influences the patterns of behavior which we
will be discussing throughout the book.
A major aspect of this extensive lay involvement is that the great
majority of Mormon males "hold the priesthood,JI and are qiven opportunities
to function in various capacities in which this priesthood is considered
to be an essential qualification. Mormons define priesthood as the Jlauthority
to speak or function in the name of God. 11 Mormons are well aware that this
authority is widely shared, although limitations are imposed in any organizational sturcture, in which only designated individual have the Jlkeys" or
can speak with authority in that position, or role.
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The "keys" about which Monnons talk are symbolic keys not phy~ical keys.
The symbols which humans use; pennitthem to function as humans or in a human
manner. Symbols are sy~temal.~zed in many complex ways. Some symbol s , then serve
as locks, gatekeepers, inhibitors, prohibitors, etc. whieh serve to keep outsiders
out and insiders in. Same symbols also serve as keys, gate openers, facilitntors,
in that those who have received or know them are interpreted as bei.ng able to
officially do certain things which others cannot officially do.
The Mormon "keys of the priesthood" are one illu~tration of a universal
human phenomenon--i.e. utilizing specific types of symbols to organiz~, channel
and restrict behavior.
Situation~l Se~t2-E,g. Behavior is always relative to the situation in which
it takes place.
The Monnon Church as an entity exists in a given settjng or upon
an environmental-spatial stage. The Monnon Church was created within the Americ~n
society, from individuals who had been taught the American culture. In its initial
5tpges it flourished within the American society. As an international church in
the 1970s the stage upon which Monnonism is enacted has expanded, with consequent
chenges being introduced into the practice of Monnoni~~m. Behr-v Ior- in the name of
the Mormon Church is in respon~e to symbols-meaning, relative to the audience and
relative to the situation.

Proper Name'. The porper name of the Monnon Church is the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints. This is at times shortened to LDS. Throughout the
book, the short titles "Mormon" or "LOS" will be used.
ReI ion Defined. Religion is defined as beliefs or definitions of the
supernatural and or high intensity value or moral definitions (HIVD) and behRvior
related thereto. By high intensity or high saliency value definitions is meant
the evaluations which are considered to be of greate8t importance. Determination
of high intensity evaluations involves evaluating evaluations. With reference to
such evaluations tems such as ultimate, eternal, sacred or "natura.l" in the sense
of being inherent or somehow built in to the universe or being. With reference
to the supernatural terms such as sacred or holy are frequently used.
A distinction is made between the following four types of religion, or four
combinations of high intensity value definitions and definitions of the sunernatural
and related behavior. (1) Church r~~i~~ is the configuration of these elements
associated with an identifiable church group, such as the Mormon Church, the
Bapti~t Church or the Lutheran Church, with a given society usu~lly containing
several different such groups and hence a plurality of church religions. (2)
Societal Religion is the configuration of religious elements existing at the
societ~l level or related to societal-level phenomena,
with such elements being
involved in holding the society together or integrating the behavior and beliefs
of societal members. Societl9..l religion exist~ without being directly rel~ted to
an identifiable church group. It is consequently less visible than church reliRion.
(3) Unaffiliated or Independent religion i~ the configuration of the~e elements'
found a.mong individuals who do not affiliate with a formal church group. There
individuR.ls are religiously independent in the same way that in the political reFilm
there are political independents. (4) Cosmic or ~niv~rsal religion is identified
as ~ possible type of religion transcending any societal boundaries.
Tod~y co~ie
religion is a po~sible type not an actual type of religion.

Our analysis of MOrmonism w1l1 utilize the Symbolic Inter~ctionist (SI)
Theory of human behavdor-, The nucleus of this approach is cont1\ined in the
paradigm statement that the behavior of the Individual is in response to §ymbols
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is relative to the !udience and relative to the .§ituation.
paradigm fonn.
Humans crea.te defir,itions
and socially construct (1) plans
~nd (2) evaluntions (validAtion,
and the script-related behavior.
compOnent of religion.

ISAS is a shorthand

of wha.tever they decide to take into account
of action (script, blueprint, reci~e, model)
legitimation, motivation) justifying the script
High Intensity value definitions are a major

Basic premises of Symbolic Interactionism are as follows:
1. The behavior of concern is interaction (social or group
internal biological or sub-individual behavior.

beh~v;or)

not

2. The behavior of interacting individuals is in re~pon~e to symbols
(meRning or cognition) and is not determined biologically. The biologic~l processp.~
involved in living (and dying) do not determine what individuals do. Individuals
respond to the labels or names they use to identify whatever is being taken into
account. Efforts to achieve meaning consensus are constantly underway and most
likely never completely successful.

3. Hwnans take into account two types of symbols (1) symbo Ls which have
an empirical referent and which are used to identify selected aspects of the
empirical world such as the biological parts of the human body, the body as a
biological entity and the non-human physical world. (2) non-referented symbols
which have no referent. They do not re-present anything else. They present themselves. In the absence of biologically provided motivators or drives, nonreferented symbols have as one major function the justification (motivation,
legitimation) of behavior.

4. Humans can see and experience what a label calls for even though the
referent may not be empirically present. People can symbolically provide elements
missing in some configuration or systEm and take into accouht the Whole configuration. One can respond to what he believes or real-izes is there rather than
ju~t what is there.

'-I

5.There is no inherent relationship between symbol and referent (th~t to
which an empirically referented symbol refers) except the human one. Humans
decide which ~bol will identify a particular referent. Such relationships
are subj ect to change. The same symbols may be used to identify two or more
different phenomena and the same phenomenon can be labeled with two or more
different symbols.

6. Ignorance of certain aspects may be functional in the accomplic;hment
of certain goals.

7. Perception is always selective. The symbols used identify the as"Oect
of behAvior to which attention is being given. Selectively paying attention to
one configuration, involves selectively ignoring or "backgroundinglt other phenomena.
8. The behAvior ot the individual in response to any internal biological
factor or to the body as an entity, is 1n response to the labels used to identify
it, rather than in direct response to the biological factor per see

9. Decisions are emergent. They have no prior existence "out there"
or "in there." They can, however, achieve an existence independent of the
individuals who make or create the decisions, in the forms of laws, mores,
and folkways or any other recorded symbols. Such symbolic preservation i8, in
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fact necessary if human societies are to function.
10. Humans can syr.loolioally re-crea te or re-member the pas t
and pre-create or pre-mbmber the future and take these symbolic
p~nomena . into account in the present.
Doin~ so is neoessary if
society is to function and persist.

11. There is a meaningful distinction between (a) the decision
(b) the decided about and (c) the deciders. With reference to values
this is the distinction between (a) evaluations (b) evaluated and
(c) evaluator.

Validation. T here are no inherent limitations as to how doing
a given act (or not doing it) oan be symbolically legitimated.
Legitimation concepts and procedures are sooially constructed. Any
act can be done or not done for many different reasons, or justified
by many different justifications. Two broad questions of validation
are whether something is moral and whether it is legal. Legality
stems from deoisions made accordin~ to some approved legal procedure
and thus incorporated within the legal structure of a society.
Morality is not formally or legally created, but stems more from
informal consensus. However, when compared with laws, the manner
of creation in no way reduces the strength or importanoe thereof.
Irldeed, when laws are defined as immoral they are difficult to enforce.
Morality definitions are frequently reinforced by religious
definitions. An act is both good and of God. High intensity moral
definitions can, in fact, be interpreted as being the major ingredient
of religion, as nas been suggested. The second component is the
configuration of definitions about the supernatural.
Summary
The Sociology of Mormonism applies to Mormonism the basic concepts,
perspectives and methodology or the Sooiology of Religion, foousing
attention upon the human and natural aspects as contrasted with the
supernatural and superhuman aspects which concern the religionist.
BAing sociologioal and t~lUS social soientific (and agnostic) 1n nature
the study considers Mormon religious definitions, especially definitions
of the supernatural and high intensity value definitions (HIVD) and
related behavior. The content is sooiological not religious.
Attention is given primarily to acoumulated research whioh is
not yet extensive enough to provide a completely adequate sociological
picture--1t is a preliminary analysis. Attention is given to both
macro-level and micro-level Mormonism, including analysts of the
formal church structure and the broad soctal-physical setting or
situation tn which the church functions as well as the interaction
of those who function within that structure, including speaking in
the name of some church unit,_ and whose behavior outside of the
formal church activities evidences influences of being Mormon.
study utilizes the Symbolio Interaction Theory as an organizing
and analyzing perspective. The basic components of this complex
theory are contained in the paradigm statement that the behavior of
the Individual is in response to Symbols, relative to the Audience
and relative to the Situation. ISAS 1s a shorthand statement thereof.
10

CHAPTER TWO

ASPECTS OF MORMON RELIGIOSITY
The Religiosity Concept
Of concern to any religious group are questions such as "What
does it mean to be a member of our church? 'I How does one distinguish
between members and non-members. What types of memhers are there, and
how does one recognize different types. Such questions call for criteria
of categorization~ ReliQiosity is a concept which social scientists frequestly use in an effort to make such distinctions. The members defined in
the most positive terms are considered to have high religiosity or to be
high on a religiosity scale, while those with lesser deqrees of this
phenomenon are located somewhere lower on the scale.

The concept, however, is a difficult one. It is certainly one
for which there is no widely accepted meaning amonq social scientists. Not
only is there lack of consensus on the component elements which together
make up or constitute religiosity, but there is also lack of consensus on
how these components are related to each other. Are they all part of one
undfmensional·· conttnuum,
with known additive relationships between the
various components, or are they descrete but relatively unconnected components, from which some type of representative or synthesized (summated)
measure is secured?
Further, what are the non-religiosity correlates of scale
position? In terms of'behavior and beliefs, what can one generally conclude from his awareness that individual X is high on a religiosity scale
and individual Y is lower on that scale? What does knowing scale positions
permit one to predict?
Such meaning is further confused by a gro\"linq indication from
research that some members of a given church group are more like certain
members of other groups than they are like the other members of their own
affiliated group. There is on many measures, for instance greater differences between individual Catholics, as individuals, than there is between group measures of Catholics and qroup measures of Protestants.
A question of interest in our area is which other religious
groups are Mormons most like and most unlike?
Labelin~. The naming or labeling process utilized by humans
involves some intrlcate processes. Since social reality is constructed or
real-ized jointly by those involved, the application of a name to an individual which is accepted by the one named and by those who relate to him freq~ently requires constant reinforcement, constant reassurance that the name
is a11 appropriate one. When I say, III am a Monnon,1I the verb lI amll means
that the symbolic model which has been constructed for "Mormon ll has been
applied to me and found to fit. The statement that I am an orthodox Mormon,
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a liberal Mormon, or a Jack Mannon requires further delineation. In order
to distinguish between orv.odox and unorthodox Mormons symbolic models or
criteria of orthodoxy have to be constructed and then tried on or applied
for goodness of fit.
Religiosity is a con£ept which is used to identify such models
or blueprints. It is a constructed type, used for comparison purposes.
Most likely there is no individual who completely corresponds to the model.
To make such a label "stick" or be accepted by those involved
requires input from the one labeled and from those who relate to him.
Relative consensus as to the content of the model and the goodness of fit
must be obtained. If the one thus labeled accepts the label he is likely
to conclude "I am an orthodox Mormon." If the behavior incorporated in
the input and back put (feedback) of others validates that definitions he
is likely to conclude "I really am a righteous Mormon. 1I Lack of consensus
moderates the conclusion. It is difficult to continue to believe that
you really are something if the behavior of significant others does not
support or validate that conclusion.
Religiosity is a very broad, all incompassing concept. Many
who use it, use it as a summarizin~ measure or as a synthesizinq measure,
which it is believed reflects all or most significant aspects of the relligious aspects of the individual being evaluated. Such a broad concept
inevitably omits, leaves unsaid, or ignores more than it says or identifies.
Caution should, accordingly, be used in interpretating discussions of
religiosity. One should certainly want to know just how the concept ts
defined if he is going to arrive at anywhere near an accurate interpretation
tbereof.
Making distinctions between high religiosity and low religiosity
makes distinctions with but limited meaning. The same is true of distinguishing between saints and sinners.
Self Definitions. Having religiosity criteria available permits
the one being labeled to reach decisions about how well he conforms to that
model. He learns about himself in any attempt to see if the label is one
whi ch "ff ts" him. It also permits his audience or others to reach such conclusions. Further, however, it permits the one labeled to know that others
are assessing him in this manner and to reach decisions by some role-taking
process as to just what such assessments are. He knows that they know him,
and he knows that they knew' he kDOWS they know him.
Use of such labels may have a tremendous impact upon those to
whom they are applied. Since religion typically incorporated high-intensity value definitions (HIVD) or is concerned with what is considered to
be ultimate, high intensity components of living, we would be surprised if
acceptance or rejection of a given religiosity label did not have significant impact upon those involved. It is significant for me to decide how
religious I am, and also to decide how religious my significant others are
and how religious I think they have decided I am.
To want to be defined by si~nificant others as a righteous
person and to have them refuse to conf1nn such a label can be very destructive to the one desiring the label.
12

Mormon Religiosity
What does it mean ,to be a Mormon? What does being Mormon mean
to a given church member? To the non-member? These are affiliation
questions. Once a distinction is made between Mormons and non-Mormons
a second question arises as to aistinctions between Mormons. Affiliation
questions make distinctions between the in group and the out group, between
member and non-member, between (in Mormon language) Mormon and Gentile.
Religiosity questions make distinctions between Mormons and Mormons. It is
highly unlikely that any religious group would fail to make such distinctions
between members. Dtfferentf atl on is a basic aspect of group formation,
group maintence, and goal achievement,
M~king within-group distinctions is frequently done for various
reasons. Within the Mormon Church distinctions can be made between orthodox and unorthodox Mormons, worthy and unworthy members, saints and sinners,
religious and less-religious Mormons. Concern is frequently qiven to distinctions between what we might call the 100% members, the 70% members and
the 20% members, using criteria taken from the extensive records maintained
in the various organizations.

Recommend holders. In some cases, formal criteria are established in order to categorize members in different ways. A widely used set
of such criteria are those utilized to determine who qualifies for a temple
recol1111end and who does not? IIRecorrnnend holder,1I is a label which has
received increased use in recent years. The ~ypical pattern is to dichotomize and divide everyone into but two categories--recommend holder and
(and we don't have a label which has been established through usage) nonrecommend holders. This classification most likely incorporates the belief
that everyone who technically qualifies for a temple recommend will have
secured one, and thus those who do not actually have the appropriate
symbols (i.e. the recommend) can easily be classified (maybe informally) as
unworthy to receive one. The category of II worthy non-recommend holder" is
most likely not even considered to be a viable label by most Mormons.
Jack Mormons. Mormons have an expression which incorporates a
religiosity component, F.e, "Jack Mormon." The label identifies someone
who is not clearly within the fold or clearly acceptable to the most orthodox members, but who none-the-less seems to merit the "Mormon" label. No
clear-cut definition, however, has been provided as to just how one distinguishes the Jack Mormon from the IINon-Jack-Mormon." The label is used for
i nforma1, not fomna 1 church purposes. Thi s ambiigui ty then permi ts the user
to supply whatever meaning he decides is appropriate for a given audience
in a given situation.
Mormons are!usually not willing to accept every church member
as being equally Mormon. This not only applies to others, but also to self.
When I try to decide what kind of a Mormon I am, what criteria do I use?
Mormonism provides some criteria. There is the priesthood, in a hiqhly
organized and thus highly "officered" and "teachered" orqanization, with
extensive record keeping. The question concerning what type of Mormon a
male individual is, can be answered in part by indicating his position in
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the priesthood, By usinq priesthood criteria, the church provides many
self-appraisal experienc~ :utilizing public criteria--well known to everyone.
As far as more personal, non-public appraisals are concerned it
is an open question as to whether all the church work hinders or helps maximizing these definitions. Are Mormons so busy doing their public church
work that they fail to "do their religion?"
Does the church work become an end in itself, or a means to an
end. Does attending church, etc. help one love his neighbor more or less.
Which neighbor? Does being "anxiously engaged" in church work per se, decrease the liklihood of beinq an~i9usly engaged in non-church work-recognizing that being concerned with societal problems can be defined as a part
of "church work. II Is such concern found equally among those who are highly
religious and those lower on the reli~iosity scale?
One concern of a sociological analysis of Mormonism, then, is
to find out how much difference exists between Mormons on any given behavior/
belief item. Some may start with a premise that there should be harmony
and unanimity within the church. Thus, even if there are some differences
these shouldn't be emphasized or maybe even identified. A sociological
analysis however attempts to find out what differences do exist and then
to see if a given difference is related to other social differences.
The Mormon Church does not have a professional clergy except at
the highest echelons and possibly in the Church schools where individuals
are paid specifically and exclusively to teach reliqious subjects. Thus
most active Mormons playa variety of roles during their years as a Mormon.
Most likely most Mormons have the experience of evaluating other Mormons
to decide who should teach which class and who should "be called" to preside
over which organization, etc. It is likely then that many members have
some sort of rough evaluation scheme which is used to classify other members.
The fact that counselors are widely used and that recommendations for
officering and teachering any given organization need to be approved by
higher echelon officers means that some sort of official or unofficial
evaluation scheme will be utilized by most members. Most Mormons are
accustomed to making distinctions like the ones to be discussed, but the
criteria used are most likely quite different from those identified in the
research.
The number of labels or names used to classify individuals influences how these individuals will be classified. The number of categories available for use influences the flexibility and complexity of
classifying. The more classification categories available the ~reater the
liklihood of making numerous distinctions or the greater the amount of
difference one is l"ikely to percet,e and take into account when decisions
are made.
With all of these limitations, the reliqiosity concept has
utility (if for no other punpose than that it is available and has been
used in past research) for providing beginning or initial insights into
aspects of Mormonism. We will, accordingly, look at some of the availabae

research in this area and will provide tentative interpretations thereof.
Research Evidence
In one
studied 162 adult
using an attitude
his measure, the

of the early sti.dtes of Mormon Religiosity, Hardy (1949)
Mormons from 101 households in seven Salt Lake ctty areas,
scale which he developed. He found that, according to
evaluations of the church were generally MORE favorable

1. for males holding the Me1chizedek Priesthood than for
those holding the Aaronic priesthood
2. for former missionaries than for non-missionaries
3. for non-users of cola drinks than for users
4. for those regularly participating in family prayer than for
those whb were irregular or non participating.
Little or no relationship was found between attitudes toward the church and
the use of cocoa. Also, little or no relationship was found between age
and church evaluations.
'
When Hardy compared male and female Mormons he found little or
no differences. The males on the average scored less favorable than the
females, but the difference was not statistically si~nificant. This finding
contrasts with male-female patterns in most other church groups in which
males are typically found to be significantly less favorable toward church
re11,gi on than are the fema 1es , (See Vernon & Cardwe11 )
Photiadis (1965) collected data from a Mormon trade area of about
10,000 population, studying via anonymous questionnaries, 553 mile adults
drawn from the entire congregations of 15 wards. All persons were invited
to the ward chapel to complete the study, with 56% respondinQ. Questionnaires
from the remaining respondents were secured thru personal contact. He reached
the following conclusions:
1. There was a positive and significant relationship between
belief and overt confonnity to church teachings.
2. The relationship between church participation and overt
conformity is much higher than the relationship between belief and overt
confonni ty .
3. Church participation is related to overt conformity independent of the degree of belief.
Cline and Richards (1965) were among the first to utilize the
religiosity concept in research. They used the name IIBeliefs and Behavior ll
rather than "Religiosity." Their investigation involved 155 adult males
and females drawn from the Salt Lake City directory. A trained interviewer collected the material using three research instruments: (1) a
modified TAT type test, (2) a depth interview and (3) a 67-item religious
belief-behavior questionnaire. A method of analysis known as factor analysis
was used. This procedure pennits the researcher to identify factors whfch
cluster together or which evidence sufficient inter-relationships that
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the group of factors can be ;considered as being a larger, more inclusive
entity or variable. Respondents are not asked to create the ag~repates
which are composed of inter-related variables. The research asks specific
individual questions and then examines the interrelationships between the
answers provided. One has to be cautious 'in how f indtnqs such as these are
interpreted.
The findings of the Cline-Richards study reveal considerable
complexity within the religiOS'ity domain. The findin~s contrast with
interpretations which view religiosity as a single global factor or at
most two or thpee factors. Thjs study found twelve factors for men and
eleven factors for women. Male reliqiosity and female religiosity are not
exact equivalences~. The saliency sequence of items is different in each
case •. Being religious does not mean the same thing to Mormon males and
females. There was, however, high intercorrelations among the total
religiosity measures from the three separate experimental procedures, with
correlation values ranging from 56 to 81. The factors obtained are as
follows:
Factor
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

FEMALE RELIGIOSITY FACTORS

Religious Belief and Behavior
Having Spouse who had ~ood relations with religious parents
Compassionate·Samaritan Factor
Projected Guilt
Having good relations with a religious father
Projective Test Religiosity
Involves tragedy and suffering in later life
Having good relations with a religious mother
Religious Hypocrisy
Political Preference
Dogmatic Authoritarianism
MALE RELIGIOSITY FACTORS

1. Religious Behavior
2. Compassionate Samaritan Factor
3. Dogmatic Authoritarianism
4. Having a spouse who had good relations with religious parents
5. Hav~ng ~ood relations with a spouse who is herself religious
6. ProJectlve Test Re1igiosi~y
7. . .Men·whohadgood. relations with their own religious parents
8. Tragedy and Suffering in later life
9. Loss of Faith
10. Religious Belief
11 . Neuroti ci sm
12. Projective Test Religious Conflicts
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The
research. The
these findings
different from

--:

meaning of each of these items is only as defined in the
reader should accordingly be cautious about reading into
meanings which he may have, but which may in fact be quite
that identified by the names used above.

There is then considerable evidence of sex differences in the
patterns of Mormon religiosity. One important findinq is that for males
and females, but especjally for the male, being a "good Samaritan" and
being loving and compassionate toward one's fellow persons, was largely
independent of other aspects of religious beliefs and behavior. The study
suggests, then, that religiosity or religious commitment is not a simple
unidimensional dimension. It is factorially extremely complex or put more
simply, there are many ways to be religious and many ways to express this
religiosity behaviorally.
Cardwell (1972) studied 1,000 students from the University of
Utah, using a Likert-type summated rating scale. His study included in
addition to LDS students, Roman Catholic, Baptist, Presbyterian and Independent students. Using a factor analytic technique (the same as Cline and
Richards) factor matrices or clusters for each group were obtained. DilTIensions identified as (1) religious belief, (2) religious ritualism, youth;
(3) religious ritualism, adult and (4) religious effects were obtained for
each of the religious groups. However, many dissimilarities were found.
Religious commitment was found to be five dimensional for Mormons,
and Catholics, but only four dimensional for Presbyterians and Independents.
Religiosity was three dimensional for Baptists. Catholics appeared to
respond from more of what Cardwell called an adult perspective than did
members of the other groups. The ritualism cluster was confounded with
items from the belief cluster for the Mormons. The Ritualism dimension
relates to fornlal organizational behavior and appeared to be the most
salient dimension for Mormons while religious belief was most important
for the others. Finally, a unique factor was found for the Mormons, which
Cardwell called "Ethnic Fellowship-Extrinsic Orientation. 1I This dimension
was characteristic of the small percent of Mormons who attend church regularly
but do not "believe ll "experiencell or "know" their religion in the usual
orthodox manner.
Cardwell also found that the items generally used to measure
religious belief, religious ritualism, and religious effects were sufficiently accepted by all group studied to suggest that these questions were
tapping "societal religion." The utilization of such items provides information as to those high-intenstiy value definitions upon which most Americans
agree, rather than assessing denominational-specific religious commitment.
It is on these items then that Mormons are most like the other groups studied.
Given that significant dissimilarities were found between groups Cardwell
indicated that the comparability of the structure of multidimensional religious commitment among denominations is problematic and should well be
demonstrated empirically in lieu of being assumed. It may, in fact, be
difficult if not impossible to create a measuring tool which would apply
to all major groups. To say this differently, Mormons are sufficiently
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different from Catholics, qaptists and Presbyterians (and presumahly
other major groups) that "1 research .each requires its own measure of
church re1i giosi ty.
Religious or any other items which are found to scale usinQ the
Guttman technique, have the characteristic that if you know an individuals
scale position you can predict wit~ 90% accuracy what his answers are on
all scale items. Using this technique, Vernon (1955) constructed a scale
involving the twelve items shown in Figure 1.
The 1952 membership of one ward in Lewiston, Idaho was studied.
This group is obviously not representative of the whole church. For this
group the following patterns were found.
Sex: males more than females tended to fall at the two extremes.
Age: Religiosity evidenced a high level at ages 18-19, decrease
up to about age 30, increase to about age 60, followed by decrease.
Income: High religiosity was found in the $2,000 and under catagory, with a religiosity decline to $5,000 with subsequent increase
to $8.000, then decline.
Occupation: no consistent pattern
Marital status: only slight differences between sinqle and married
participants. Divorced Mormons, however, tended to be located at
either the high or low extreme.
Missionary activity: Those with missionary experience tended to
have higher orthodoxy than those without.
Converts: Converts evidenced higher orthodoxy than non-converts
or those who were born-and-converted lIin" the church.
Figure One
THE VERNON MORMON CHURCH ORTHODOXY SCALE
Following are twelve statements or questions about the Church. Please
check the statement following each of these which most closely approximates your personal reaction to that item.
1. Do you usually atten~ Sacrement meeting?
1. Weekly, 2. Every 2 weeks, 3. Monthly, 4. On special occasions,
-5. Never --2. If you live with your family, do you participate in family prayer? (Do
not confuse with a blessing of the food).
1. Daily,
2. Weekly, 3. Monthly, 4. Irreqularly, 5. Never,
6. Do not llV'e with family
- ' 3. Do you break the Word of Wisdom with reference to coffee or tea, beer
or stronger alcoholic beverages, or tabacco?
1. Regularly, __2. Occasionally, __3. Rarely, 4. Never
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4. Testimony meetings are enjoyable meetings to attend.
1. Strongly agree, __2 Agree, __3. Undecided, __4. Disagree, __5.
a1sagree

Stron~ly

5. Following the teachings of the church will help one get ahead financially.
1. Stroogly agree, __2. Agree, 3. Undecided, 4. Disa~ree, __5. Strongly
OTsagree
6. During the past year did you
__1. Pay a full tithe? __2. Pay a part tithe?

3. Pay no

tit~in~?

7. The church possesses divine authority.
1. Strongly agree, 2. Agree, 3. Undecided, 4. Disagree,S. Strongly
(ffsagree
----8. The financial contributions asked by the church are too high.
1. Strongly agree,
2. Agree, 3. Undecided, 4. Disagree,S. Stronq1y
d1sagree
---.
9. It would be desirable if the Bishops could receive a salary for their
church work and therefore devote full time to church activities.
1. Strongly agree, 2. Agree, 3. Undecided, 4. Disagree,S. Strongly
dfsagree
---'-10. Do you agree with the present stand of the church on the Word of
Wisdom?
__1. Yes, __2. Undecided, 3. No
11. Do you agree with the present stand of the church on the youth program?
1. Yes, _2. Undecided, _3. No
12. The present General Authorities are inspired in their decisions with
reference to church matters.
1. Strongly agree, 2. Agree. 3. Undecided. 4. Disagree,S. Strongly
dfsagree.
--'
---Mauss (19, ) suggests that in our use of the religiosity or
orthodoxy concept, conceptual clarity is needed. Orthodoxy or religiosity,
he suggests. can be subdivided into two categories: ethica1ism and pietism.
Ethicalism is human or social oriented being concerning with person-person
relationships. It is an important component of the social gospel outlook.
Ethica1ism involves a belief that loving one's neighbor and doing good for
others ate requisites for salvation.
Pietism by way of contrast is supernatural or trod-or~ented. It
is concerned with human-God relationships and is expressed in an evangelical outlook. Pietism is operationally defined as belief in conformity
to certain practices believed to be divinely provided such as tithing,
sabbath observances, etc. and belief in abstention from certain prohibited
practices such as dri'nking, swearing, etc.
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Glock conceptualized ethicalism as being the reverse of orthodoxy.
t1auss. however. conceptu, ized both pietism and ethicalism as components of
religiosity which from his perspective can be expressed through either an
ethical or a pietistic style. but rarely both.
Mauss used Salt Lake City data and found that his hypothesis
was generally but only modestly confirmed. His theorizing and research
do suggest the value of distinguishing two broad types of Mormons.
Allen (1955) studied a group of Mormon college students enrolled
in introductory psychology classes which he compared with five other groups
of students from various parts of the country. He checked to see if the
Mormons tended to be more authoritarian than the others on the basis of
scores on the F scale. In four of the five comparisons he found that the
Hormons were significantly more authoritarian than non-Mormons. Although
his research does not permit us to make such a conclusion, it may be that
those high in authoritarianism are those we have called ritualistic in
nature. If so. the non-authoritarian st~dents would be More humanistic in
nature. His research does underscore the existence of different types of
Mormons and the.fact that Mormons tend to be different from non-Mormons.
In a 1974 analysis of the Mormon Church, Arrington discusses
problems experienced by the church. indicating that "..• one of these relates
to a continuing, through healthy, tension between what m~~ht be called conservatives and liberals within the church." Both types he points out are
converted to the church and remain loyal and active. and can be seen as
evidence of the vitality and vigor of the church. He roughly equates those
in these two categories to the categorization provided by Poll (1967) of
"Iron Rod Saints" and "Liahona Saints" which terms come from the Book of
~rmon. The "iron rod"" was the word of God and by holding on to this rod
.,ndividuals believed they could follow the straight and narrow path to salvation. The Liahona was the compass which those in the early book of
Mormon story used as a guide, which provided broad guidelines, leaving it
up to the user to apply them to specific situations. The "iron rod" Mormons
attempt to find answers to all magnitude of questions from the scriptures
and the words of thei r prophets. The Li ahona t1ormons ques ti on whether any
instrument is capable of providing such specific answers, believing that
the individual is required to provide specific answers to many questions
using the broad guidelines available.
In the following statement, Brigham Young seems to have, at
least in broad outline, anticipated the types which have here been abstracted
largely from available research.:
"I am more afraid that this people have so much confidence in
in their leaders that they will not inquire for themselves of
God, whether they are led by Him. I am fearful that they settle
down in a state of blind self-security .•. Let every man and woman
know. by the whtsperlnq of the Sptr t t of God to themselves,
whether their leaders are walking in the Path the Lord dictates
or not." (Journal of Djscourses 9: 150)
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A person-church emphasis is evidenced in the conceptual part of the
Dunford and Kunz research report concerning Mormons who shopped on
Sunday. In their effort to include in their study only those individuals
evidenciog "strong orthodoxy or commitment" they indicated that if an
individual reported that religion was important to him, but he did not
attend weekly, he was not included in the study.
The Cardwell, and the Cline and Richards research seems to have
identified through a somewhat sophisticated method somewhat the same differences which one prominent Mormon discovered through his participatjon
in the church organizations. Bennion (1959) reports saying to members of
a -fireside group he was adressing, "I would like each one of you in turn
to tell us one thing you do not do because you are a Latter-day Saint."
The first person said, "l don't smoke."
The second one said, "I don't drf nk ,"
The thi rd one sai d, II I don't dri nk coff'ee,"
The fourth one sa; d, "I don I t drink tea. II
And then there was a long pause before the fifth one thought of
something. He said finally, "l don't go to shows on Sunday."
And the sixth one said, "I donf't swear. II
And then there was still a lonqer pause. He then turned to the
other end of the circle and said, "Please tell us each in turn what you do
do because you are a Latter-day Saint.
The first one said, "I go to church."
The second one said, "l go to Priesthood meeting."
The third one said, "l go to Sunday School."
The fourth one said, "l go to choir practice. 1I
There was a long pause tiefore the fifth one could say,
II I pay ti th'hlg. II
Bennion (p.r'281) also provided the following account:
I was in a stake officers' meeting one evening when we were
replacing stake board members. A certain person was nominated for a
position and the presideing officer turned to me because I knew this
person and said, "Is he a good Latter-day Saint?" A lot of ideas flashed
through I1\Y mind and I said to him. "He is a good neighbor. He is honest.
He is hospitable. He is merciful." and I named other Christian virtues.
The presiding officer said quickly, "That isn't what I want
to know. Anybody can be a good Christian. I want to know if he is a
good Latter-day Saint."
I knew what he meant and I quite agreed with him in part. He
wanted to know if the candidate for office paid his t~thinq, and if he
were orthodox in his faith. And these things a person ought to do to be
a good Latter-day Saint. The thing that hurt me was his remark that anybody can be honest and lovin~ as though the emphasis were only on the
peculiar things in our faith and not also the fundamental aspects of
our religion.
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What has been called the person-church or ritualistic emphasis
seems to be well illustra.:d. The person-person emphasis, is captured in
the following statement by Bennion (p. 282).
But I would also like to hear the circle continue by saying,
"Because I am a Latter-day Saint I don't cheat. I don't plagiarize. I don't think of a girl as a means to my own selfish
gratification. I don't hurt, if I can, and any human bein~,I1 ...
I am kind to mY neighbor. I am patient with l'lly husband. I pay
mY bills. I speak the truth. I hunger and thirst after
knowledge. I am going to learn something about the laws of the
universe and the nature of human nature and I might help God
bring to pass the immortality and god-like life of man. II ...
The Mormon Church, however, does not officially make or
recognize these distinctions. Everyone is apparently judged by one
standard. Conformity of religiosity is encouraged. In official or informal
behavior it is likely, however, that different confiqurations of variables
are taken into account with some sort of balancing or synthesizing
evaluations being made when some generalized, total-person evaluation seems
to be called for.
The differences we have been discussing are not an either-or
combination, but rather a matter of emphasis or concentration along a
difference continuum. The two polar types are symbolically constructed,
and are most likely not applicable to any given individuals. Being religious does not have the same meaning for all Mormons.
On the basis of the limited research just analyzed, it seems
appropriate to distinguish the following two abstract polar types of
Mormons. These are constructed types, which means that most likely no
one person is of either pure type, but would rather be some combination of
both. However, it is possible to identify the major emphasis of their
religiosity or their primary emphasis when they are IIdoing religion.
These types then can be summarized as follows:
1I

TYPES 0F MORf()NS
Person-Church Ritualistic Emphasis

Person-Person ,humanistic emphasis

Ritualistic
Rules-Regulations Oriented

non-ritualistic or humanistic
doing good to others, ethical,
humanistic
Good Samitarian (Cline)
Integrity and Christian love
(Bennion)
relatively nonvisible, noncountable
Liahona ,orientation (Pol')
Beliefs emphasis (Cardwell)

IIA Good Latter-Day Saint"
(Bennion)
visible, countable
"Iron Rod" (Poll )
Ritualistic, adult 'emphasis
(Cardwell)
Peitism, God-oriented, evangelEthicalism, social gospel, concern
ical. Conformity to practices,
with others, Loving neighbor, doing
tithin~, sabbath, abstention (Mauss)
good to others. (Ma~ss)
"Organization person"
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Which style of Mormonism is easier to live? Neither. One
style is easier for one ~ype of individual whereas the other is easier for
the other type. Behavior of either is in response to symbols, inc1udinq
the symbols he uses to identify himself, relative to the audience and the
situation.
A question with reference to the ritualistic Mormons, particularly, is whether (1) they adopt their view of obedience-authoritatianism
plus the other components we have discussed because the leaders endorse
that approach or (2) whether the leaders tend to endorse such a view
because they perceive that the members want them to, expect them to, and in
some respect almost demand that they provide authoritarian answers. The
causal connection most likely moves in both directions.
MACRO OR CHURCH RELIGIOSITY
The human ability to synthesize, or otherwise manipulate tbe
symbols which re-present individual members permits reaching decisions
about the church as a whole, or the entire membership as an entity. Thus
in size the Mormon Church can be compared with the Presbyterian Church or
any other group. The average financial contribution of'the Mormon members
can be compared and compared with others, etc. Church comparisons can
be made on characteristics such as the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

drug use and abuse
birth date
death rate
education level (average)
Theological beliefs
secular beliefs

Making such comparisons permits one to answer questions such as
"How are we doing?"
Passing
In the area of race relations a type of behavior to which attention
is given is "passing," with the label identifyinq the process of permitting
others to define you and relate to you in terms of an inaccurate label. The
individual who is black, for instance, may pass for white, or vice versa. In
so doing, he permits others to identify him as white, even thouqh he "knows ll
he is really black. Problems associated with racial passing have been identified and analyzed in the literature. There are definitional problems involved
in this whole process as well as an analysis thereof. In order for a white
to pass as a black, we have to know what being "white" means, as well as what
being black means. One approach is biological in nature, with the critical
determiners of racial identification being defined as biological in nature.
Passing then involves an individual who is biologically black who passes for
white. Problems also arise, however, from the fact that there is little
consensus as to just what biological factors determine blackness, as well as
from awareness that these biological factors themselves do Dot determine
any type of behavior. Behavior is in response to symbols (ISAS) not biological factors. It is the meanin~ which one rea1-izes or makes real which
influences interaction.
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The concept of passing seems to be an appropriate one to use in the
realm of religious behav. ". Here we are dealing primarily with social-symbolic
factors rather than bio10gcia1 factors. Mormon religious passing involves
an individual who permits others to identify him as Mormon when he does not
consider himself to be Mormon. Betty Ackerltnd in her research on creative
artists in Utah found that two of her respondents indicated that they were
LDS in name only. They were on the records of the Mormon Church as being
Mormons. but they did not classify themselves in this way. Presumable
"pass tnq Mormons" would account for some of the difference between affiliation
pr membership identification and preference identification.
It may be that in Utah or other areas where Mormons are a strong
majority group that there may be certain social advantages for one to pass
as a Mormon. Interesting research could be done in which non-Mormons were
asked to identify situations in which they ha~ passed for Mormons.
Passing for a Mormon may be a preliminary step for so~e individuals
in the conversion process. Having others treat you as though you were a
Mormon may facilitate your accepting the definition for yourself.
In some of my classes. when the question has been raised as to
whether religious passing does occur today. the response has been a strong
affirmative one. Many students indicated that they know of some who have
passed or that they themselves have passed. In the Salt Lake Valley or
"Mormon Country" from which most of my current students come. it seems logical to assume that there may be more in-Mormon passing than out-MarmoR
passing. In-Mormon passing involved non-Mormons passing for Mormons, and
was the most frequently provided illustration. Illustrations such as the
following were provided.
"I am currently working as a life insurance salesman for XXX in
Salt Lake. I have found myself when dealing with Mormons. name dropping
some prominent Mormon names. trying'to get closer to a buyer.
A female non-Mormon student reported that she went to work for a
church-owned radio station, where most of the employees were Mormon. During
her first few hours on the job~she was not directly asked whether she was a
Mormon. The question which provided the answer to the identity question was
some variation of "In which ward do you live?" She indicated that she had
adopted the technic of responding. liThe Bountiful Ward" and then just dropping
the topic. Had she indicated that she was a non-Mormon she would have opened
a "Floodgate" of converS'ion-oriented behavior on the part of her Mormon coworkers. Many Mormons define conversion of hon-Mormons as a major goal or
as a major way of "doing Mormonism." By implying membership. even though she
technically merely identified a geographical area of residence. she avoided
being exposed to these conversion tactics.
"On two occasions I have had two salesmen drop names and say
they were Mormons ..• My wife and I were "turned off" by the one especially
because it was obvious he was not "active" L.D.S. The other may have been
a Mormon but I doubt it. We realized we were being "used" .•. and this turned us
off.

-I

In Mormon Country a Mormon identification 1s frequently implied
from observation of (1) . whether an individual smokes or does not
amoke--Mormons have a tJJ!ohibition against smoking, and (2) whether
one drinks coffee or liquor--Mormons have a prohibition against use
of, both of these. The Mormon businessman who orders coffee while in
the company of non-Mormons may be saying or implying that he is a
non-Mormon. Unless he himself provides input, his associates are
likely to initially conclu~e that he is not a Mormon. For some people
the "coffee issue" is of ltttle importance.
I was made aware of an interesting case involving a young lady
who had been raised in the Mormon Church and had accepted the Mormon
culture but had subsequently left the churoh an.d identified herself
as an atheist. Thru friends she was able to seoure a position as
companion and helper for the siok wife of a church leader. In
hiring her, it was asslxmed that she was a Mormon, although the
question was never directly asked. She was, however, able to talk
the Mormon language and knew what the expected Mormon input was as
far as conversations were concerned. She accordingly was able to
maintain the position and the Mormon identification by letting others
believe she was a Mormon while ident1fying herself personally otherwise.
Students who have taught in the public schools in Utah have
also reported non-Mormon administrators who never smoke or drink in
pUblic, thus possibly passing for Mormon, or at least not oreating
a non-Mormon impression.
Summary

For sociological as well as for some church purposes, it 1s
frequently useful to make distinctions between individuals all of
whom are Mormons. Mormon use of ooncepts such as "recommend holder"
"Jaok Mormon," orthodox and unorthodox Mormons make such distinctions.
Study of research findings identified "religiosity differences"
associated with the following: priesthood level, dietary behavior,
prayer, church attendanoe, sex differences, var10us beliefs, being
a "good S'anaritan (loving others), r1tualistic behavior, missione.ry
experienoes, being a oonvert, being authoritar1an. Mormon and nonMormon differences were found.
From this analysis the following two-type classifioation scheme
for Mormons was created; (1) ritualistic or person-church and (2)
humanistio or person-person. Individual ohurch members evidence
more or less of the oharacteristics incorporated in each of these
constructed or polar types, and can be located along a continuum
from one pole to the other.
Some Mormons when relating to some audienoes in some situations
pass as non-Mormons, while given the right ISAS configuration, some
non-Mormons pass for Mormons. This is a type of beh'1vior which
merits further stUdy.
.
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,:RAPTER THREE

MOro.DN SYMBOLS:

VERBAL AND RI1UALISTI C

In Monnon theology the Holy Trinity consists of God, the Father; Jesus
Chrls t , the son; and the Holy Ghost. God the Father represents the supernatural
or superhuman realm in which :Mornnns believe. Jesus Chris t rpnresents the human
component, with emphasis upon the ideal components-- humanness at tts best.
Presunab ly in the supernatural realm there is no "best" and "non-best. It Everything supernatural is maximized. The third member of the Godhead, the Holy Ghost ~
in effect, is the connect.ing mechanism or "connecting tissue" between these two
different realms. To the Momon, the Holy Ghost is a supernatural, spiritual
entity. The basic funct ion of the Holy Ghost is communication or to facilitate
communication. The tenn ''Holy Connmmicator" or ''Holy Symbolizer" from a socio...
logical perspective might be appropriate. In any event, conununication involves
symbols, and in tenns of funct ion the "Holy Ghost" could be termed ''Holy Symbol.s ,"
It is with some aspects of this symbolic component that we are most concerned here.
Attention will be given to canunonly used symbols which have a distinctive
Mennon canponent, and to ritual symbols Invo'lveddn the more sacred aspects of
practicing or living Monnonism. Both types of symbols may involve spoken, verbal
or heard symbols and biological, silent, unheard symbols, Typically one does
something as well as says something. Symbols involved in the most sacred Monnon
rituals or rites in their temples are also considered to be a secret or carry
with them the restriction of in·ternple use, with no approved out...·of"l'tenl{>le use.
Those authorized to use the sacred in-temple symbols generally consider
this to be a distinctive, highly approved behavior. Some of the sacredness of
the symbols in effect rubs off onto those involved in the ritualistic behavior.
Mormons indicate in their "Articles of Faith" that they believe in the
"gift of tongues, phophecy, revelation, visions, healing, and interpretation
of tongues." All of the identified items except healing are symbolic in nature.
While the healing per se may be biological, the ritual involved in effort to achieve
the healing is likewise symbolic. Healings may, of course, incorporate a psycho ...
somatic or symbolic component.
Monnon Language
Is there a Monnon language which expresses distinctly Mormon experiences?
Is there a distinctive Monnon language which pennits its users to have experiences
which they would not be able to do othersdse? TIle answer seems to be "somewhat."
A ritualistically used phrase, ''We do this in the name of Jesus Christ," is
a part of such a language. In many respects this verbal symbol set is the equivalent
of the Raman Catholic crossing behavior. As such it serves a self identification
or identification-reminder purpose. It serves to reinforce a Monnon "s ''MonnoIUless'l ..
Monnons in an unfami.Har setting hearing the phrase spoken would likely conclude
that the speaker was a fellow..Monnon.
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"Gentile" is a term used by Monnons to identify all non-Monnons.
also use the term to identify all non-Jews.

The Jews

Labels of brother and sister are used to identify church members, and by some
to apply to non-members as well. This pattern is used by many non-Monnons groups,
but the labels especially in ''Monnon Country" serves an LDS identification purpose,
especially in a non-religious or secular setting. As such it may set into
motion a whole series of definitions with related behavior in which the illS
identification is taken into account. One such consequence may be preferential
treatment by other Monnons.
Use of the name "Lamanite" to identify the American Indian is likewise
Monnon in nature. The name comes from the Book of Monnon.
"Living prophet" is another Monnon-identifier.
is frequently identified with this name.

The president of the church

The formal offices in the Priesthood are also somewhat distinctive. These
are Deacon, Teacher, Priest, Elder, Seventy and High Priest. Aaronic Priesthood
and Melchizedek Priesthood are in this category.
"Patriarchial blessing" is also a part of ''Mormon language."
Miss ionary" is another ''Monnon identifier".

"Returned

IDRK>N "IN TIffi NAME OF" BEHAVIOR

In same religious behavior, especially ritual behavior, individual Mbnnons
or the congregation as a whole, move thru symbolic space into a sacred name or
acquire a sacred identification. As has been indicated it is frequently the
name of Jesus Christ which is involved. In some rituals such as the baptism
prayer, the ritual is done "in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost." Such "in the name of" behavior functions to make the event sacred in
nature. Mormons believe they should not take the name of God in vain.
Those in certain positions are pennitted to speak in the name of the church,
or of some unit within the church such as a stake, a ward, a branch, or other
organization. TIris is similar to secular role-playing, bureaucratic "speaking".
The church offices are highly structured or bureaucratized. In the process of
being involved in church work, the typical Monnon has considerable experience
in presenting himself in the name (role) of some organization, and of interpreting
the behavior of others in tenns of the role or in name in which their behavior
is being done. Considerable time is spent planning meetings, and subdividing
assignments so that a larger event can occur.
The father often speaks in the name of his fami.Iy, The mother may do also,
but in the more orthodox family she may view herself as doing so under the supervision of her priesthood-holding husband.
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Macro Monnon Symbols
The Monnon church has not established a distinctive churchwide symbol
representing or re-presenting Monnonism which would be the Mormon equivalent of
the Christian Cross of the Jewish Star of David. In a limited sense the statue
of the Angel Moroni which caps the Salt Lake Temple, and/or pictures thereof
suggests ''Monnonism'' to many familiar with it. Possible the Tabernacle Choir
in its "Presentation of self" on the weekly radio-'IV presentations, canes as
close as anything to being a recognized symbol of Monnonism. If this is true
then Richard L. Evans, while living 'WOuld have been the LOS figure or individual
most known through the world, Pictures of the Tabernacle Organ for some would
serve as an identification symbols.

Symbols considered by MOrmons to be sacred are utilized in ritualistic
work done in their temples which are also considered to be sacred. These are
recognized by Monnons as being distinctively ft;)nnon, although not distinctively
contemporary, since they are believed to be ancient in origin. The sacred nature
of these symbols, however, precludes public use and public awareness thereof
and consequently they so not serve any general public identification purpose.
During the period of long hair for males, Utahans occasionally heard the
non-long-haired individuals categorized as having that "BYU look."
Ritualism of Monnonism
Spoken and/or written symbols are familiar to all. In addition to these,
ritual symbols are frequently used by humans in certain types of behavior with
the intention of achieving certain goa1s--frequent1y other-word1y goals. A
major function of such sy.mbo1s is to aid humans at those points where important
trans i tions or changes occur. The use of such symbols involves acceptance of the
belief that the individual benefits therefrom. "Rites of passage" or "rituals
of transition" are labels used for the behavior involving use of such symbols.
Once rituals are established, it is possible that the ritual will became
somewhat of an end in itself rather than a means to an end. Completing the
ritual, or doing the required behavior becomes the important thing. Little (or
less) concern may be evidenced, by some at least, with whether what they think
is being accanplished is in fact being accanplished. The goal then changes to
one of ''peace of mind" or "routine gratification fran routines" rather than the
ease of transition or change.
Such rituals in Monnonism frequently involve physical contact, or the "laying
on of hands." Establishing physical contact facilitates the feeling and/or belief
that something is exchanged or transferred from one to the other. The something
exchanged may be interpreted as being supernatural or spiritual in origin since
the male officiating (plus the males participating) all hold the priesthood ~
and are accordingly believed to be instnunents thru which God I S power is
channeled.
To be accepted as valid all rituals require that the ritualistic words and
behavior be done "in the name of Jesus Christ", Prayers are addressed to God
the Father, as has been indicated. Most involve the "laying on of hands" in
which those officiating physically place their hands upon the head or body
as in case of blessing a baby ~ of the one being bl.essed, Physical contact is
required. Most are perfonned under the direction of and thus at the discretion
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of the Bishop or other designaged office holder. In his home, the father, or other
priesthood holder may give £3"1:Lly blessings. The blessing on the food may be said
by any member of the family. There are no age or sex limitations. Family prayers
are under the direction of the father if he is present, or of the mother in father's
absence. In the absence of father and mother an other leader may so function.
Individual praying is encouraged and expected and is an individual prerogative.
Most rituals are viewed by others, thus making them public events. The
audience involved may be limited to other "worthy" church members as in the
temple marriage ceremony. The rituals may accordingly receive increased strength
from the lmowledge that the receiver has of the fact that others know what has
taken place. This includes awareness that they share with him a set of expectations
as to how he should behave once the ritual has been canpleted. To those who
thus real-ize the validity of the ritual, such public component can be Dnportant.
Records are also maintained which may have a related consequence. Reinforcement
and encouragement to confonn to expectations is involved.
Use of full name. In many rituals, the one officiating uses the full name
of the other involvea. To do so makes the event different from cormnon secular
events. Those involved are made aware that something special and spirtual is
taking place.
For many involved, an effort is made to speak in what is considered to be
a special, reverent, tone of voice. This likewise serves to set the event apart
fran secular events ..
Behavior is in response to symbols. Changes in behavior are in response
to symbols. Humans create ritualistic or symbolic teachnics of introducing
changes, with starting and tenninating behavior. Behavior is relative to the
audience($). Interaction or harmoniously interrelated behaviors need same
mechanisms of orderly transition, so that those involved in effect change
together. Rites of transition serve such functions.
Naming. When a child (or older person if the conditions merit) is given a
name, the ritual involves members of the Melchizedek Priesthood holding the child
in their hands and in prayer addressed to God the Father giving the child a name
and usually a blessing. It is usually the father who speaks the prarer1 in whichcase it is a "father's blessing" which is given. Another priesthood holder can
be selected to perfonn the ritual, which is done under the supervision of the Bishop
or other in-charge Ieader , The ritual usually takes place in a public meeting,
usually the sacrament meeting or the fast meeting,
~~ihm" After a child has reached the age of eight and has been determined
by the 1S op to meet "worthiness criteria" he is baptized by emersion in water~
A set prayer is used. The ritual is performed by either a member of the Melchizedek
priesthood or a priest in the Aaronic Priesthood. Baptism is done "In the name
of the father, the son and the holy ghost." This is a public event , A forgiveness.
of any previous sins in incorporated as a part of the consequences of being baptised.

Confinuation.. Following baptism the individual is "confinued" a member of
the chUrCh and instructed to receive the holy ghost. Again selected members of
the Melchezedek Priesthood perfonn the rite, with the father typically but not
necessarily, speaking the words involved. The location for confinuation is
typically the Fast Meeting.
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Priesthood Ordinations. A male member who has reached age 12 and meets the
"worthiness" requirements as d, ermined by the Bishop or other members of the
bishopric when the conditions warrant it, may be ordained to the lesser or Aaronic
Priesthood.. The ritual involves a "laying on of hands" by selected Melchizedek
Priesthood holders. The individual is "given" or ordained to the Aaronic Priesthood and to the office of Deacon within the Aaronic Priesthood, which incorporates
in addition, the offices of Teacher and Priest. Those found to meet worthiness
criteria are typically ordained to the office of teacher soon after reaching age
14 and to the office of Priest after age 16.
Those doing the ritual typically are members of the Melchizedek Priesthood
but under the direction of the bishop or other appropriate leaders. Teachers may
ordain Deacons, the Priests may ordain teachers or Deacons. A blessing deemed
to be appropriate for the individual being ordained is usually also provided,
with the belief that it is given "under inspiration or revelation." In all
cases the rituals is terminated and accomplished in the name of Jesus Christ.
Prayers are addressed to God the Father.
Melchizedek Priesthood. Within the higher or Melchizedek Priesthood are
three offices--Elder, Seventy and High Priest. An individual meeting worthiness
criteria again, is ordained once to the Melchizedek Priesthood and as required
to the office of Elder, Seventy and High Priest. There are no age specifications
except for Elder which requires an age of at least 19. In general, Seventies
are supposed to be related to missionary work, and High Priests are involved in
administrative work. The official church interpretation indicates that there is
no prestige hierarchy involved. Each of the three offices is seen as being equal
to the others. Conunon Mannon "folklore" or "folkways" however, frequently consider
the movement fran Elder to High Priest to an "advancement."

.
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Marris&!h.. Different types of marriage rituals are "available." Monnons may
be married by civil authorities. Such ceremonies are acceptable but viewed as
not as desirable as the other two. The ceremony may be perfonned by a religious
leader in a religious settirlg, possibly the home', but outside of the temple. Such
rituals grant married status to the couple involved "unt.i.l death do you part."
The ritual in the temple is performed by specially designated authorities with
the marriage being viewed as "for time and all eternity." Worthiness criteria
are associated with such a marriage, including qualifying for a Temple Recommend
by meeting the requirements (or "passing an interview") with both the Bishop
(or equivalent--branch president) and the next higher echelon authority, usually
the stake or mission president or appropriate equivalent.
Such marriage rites can be vicariously
are a part of the more extensive "genealogy
engage. Although not a strict requirement,
be physically accomplished by decendants of
accomplished.

perfonned for individuals dead, and
work" and'1'emple work" in which Monnons
it is encourage that such temple work
those for whom the work is being

Again, the ritual is perfonned in the name of Jesus Christ. Children born
to couples who have been married in the temple are defined as being born "under
the covenant" and thus as a part of an eternal family unit which was created by
that ritual. Vicarious "sealing" can be perfonned for the dead. Vicarious work
is not interpreted as binding upon the dead, but only as ritualistically "opening
the way" whereby the dead can meet the earthly requirements, while still being
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held responsible for spiritual requirements associated therewith,
with determination of worthiness being done by authorities in the
post-earth existence.
Blessing of the Ilck. Usually upon the request of the sick
person, or a concernea-r-~tly member or relative, a blessing may
be given for the purpose of helping a sick or injured person adapt
to his situation.and hopefully get better. This involves the use of
"conseorated oil" (which has been previously blesse~ or consecrated
thru the specified ritual) and the pronouncing of what is considered
to be an appropriate blessing. The blessing frequently includes a
statement to the effect that the Lord's will is recognized as being
of overriding importance. This, then, permits and may facilitate
those involved who acoept the belief, to live with either the
reoovery or the death if that is the actual outcome.
The blessing or the ritual involves lay1ng on of hands and
1s done 1n the name of Jesus Christ.
Other rituals include a blessing on food (saying Grace in
non-Mormon terms), funerals, patriarchal blesstn~s, fathers
blessings, spectal blessings, temple endowments, setting persons
apart to play certain roles -- initiatory rites, graduation
ceremonies from Primary and Seminary.
Mormon and Symbolic Interactionist Interpretat10ns
of Human Behavior
All behavior of humans is in response to symbols. Ritual
symbols then are only one aspect of the use of symbols in Mormonism.
This part of the ohapter discusses the general all-pervasive use of
symbols.
As has been indicated, the analysis of Mormonism which is
utilized in this book makes use of the Symbolic Interactiontst (81)
approach to Sociology. The following discussion presents some of
the basic oomponents of the Symbolio Interaction approach, whioh
helps one understand why humans in general behave as they do. Also
presented are aspects of or selections from Mormon theology which
from a theological perspective seem to be emphasizing the same
human characteristics as contained 1n the 81 interpretation.
Sociological-theological parallels are shown.
This is a selective procedure. The parallels are interesting
but unwarranted conclusions should not be drawn. The existence of
this parallelism does not provide any religious sanctification for
the sociological approach. This comparison is in no sense an effort
to validate or invalidate either interpretation. Neither is this
an effort to establish any rapproachroent between the two systems,
although the implications are obvious.
The methods used to secure theological answers and scientific
answers are quite different. The answers sought and secured may be
used in each case in the accomplishment of quite different goals.
However, it is apparent that both approaches have some common
threads or core aspects. In order to emphasize the parallel
premises, a basic Symbolic Interactionist premise will be presented
first, followed by the theological parallel.
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Learning to Use Symbols Marked the Genesis of

~~'s

Humanness

Sociological: The symbolic interactionist interpretation, emphasizes
(to use White's paraphrase of the biblical statement) that "in the word was
the beginning"--the beginniJi.g of mant s hlUIl8lUless.· Man became man (different from other creatures) at the point where he was able to respond to
synbols which arbitrarily stand for a referent or which have arbitrary
meaning. Symbol-using man does not respond to the referent per see Lower
animals presumably respond to the raw (~nbolized) world directly.
Human beings always confront the raw world through a "screen" of symbols.
Thus, as Stern (1956:291) has indicated, "Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and Kant
made us unders tand what the Greek atomists already knew: that sense
experience is not the bridge which connects us with, but the abyss which
separates us frOID, absolute reality." (Actually the synbolic screen does
both. ) Cassirer (1946: 7) points out that "all synbolism harbors the curse
of mediacy; it is bound to obscure what it seeks to reveal." Man, however,
is not restricted to synbols which have some aspect of empirical or "absolute" reality as a referent. ~ can create symbolic phenomena which have
no empirical referent such as a poem, a myth, a mathematical system, an
economic value system and a moral or value system. Such symbols have been
called NER synbo1s (or symbols which have no empirical referent) t~ distinguish them from ER symbols which do have an empirical referent.
Other
labels used to identify what is here called NER symbols are "rational
thought" (Willer, 1971: 23), "theoretic" (Northrop, 1953: 294-95), and
"social knowledge" as contrasted with "material knowledge" (Cooley,
1926:59-70).
Definitions or knowledge of good and evil (value definitions) have
no empirical referent (are NER or "theoretic" symbols). They represent
the effort or behavior of man in which he is able to transcend his empirical
world (but not his soci.a I. world), and to collectively construct or symbolically create standards, models, or "constructs" which he then uses among
other things to validate or legitimate his behavior. 'This is man's most
distinctive human (as contrasted with subhiman or lower animal) behavior.
How man acquired this ability is not specified by the Symbolic Interactionist.
Religious: 'The biblical story of the Eden _experience reports that it
was from partaking of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
that man became human. For the current analysis, the significant aspect is
"knowledge of good and evil." The biblical story which relates the acquisition of this ability to eating the fruit of a tree indicates that:
And the Lord God fonned man of the dus t of the ground , and
out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is
pleasant to the sight, and good for food:
IFor further discussion of NER (and ER) type synbo ls see Glenn M.
Vernon, Human· Interaction, Second Ed. New York: Ronald Press, 1972, Chpt. 3.
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The Tree of Life, also in the midst of the garden,
and the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, thou shall not
eat of it, for in the day that thou eatest thereof tnou
shall surely die.

Eve and then Adam (and the serpent), however did eat of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Then:
. . . the eyes of both were opened, and they knew that
they were naked, and they sewed fig leaves together, and
made thems leves aprons.

For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your
eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as Gods, knowing good
and evil. (Genesis 3: 5) .
.
And the Lord God said, Behold, the man is become as one
of us to know good and evil; and now, les t he put forth his
hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live
forever; Therefore, the Lord God sent him forth from the
Garden of Eden to till the ground fran whence he was taken.
(Genesis 3:22-23).
The Genesis account mentions two trees: The Tree of Knowledge and
the Tree of Life. It was for eating the forbidden fruit of the Tree of
Knowledge that they were puni.shed, Apparently the consequences of the
act, whatever it was, was that they acquired the ability to make moral
evaluations. They then apparently evaluated their nakedness as wrong. They
used their knowledge of good and evil. Just how the evaluation was created
is not specified. It was, then, in somehow learning to transcend his empirical world and to respond to strictly syrrbolic phenomenon that man became
dis tinctly human and incidentally according to the Genesis account, as one
of the gods. Eating or, partaking of, or learning how to consime or
utilize NER synbols was the turning point. Susanne Langer (1963) reaches
this same conclusion when she states that the discovery or invention of
language marked "a whole day of creation" between men and lower animals,
and was "the real begirming of rnentality . "
If the acquisition of the ability to respond to symbols was a necessary
aspect of becoming human, hlU11B.nS, who presumably approve of being human,
may question whether this was a "fall" downward or upward, as Barron (1967:
342-43) does:
His di.Iemma has its origins in one of the uniquely hlD11aJ1
achievements--the moral valuation of things. In the Bible,
the Fall of Man (into his present human condition) is ascribed
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to the act of our first parents in eating the fruit of
the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. The psychological
e:xperience thus symbolized is at the heart of the hunan
aChievement in a material universe, for the fall from innocence might better be called the accession to conscience and
the beginning of civilization.
It is also interesting that becoming human (from both perspectives)
required at least two people, not just one. Adam and Eve became human
together. The developmental sequence moves from an Adam-God story to an
Adam-Eve story. It was never just an Adam or just an Eve story.
The use and development of symbols is a social phenomenon. Meaning
is consensual. I t requires at leas t two peep Ie to deve lop a language J etc.
You cannot behave in a human way all by yourself.

Creation of New Phenomena
Sociological: The symbolic interactionist points out that in the
creation of social phenomenon a symbolic creation precedes the behavioral
creation. This is true of the creation of groups,· of behavior, and manmade obj ects, except those developed through serendipity. The plans of
action (the blue prints,' the script, the recipe knowledge, the patterns)
incorporated in norm definitions and role definitions are created first,
and then people actualize or enact them. Rules, regulations, standards,
or models, are symbolically created, after which behavior is created in
the image thereof.

An organization, a new business enterprise, an European conmon market
or a United Nations, is created symbolically (planned) and then flesh and
blood people move in to fill the positions and enact the plans of action.
They possess or hold the positions while they in turn are possessed by or
belong to the position. There is a dual relationship.
Religious: In the bible there are two different accounts of the
creation of the world. One way to interpret this so as to avoid seeing
the second account as merely repetitious or as duplicating the first is
to interpret the first as a spiritual creation and the second as a material
or physical creation. Cassirer (1946:45-46) points out that "In the creation accounts of almost all great cultural religions the Word appears in
league with the highest Lord of creation; either as the tool which he
employs or actually as the primary source from which he, like all other Being
and order or Being, is derived. Thought and its verbal utterance are usually
taken directly as one; for the mind that thinks and the tongue that speaks
belong essentially together." ~ goes on to indicate that in one of the
earliest records of Egyptian theology, God is conceived as a spiritual
Being who thought the world before he created it, and who used the Word
as a means of expression and an instrument of creation.
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In order to call attention to the parallel premises,
a basic
Symbolic Interactionist premise will be presented first, followed by the
theological parallel.
Human Use of §ymbols

Sociological: The Symbolic Interactionist emphasizes that man is a
symbol-using being. Since he attempts to be scientific he, however, provides no interpretation of supernatural phenomena, and is not concerned
with whether God or the Gods .are also symbol-using beings. The manner in
which symbols are involved in human interaction is sugges ted by the
interaction paradigm: The behavior of the individual is in response to
S~bOlS and is relative to the audience and to the situation (I~S). Man's
beavior is in response to the labels (symbols, meaning) which he attributes
to objects, not the objects per set
~itiO£ : The theologian likewise sees man as a symbol-using being,
althou
e requently does not attach much significance to this fact. The
theologian frequently believes that man shares with God the ability to use
symbols, accepting the 'premise that God is a symbol-using being, or that
God speaks or at least understands man's language (symbols). l-E assumes
that God responds to man's symbols such as those involved in his rituals.
If God is viewed as being non-anthropormorphic, the belief is usually accepted that man can somehow.influence the supernatural, and the most usual
manner of attempting to do so is through the use of certain symbols, such
as are involved in praying, or other ritualistic behavior such as crossing
oneself. Speaking to God is of course a symbolic act, as is thinking about
God.

The symbolic nature of religious behavior is suggested by statements
such as the following:
Christians take upon themselves the name of Christ.
Ri tuals are done in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost.
God is believed to have referred to his son, "in whom I have
glorified my name."
"Our Father which art in l-Eaven, hallowed be thy na.ne. . .
Thou shalt not take the

~

"

of the Lord thy God in vain.

Sane theologians view man's abi Li, ty to use symbols (to speak, to see, and
to hear) as being essentially religious phenomenon. (See Harold Stahmer,

1968).
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Mo rmon scriptures indicate:
For I, the Lord, created all things, of which I have
spoken, spiritually before they were naturally upon the face
of the earth . . . All things were before created and made
according to my word. (Moses: 3: 5-7)
This raises an interesting larger question as to how much overlap
there is between that which the religionist refers to as "spiritual" and
that which the social scientist refers to as "syrrbolic." Could it be that
they are both talking about essentially the same thing? We will return to
this point later.
Symbolic-Spiritual PhenoJrenon has Extensive O1.ange Potential
Sociological: A symbolic interactionist interpretation emphasizes
that the manner in which the world can be synbolically subdivided and
labeled, is almost unlimited. Since behavior is in response to symbols,
it follows that the behavior which is related to the symbols can likewise be
categorized or typified in an almost unl~ited manner. The number of possible groupings is almost unlimited, as is the number and configuration of
episodes of behavior. The configuration of potential role definitions which
could be incorporated in sore system is almost unlimited. NER-type symbols
such as those involved in moral or value definitions have no empirical referent, they can be created in a potentially unlimited manner. Thus poetry,
art, humor , and play behavior can be created in ways lirnited only by man
himself. The potential experiences in which man relates himself to these
symbols then is likewise almost unlimited. The creative potential and
consequently the change potential of mortal man is tremendous. It is true,
hovever , that most systems have built-in factors such as value definitions
believed to be absolute, eternal or unchanging, which inhibit change.
Religious: Same religious interpretations maintain that resurrected
individuals are capable of learning and of changing with such change usually defined as "progression." Such beliefs are frequently coupled with
the belief that the resurrected body does not change. It would follow
then that the progression or change involved in an afterlife would be social
and symbolic rather than biological or physical. It is then the same type
of change as that found in mortal life and which is identified in the
symbolic interactionist interpretation of behavior.
Becoming Human Through Confronting the World
Sociological: The Symbolic Interactionist emphasizes that the newborn
child mus t confront the world in order to become hunan. He becomes human
through experiences with the empirical world and in interacting with others.
Without such experience the individual" would be as the feral children, or
extremely isolated individuals such as Anna and Isabell.
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Religious: Theologians who endorse the premise that man has a
pre-earffi existence of some kind frequently incorporate within this
belief the prendse that the pre-existing individual has to confront the
world (come to earth) in order to become human. He has to learn about the
empirical world and acquire knOWledge about it to become human.
Society Exists in COTI1lltlllication--The Tower of Babel
Sociological: A basic premise of the symbolic interactionist is that
the behav10r of the individual is in response to symbols and is relative
to the audience and to the situation (ISAS). It follows, then, that an
aggregate of individuals must have a COITmlOn language (culture) if they are
to function as a group. Individuals with different languages, to a degree
at least, experience their world differently making harmonious interaction
between such groups difficult. Even with mutual unders tanding of a language, cooperation in joint efforts may be difficult.
Religious: The well-known biblical story of the Tower of Babel
emphasizes the fact that a group must have a conunon language if they are
to function as a group. Society exists in commtmication involving a
connnon language. The babling which would take place without a comnon
language is not sufficient to maintain a society.
Socially Constructed Nature of Names or Labels
Sociological: The Symbolic Interactionist emphasizes that all names
are socially constructed, arbitrary, synthetic, etc. Anything can be called
anything we collectively want to. The connection between the symbol (name
or label) and the referent (that to which it refers) is socially constructed.
Language is a human creation. It exists nowhere tmtil man creates it.
Religious: The first human act accounted in Genesis is that of
providing names for various phenomena. The account indicates that Adam
created the names for the various animals. "And out of the ground the Lord
formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air, and brought
them unto Adam to see what he would call them: And whatsoever Adam called
every Iiving creature, that was the name thereof. And Adam gave names to
all cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and to every beast of the field;
II
(Genesis 2: 19- 20)
Value Definitions are Symbolic in Nature

-,

Sociological: The symbolic interactionist points out that gooro1ess
or badlless is not in any object (the evaluated) but rather is "in" the
eyes (the evaluation) of the evaluators. Value or moral definitions are
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socially constructed by man. Man does not discover already existing values
but rather constructs them from his social experiences and preserves tll~n
symbolically for future consultation. Such symbolically preserved standards may be "discovered" or used by other individuals, possibly subsequent
generations. Beauty and goodness lie in the eyes of the beholder. This
remains true despite the fact that we may develop grammatical patterns of
speech which. deny it, as in the s tatement "the picture is beautiful."
Rel~ious: The New Testament indicates that nothing is pure or impure
by itsel , but rather that man makes it so by "real~izing" it:

I know, and am persuaded by the Lord Jesus that there is
nothing uncl.ean of itself; but to him that esteemeth anything
to be tmclean, to him it is unclean. (Romans 14:14).
Unto the pure all things are pure: but unto them that
are defiled and lIDbelieving is nothing pure; but even their
mind and conscience is defiled. (Titus 1:15).
Self Definitions and the Spirit, or Soul
Sociol~ca~:
(1) Self Definitions. The symbolic interactionist
points out
t ln addition to man's biological being or Characteristics,
he acquires through a looking-glass process (role taking or empathetic process) a set of self definitions or an identity. Some refer to this as his
ego, his identity, image, or just his "self." We will use "self definition."
The self definition is a symbolic creation. It is a symbolic cOlIDterpart to
the individual. It is whatever he knows about himself. There is a distinction between the "knower" and the 'known." The knower is a biological
being, the known is a symbolic creation.

As a part of his self conception (identity) the individual may know
that he IS an engineer ,or a school teacher, or a criminal. Such knowing
about oneself involves first knowing what an engineer is. The "engineer"
involved in such knowledge is a symbolic creation. It is basically a role
(office or position) plus the role definition or the plans of action (job
description) which has been developed to go with the position. When an
individual knows that he IS a school teacher, he knows that his behavior
conforms to this symbolic model and that this has been socially validated.
He knows that there is lIDity between his behavior and this symbolic model.
In effect then he possesses the name or label of "teacher" while at the
same time the name "possesses" him. They are "one;" but one with dual
aspects.
(2) Ideal Self Definitions. The future, of course, has no empirical
existence anywhere. It can, however, be made symbolically present and taken
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into aCCOlD1t. Individuals may symbolically create a model of what they
hope to be in the future. TIley may create what to them is an ideal self
image. They may then set about to develop their behavior in the image of
the "spiritual....symbolic" creation.
Both the self definitions and the ideal self definitions are
symbolically created phenomenon.
Relir&0us: The theologian frequently specifies that man has a dual
nature.
ere is, of course, the biological body and its characteristics.
In addition to this, and paralleling it in certain respects at least, there
is a spiritual counterpart--i.e., a spirit or a soul. It may be believed
that his spirit or soul looks like the individual or maybe just that it may
represent him. At times, it is seen as ante-dating him (having a pre-earth
existence) and post-dating hj~ (continuing to exist after his biological
death). It is considered to be immortal.
Jourard (1964) calls attention to the similarity with which we are
concerned when he indicates that when the religionist talks about the soul
or spirit he is talking about the same thing as the social scientist who
talks about the self.
George Herbert Mead gets at this dual nature when he distinguishes
between the "I" and the "me."
Individuals participate in conversion rituals such as baptismal rites
of passage. Religious interpretations of such experiences frequently
emphasize the "rebirth of the soul or spirit." Symbolic interactionist
interpretations emphasize the "rebirth of self definitions."
It has been suggested that the O1ristian concept of a second coming
of O1rist is a symbolic phenomenon rather than an actual biological
(spiritual or supernatural) phenomenon. This interpretation indicates that
Chr'i.s t would come again through the scriptures. He would speak again
through the written symbol. In this sense his "spirit" or his symbols
remind his disciples of what he had previously said.
Warriner (1970:9-10) indicates that:
George Herbert Mead, W. I. Thomas, and Max Weber were
notable early exponents of the view that there were human
funct i.ons which could not be accounted for by a purely physicalist view of reality. They recognized that the older
tenninology of "soul" and "spirit" did refer to a kind of
reality not based on physical substance. They attempted
to bring meaning back into our study of social life and
the nature of man, though they were not always successful
in their solutions of the epistemological problems.
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Today we locate these realities in the symbolizing
process, in the capacity of man to see things not as they
are but as they have been or might be in the future, in
the capacity of man to use sound and marks on paper as
conventional signs and thus to communicate with others, in
the capacity of man through these functions to create worlds
that never existed in physical reality.
Free Will
Sociological: The sociologist views hlUl1an behavior as incorporating
certain types of freedom. He rejects biological determinism with its basic
premise that behavior is determined by biologically given factors, recognizing that biological factors irif1uence (while they do not detennine)
behavior. Much of the early development of sociology involved an effort to
counter such an interpretation. Some "internalists, ,,2 however, still
utilize concepts such as drive, need, instinct, etc. which are biological
deterministic in nature.
With his scientific limitations~ the sociologist cannot either endorse
or rej ect supernatural, determinism. His explanations of behavior then do
not include such factors, and are devoid of supernatural factors.
The sociological interpretation of behavior then incorporates neither
biological nor supernatural detenninistic factors. Man has FREEIXl\1 FROM
such factors and corresponding FREEOOM TO construct his social world. This
"freedom to" however is not an individualistic phenomenon but is rather a
social, collective, interactive phenomenon, as is suggested in the title
of a recent book "The Social Construction of Reality," (Berger and Luckmam,
1967) or the statement "you can't behave in a hLUllaIl way all by yourself."
If behavior is not biologically determined or coerced it must be socially
created. It is an emergent phenomenon. The individual has to make decisions.
He has to choose, as the ISAS paradigm indicates. His choices are, however,
never unlimited. They are always relative to the social system of which he
is but one part.
Religious: The religious 'doctrine of predestination seems to incorporate elements of both biological determinism and supernatural determinism,
i.e., that God coerces or forces hlUl18Jl behavior. To the extent that predestination is endorsed, the religious premise is contrary to the sociological

2"Internalist" is a label used to identify those who explain hlUIlan
behavior by taking into account biological or metaphysical "entities"
believed to exist somewhere inside the individual. Such interpretations
are utilized by many individuals in the various social sciences, only a
few of whcm seem to question the utility of the metaphysical concepts.
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premise just discussed. To the extent tnat predestination is rejected,
the religious and sociological premises tend to harmonize or to be
parallel, i. e., FR:EEIXl4 FROM biological and supernatural forces and
FR:EEIXl4 TO socially construct their world. Religious interpretations of
this "Freedom to" however have at times taken on strong individualistic
interpretation, incorporating the perspective that the individual (not
individuals in interaction) is free to detennine his behavior. Such an
interpretation incorporates internalist components. The variables used to
explain behavioral differences are presunmbly located somewhere inside the
individual. If behavior is believed to be caused internally, one doesn't
even consider looking for external causative factors.
If those who endorse the position really believed what they say (and
it is possible for an individual to sincerely believe something which is
quite contrary to the empirical evidence as well as other beliefs) they
would not be involved in any church organization, church programs, preaching,
etc., in which a definite effort is made to influence other individuals in
a particular way. An organized church group or program presumably rests
upon the premise that individuals can do things collectively which they
cannot (or at least do not) do individually. Church rituals are usually
social in nature, requiring the involvement of more than one individual.
The scriptures in fact suggest that it is not good for man to be alone.
(Genesis 2:18) .
Potential Immortality Exists for

Man

Sociological: Trying to achieve inunortality of one type or another
seems to have been a perennial concern of man. Two types of potential
"sociological" inunortality can be identified. These are not as well
understood as the traditional religious concept, in part because there are
no vested-interest groups propounding and supporting them.
(1) Symbolic Immortality. One such type of ~ortality is symbolic
immortality, achieved through the preservation not of the individual per se,
but of the symbols created by the individual or group. Shakespear can be
taken as a prime example. Symbols created by him have been preserved and
given deference and even reverence for generations. 'The name of Shakespear
and indirectly the individual so named have become innnortal in the process.
Plato recognized the point when he indicated that "the book is the immortal
child of man, forever challenging its sire." Paintings created by
Michaelangelo have provided immortality for the name and indirectly for
the individual.
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Individuals who respond to the name "Shakespear" today respond to
symbols. Individuals who responded to the individual when he was 1 i ve
also responded directly to the labels (symbols or meaning) which they had
of the individual and only indirectly to the individual per se. In one
case the referent for the name was available, in the other it was not.
The response of the individual involved, however, is equally symbolic in
both cases.
A name is an important aspect of self-definitions which have already
been discussed.
The individual is only a transient "holder" of his family name. The
family name is in a sense more innnortal than the individual. It existed
before he did and wiil most likely continue to exist after he is dead.
The "life time" of his name is much longer than his own. His name, the
name he shares with man~ others, is immortal. It has an existence independent of anyone member of the group. The immortality is contingent,
however, upon there being some individuals to preserve not only the symbol
per se, but the meaning thereof as we11. And even though all members of
the group die, the name can be "kept alive" by others who remember it and
take it into account.
Since the behavior of human beings is always in response to symbols,
the meaning of symbolic immortality is great to the individual who
real-izes it.
Symbolic immortality is related to the fact that honor and glory and
conversely dishonor, shame or guilt may be acquired symbolically from the
groups to which an individual belongs. They are, in a figurative sense,
contagious.
Most likely one of the reasons why individuals desire to have children
is that something important to them can be preserved. Edward Gibbon (1966),
a historian, describes how his father kept naming successive children
Edward so that at least one child would survive to perpetuate this name
in the family. Particularly in societies which provide certain types of
religious interpretations, the living individual may accept some type of
obligation to transmit to subsequent generations a respectable name or
reputation. Such reputations are, of course, socially and symbolically
created, transmitted and preserved.
(2) Innnortality Through Belonging to a Group. The individual also
has available to him another type of tmmortality, i.e., immortality achieved
through identification with or belonging to a group, the name and program
of which becomes perpetuated. The social consequences of the group continue,
of course, as long as the group exists, actually or symbolically.
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Awareness on the part of the individual of his basic socialness makes
him aware that there are grm.IPs with an identity to which he is intimately
related (his family, his society, etc.) whi.ch have an existence independent
of him. They existed before he was born, and will most likely continue to,
exist after he has died. He learns that through identification with these
groups, or by letting these groups "possess" him or by . belon~ns to the
group he can gain a type of inDnortali ty . Striving to gain su Inmor't.al i. ty
is connnonplace, although not often identified in the literature. This type
of innnortality, then, is a social phenomenon. It is not something that an
individual can do all by himself. Family irrunortali ty requires the continued
efforts and involvements of an everchanging family membership. The same is
true of the community, the work association, and the society.
Whether or not symbolic immortality is provided for any living
individual is a matter to be decided (not necessarily rationally) by
future generations. It is a type of immortality within the power of any
group to bestow. The fact that an individual believes that such inmortality is possible and that he will aChieve it or is worthy of it influences
his life. Behavior is in response to symbols.
The group most frequently involved in such immortality is the family.
Through the family name which he shares with others he may see something
about himself (his name) extending far back into the past and projecting
far into the future.
Religious: A traditional well-known concern of religion has been the
innnortality of the individual as an entity of SOIre kind which one way or
another continues to exist after his earthly death. It is posited that
such immortality is attainable by association with God in God's way, or the
approved way. Frequently it is seen as a "gift of God." The appeal of
such beliefs has been strong, with some such belief being incorporated in
most but not all major religions. It is this type of phenomenon about
which most people think when they hear the word "innnortali ty ." It would
be interesting to find out how awareness of a belief in each type of
immortality is related to the other.
The similarity between symbolic immortality secured by belonging to
a group, and to a "name," and personal innnortality secured by "belonging
to God," is indicated by the fact that the God concept and the society concept (or other group concepts such as the family) share the following
characteristics:
1.

Something other than one biological being is involved, with this
something having an existence independent of, although related
to the individual. In each case it is believed that this entity.
a.
b.

has a pre-existence.
has a post-existence.
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

has an interest and a concern with the individual.

provides both positive and negative sanctions for the
behavior of the individual.
is a necessary factor in the accomplishment of certain
goals.
provides certain things for the individual while the
individual gives or provides certain things for this "other."
has characteristics which provide a mystical, apparently
metaphysical dimension to the definitions (and understanding)
thereof.
1.

God is believed to be supernatural, omnipotent,
onmipresent, onmiscient, etc. It is believed that God
cannot be "seen" with one's "natural" eyes, etc.

2.

Society is omnipotent (to society is granted the power
to take life, for instance) omniscient (society knows
more than the individual and makes decisions for the
individual), is omnipresent (society is everywhere within
the societal boundary lines. No matter where the individual goes within his society the society or at least
representatives thereof are there).

3.

The characteristics of society are difficult to understand, especially the symbolic nature thereof, or the
manner in which, say, 3 million individuals with no
direct inter-connecting biological bonds can BE a
society, or an entity.

Durkheim has suggested that there is a high correlation between the two
concepts. His statement that "God is society personified" reflects this.
Whether some supernatural phenomenon exists independent of society is a
question which is of no concern here. However, it seems clear that there
is a close relationship between one's definition of God, and the individual's
positive definitions of his society. If you know of the aspects of this
society of which he provides high positive evaluation, you know much about
the God or supernatural phenomenon he endorses or worships.
It may be that for either type of knowledge there is an anticipatory
socialization dimension involved in learning about the other type of
phenomenon.
We can also distinguish between the Ideal Society which (like the
ideal self) is symbolically created and the actual society. The existence
of an Ideal Society Concept permits religious leaders to engage in a "prophetic role" in which the actual society is criticized in the name of God
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or of the Ideal Society. A society can also strive to create an actual
society which corresponds to the "spiritual-symbolic" ideal society it has
created.
Conclusion and Discussion
Parallels between some theological interpretations of behavior and
symbolic interactionist interpretation of behavior have been identified.
\\lhat is the significance of this parallelism? The answer is unknown at the
moment. I t does appear that each of these two approaches is paying attention to somewhat the same thing, even though each perspective is presented
in a different language each of which involves distinctive concepts.
Man's collective experience of his social nature is the existential
foundation from which he acquires his religious awareness. It is the
social ground fran which he acquires the meaning for the abstract religious
concepts which he has been taught. His NER or "theoretic" concepts reflect
his social experiences. Such experiences are directly or indirectly
"trapped" or reflected in his religious symbols.

As socialization occurs, man becomes aware of his social nature or of
the manner in which his behavior is caught up in, is a part of, or is
related to the behavior of others. When a close friend dies, for instance,
part of an individual's behavior (not his biological being, but his
behavior) actually and literally dies. He can no longer do things he used
to do. An individual can behave just by himseIf; but he, when he does so,
usually symbolically creates the other who is needed for that interaction.
MOst interaction involves relating to others. The other is an essential
part of the behavior. When the other is interacting with you, you can do
things you cannot otherwi.se do. With the absence or death of a partner,
you are no longer able to behave as you used to. Human behavior is basically
social in nature.
As he is socialized he also becomes aware, maybe but vaguely at first,
of the symbolic nature of his behavior. It appears that man has been
impressed with his ability to collectively create symbolic phenomena, such
as moral standards (which involve NER symbols) plus his ability to transmit
these to others and to live by or, for that matter to die for, such
symbolically created phenomena. He, in fact, has tended to deify the word"
as Lifton has pointed out. He has been awed by his ability to respond to
symbols (to mind symbols or to have a "mind".) To the extent that he
minimizes or maybe fails to understand the social, human nature of s~rIDoling,
he provides nonhuman or superhuman interpretations thereof. He proj ects
his explanation of such phenomenon either to inner space or to outer space.
He appears to be so awed and impressed with this symbolic ability that he
is reluctant to even say it is man doing it. Rather it is man responding to
something supernatural.
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A parallel interpretation which can be drawn from e i.thcr orientation
is that man is a symbolic--spiritual, social being.
A basic component or perspective of both sociology and religion is
that the individual is a part of something which is larger, more inclusive,
more powerful and more enduring (innnortal) than just himself. Such belongingness is related to the fact that man is a symbol user. Without symbols
neither his human groupness , nor his supernatural "groupness" would be
possible.
Awareness of his social and symbolic nature can be expressed in many
different ways, any or each of which can be included or incorporated into
a larger configuration of elements, both giving and receiving meaning from
this larger entity. Being a symbol user man can also symbolically create
phenomena which may not exist in reality to round out or complete his explanations of behavior. The history of science illustrates such ability.
As the ISAS paradigm indicates, behavior is in response to symbols, not
to any empirical referent per see If phenomena are real-ized symbolically,
they become real in their consequences.
It is hypothesized then that the social-symbolic experiences of man
are incorporated into the religion of the group in such a way that they
are interpreted as non-human or superhuman phenomena.
Summary

Using symbols is apparently important at the human and
the superhuman level, with the function of the Holy Ghost
in Mormon theology being related to communication. The
speech of Mormons serves to identify them as Mormons thru use
of concepts such as Lamanite, liv1ng prophet, Deseret, etc.
A Mormon equivalent of the Christian cross has not yet emerged,
but pictures of the Angel Maroni, the temple or the choir
serve a limited identification function.
Mormon rituals include verbal prayers to God, in the name
of Jesus Christ, a laying on of hands, use of full names,
and a re typically viewed by other Mer-mons with non-Hormone
being welcome at all save Temple rituals. Use of prescribed
prayers is limited in Mormonism; most include a spontaneous
component. Mormon rituals include naming, baptism, confirmation,
priesthood ordinations, marriage ceremonies, blessing of sick
and others.
Parallels between the 31 interpretation 0 f behavior and
the Mormon interpretation thereof exist, with reference to
aspects such as the importance of symbol use in human behavior,
oreating blue-prints or objects and actions, extensive change
potential, acquisition of humanness f'rom Itcoming to" earth,
neoessity for societal functioning, human oreation of evaluations,
spirit-self similarities, freedom from biological determiners
with freedom to respond to symbols, and providing for some
type of immortality.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE MORKJN SUPERNATURAL REALM
Concept of God
To the Mormon, God is an anthropomorphic being having, II body ,
parts and passions." The human with a human body, parts, and passions is
then "in the image of God." Conversely, God is conc~ptualized as in the
image of man. Each re-presents the other. Concep~s useful in understanding
hHmans can be generalized to the understanding of deity. The same set of
symbols can be used for both understandings.
God is believed to have a body, which exists somewhere in some
space, and likewise exists in some time. God has substances, and the
environment in which he exists has substance; neither is "nothing. Such
an environment then is believed to have an influence upon the behavior of
God. It is the supernatural IIstage II upon which His behavior takes place.
The behavtor of God is relative to the situation or the environment in
whi ch he exists. "The Ul timate Ground of all beinq" is not an accurate
statement of the Mormon God Concept. God is very real to the Mormon, but
there is something in addition to God.
1I

A human being is empirical or natural, God is super natural
or super empirical. There is a significaDt difference between the natural
and the supernatural, but the difference is more one of degree rather than
kind. The -s imtlarf-ttes are significant. Supernatural reality is a reality.
It exists. This orientation contrasts sharply with theologies which encompass immaterial Gods which are believed to exist nowhere and yet everywhere. The Mormon God is not immaterial, but rather supermaterial. Starting
with their perspective (or in harmony therewith) Mormons do not define God
in negative terms or in terms of what he is not. The .typical Mormon is
convinced that he knows what God is.
The two types of reality are linked together or inter-related
in the Mormon belief that godhood is a state which humans are capable of
obtaining and conversely humanhood is a condition in which God previously
existed. God is as' real as man. As man is, God once was and as God is
man may become. From the IBAS paradiqm perspective, God becomes a significant audience (significant other or reference other) for humans. Whether
or not in some ultimate or absolute sense God actually exists in this manner,
the symbolically real-ized God gets taken into account in many meaningful
ways.
Similarily, the human spirit or soul is believed to be real and
thus to occupy time and space, and is perfectabte or suHject to change.
This real spirit is capable of separation from the real human body at death
and likewise capable of reunion at a later stage. The reality of the spirit', before the human is born into this world is a part of this "real i ty
package. II
This "in the image of" interpretation facilitates the belief that
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the human body is a positive, wholesome, moral entity. A positive evaluation is provided of sex~ of human accomplishemnts, and contributes to an
intimate involvement of religion with the daily wordly undertakings. Mormonism has a strong this-wordly orientation.
Becoming God
"In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God and
the word was God." The symbolic interactionist can interpret this statement at "face value" so to speak. Official Mormon theology provides a
different interpretation which equates lithe word" with Jesus Christ. From
the 51 perspective, however, this can be interpreted as indicating that in
the beginning of godhood was the word "God." ThlS was the name of the role
or the position. Associated with the label was a blueprint or plan of
action specifying how a God was expected to behave. The label then was
"with God," or was given to God, or was applied tb Him, and when the goodness
of fit was ascertained, it was literally with Him. In other words, the nonGod entity, who according to Mormon theology was like man in the pre-God
state, was made God. It was somehow determined that he qualified for the
role of God. He went thru a transition fram non-God to Godhood. The
position-role-status was created symbolically and then was given to Him,
or He was given to the role.
Aftc'r this had taken place He could accurately say "I A~1 God.
From the 51 perspective, he could not be God without the words or symbols.
He would not know what he was, without a name-label with which to identify
himself. Neither would others know that He was God without the "God
word. II He would not knowhow to behave and others would not know how to
expect Him to behave, without the accompanying plans of action or script.
1I

This interpretation is not presented to claim any theological
validity for it. It;s presented to provide a 51 interpretation thereof.
The Godhead
The Godhead concept of the Mormons incorporates the three basic
Christian components--God, the Father; Jesus Christ, the Son; and the Holy
Ghost. Many of the characteristics of God just outlined, basically apply to
the other two members of the Godhead. All three are separate and distinct
beings, existing in space and time. Jesus Christ is now a resurrected be.tng,
who functions as a member of the Godhead, and did likewise lefore his earthly
existence. The Holy Ghost is also a separate beinq, but not identical to
the other two.
A "three-in-one" Godhead concept which visualized the Trinity
corysistin9.of three "not separate" and "not distinct" beings or entities, is
qUlte forelgn to Monnonism. The Mormon cDnbept does not merqe, inteqrate or
synthesize the three component' beings. In Mormon theology, they remain
separate. The symbols re-presenting these three, however, are combined
into an entity known as the Godhead: The three members of the Godhead are
l~ke.the three mem~ers of the First Presidency. They are s~parate and
dlstlnct beings, wlth but one purpose, or working jointly to accomplish their
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goals. To use a phrase from the contemporary business world, the job descriptions of the three s~parate members are integrated into a whole. The
script or the blueprint for each position are harmonized and inte~rated.
The behavior of the three separate beings thus is intergated and the integgration, harmony, consensus is seen as bein~fficiently complete that one
can conclude that "If you have seen one, you have II-seen" the other. II From
the 51 perspective it is more accurate to say lIif you symbol or understand
one, you understand the other. 1I
POltthe;sm. Mormons talk and conceptualize with ease about "God
the Father ," it od the Son" and "God the Holy Ghost" (although the third
expression is not heard as often as the other two.) As has been suggested,
Mormon theology incorporates the premise of potential Godhood for humans.
At some future time then there may be many who complete the transition from
humanhood to Godhood. Thus, while God the Father is seen as betng at the
head of His c~rch, God the Son is co-equal with him, as is the Holy Ghost,
and humans may subsequently also achieve Godhood. In this sense then
Mormon theology incorporates a belief in an expansive polytheism rather
'
than a rigid monotheism.
Sociological Concern
The sociologist is interested in finding out how the god concept influences the behavior of those who accept it. Little direct research
has been done on this relationship. Our interest, here is not with what
the God concept contributes to theology, but rather with what impact it has
upon daily decision and upon daily behavior. Some of these consequences or
functions will be briefly discussed.
The diversity found among Mormons as to beliefs and behavior suggests that the Mormon belief in God can be related to many different types
of behavior. There is no one-to-one relationship between that one believes
God to be and how one behaves. In the name of God, various Mormons do many
different things. Taking a broad historical perspective, Mormon behavior is
but one illustaration of the broad generalization, that humans have engaged
in extremely diverse behavior in the name of God.
Most, but not all, Mormons believe in God. God is very real ..
However, knowing this one fact alone does not provide much insight into the
behavior of Mormons. Knowing this one fact does not permit one to predict
·much about the behavior of Mormons. Of.~h greater explanatory worth would
be information about the type of God in which individual Mormons believe, but
especially knowing of the way in which God is seen as being related to or
involved in the behavior of humans.
Our goal here of understanding behavior, is quite foreign to the
goal of the believer who accepts the premise that to bring even one person
(soul) to believe in God is a worthwhil.e lifetime objective. Our statement
about the predictability potential of knowing whether one believes in God
or not, does nothing to belittle the importance of such a conversion goal.
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Na!~!ral-Supernatural

Continuity

While recognizing a significant difference between the natural and
the supernatural realm. Mormons conceive of (symbol) sufficient similarity to
combine the two as one larger entity rather than two separate and distinct
phenomena. The conception of God as "totally other" is foreign to Mormonism.
There are important consequences of this. It is recognized that
the supernatural realm cannot be studied in the same way that the natural
realm can. or that decision making about each type of phenomenon is different,
in that one requires a faith-type methods and the other requires the scientific method which requires manipulation of or doing something with some aspect of the empirical world. However, the same type of concepts and the same
type of thin~ing process, conceptualizing process, s~bplic neutralizing,
symbol combining, etc. can be used in religious thinking, sceintific thinking,
and everyday common-sense thinking. Symbolically or intellectually one can
be equally at home in either realm.
Since one set of concepts can be generalized. with appropriate disclaimers. to the supernatural realm, the process of conceptualizing and realizing the supernautral is not difficult~. This may be one of the facts which
helps explain the high percentage of Mormons who report they believe in God.
The Mormon does not have to try to understand a different possibly difficult mystical theology. In his thinking about God and other supernatural
beings, he can move with but little difffculty from human behavior, beliefs,
likes, dislikes. passions. etc. to the supernatural counterpart. In his
sermonizing, speaking and thinking the Mormon typica.lly talks about and
thinks about God in the same manner as he talks about humans. -rhe same·
sorts of things can be said about either God or humans. Mormons are able
to establish what they believe to be a very intimate relationship with God.
From such a relationship, a belief in supernatural intervention
at the natural level, or a belief in miracles, easily follows. Supernatural
reality and natural realfty are believed to be able to influence each other.
Although the scientific method restricted to the empirical world
cannot be used to reach religious answers, the scientifically useful concept
can be used. This may facilitate Mormon involvement in and developement-of
science.
Time Systems. The natural-supernatural continuity is related to
the time definitions accepted by Mormons. OIDea has discussed the system,
pointing out its distinctive characteristics. This 1s discussed in detail
in a subsequent chapter.
Generalizing From Natural to Supernatural
While there is much more involved than just the relationships we
have been discussing here, the perceived close correspondence between the
human and the superhuman realm, facilitates attributing to God or the Supernatural any high intensity conclusions arrived at by humans, or from human
i nteracti on. Whatever I am most concerned wi th easi 1y beconas, the concern
of God. If economic success is an overriding goal, for me it is easy to
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utilize a:God concept which !;ncorporates high economic success concerns.
There is of course a two-way'potential involved here.
Many years ago Dutkheim suggested that God ;s society personified. What has just been suggested here is that Mormons find comfort
validation, legitimation, etc. from conclusions that God shares their HIVD,
or that they high intensity concerns are more than just human concerns.
There is supernatural validation for them.
Likewise it is easy to conclude that high intensity experiences
involving ones "body, parts and passions" are also superhuman, and involve
at least some superhuman or supernatural input. Bodily, biological reactions
are at times interpreted as God1s communication to the individual.
Modeling Function. With these close conceptualized parallels
between the human and the superhuman levels, the God concept serves what
we might call a modeling function. God is an idol, or an ideal being to
be watched and copied.
Likewise,.humans at what is considered to be their best, serve a
modeling function for their concept of deity. That which man is most proud
of or most approves of in human behavior or in the city of man, tends to
be interpreted as a characteristic of deity and of the city of God.
Explaining the unknown. Mormons frequently use the God concept
as an explanation of what ever they do not understand. In testimony bearing God 'is thanked for whatever posttive experiences the one involved appreciates, but for which an adequate human explanation is not available.
To oversimplify, one typically does not thank God for the "health of his
car" or for the fact that his car has been functioning effectively, but one
frequently thanks God for the health of his body.
Preliminary research by Spilka and collea~ues, suggests that how
one conceives of God is related to how he conceives of himself. Individuals
who conceive of themselves in a warm accepting manner tend to view God as
sharing this basic characteristic. Those who are unable to positively
accept themselves tend to view God as punitive, harsh, and punishing. Jerry
Jolley (1975) in a stUdy of Utah prisoners found that this is less true of
pri soners.
Variability among Mormons and Mormon-nan-Mormon differences
are shown in the fol lowi ng tabul ati ons taken from the research of Vernon
(1968) involving primarily college-age respondents from various parts of
the U.S. Those studied are not representative of any larger group, making
generalizaitions from this data inadv'f,sable.
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TABLE 1
Answers to Questi..,{\, "Which of the Following statements comes
closest to what you believe about God?"

Religious
Affiliation

No
Doubt

Some
Doubt

Independent
Catholic
Methodist
Presbyteri an
Episcopalian
Congregational
Lutheran
Baptist
Monnon
"Protes tant"
Total Non-Jewish
Jewish

7. 1
53.2
34.6
28.6
26.0
24.5
46.6
50.8
81.5
44.2
45.7
57.3

10.6
30.7
40.9
40.0
42.5
35.6
36.2
35.9
13.1
27.9
30.2
24.0

Believe
Don't
Some
Believe in
Time
Personal God
8.2
5.4
8.6
2.9
15.1
13.0
8.6
5.5
1.5
2.3
7.3
6.7

Don't know if
There Is A
God

18.8
5.6
7. 1
11 .4
6.8
13.5
5.2
2.8
.7
7.0
7.4
5.3

Don't Believe
In God
23.5
.6
1.5
2.9

27.1
3.6
5.9
14.3
6.8
8.2
3.4
2.8
2.5
4.7
5.5
2.7

2.9
.6
.4
9.3
1.9

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TABLE 2
Answers to Question "Which of the following best describes your
general reaction when you think most seriously about God?1I
Religious
Affiliation
Independent
Catholic
Methodist
Presbyterian
Episcopalian
Congregational
Lutheran
Baptist
Mormon
"Protes tant"
Total Non-Jewish
Jewish

Strong Fear
2:4
11.8
6. 1
8.6
2.7
3.8
31.0
29.3 6.2
7.0
10.5
28.0

Moderate Fear

Slight Fear

No Fear

9.4
25.5
16.7
11 .4
12.3
15.4
19.0
21 .5
16.0
11 .6
18.8
30.0

21 .2
22.7
21.6
17 •1
26.0
22.6
22.4
21 .0
24.7
16.3
22.0
19.3

61.2
38.2
53.2
62.9
57.5
56.7
27.6
28.2
52.4
65.1
47.1
18.7
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NA

5.9
1.7
1•1
1.4
1.0
.7
1.3
4.0

TABLE 3
Answers to Question, "Have you ever had a fee1in~ that
you were somehow in the presence of God?"
Yes 1
Sure I Have·

Religious
Affiliation

1m

Independent
Catholic
Methodist
Presbyteri an
Episcopalian
Congregational
Lutheran
Baptist
Mormon
"Protestant"
Total Non-Jewish
Jewish

Yes. I
Think I Have

5.9
40.8
31.6
28.6
27.4
27.4
41.4
37.6
47.3
41.9
35.2
40.0

20.0

39.7
46.5
42.9
53.4
44.2
39.7
45.9
28.4
23.3
39.6
42.7

No
No

Answer

3.5
1.9
.7

70.6
17.4
20.8
28.6
17.8
26.9
19.0
15.5
22.9
32.6
23.2
14.7

1.8
1.4
1. 1
1.5
2.3
1.8
2.7

* * * * * * * * * * ** * * *

TABLE 4
Answers to Queition. "Have you ever had a feeling of being
punished by God for something you have done?"
Religious
Affiliation
Independent
Catholic
Methodist
Presbyterian
Episcopalian
Congregational
Lutheran
Baptist
Mormon
"Protestant"
Total Non-Jewish
Jewish

Yes 1
Sure I Have
1m

7. 1
30.7
18.6
22.9
11 .0
15.9
29.3
33.7
31.3
30.2
24.2
38.7

Yes. I
Think I Have
16.5
42.1
43.5
40.0
42.5
42.8
46.6
39.8
30.5
20.9
38.7
41.3
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No
72.9
26.0
36.1
37.1
45.2
40.4
24.1
26.0
37.8
46.5
35.3
17.3

No
Answer
3.5
.9
1.5
1.4
1.0
.6

.4
2.3
1.3
2.0

The Devil
To most Mormcns the devil is real. Whereas many Christian groups
nave de-emphasized the devil as an influencing factors in human behavior,
the Mormons place a strong emphasis thereupon. When Vernon (1968) asked
college students about their belief as to the existence of the devil he
found the responses presented in Table 5. Exactly what the consequences
of such beliefs are is not known.

TABLE 5
Answers to question, "What is your evaluation of the
statement that the deY;l actually exists?"
Religious
Affiliation

Independents
Catholics
Methodist
Presbyteri an
Episcopalian
Congregational
Lutheran
Baptist
Mormon
II Prates tan t"
Total Non-Jewish
Jewish

N

85
466
269
35
73
208
58
181
275
43

Completely Probably
True
True

4.7
37.1
16.7
11 .4
4. 1
3.8
27.6
31.5
84.4
27.9
32.5
9.3

12.9
35.0
25.3'
28.6
17.8
15.4
36.2
39.8
9.8
7.0
23.0
11 .3

Probably
hot true

24.7
17.2
34.2
25.7
41 .1
41.3
17.2
14.9
3.-6
41.9
22.2
31.3

Definately
not true

51.8
21.2
21.2
31.4
30.1
35.6
17.2
10.5
1..8
18.6
18.fl
40.0

Summary:
There are close parallels between the Mormon conception of
the human-natural realm and the superhuman-natural realm. The
s~e concepts can be used in an analysis of either realm.
The
Mormon concept of the Godhead includes three separate beings
who share common meaning (symbols). Mormon conception of eternal
progression incorporates potential Godhood for qualified humans
at some time 1n that eternity. Mormonism accepts this type of
polytheistic orientation.
Most Mormons believe 1n God and the devil. The ease of
believing may be related to the generaltzabil1ty from human to
superhuman level. The Mormon God concepts serves a modeling
function. Supernatural concepts are used by Mormons to explain
what would be, to them, otherwise unexplainable. In comparison
to other religious groups Mormons are somewhat distinctive in
the high percent who believe in God and the devil, who do not
report fear of God, and believe they have had contact with God.
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CHAPTER FIVE
VALUE SYS...l:3MS

AND RELATED BEHAVIOR

As 1s true or all ~~lig1ons, Mormonism incorp~rates within its
theology, value or moral \st~tements which if accepted or real-1zed
influence behavior. The influence ls, however, not necessarily in
any particular direction. A given evaluation 1s not always a
part of an identical larger oonfiguration of elements every time it
18 applied. Value definitions or evaluations ~e one of the crucial
aspects ot b sing human and of being Mormon. The study of such
phenomenon and the involvement of evaluations in human behavior 1s
a fascinating and oomplex prooess. As a general overriding
perspeqt1ve it 1s recogn1zed that a given aspect of behavior may
or may not correspond with particular evaluations. Multiple factors
involved in on-going decision making make the difference.
Conoeptual clarity results 1t a clear distinction is made
between (1) the evaluated (2) the evaluator and (3) the evaluation.
Human beings are evaluators. Anything can be evaluated, including
value definitions themselves. Evaluations or value definitions
are symbolic models 1nvolving non-reterented symbols. They are
"'Pure ideas." Evaluations are used bY' humans to oategorize whatever
1s being taken into account on some moral dimension.
-I

Human behavior 1s muoh too complex to expeot that anyone given
evaluation will be applied in exactly the same way in every situation
relative to every aUdience. The Mormon statement that the glory of
God 1s intelligence might be expanded to include humans--i.e. the
glory of humans 1s intelligenoe. Since presumably it 1s the use
of intelligenoe rather than just having it which 1s important, thls
might be interpreted as meaning the glory ot humans or the most
glorious thln~ humans can aooomplish 1s to make intelligent decisions.
The ~glory of or the distinctive oharaoteristic of man then 1s
the ability to synthesize and evaluate a whole host of related factors
or variables and make an intelligent decision as to what takes
precedenoe in one situation and what takes precedenoe in another.
Thus, he may deoide that getting his son to the hospital 1s ot
greater importance than stopping for a given stop sign. And even
though 1n the abstract he believes that "thou shalt not kill" he
may also be11eve that given the right situation and the right
aUdience, ''It 1s better that one man die than a whole nation dwindle
in unbelief." He, likewise, understands the story of an Abraham
being asked by his God to sacrif10e the life ot h1s own son, and the
willingness of' Abraham in that situation and with that particular
audtence (i.e., God) to start to do that very thing. He may wonder
1t he would be able to do the same thing.
Abstraot and Applied Evaluations
The evaluations made by humans are a very distinctive type of
phenomenon. Value definitions involve conoepts of the type called
non-reterented, "pure idea" or strictly symbolio. The beauty (or
any other evaluation) does not 11e in the object evaluated but
rather In the eyes (symbols) of the evaluators. The evaluation 1s
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created by the evaluator. It 1s not an inherent component of
that which 1s evaluated
This point 1s emphasized 1n the following:
I know, and am persuaded by the Lord Jesus that there is
nothing unclean ot itself; but to him that esteemeth anything to be unclean, to him it is unclean. (Ramans 14:14)
Unto the pure all things are pure: but unto them that are
defiled and unbelieving 1s nothing pure; but even their
mind and oonsoienoe 1s defl1ed. (Titus 1:15)
The ISAS orientation, then, leads to the following oonolusion
concerning evaluations. The evaluative behavior of the indlvidua3..
1s in response to symbols (value definitions and other definitions)
and 18 relative to the audience and the situation. The value
definitions are a part or the first paradigm "S". When evaluations
are considered to be absolute, eternal, unchanging, or irreformable
one apparently abstracts the value definition from the larger ISAS
configuration and considers or treats it as though it exists without
any paradigm qualifiers or "relatives." When viewed in this way
value definitions have no non-symbolio restrictions or qualifiers.
One is conoerned striotly with symbol systems, not with human
behavior. Theolog1ans, moralists, and others may spend time
analyzing value systems (symbol systems) to attempt to make the
units in the abstract system as harmonious as possible--tn the
abstraot.
Abstract value definitions, however, take on oonsiderably more
oomplextty when they move from the abstract to the applied level.
Ideals or abstractions always lose something when applied to speoific
human situations. When applying a given evaluation to a given
phenomenon while relating to a given audlenoe(s) in a given
situation, decisions have to be made as to which are the important
variables involved in that episode and whioh i8 aocordingly to be
given greatest saliency. In effect, a series of abstract evaluations
themselves have to be evaluated and a decision made as to which
evaluation in that episode turns out to be the top-pr1orit1, overriding or neutralizing evaluation. Change any of the paradigm
oomponents and the deolsioD about the high 1ntensity value definition
may a 1so be changed;
Abstract evaluations can be viewed as eternal. Applied evaluations,
however, would seem to ....lways have a "'relativistic" oomponent.
Humans are not robots w1th behavior oompletely pro-programmed. They
rather have the oapaclty (and necessity) ot mak1ng decislons about
their behavior and about their symbols. Making intelligent declsions
about their behavior and about the meaning or such behavior is
certainly one of the most intluent1al behaviors in which humans engage.
The relativity ot applied values is lllu~rated in the
following acoountl reported in the Mormon publlcation, The New Era
(March 1975:38)
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I :t:ound myself in basi('~al1y the same 8i tuation a year ago after
I Joined the Church. I had quite a time oonvincing my family
that I was still lnterested in them. When I came home from
sohool, they too wanted me to do things with them on Sundays.
They wanted me, for instance, to attend their church. I
went to mJ bishop tor advice. He stressed the importanoe or
the family and said that I might want to saorifioe some for
their sakes.
I d id just that. I attended whatever meeting I could,
whether it was priesthood, Sunday Sohool, or saorament
meeting, and I attended their meeting also, which meant I
m1ssed some ot mine.
It was finally my father who told me it wasn't necessary to
attend their meetings any longer. Missing a few meetings
didn't hinder my testlmory or give me guilt feelings. My
situation at home is a lot better because of my going their way.

In the same issue it 1s reported (p. 37) that President Harold B.
Lee counselled a women who talked to h~ ooncerning her non-Mo~on
husband who wanted her to attend parties in whioh the b~havlor was
not in harmony with Mormon standards. President Lee advised her
that whereas a womaD should follow her husband, "she need not
follow him to·hell. w
-I

The oonfliot potential
suggested in the following.

or

absolute values in Mormonism is

Conflict Potential of Abstract Values
Chanse-Oriented Values

Non-Change, status Quo Values

o Eternal Progression (change)

o·Irrevokable rules-regUlations

o Seek knowledge from best books

o Defend established "truths"

o Continuous revelation rrom God

o Irrevokable, unohanging

o Secular eduoation is good

o antt-intellectualism - doubts
about the "evil" world

o Potential Godhood for humans

o

o Glory of God (and by implication
of humans) 1s making intelligent
decisions

o Glory of humans in obedienoe
to those in authority

o Youthfulness of tnitial leaders

o ohurch structure wh1ch plaoes
emphasis upon older leaders

o Administrative decisions
recognized as subject to ohange

o Administrative decisions
accepted (maybe informally at
first) as not SUbject to ohange
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knowledge

Oxen and Mires
As bas been Ind1catad, some view or oonceive of evaluation in
the abstraot as though \ ',lues are uninfluenoed by all that 1s
involved in making evaluations or 1n applying accepted abstract
evaluations to rough and' tumble living experiences. Most studies of
attitudes turn out to be studies of abstract evaluations, in which
people are asked to indioate whether they approve or disapprove ot
something. "Should parents spank their children?'" Yes or No.
Nothing is specified as to whioh parents, which ohildren, or in
which situations. The "should-ness" is abstraoted fram real life
and responded to accordingly. Knowing the answers given to such
questions does not perm1t one to predict actual behavior with a
ve'1!"1 high degree of aecurac,-.
One such stUdy involving Mormon respondents was reported by
Dunford and Kunz (1973). They secured answers to questions about
Sunday shopping and included in their stUdy respondents from two
wards as well as a oluster sample of members of some predominantly
Mormon oommunities. Inro~ation was obtained and relationsh1p
were traced between (1) Church commitment (2) understanding of the
Mo~on position on suoh shopp1ng (3) personal definitions about
such shopping (4) reported frequency of Sunday shopping by
respondents and (5) reported reasons or justifications for same.
The main stUdy focused attention upon what the researchers defined
as active members, and found that 78% of them reported that they
bad shopped on Sunday. Reported Sunday shopping took place on
the average ot eleven Sundays yearly. Reoognition that the Church
had taken an anti-Sunday shopping stance was reported by 99.6%
of the participants. That they considered the ohurch position to
be important and that they accordingly evaluated sunday shopping
as wrong was indioated. However, sincerely evaluating something
as wrong in the ab.tract does not necessarily mean that behavior
will always correspond thereto tn a given actual situation.
Symbolic validation or justif1cation of shopping behavior
utilized by those involved 1n the stUdy, incorporated some val'iatton
of "denial of responsibility" and "appeal to higher loyall ties"
and was provtded by 63~ of the respondents, with 96% including
at least one of these legitimating definitions among their
justif1cations.
Such research illustrates the basic premise that actual behavior
is relative to the audienoe and the situation. Beliefs may be
accepted 1n the abstract, but cannot be applied in the abstract.
People live and make deoisions in real-life situations not in the
abstract. Audience-situational factors considered to be of
neutralizing strength were aocord1ngly identified by most
respondents. This 1s not a wishy-washy sort of behavior, but
emphasizes that making intel11gent decieions is the core dimension
of being human. With reference to this studied behavior, and moat
ltkely any behavior involved in the daily decisions of most
people, there are audience-situation oomponents which are of
sufficient strength that practically any strongly endorsed abstract
value position oould be neutralized. In some such situations, NOT
to violate the given principle would be unacceptable to those involved.
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From the Symbolio Interactionist perspective whioh 1s being
utl1lzed,here, it is olearly reoognized that established abstract
value definitions will tnevltably be both acoepted and rejected.
Both laws and evaluations are designed to be rejected in some
situations.
The saliency of the point being made 1s c·aptured in the question
to a hypothetical believer in God, Ills there anything you wouldn't
do if you were convinced that God had commanded you to do so?~--i.e.
if the meaning and the aUdience and the situation were appropriate.
Word of Wisdom Items

W. Smith (1959) studied rural and urban Mormons in Phoenix,
Los Angeles and Salt Lake City. Using the judgments of Mormon
Bishops as to the orthodoxy of churoh members and statements from
the members ooncerning abstinence in their home from tea, coffee,
tobacco, liquor and beer, all of which are taboo items for Mormons,
it was found that rural families were significantly more orthodox
than urban families. Urban non-Mormon families sampled did not
differ signifioantly fram rural non-Mormon families except in
cla~ed possession of liquor and beer in their homes.
Rural fgmilles
claimed greater abstinence.
Responses from rural respondents provided fewer scale types
thaD did urban respondents, suggesting that rural Mormons in
comparison with urban Mormons were less heterogeneous as well as
more orthodox. Smith suggests from his analysis that as Mormons
become more urbanized, they may differ less and less from their
non-Mormon neighbors.
While this researoh provides data on rural-urban differences
it also illustrates the basic point being emphasized about applied
values. Where one lives influenoes his proneness to conformity
to Word of Wisdom items. The liklihood of neutralizing Word of
Wisdom values varies with the situation.
Amerioan Societal Religion
Societal religion is contrasted with church
religion and cosmic religion. Societal religion
definitions (beliets) and related behavior which
society together. In the U.S. this is popularly
or possibly nationalism.

religion, 1ndependent
consists of the
serve to hold the
called Amerioanism

Mormonism incorporates, formally and informally, a considerable
portion of the Amerioan sooietal religion. O'Dea, for instance,
has suggested that for all of the distinctiveness ot MormonisM, it
is 1n many respeots a miniature Amerioanism within Americanism.
Arrington in his Great Basin Kingdom makes the same point.
Toth (1974) refleoting the earlier writings of O'Dea (1957)
suggests that Mormonism incorporates a fervent American nationalism.
Mormons view America as their promised land, the land of the second
coming, the land which the Mormons were destined to settle. The
Constitution of the United states 1s considered to be an inspired
dooument. Throughout Mormon beliefs run affirmations of the following
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"American" values: equalitarianism, demooracy, utopianism,
religious freedom, ml1lennialism, and the toleration of foroe in the
defense ot rlghteousnesc
"Mormonism for all its peculiarity-even theological peouliarity, whioh has been its particular mark-presents a distillation ot what is peculiarly Amerioan in America."
Given this strong positlve endorsement of Americanism one
might wonder which of the following labels 1s the most appropr1ate
to apply to LDS Church members: Mormon Americans or American Mormons.
~rnat1onalization

Values

As Mormonism becomes increasingly internationalized, and the
process is already well under way, some separation of basic Mo~on
religious components from the total configuration of Mo~on-Amerioan
components currently incozwporated by many under just the "Mormonism"
label will no doubt take place. Mormons in Japan and Israel may
not be much interested in emphasizing as a part of their religion
the divine origin of the U.S. constitution or singing "High on a
Mountain Top."
Community Research
The following two r~search reports concern research whioh
included a Mormon component.
Vogt and O'Dea studied two New Mexioo fa~1ng communities. In
one of the commun1ties the Mormon Church was the center ot the
village organization. The organizational base for the fa~ing was
the family and family partnerships. Although private 1nitiative was
valued, there was a cooperative orientation in activities suoh as
oreating and maintaining the village irrigation system. The Texans
on the other hand stressed 1ndividual independence. Both the
Texans and the Mormons had s~ilar problems, but each utilized a
different method ot solving that problem.
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeok studied five small communities tn
the southwestern United States, and were able to identify the value
orientations of Mormons, Ex-Texans, Spanlsh-Americans Zuni and
Navaho. They ooncluded that on what they oalled the fl'Man-Nature"
dimens1on, the Texans showed greater preference for the belief that
man was master over nature rather than subjected to it, whereas
the value orientation of the Spanish-Americans inoorporated more
of the latter orientation. The Mormons, however, contrasted with
the Texans, with a greater emphasis upon the "harmon)'-with-nature"
o~ientatlon. Work, health, eduoation and recreation were the value
faotors around which it was ooncluded the Mormon values centered.
Other Research
MacDougall (197 ) conoluded 1n his stUdy of abstract values,
using responses from approximately 100 Mormons, that there was a
SUfficiently high level of oonsensus on these abstract values, that
he could talk about an "identifiable and homogeneous value system
which transcends differences in time, age, sex, martial status,
political identification, region and ethnlc1.ty." As our previous
discussions have suggested, it is highly likely that greater
differenoes would be found in a study of applied values.
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A relativistio or situational evaluation was incidently
reported by Smith (1959) in his research on Mormon norms. His
,interest was in oheckir.r:s to see whether his Mormon partioipants had
in their home, items whioh were taboo by the Word ot Wisdom standard.
However, the research design oalled for htm to approach the respondents
as though he were oonducting marketing research, and involved asking
questions about a variety of~her items as well as those 1n which he
was conoerned. In effect he deltberately~ deceived the respondents
in order to achieve his researoh goal. This, ot course, is a practice
Widely followed by many researchers tn the sooial and behavioral
solences. It has, in tact, been reported that when oontemporary
students find themselves involved in psyohological researoh they
expeot that they will be deoeived. Smith also reports that he
seoured the oooperation of bishops and stake presidents who appz,oved
the stUdy, and thus ot the deoeption lnvolved. Indlviduals who
sinoerely preach sermons on honesty (1n the abstract) can approve of
deception given the right configuration of ISAS factors.
Behavior 1s in response to symbols, relative to the audience
and the situation. The reBearche~s deceptive behavior was
evaluated as acoeptable behavior on the basis of an overall evaluation.
The point being made is not that such deoeption is wrong, but rather
that most any behavior can be evaluated as morally acoeptable it the
paradigm variables ha~oniz8 with such an evaluation. This is a
human characteristic. Mormons have no monopoly thereupon.

-1

Consequences follow from conceptualizing value definitions as
absolute or relative. Those who primar1ly seek security from their
religion may increase their security by belteving that church-given
values are absolute-eternal. Their conflict potential is high,
however, when forced into situations whioh oall for a deoision
oontrary to a given absolute value definition, or when they become
aware ot the relativistic behavior of others who are acoepted as
models for their own behavior.
Those who accept the relativistic interpretation are not upset
when they or others make one evaluation in one situation and change
the evaluation tor another situation. Their conflict potential is
high where relativistic deoisions seem to be wishy-washy and thus
may oontribute to the conclusion that the individual doesn't really
know what he wants nor how to get it.
It is likely that the "absolutists" (if we may use that label)
tend to tall In the "person-ohurch" or ritualistic Mormon category
previously identified, while the relativists tend mo~e to fall in
the IIperson-person" or humanistic oategory. Research needs to be
done to validate this speoulative hypothesis.
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CHAPTER SIX
SELF DEFINITIONS, CONVillSION AND

DE-CONVt'~RSION

Self Definitions
Wh~~t does it mean to an Lnddv Ldua'l, to be a Mormon?
WhAt hapr-ens t01n
lndivirlual as a result of converting to the Mormon Church? Wh~t freedoms
are acquired? What restrictiorlS? How can the convert expect others to treat
him? What can he accomplish for him~;elf and maybe his family by being Mormon?
Does being Mormon make one aware of limitati.ons previously unknown. \fuat
Lnout, doe« the Mormon Church provide for questions as to what it means to be
human? What success potential and what failure potential are aCQUired
in being Monnon?

Every person relAtes himself to something more powerful, more individualtranscending, morc enduring than himself. What happens to my self im~ge when
I establish the "Mormon connection" to such trans-individual phenomenon?
One way or another convn.rts and potential converts seek answer~ to
questions. As a result of the answers real-ized, some securely anchor
themselves in Mormonism, whereas others reject Mormonism.

~uch

This chapter provides some insights into such phenomenon.
The individual member of the Mormon Church is aw::, re of the fact th:lt
he is a member. Many members came into the Church through a conversion
experience which served to convince him/her that "Normon" or "Latter-day
Saint" was the appropriate name to apply to hirnself/her~elf at th1it time.
Somewhere along the line, the individual became aWAre that he/she was a
Mormon. At one time this was not :;0. The baptismal rite of passage may
have been the formal method of valjd~ting such a label.
The meaning of membership, however, is another thjng. Knowing th~t you
a Mormon is one thing; knowing what being a Mormon means is in some
resnects ~uite another thing. There are memberf. and there are member~.
The Mormons, share with other r-e'li.gi.ous gr-oups the fa.ct that there are
significa.nt differences between individuals who are officially members.

ar~

Res ear-ch by Finner, dealing with non-Mormon individuals, has found th~t
"church membership" and "church preference" are not the same thing. A small
percentage of members belong to a church but indicate when asked in rese~rch
that th~ prefer another church. That this is true of Mormons is suP,r.estP.d
from the results of a study by Leming (1973) of 209 University of Uta.h etaff
members. Of the 209 respondents, 49.8% listed LDS as their preference,
whereas 56.7% indicated membership in the LDS Church.

In the contemporary society, religious identific~tion may serve ~s ~n
important component of the identification package. It is a "soci~l location"
whica has important significance for many. Greeley has called the Americtin
society a "denominational society" emphasizing this ident:ifi cation function
of religion.
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A ~uestion upon which there is limited datA Avail~ble is how salient
or imnortant for the Mormon i~ the church identific~tion in the tot~l configu~ation of things kn0\~n about self. Every person who conriders himrelf
to be religi.ous also considers himself to be many other things. The tot==ll
configur~tion of self definitions cannot be introduceP simultaneously into
on-going interaction. Perception of this type is always selective. All
perception is selective.
That being a Mormon is an important component of a per~onls total.
of self definitions is suggested by the following tabulation
which compares the number of Boy Scouts from various religious groups
providing ~ome type of religious self definition in completing the Twenty
Statements Test, which asks for twenty answers to the question "Who am I?"
The study was done by V~rnon in 1958,
confi~ration

Table 1
Number and Per Cent of Boy Scouts from various
Groups making religious identific·ti.ons
on the TST_ Summer 1958
Religious
N
Number
Per cent
Affiliation
Mormon
21
47.7
44
Roman Catholic
258
119
46.1
Methodirt
40
27.0
148
Baptist
12
24.5
49
Disciples of Christ
11
21.6
51
Congregational
12
20.7
58
Lutheran
20.4
19
93
Presbyterian
19.6
30
153
Episcopalian
6
16.7
36
Religiou~

-i

A statistically significa.nt larger percent of Mormon ann Catholic Boy
Scouts spontaneously provided on the TST, self identificp-tions which were
religious in content. The study does not provide any suggestion as to the
related factors which would account for this high saliency among these
two groups. The study does indicate that for boys of this age, the Mormon's
religious identification is stronger than for many other groups. The high
saliency may be re1~.ted to factors such as minority status, belonging to a
church-sponsored troup, which makes Boy Scouting an important component of
the broad church program. Involvement in the Boy Scouting program parallels
somewhat involvement in the Prierthood program of the Church.
As has been indicated, Cardwell, using a factor-analysis method,
identified a "rituali~tic, youth" component of Mormon religiosity. This may
be reflected here. Youth activities in the Church ha.ve an Lmpact, upon
~elf conception? of the youth involved.
In a. study of 26$ married women living in University of Ut13h houv ing
Suicer (197 ) found a significant difference between Mormon and non-Mormon
wives with regArd to the importance they attached to their religion and the
fre~uency with which they a.ttended religious services.
Nearly SO ~er cp-nt
of the Monnons reported attending church at least weekly, whereas 31 ner cent
of the Catholics and 5.1 per cent of the Prot est.ant.s did so.
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Missionary System
Since sLl, LabeLs hav- ar-bi.t.r-arv , socLaLl.v conrrt ruct.ed meani ng ,
individuals who define themselves as Mormon have to be convinced th~t Mormon
is the apnropriate label to apply to themselves. In what is called the
conv8r~iorl process the individual is converted or learns to accept two
interrelated things. He is converted to the Mormon Church, and he is also
convr-.rted to himself as a Mormon. He learns to accept him~elf as a Harmon.
The missionary program of the Mormon Church is obviously involved in the
change of self definitions. An analy2is of this program follows.
From its beginning, the Mormon Church has been a missionary church.
The initial converts were members of Joseph Smith's family, a neighbor,
a local school master (who had once boarded at the Smith home) and the
school ma.ster's parents and brothers. Thru an extensive missionary pr-ogr-am
the membership had increased to more than 3 million members with around
18,000 missionaries in 1974, working in some 111 missions around the
world, exclusive of the Conmun l.s t block nations and many new Africa.n
nations. (Tanner, 1974). It was also about this time that the church
began to call missionaries from various professional fields to devote
thei~ professional skills in activities such as building meeting houses,
teaching and providing medical help.
It was reported in 1975 (The Ensign, 5:70-71) that there were approximately
health services missionaries serving at that time. They came from 2 0
different countries and were serving in 25 missions. seeking to improve the
health and well-being of Church members, helping to identify health problems,
particularly those of concern to members and assisting in developing and
implementing programs designed to solve these problems.

l~lO

LDS-RLOS Comparison. Vallier (1962) compAres the Mormon mission~ry
sy-:-tem and th!1t of the Reorganized LOS (RLDS) Church, emphas izinp: thAt the
manner in which the mi~~sionary system is incorporated into the larger church
structure influences the outcome of the missionary effort. He points out th~t
while the Mormons and the RLDS accept similp.r value orientations and belipfs,
due to historical developments, each group ended up with quite differ0nt
socio-cultural systems and each established a different mission~ry program.
The Mormon system incorporates within the church program an extensive
institutionalized role of volunteer mi.csi.onary , The RLDS, by way of cont.ravt ,
created a limited system of non-volunteer missionaries.
In 1960, there were representing the Mormon Church, Vallier points out,
around 7,000 full-time, self-supporting missionarie~, compared with less than
100 RLDS, church-supported missionaries. This amounted for the RLDS Church
to 1 missionary for every 1,750 members, and for the LDS Church 1 for every
200 members.
There are no RLDS age criteria for

mi~sionaries,

only a worthiness crit r i R.

In 1959, Vallier points out, that to suppor-t lr){) mlrs ionar-Lea the RLDS
Church spent $600,000, which amounted to roughly 1/4 of their total a.nnual
income. The LDS Church to support 5,300 missionaries spent $636,000 or
slightly less than 1 per cent of the total annual income of more than
58 million.
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TO migrate to the Utah area and develop their own rociety, the Mormon
Church required cocperat i.ve services which were essentially a complete
dedi cation to the Churcr, , Many unable or unwilling to make such a
cormnittment were "lost" along the way. Once established in the West,
th~ were and have remained the majority group.
Historically the RLDS
development did not require the total committment to the group in order to
migrate and establish a new society, and the RLDS membership has from
the beginning been a minority group in their larger sociocultural environment,
with membership widely dispersed throughout the Midwe:t.
Thus, Vallier is suggesting that being involved in a situation of near
total committrnent to the Church provided a ba~e from which we would expect
members to endor~e and become involved in volunteer mi~sionary efforts.
Research has found that on several dimensions, individual<=' who have
had a migsion experience tend to be more orthodox than those who did not.
This is not surprising. Devoting two years of one's life doing mission3ry
work for the church is likely to have a strong influence upon the self
conception of the missionary. Without a doubt, one of the major consequences
of the mi~sionary program is that it has an impact upon the missionaries
involved. Research by Sellars, to which attention will be given in a
subse~uent section, illustrates that the impact is contributory to mental
health but also to poor mental health. The overall tmpact, however, seems to
be one of growth and expanded self definitions.
It is significant that the mission~ry experience typically occurs during
the late teens and early twenties. Being called as a mis~ionary, however,
has no age limitations, and in most mission fields will be found individuals
from all along the age continuum. However, the fact thAt the mi~sion typiCAlly
takes place during the period of life when most individuals are experiencing
their most critical and doubtlng religious awakenin.gs is inport.c.:.r:t. In a
sense, the mission for tho~e in this age group is somewhat at least the equivalent
of a tour in the Peace Corps, or Vista. Those involved in such progr~ms
are provided with an altruistic experience which may have a lasting influence
upon their subsequent behavior. Those involved learn much about themselves.
Relatively permanent sustaining patterns of thinking and behaving may be
created in the process.
Previous discussions have distinguished between different types of
Mormon religiosity. A major distinction is that between What we have called
a "person-church" or ritualistic emphasis and a "person-person" or humanistic
emphasis. If there are different types of Monnons there are most likely
different types of conversions to Mormonism. One conversion experience may
emphasize one aspect, while another conversion involves a somewhat different
configuration of HIVDs and related behavtor. Common Mormon discu~sions
distinguish between being converted to the mi~8ionaries and being converted
to the church. It seems reasonable to distinguish further between being
converted to the social program of the church and to the Goepel or the teachings
of the church. Research concerning different types of conver~ions is limited
although the research to which we turn our attention has implication along
these lines.
Mission

encourageme~t

Factors

The youth, especially the male, involved in the Mormon Church will be
subjected to maqy experiences which encourage the development of a promie-sion orientation. Many fonnal and informal pressures are brought to bearupon the youth. Class instructions and sermons empha9ize the desirability
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of going on a mission. Going on a mi"sion is freouent 1y interpreted ,3S
evidencing one ts worthinp.s'5. Newspaper account identify where individuAls
served on their mission w' ~n reporting other achievement such as graduation
from college. Church leaders are aware that the mi~sionary experience
prepares one for future church work. One mi~sion president identified as
one of his ma10r goals to train missionaries to be future stake presidents.
Significqnt others are known to expect it. Those who do not go are
subiect.ed to some stigma. Girls in the church exert pre~sures, subtle and
not so subtle to go. At age 19, with high school behind him, with no strong
commitments to a work field and unmarried the MOrmon youth is in a hiphly
mission-conducive situation.
Ment8l Health of Missionaries. Sellars (1971) interviewed returned
missionaries, identifying aspects of the total mi~sionary experience which
were reported by the returned missionary as contributing to what she defined
as a healthy mental attitude and an unheal~hy mental attitude. Factors which
were recalled during the in-depth interviews by at least one-third of the
returned missionaries are presented below, being classified as either healthy
or unhealthy by the researcher.
PRE-ENTRY PERIOD (MISSION HOME)
Healthy
1. Speeches by General Authorities (supportive)
2. Context of training in Mi~sion Home (supportive/stressful)
3. Relation~hips to family (supportive/stressful)
4. Support of girl friend (supportive/stressful)
5. Financial help (supportive)
6. Encouragement of friends and church leaders (supportive)
7. Challenge of deciding to go on mission (stressful/supportive)
Unhealthy
1. Role description and concern about mi~sionary work
2. Schedule in Mission Home (stressful)
:3. Separat.i.ng from girls (supportive/stressful)
4. Pressure to memorize lessons (stressful)
5. Talks about chastity (stressful)
MISSION EXPERIENCES

He::llthy
Success, conversions, baptisms (supportive/stressful)
2. Holding po s i.t.Lons of Leader-shi.p (supportive/stressful)
:3. Having a friendly and under-st.andfng mi~8ion president (:3upportive)
4. Receiving letters from home, friends, sweetheart (supportive)
5. Relating warmly to nonmembers, investigators, etc. (supportive)
6. Having a friendly fir~t companion (supportive/stressful)
7. Being allowed diversionary activities (supportive)
8. Feeling accepted and sustained by other church members (supportive)

1.

Unhealthy
1. Culture shock (stressful)
2. Sex frustrations and restrictive rules (stressful)
3. Lack of Success (stressful)
4. Rejection and hostility by people contacted (stressful)
5. Working with dictatorial or unfriendly companions (stressful)
6. Having an arbitrary and authoritarian mi~sion president (stressful)
7. Quota system on converts and intractable memorized lesson~ (stres~ful)
8. Leaving mission field (supportive/stressful)
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RETURN HOME

Healthy
1. Continuing education (supnortive/stressful)
2. Finding employment (supportive)
3. Joining returned missionary fraternity (supportive)
4. Acceptance of family and friends (supportive)
Unhealthy
1. Education--as critical t.hi.nkd-rg, not memorization (stressful/supportive).
This was clearly a difficult problem though it was not a modal factor.
2. Dating--feelings of awkwardne~s and unsureness (stressful)
Sellars summary evaluation was as follows:
Pre-entry period -- healthy predominant with ratio of 2.3 to 1
Mission period - healthy but lower ratio of 1.2 to I
Returning Home - healthy predominant with ratio of 1.42 to I
"Returned Missionqry" is a label widely used in the Mormon Church. The
identifies the person in terms of what he is not. It i~ a symbollc
nA~~tive, focusing attention upon a role which is no longer an activ~ted role.
It 13' n~pt oriented r1ther than present or future oriented. The ext ensi.ve
use of the name, however, suggests that having played the role is a matt~r
of self identification which retains saliency long after the actual experience
i s formally completed. The conseouences of having had the mi~sion~ry
experience are extensive as i;; suggested in ~ome of the research yet to be
analyzed.

l~bel

The mi~sion impact may be related to the fact that the missionary
believes that while on a mission he has been involved in an experience which
has ultimate significance. The experience aCC1uires v3.lue considered to be
ultimate, superna.tural, eternity-related rather than just human, "now"
r eiated. It may be re18.ted to what the mi~sionary considers to be his
most important self component, his most intense definitions of unil1ueness,
h is maybe secret yearnings to do something significant, something r-el.at ed to
the highest-ultimate things of which he ca.n conceive. Being convincerl th~t
one hast in fact, had -uch experiences has great carry-over pot entta L,
Church Structure and the Missionary Component Thereof

-I

The organization or the structure of a group in which an individual hllS
membership and in which he plays one or more roles has an influence unon how
the individual behaves. From the ISAS perspective, the audience for one
individual may be an entire group which is always organized to ~ome degree,
or the audience may be one individual functioning in the name of the group_
I-A behavior is structured behavior. with the blueprint or script which
influences that behavior being a part of the structured symbolic-culture
component of the paradigm. This basic per-spect.Lve is cont a i ned in the
statement that the behavior of the individual Mormon as he relates to any
g~v8n audience is essentially structured or orderly.
The structure or
organization of the behavior, is related to the structure or or-ganf.zat.Lon of
the symbols used to script that behavior. The non-human f~ctors inclurled in ~
the sl.t.uat.Lon comnonent are also structured or organized. There is. of oour-se ,
alw~ys a.n unstructured or energent comnonent at all levels.
Behp.vior is
never comnletely organized or harmoniou:.
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The structure of the Mormon Church, then, influences the beh"vior of
One n~rt of the l.arger system is the mis8ion~ry system.
Atte~tion is now given to this organizational component.

~formons.

The impact of having a. "lay priesthood" is extensive. One COID"Oonent
of this impact is in the missionary system. Many members have an opportunity
to go on a mi~sion, with males being more likely than females to do ~o.
Professional missionaries are not used. One thing which frequently happens
as a result of involvement in that system or of serving on a mission is that
the Mormon label tends to become firmly "cemented" to the individual. A
solidifying impact upon the Mannon identification results from having the
non-Mormon public define one as a Mormon Clergyman and hav inz the family at
home treat one as a mi.'3sionary. "Missionary" not "clergyman" is the term
used by Mormons--few would write to their son or daurhter and talk ~bout th~t
individual being a clergyman.
Serving as a missionary also functions to convince the missionpry of
the reality of the authority which he believes he holds as a rerult of hi~
office in the prie~thood. He makes statements, ~nd engpges in ritu~ls in
the name of the church, or in the name of Jesus Chri~t. His ev~luations
of his own "elf worth can be enhanced. accord tngky, Self evaluations can,
of courre'be diminifhed from negative experiences. If playing the role
enhances his self esteem, the role it~elf and his identification with that
role acquires saliency.
The miQsionary is fre~uently called upon to defend the Church. He
expects that he will have such experiences. After preaching Mormonirm
and defending Mormonism for two years, an individual typica lly deve l ops 8.
lot of commitment to the Church. To re;ect1the Church or maybe for some to
even question the Church, in part becomes 8. r-eiec t Lon of selfgnd of
signific,3.nt others. A parallel experience is found in the ar-ea of work.
When one accepts a rob, and starts to work for a part.Lc ul.ar- company,
the liklihood of his defending that company or of maybe being protective tow~rd
it, increa.ses. Res8~rch Lndf.cat es thRt making public st~tements about whAt
one believes increase... the saliency of such beliefs for the public "nronouncer."
Thi'" contrasts with private, personal, non-nublic acceptA-nce and steterlents of
of such bel tef's , Publicly cornmiting oneself has conseouences ,
Procerlures by which the missjonary role is given importance include the
following. First, there i2 a reduction or elimination of prior or premissionary statu~3es, which permits the missionary role, in effect, to rise to
the top of onet s role hierarchy. Being a missionary i:') a full-time job.
The mi~sionary is physically removed from extensive direct contact with and
and interaction with peers, family, and other non~issionaries. Letter
contacts are permitted and encouraged. Informal expectations exist, however,
that the letters from home should contain a positive, missionary-reinforcing
content. The elimination of personal, face-to-face cont.act s with those
involved in pre-missionary activities is accompanied with intimate contact
with others in a similar 3tatu~. Old identities ~re dimini~hed in imnort~nce
and "phys Ics L distanced" so that the potential Impact, is reduced. New
micosionaries are involved in the creation of new role r-epl.acement r, E!1ch of th~
new missionaries then is involved in a sear-ch for a new identity and for anchor
noints upon which to create that new identity. Each mo~t likely is uncort!ltn
a ~ to what type of a mi!'sionary he will be and looks to the oth~r mi8sion1ri_p~
for input. Desi r-i.ng noritive eva.Iuat.Lve input from others may Lncr-« se the
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liklihood of "giving off" the most positive cues one c sn at t.hat, stt'F"e of
his micosion;::jry experience. It is Imoor-t ant to c o-rv i nc e oneself 1 s well AS
othr.>rs of one t s wor-t.hi neas to he where he is const ant lv r0min(~ed th~t he i~.
E1Ch is se1rchin~ for relationshiDs to replace those at home wbich
been eliminated.

h~ve

The ml.s s i.on experience also involves an essential or at le~lst p-1 r t i 11
r-e.iect.i.on of worldly things. Economic needs are r-r-ov i ded by those ';t
home, and usually at a minimal (or at Leaat not a maximum) level. Limit.ed
financial r-escur-ce.s do not permit extensive concern with "things of the
flesh" or "of the world". Spiritual concerns, then, are a likely substitute.
"Spiritual" is of course "Mormon Spiritual. 'f The mi ss.i ons r-y Lear-ns to do
~nd think in the approved Mormon m.~nner.
Modeling Component s , Ser-v i ng as a. mi3sion'lry or playing the role of
missionary involves extensive modeling components. The nri.vs ionar-v is involved
in full-time church work, which provides tunnel vj.-.jon for church beh'1vior.
He is aware of those who hold power positions (Althourrh they Rre not tynic:<lly
defined in power t erms ) above him, and has an opportunity to observe thr'ir
behavior and to reach decisions as to what type:~ of beh"'vior brings wh·1t
types of r-ewar-ds or pun Lshment.s , or sanction<-. The "greenie" observes the
b ehovi.oz- of his companion, hi s district leader, zone leader, mtr.s ion
assi~tants, or other mi~sion officers, his mi.-sion president, regional
representative, general authorities including the Church President. The
entire situation in whi.ch he is living serves to focus attention upon such
individuals and to move them into a category of significant others. Their
beh~vior (at least of the most successful ones) serves as a model to which
hi~ own beh~vior can be compared as he makes decisions about himself.
A cLear-cut. role hiera.rchy exists. The new mi--s i.onary moves ~ nto the
Although he is not off:l Ci1 lly enco11r~.ged to
seek for "promotion" or upward mobility, many uno ff'Lc ta L f~:;ctors focus
attent; on unon the mobility or the changes of others, espec i.al.Ly those who
a rrived in the mi.r s i.onf"! eld in the same cohort. Compar-i.sons are m~de as to
w~en ~unior com'\""Anions become senior companions, and which "'enior compPJnions
become district leaders, and which district leaders become zone Ler-der-s and
who is cr3lled to serve in the mission home. For a given indivirlu:::] to be
one of the last of his cohort to remain a junior comnanion may lead to p~rson1l1
Questioning and doubt. Thos e who have their sts tus changed receive conrratul1tions
from fellow missionaries as well as from the folks at home. Tho~:e who don't
c hange know what happens to t ho-ve who do.

sv-t.em, he does not create it.

Playing th~J!2.l.-~. The individual mi:sionary, then, usually h:"ls :) stronp
desire to play his role effectively (there are except ions) and he i~) Also
provided with writ ten specificatJons as well as role models to dec ide ju'·t
what "effective role playing" involves. He Lenr-ns the system and how to
function within that system. Frequent meetings, formAl 'lnd informdl, are
held, in which he has many opportunities to observe at first hand tho~e who
have "made the grade" or who have worked ef'f'ec t i.ve ly within the syr·tem. Thc -e
who have not done as well are s Lso ava l L»ble for observation. ~ihen mi.' S : 0:)"1 ries
talk among themselves they frequent"ly talk about what has been hapneninp to
other mi~sionaries they know. They t:<tpically manage to keep tr;J ck of the
group who entered the mission home and the mission field together.
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The mi<c,sionRry Ldent.i t.y is aLso con-itant, ly re-inforced by the dress and
grooming requirements. 'r.lAse aspects of missionary impression man»r-rement
communicate to the indivi~ual missionary and to non-Mormons th~t the indivirUAl
is a Mormon missionary. Not exactly in the cle~r-cut way the st~tement
imp1ies, but rather in many subtle ways, the missionary concludes, "!
must be a Mormon and a Mormon mi~sion~ry sjnce I look like, dress like,
and behave like one.
Missionaries who "move up" in the system have many opportunities to
evaluate those under them or those they are expected to supervise. Doing so
makes one well awar-e that others are llaking similar evaIus t ions of him.
Further, district leaders, zone leadprs and mi~sion presidents :ire compared
with one another. It is po-vsLbLe to distill from such compar-t ons a symbolic
mo de L of what one ccnr-Lder-s to be ideal behavior for missionaries in certai.n
cAterrories.
Mi5sionari~s cont::1ct mor-tly tho:-e with strong commitment and those with
no commitment and freo.uently with no familiarity with Mormonism. Inter~ction
with other mi'sion~rier' involves interaction with the "cr-oam of the crol)."
a c corv'Lng to Mormon standards. This a.lso encour-ar-e- conformity to the
requirements of the system.

An impact upon ~,elf definitions and dec LsLone about behavior is also
derived from contact with potential converts and actual convert3. Knowing
that these others expect the missionary to be an example of ideal Mormon
behnvior encourages the missionary to make an effort to conform to the
expectations. The expectation is, then, somewh~t of a self-fulfilljng prophecy.
Being treated Like one is a "saint" facilita.tes b ehav i ng as though the LabeL
is accurate. In some respects. it i3 frightening to the missionary to re,!J.lize
what the new converts expect of him.
A sy...tem which provides for the extensive positive modeling which we have
been discussing, by its very nature incorporates chances for failure, or at
least for not achieving in the same way ?ome other missionaries achieve.
Neutralizing definitions, such as 'just being concerned with do inc one's best,
rather than comparing oneself with others ar-e utilized to minimize the
differences. However, faiJure in such a success-oriented, and success
"pushing" organization C1n be difficult and at times t raumat.Lc to live with.
Many types of per-r onaL problems can ar-L> e from <uch experiences. The ment.eL
health level of given missionaries is obviously influenced by such experiences.

Research potential.
following.
1.

2.

Wh~t tynes of individua.ls have
audience(s).

4.

could be done upon ouestions such as the
wh~t

kinds of exper l enc es with

\'lhA.t

kinds of

~4Jh~t situ~ti.onal
ty~es

3.

Rese~rch

components are mo-rt conducive to the "givinR o f'f'" of cr>rtr-tn
of mir-sionary behavior?

Whr-!t bvnes of nr-esent.at.Lona-pro se lvtt 7ing, has whst
uron which types of potential converts.

ty~e

of con seouencen

Wrnt co-nbinat.Lons of md sc tone ry companions are mort like ly to have \orhtlt

types of experiences?
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5.

ic: the rel~ti(v-l' hip between length of time spent on one
and the successes experienced?

11h~t

a~~i ffnm0nr.

a. lenpth of time with one companion?
b. lenr:th of time at one level such as junior companion?
Conversion Research
A theoretical conversion model developed by Lofland .md Stark (1965) and
Toch (1965) was utilized in a study of converts to Mormonism to '"'ee how
well the conversion experiences corresronded to that abstrRct model. In the
model, conversion was concentualized as a problem-solving process which involved
the following stages:

1.

The occurrence of particular events often creates
that may be defined as problematical.

sitlli~tlons

or raises

que~tions

2.

Mildly or acutely felt tensions have d:i.fferenti~l impacts on persons
experiencing problematic life situRtions.

3.

The definitions of causes for these tensions is described in sacred
and/or secular terms.

4.

Encountering an organization offering accepta.ble solutions to problematic
situations leads to the establishment of affective rel~tion~hips with its
members and to a membership transaction.

Using data. secured in per-sonaI interviews with 77 per-son- who arc A. result
of contact with mif'sionaries, ~oined the Mormon Church in an urb4n ~rea in
Kentuc1{y, Ser"p';:lr and Kunz (1972) found th4t the Mormon conver-s i ons di.d not
v~ry closely follow the suggested paths.
In fact only one conversion out of the
77 conld be explained by the model. All the rest evidenced devi~t';on from th!'lt
model in some respects. In W':iS found t hst for the Mormon conve-t s , the conv er-t.s
were soup;ht; they were not seekers. Second l.v , the assumntion t hn t. the ""IrohlAms
most 'recently experienced were the mo r t, Impor-t.s.nt. ones in pr-ecl rd.t at tng
conversion doe" not hold up for this group. Of the group, 40•.~% indic~t,..,r1 th'"t
they had not had such problems during the period prior to conver~ion. Also
prior to joining, the converts did not experience much informal associqtion
with Mormons, as was expected from the model.
On the basis of this study it appears that conversion is more complex
than the model suggests, and apparently involved components other than the
problem-solving one identified in the study.
Using data secured from this same study, Segga.r and Bl.ske (1971)) report
findings concerning what they call convert inactivity by which they meant the
nonpa.rticipation of recent converts. They conc 1 uded that such conver-t-s were
likely to become either disaffected from or nonpsr-t.Lci.pant.s if they (1) no
longer perceived the doctri.ne, wore hip s~rvices and organizati.onal st.ructur-e
of the church as being as they formerly did (2) had difficul ty in adho r i np to
the financi.al and dietary requirements, (3) possessed dd rs Irrrl l e.r' beliefs '"hout
central doctrinal tenets and (4) had experienced economi c nr-ob l ems s j nce .10j ni ng ,
Three of the 29 nonparticinants had turned to other relip;jou8 or{'>11.niz[ltions
at the data-collection time and the researchers expected that others would
alro defect in the future.
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Payne (1972) conducted research to identify factors related to the
likelihood that a given missionary would be given a le~dership role in his
missionary activity. He vArted with the premise th~t how the mi'sion pre~irlent
and the pobent.LaL leader "come together" or "match up" inf] uences the 11 k~l:l hood
of being selected to be a leader. Data was secured via que~tionnaires given
to students in a number of introductory classes at BYU, University of Ut!'h And
the Central Utah Vocational School, representing a variety of acndemic fields.
Re~POndents were 278 individuals who had completed missions for the Church
within the two years prior to the research. Interest focused upon the
following hypotheses:
1.

Selection to leR.derr;hip will be directly related to the
socioeconomic status of the selectee.

2.

The number of leadership positions held by Mormon mi.r.s Iono r-i es
will vary directly with the similArity between their socioeconomic
backgrounds and the socioeconomic backgrounds of their mission
presidents.

A statistically significant relation:hip was found between a missionary's
educxt.Lona L and financial background and the probability of his being selecterl
to a leadership position. Occupational background was not related independently
to leadership selection. Payne emphasized t hat while t.he- e f'Lnd.lngs t echrri c sl.Iv
lend some support to the first hypot.hes i s , the consistently low levels of
association suggest that substantively these variables would be of little use
in predicting leadership selection for this type of group.
It was also found that each indicator of st~tus stmillrity used to te~t
hypothesis 2 was related to leadership selection with the relationship being
statistically significant. Agai.n, however, rat.her low levels of association
on a.ll measures indicate the low prediction value thereof.
However, in all cases, similArity of status between selector and selectee
proved to be a better predictor of leadership selection than simple measures
of a selectee's status. This suggests that other areas of similarity between
mission president and missionary might be profitably explored in future research.

Being converted is typically viewed as a terminal stat.us , From the perspective
of the church group there is no such thing as graduatjon from the group.
Potential deconversion, however, is an aspect of conversion. Little is known
about the process of Mormon de-conver-r Lon nor t.he extent thereof. Maues (1969)
provides one of the few analyses of the process, and provides a model for
interpretation thereof. He also rela.tes the findings of a small study to
the theoretjcal model. He indicates that his primary t.heor-et Ica'l work has been
developed with the hope that it would be heuristic~lly suggestive. The work
draws unon several years of "participant ob:ervation" in religious reactjv~tion
programs at the ward level. He uses the term "defector" to identify those who
have withdrawn from fellowship or activity after having some hit:tory of regular
attendance and involvement in the Church, not merely affili:ltion. His three
dimensions are identified and discussed below.
Intellectual dimension. This is the negative counterpart of Glock's
"ideological dimension" of involvement. It refers to the kind of disinvolvement
that is based on disbelief ot certain central beliefs of a religion,
accompanied, presumably, by a belief in a rival secular doctrine. Atheiem and
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agnosticism are common expressions of this dimension of disinvolvement,
although there are many possible Lnddcat.or-s, "orne of which would be un ioue
to certain denominations~ Indicators that might be used for thi c dimen~ion
with some degree of SUC~dSS in a survey instrument include: expression of
disbelief in any kind of God, or in the litera.l divinity of Jesu<~; a be l.i ef
in evolution of the species; a belief in the merely palliative function of
religion, etc.
SociAl dimension. If social ties and soci.a I integration of the individual
in producing religious involvement, we might plausibly infer th~t
disinvolvement or defection can occur as a consequence either of the disinteg~ation of social bonds, or of unsatisfying social experience or of the
format}.on of strong social ties out.r Ide the church. Einpirical Lndlc-t.or-e of
cisinvolvement might be: loss (or lack) of clore friends in the church:
relatively low social status compared to the congrega.tion generally;
personal acquaintance with few, if any, church workers, lay leaders or
clergy; little or no participation in church auxiliary or social activities;
marriage to devout members of other faiths; and perceptions of coolness or
cliques among members of the congregation.
~re im~ortant

Emotional dimension. This dimension might be called the IIspiritual
dimension" and is perhaps the most elusive of the three, in the sense that
objective empirical indicators of it are much harder to ident i.fy than is the
case with the other dimensions. There are many emotiona.l conditions and
s~~ptoms that are related to the emotional dimension of defection and it
would be premature to attempt a comprehensive catalogue of these, Mauss
indicR.ted.
Typology derived from the three dimensions. Not all defection is ?ure1y
of one type or another. These three dfmens i.ons can be combined in a
hypothetical typology which will reflect the variou3 combinations of defection.
The result is an B-celled typology represented in Table 1.
Table 1.

A HYpothetical Typology Derived from the Three Dimensions
High on Emotional and
Social Dimension
.
Not

Intellectual
Dimension

Hi

1

Hi
1

Hi
' 2_

Not High on Ehloti.onal~nd
Social Dimension
Not
Hi Hi

~* ~

ti:1

3 [---...4_
Not
... - ..
.. - _.- - . - 1 - Total defectors
5 - Cultural (Soc. and Int.)
2
Psychological (Int. & Em.)
6 - Intellectual
3 - AlienR.ted (Soc. & Em.)
7 - Socia.l
L~ - Emot i onaL
B - Circumstantinl
Not Hi}

---~

'

-_

------------ _._._-

~

.

In the Mauss typology, cellI would contain the IItotal defectors," those
who are high on all three dimensions of defection. Those in cell 2 mi~ht be
called "psychological defectors," since their defection is both intellectual
and emotional, but not social. In cell 3 we have the "alienated defectors,"
who may not have intellectual problems, but they are both socially unlntegratea
and emotionally distressed. Cell 4 would contain the purely "emotional
defectors. "
Turning to the half of the typology that is without the
emotional dimension, we have the "cultural defectors" in cell 5, so called
because they are high on both the social and intellectual dimensions.
Cell 6 has the purely "intellectual defectors" and cell 7 the purely "social
defectors." Cell B is a residual category representing those who have become
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disinvolved in the church, but not for generic reasons. Such neo~le are not
offended or disaffected about anything; they are simply taken away from the
Church activities by suer, cLrcumst anc es as going away to military serv i ce,
and have not yet overcome ~ne inertia in order to become reinvolved. These
Mauss calls "circumstantial defectors." These eight types are logica.lly
derivable from the three dimensions, and they compri~e a taxono~y that is
heuristic and useful, if not exhaustive.
A small pilot study by Mau~~s of a small group of Mormon defectors in the
East Bay Area of California provided some EIIlpirical «uppor-t for the typology.
Questionnaires were mailed to all the Aaronic Priesthood Adults in the several
ward areas. A return rate of about 50% was obtained from 6n returned
questionnaires. The sample did constitute an aggregate of defectors both by
definition and by reference to present church attendance habits.
In CellI, where all three dimensions of defection are present, 100%
of the subsample are total non-attenders, while in cell 8 where none of the
three dimensions are present, the non-attenders rate is only 11.0%. Furthermore in cells 2, 3, and 5 each of which involves two of the three dimensions,
the total non-attendance rate ranges from 60% to BO% whereas in cell~ 4,6,
and 7, involving only one dimension each, the rate stays at around 50%.
The likelihood of total non-attendance at church clearly indicates an
increase with each additional dimension of defection.
Church

~_t.t~n~anc.e......2:!ld }:~z:.~eived Powerlessne~~

Cardwell (1974) reports r-esear-ch relating perceived powerlessness And
church attendance among 320 Mormon Univer~ity of Utqh students. All of his
par-t.LcLoants classified themselves as "very religious." He hypothesized th~t
partl.ci")ation in traditional church religion would decline as perceived
powerlessness on the part of church members increased. Perceived oowerl.essneas
is characteristic of many individuals in many non-religious aspects of
contemporary living. He measured powerlessness r-aLat.Lve to the individual's
perceived ability to influence three different audiences, i.e. "other,"
"lay leaders" and the "minister" to make decisions about "issues" "social
issues" and "religious issues" that were of concern to the responrlent. For
example, a typical religious issues question was "Do you think you can influence
the minister of your church to take a stand on religious i~sues (such as
prayer in the school) that concern you?"
His hypothesis was supported on each of the nine powerlessness items
he used. He points out that if one assumes that the attendance variable is
antecedent to the perception of powerlessness, one explanation of the~e
general findings is that perception of powerlessness initiates the process of
withdrawal from the church.
When he checked to see whether sex made ~ny difference, he found that it
did not when the perceived powerlessness was relative to the generA.l caterr,ory
of "issues" or the more specific category of "social Lssues ;" However, sex
did influence the relationship between perceived powerlessness and church
attendance when the perceived powerlessness is relative to "r-e l i.gi.olls issues."
On such i~sues when the source of the perceived powerlessness is undefined,
the perception of powerlessness has a far grnater linpact on female attendance
than on'male attendance. However, when the source of the powerlessness is
defined, the impact on attendance is greater for males than females •. Cnrnwell
sees this finding being rela.ted to the extensive male involvement in the
bureaucratic structure of the Church. Perceived powerle~sness in the ~rea
wherp. the male is most involved then is the type of pow~rlessness which is
likely to have a significant influence upon his religious behavior.
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P'ellowshipping
:BehAvior is relative to the audience. Behavior incorporates a. socill1
d l"llens lon in which you and I are e~ch component partR of '!wha.t is goin~ on."
E~ch of us ref'luires the ot',<:r in order to accomplish the goa Le,
ExPeriencing Mormonism, then, involves rel~ting to a set of beliefR
a bout, ,the world, but it also typica.lly involves relating to others in
partidular ways. How Mormon relates to Mormon then influences the experience
of Monnoni~m which each has. If I am accepted by ot h-r-a and treated as
though we are equals or as brothers and sisters, I have auite a different
experience than I do when I am treated essentially as a sbr-anger-, as an
alien (experience alienation) or as unequal, and thus am not given or do not
receive the same treatment accorded others classified differently.
How the individual and his audience cane together is bound to influence how
each of them experiences his Mormonism. Such experiences may in effect help to
push an individual out of the Church or help to tie him securely in. Little r-esearch
has been done on the tellowshipping dimension. One small study is the research by
Mauss to which we have referred concerning defectors. His "socia.l dimension"
might also be called a "fellowship~ing dimension."
Those with no "Conversion Potential"
S'eeking converts is a major activity of Mormons. What happens when the
label of "potential convert" for the non-Mormon neighbor is exch'nged for the
one of "no conversion potential?" It is easy for members of a missionpry
oriented church to lose interest in the potential convert as a person when the
"potential convert" label is believed to be no longer applicable. Neighborhood
inter~ction is influenced.
Informal evidence suggests that some Mormons seem
to operate from the premise that "if there is no chance of you joining my
Church, I find it difficult to relate to you as just a friend."
Conversion and De-Conversion
It may be that the configuration of factors which contribute to conversion
are not the exact reverse of those which lead to leaving the church. Possibly,
rather than one conversion-deconversion continuum being involved, there may be two
~omewhat overlapping but nonetheless distinct processes.
If .1oining and le~ving 8.
church i~ much the same as joining and leaving a work organization, conversion mpy
stem largely from content items, whereas deconver~ion may stem primarily from
context factors.
Re-Conversion
MOrmon histo~ includes accounts of individuals, ~ome in high positions,
who for one reason or another left the church and subse"uently returned "to
the fold." There seems to be no information available about the extent of
re-conversion. The following account proYided by a college student suggests
some aspects of the process and the strength of the "return pull."
I move in environment~ far removed from youth and the church and it
is right for me. Yet I meet people who move from one realm to another.
There are many members of the church which fall away yet fail to repudiate
it very emphatically. It is as if there is some fear of saying anything
too harsh about the "former life." I ca.nnot under~t"nd this and no
study has, for me, attempted to explain why people into "courrt er-eeuIt.ur-es "
etc. hold the church in reserve. Many admit they will "prob,:,tbly get into
it when they get too old to boogie." (Student Report, 'niv. of Ut'ih 1971l)
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SECT TO DENOMINATION TRANSITION
Studies of religious groups have made use of a sect-denomination
(sect-church) classification, which permits the cate~orization of different
groups somewhere along the continuum from the sect pole to the denomination
pole. The sect type and the denomination type are each a symbolic model,
to which actual groups may be compared. They are sometimes called an "ideal
type" or a "constructed type. 1I The characteristics ~enerally attributed to
the sect are given in Figure 1.
Dp.nominational characteristics are the
reverse of those of the sect. The sect-denomination typology is a heuristic
device which may not apply completely to any specific group. It is however
useful for our purposes to highlight chanqes which have taken place.
FIGURE ONE
Si ze
Relationships with other
religious groups
3. Wealth (church property
b~ldings, salary of clergy,
income of members
4. Religious services
1.

1.

2.

2.
3.

Small
Rejects--believes that
the sect alone has the truth
Loimi ted

4.

5.

Clergy

6.

Doctrines

7.

Membership requi remen ts

8.

Relationship with secular world

9.

Social class of members

Emotional emphasizss - try
to recapture conversion thrill:
informal, extensive congregational participation.
5. Unspecialized: little if any professional training, frequently
part time.
6. Literal interpretation of scriptures emphasis upon otherwordly rewards
7. Conversion experience; emotional
commi tmen t .
8. "atwar" with the secular world
which is defined as being "evil."
9. Mainly lower class

The characteristics of the Mormon church at its inception provide
a high
goodness af fit for the symbolic sect model. Those familar with
church history can supply many characteristics illustrative of this fit.
William E. Barrett, for instance, has indicated in a widely used church
history book that the church did not attract great men, it produced great men.
Many sect groups go through a transition from a sect to a denomination. The growth and development of the Mormon church illustrates this
transition in many ways. O'Dea suggests, however, that the transition is
not complete, indicating that "established sect ll may be the appropriate label
for the contemporary group.
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Size
From its beginnings the Mormon Chunch has been a qrowi ng ~ deve loping church. Using percentage increase as our measure of growth, the Mormon
Church was the third fastest growinfJ church in the U.S. from 1906 to 1956.
(Seggar) The Church experienced a reported·:increase of 430.9% increasing
from 256,647 to 1,372,640 (Rosten, 227-72). Since January 1,1957, the membership increased from 1,416,731 to 2,480,899 makinq an increase of 75.1%.
Approximately two-thirds (65-75% ) of this increase was from convert bapt~sms.
Using the Vital Statistics presented at the Annual Conference of
the Church in 1967, Seggar calculated the fo11owin~ figures. This was
the six-year period that the IIEvery Member a Missionaryll program was initiated.
Increased Membership Through Conversion for the
Decade 1957 - 1966
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

--I

30,129
33,330
33,060
48,586
88,807
115,834
105,210
93,483
82,455
68,843

The rapid growth patterns of the Church are evident when one
looks at the following statistics provided by Arrington (1973):

Membership
Organized stakes
'outside U.S.
Total stakes
Total wards
Number of missionaries
Average attendance at
Sunday Worship services

1960

1970

1.6 mi 11 ion

3 million - 8% yearly

increase
50

1

290
2,600
5,500

500

5,000
12,000

35%

42%

During this ten year period, the Church constructed 2,158 chapels,
geographically distributed as follows:

u.s. & Canada
Europe
Mexico &Latin America
South Pacific
Asia

1,558
214
204
133
28
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The label "dying church" i,:" hardly an appropriate one for the Mormons. If
increase in size is indic~v;ve of change toward the denomination pole of the
continuum, the Mormon Church has clearly been moving in that direction.
The first general conference of the Church outside the U.S. was held
in England in 1971, initiating a procedure which will be used to meet the
desires of a world-wide membership. At the Salt Lake City general conferences simulatneous translations in 9 languages are provided.
The April General Conference in 1974 was transmitted by oceanic
cable to Europe and was received in 105 chapels in England, France, Germany,
Austria, Holland, Switzerland and Belgium. Over 80 radio stations in the
cities of Mexico and Central and South America broadcast these services in
Spanish and Portugese. There were 240 TV stations which carried the conference in the U.S. and Canada and one in Japan. (Tanner 1974)
In his April Conference address, President Lee said, "No longer might
this Church be thought of as the 'Utah Church,' or as an "American Church."
but the membership of the Church is now distributed over the earth in 78
countries, teaching the gospel in 17 different languages at the present time."
(Tanner 1974)
"Gathering" and Non-gathering
Douglas J. Davies, writing in a British journal provides an analysis
of changes in the orientation of the Church toward converts and other non-U.S.
members. These changes can be seen as one part of the transition form a sect
to a near-denomination. The stages which Davies identified and analyzed are
as follows:
Stage 1. From 1830 to 1900, the church emphasized the second coming
of Jesus and the development of a holy society, of chosen people in an American
Zion which was to be ready for the anticipated second coming.
Stage 2. From 1900 to 1950, with changing definitions which one way or
another took into account a belief that the second coming was not going to occur
as previously indicated, a change in the "gathering" encouragement took place.
Where as in the past the Saints were encouraged to migrate to Zion in Utah,
they were now encouraged to stay where they were and create their own Zion.
Validation for non-migration was provided.
Stage 3. From 1950 on, the Ch~rch has been in the process of estab1ishi:ng a world-wide Mormon community. This has involved a change in emphasis of doctrines, and programs. Rather than encouraging everyone to come.to
Salt Lake City for conferences and "being fed" the conferences and the "food
for thought" is now be"jng taken to lithe world." The current program, Davies
indicates, involves affluent Europeans, whereas the first stages involved
largely non-affluent Europeans. This is indicative of the changing class
composition of the group which moves from sect to denomination.
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Urbanization of Church
Arrington (1973) indicates that over half of the members of the Mormon
Church live outside the Mountain West and that the percent of church members
living in urban areas is most likely between 70 and 80. Those livin~ in the
large urban areas constitute a small minority of the population of those cities.
During the life-time of the Church a steady urbanization process has been underway. A religious message presented in a "rural perspective" may not find a
receptive audience in a church now predominantly urban.
Publication Activities
The Mormon Church is extensively involved in "dispensing 'the word'" or
in somewhat at least "Dei-fying the word." Words are spoken from the pulpit and
in the classroom. Words are printed and distributed to church members
throughout the world. The bureaucracy of the church increases accordingly. A
review of the extensive publication activities of the church, then, documents a
denomination-ward movement, including a bureaucratization Gomponent.
Arr"j ngton (1973) provides the fo11 owi ng i ndicators. The chu rch 'owns and
distributes the Deseret News, tnc ludlnq a Saturday supplement, "The Church News"
to around 100,000 families, not all of whom are LOS. Separate ma~az;nes for
adults, youth and children are also published with a combined circulation of
approximately 350,000 •. Manuals and various lesson materials are published for
all of the auxiliaries. Many of these are translated into other non-English
languages and distributed throughout the world. Lesson manuals are published
in 21 languages. There are translation and distribution centers in Salt Lake
City, Mexi'co City, Sao Paulo, Frankfurt, Copenhagen, Liege, Hong Kong ,Seoul,
Tikyo and AucRland. Further a unified church magazine is published in 17
languages.
The church-owned Deseret Book Store, sells books of church interest.
Upward Mobility Facilitation Factors
Sect groups, tend to discredit the secular world as evil, yet they frequently encourage behavior on the part of sect members which facilites upward
mobility within the society. It is diffiuc1t to maintain a definition of societal evilness and at the same time enjoy the fruits of citizenship in that
society. The Mormon Church provides illustrations of this more general
phenomenon.
Factors such as the following have encouraged economic success with
attendant upward mobility within the society:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

hard work
strong Americanism
No drink
Stable family
Being "honest, true, chaste, benovelent and in doing good to all
men
II
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!:~nnonizing

with the Society

The sect group is "at war" with society and with societal religion. The
denomination is essentially at peace with its larger society. What might be
called the accommodation process of the Mormon Church has included changes in
plural marriage patterns, in political activities with the creation of rival
political parties upon the dtssolution of the People's Party, in the support
of public school systems, and in joint business ventures with non-Mormons.
These changes were a part of the process by which statehood was eventually
achieved.
With the migration west, the church was able to establish itself as
essentially a separate, isolated, society, with its theocratic type of
government. Geographic and cultural isolation was gradually changed to
geographic and cultural integration. The group which was outside the society
moved into the society, with each influencing the other. Accommodation was not
completely one-sided.
The extent of societal accommodation including societal acceptance is
suggested by the fact that George Romney was seen as a serious contender for
the U.S. presidency, J. Willard Marriott was the Chairman of the Inaugural
activities of Richard Nixon, and in the political realm the fact that a visit
to SLC and an "audience" with LDS Church officials seems to be an expected procedure for any major candidate for national political office.
Accommodation to the larger society is also evidenced in the creation of
the Social Services program in the Church. In this program experts who frequently acquired their expertise in non-church schools and programs are involved in activities designed to make use of these non-theological skills. Thi:s
includes, psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists, social workers, health
professionals, lawyers, and etc.
~ithin-Group

Distinctions

Part of the growing pains for the Church has involved an increased
awareness and public recognition of the existence of conservative and liberals
within the church. Not much attention is publically given to these differences,
however, Arrington (1973) as one exception, discussed what he terms a "healthy
tension" which exists between these two factions. The publication of Dialogue
as a journal of Mormon thought which is completely separate from the official
church organization, is also indicative of a growinq awareness that a distinction meaningful to many if not all church members is evident.
O'Dea provides an explanation for the growth of the Mormon Church beyond
tbat of many other groups which have experienced what he labels "sectarian
stagnation. II Instead of stagnation, he points out, there emerged a large
ecclesiastical organization which is the organized core of the Mormon People,
who have evolved a subculture and homeland and for whom religious fellowship
is impenetrated by the total bonds of community and family. The study illustrates both the relationship of religious fellowship to incipient nationality
and the importance of a unique combination of events in social causation.
He identifies
the fol lowlnq as factors facilitating the avoidance of "sectarian
stagnation. 1I
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Kin~dom

1.

The nonsectarian possibilities of building the
could require so mach subtle aocommodation.

which

2.

The doctrine of natural goodness, by way of which 19t1l century
American optimism entered Mormon religious consciousness to
blend there with the ohiliastic expectations of a restorationist
movement.

3.

Universal missionary understanding of a notion of "Gathering of
the Elect."

4.

Temporal appropriatness of the doctrine in the late 1830 1 s .

5.

The success of missionary work.

6.

The withdrawal of the Law of Consecration.

7.

The failures and consequent necessity of starting again.

8.

The expulsion from the Middle West.

9.

The choice and the existence of a large, unattractive expanse
of land in the West.

10. The authoritarian struoture of the church and the central
government which it made possible.
The success of Mormonism is related to the fact that there were
persecutions sufficient to cause them to migrate to a desolate
area and there engage 1n collective hard work to make the "desert
blossom as a rose." In their Utah home they were able to create
for themselves a somewhat distinctive culture inclUding a distinctive
religious component.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
LEADERSHIP
Leaders relate to followers. Pollowers relate to leaders. Leaderfollower interaction always occurs in a social and a physical situation,
and is influenced by the larger stage upon which that behavior takes place.
Change introduced in any component of the ISAS variables influences the
others. The multitude of changes which accompanied the transition of
the Monnon Church from a small newly-organized group in a small geographic
area to a world-wide, high complex and highly organized group all relate
directly or indirectly to the leadership involved in this change. Leaders
initiate change but also react to change, being sensitive to what is
happening to the church members and the societies in which the church
exists.
The large complex picture cannot be adequately presented. we will
focus initially upon some characteristics of the early church leaders
which will be contrasted,with contemporary leader variables.
INITIAL rnARISMATIC LEADERSHIP
To the Monnons, Joseph Smith is a prophet of God and Jesus Christ
is the Messiah of the world. lVh.ile not concerned here with the question
of whether either was by some religious criteria what it is claimed they
were, the sociologist is concerned with studying what he calls different
types of leadership. Two major types are the prophet type and the messiah
type. These, of course, are the social aspects of the roles. With reference
to such types of leadership, a pattern of behavioral characteristics and
transitional behavior has been given some sociological attention. The
successful religious innovator, or a phophet type individual, is typically
a charistmatic leader. Since he is innovating, or he has visions of
something new, he does not have access to established authority. lie
does not have the force of an established group with established sanctions
and established resources to support his position and his proposed actions.
He is anti-establishment. One way or another he proclaims "It is written,
but I say tmto you... " What he says is opposed to what has been written
by the group. As was pointed out in a previous chapter, he is a deviant
individual.
His success is directly related to his ability to get potential followers
to also reject that which is written or the established rules and regulations
and to follow him. He must have what is popularly called a "magnetic
personality". Charisma is the tem used in the sociological literature to
identify this configuration of behavior.
In his analysis of the creation of new groups, roth (1973) has concerned
himself with identifying the characteristics of charismatic leadership of
tt~ original innovator, which he contrasts with the characteristics of the
second leader who assumes his leader role following the death or removal
of the initial leader. roth uses the expression of the "two charismas".
In the Monnon experiences, the two leaders involved are, of course, Joseph
Smith and Brigham Young. Joseph Smith was the visionary who declared to
the world the religious error which he perceived and proclaimed that he
was ~he instrument thru which change, in this case, restoration, would be
initiated.
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Brigham Young was the leader who defended the vision and insight of
Joseph Smith and created a bureaucratic structure to engage in what he
considered to be the apIiopriate behavior for the new church. Joseph
Smith provided religious, sacred visions including new knowledge or new
configurations of knowledge. He worked largely with ideas. Brigham
Young worked with people and created new social systems to protect the
new message provided by Joseph Smith. Joseph smith ilUlovated, Brigham
Young standardized and defended.
Gary Shepherd (1972) has provided a comparison of the leadership
characteristics of these two leaders focusing upon the charismatic components. He categorizes .Joseph Smith as a strong charismatic leader, who
made prophetic writings and conmandments , Brigham YOWlg served as a
catalyzing agent in transforming the dominance of personal charisma into
the more routine concerns of everyday behavior.
With the death of Joseph Smith, a classic illustration of what Max
Weber tenned the "crisis of succession" and the "routinization of charisma"
took place. Weber points out that it is impossible for the original "divinely"
granted power to be passed on, in the sense that charismatic leadership
approximates its "pure type" only at the time of its origin. Suddenly
deprived of their charaismatic leader, the followers typically seek to
preserve and institutionalize their beliefs and experiences which were
related to the initial leader. Initial changes are transformed into
permanent patterns. Establishing change and preserving established change
are two different things. One requires an innovator the other a defender
of the faith or a preserver.
The process of "routinizing charisma" is first made manifest in the
efforts to select a successor to the leader. In general, three methods
may be employed: (1) a new leader is chosen on the basis of his qualities
that seem similar to the charismatic qualities of the leader (2) the leader
designates his own successor (3) the body of disciples choose the successor
themselves by popular acclaim. All three of these methods move away from
the "personal call" concept of pure charisma. Leaders are selected or
come from the group of followers. The leader does not proclaim his divinely
commissioned role.
Joseph Smith evidenced his charisma from the begirming. It was an
essential component in the conception, formation, and initial maintenance
of the LDS Church. Brigham Young became a legend in his own time among
both Mormons and non-Mormons, largely through his abilities and prodigious
achievements, but not primarily thru the prophetic, charismatic appeal by
whichJoseph Smith attracted his disciples.
Once a church is established, the aura of charisma tends to be associated
with the office rather than the individual ~ The office holder (the role
player) however also acquires some of the charisma of office , Personal charisma
becom~s charisma of office. Thus, Shepherd points out, with the ascendency
<:>f Brl.gham Y?un.g.to power in Nauvoo, Charisma was "successfull¥ contai.ned withill the organtzational structure of the churchv , ,
To some extent, routinized
and organization proceudres under the direction of a strong authoritarian
leader largely replaced visions and revelations . "

The concept of "revelation" also took on different emphasis and/or
orientation. Joseph Smith's revelations concerned largely religious truths
or what might be called t~lcological matters. Subsequent revelations have
been largely what could be called "bureaucratic revelations" or revelations
concerning the organization of the church, the establishment of some new
program such as the Church Welfare Program or the selection of new officers.
Potential programs are likely to be discussed in the church counsels before
they are presented to tIle church as a whole to be incorporated into the
programs of the church.
Bureaucratization of the Church
The high and very visible church office building in Salt Lake City,
stands as a monumental reminder of the ntmlber of offices it takes to nm
the church and the number of office holders who must interrelate their
behavior in order to make that interaction at least somewhat "hang together"
in a hannonious organi.zation, The office building is visibly taller than
the temple. The office workers keep the church ftmctioning. It could not
fWlction as it does without them.
VolWlteer, Lay Leadership
Not having a professional clergy, except at the very top echelons,
appears to be a major factor which serves to produce distinctive characteristics for MOrmons. It is likely, for instance that this contributes
to an involvement which is higher for male Monnons than for males from
most other religious groups. This aspects of Monnonism needs to be further
studied.
Writing in 1925, Harris and Butts (p. 42) indicated that at that time
Monnonism has produced prominent men in nearly every line of endeavor.
Utah exceeded all states, except those in New England in proportion of
men who had attained distinction as indicated by having their names listed
in Who's Who in America, and in Utah the part of the population which
had the highest proportion of Monnons was higher than those with lower
percentages. Harris and Butts suggest that this may be a result of church
teaching but also may be influenced by the fact that individual were provided
with many in-church opportunities to functions in leadership roles.
VOLUNTEER, LAY LEADERSHIP
The potential impact upon the behavior of individuals members is
suggested by an analysis by Reeder ( ). He considered the extent to
which active, willing adults were involved in church activities. t.e
studied the Box Elder area in northern Utah in 1954-55. Ile found from
the data he secured that an active male member who is not an officer or
teacher has approx~tely four regulary scheduled church meetings per week,
two hlUldred per year to which he is invited or encouraged to attend. An
individual who was an officer in one organization and a teacher in another,
which would be conmon for many officers, would have approximately six
meetings per week or approximately three hundred per year. Two-thirds
or three~fourths of these meetings occur on Sunday, and other third or
fourth on a weekday evening. The meetings include large congregational
meetings, class meetings, and executive committee or presidency meetings.
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An average ward of 625 persons would have approximately 200 regular
church offices and positions to fill or approximately 30,000 regular churcll
offices and positions f'i,,;: the connnunity. This does not include the home
teachers of whom there are approximately 80 in the average ward or 1,200
in the community, nor does it include the committees for special purposes
of which there are several.

At least three-fourths of all persons over 20 years of age could hold
one office or teaching position if they were distributed one per person.
Leadership functions such as talks, prayers, administration, and
passing of the sacrament, participation in musical groups and such
activities are distributed widely among the members irrespective of
whether they hold an office or not. Conducting meetings and teaching
classes are functions of officers and teachers. An estDnate of the number
of opportunities for individuals to take part in common leadership roles
before an audience or group indicates approximately 11,500 for a ward per
year or approximately 173,000 for the conmunity. There are an additional
5,000 opportunities for home teachings calls or 75,000 for the community.
Three-fifths of officers and teachers attend two hundred or more
church meetings per year; approximately half estimate that they have
participated in leadership functions 600 or more times in their lifetime
under church sponsorship. Three-fifths have accumulated 20 or more years
of experience as an officer or teacher; approximately two-fifths have filled
one or more missions for the church. Inactive members and low attenders
have had fewer experiences.
Infonnation for the secular organizations of the area indicate s that
the church provides at least ten times as many leadership experiences for
community members as all secular organizations combined. Church offices
and teachers participate more in secular organizations than inactive members
or low attenders but the differences are not nearly as large as are the
differences in their church participation.
Reeder then concludes that it appears that one of the main factors
in leadership development in a MOnnon community is the many opportunities
in the social structure for leadership experiences.
The existence of a lay leadership most likely facilitates a commitment
to the church different in some respects from other religious groups with
differing leadership patterns. If I have taught and "officered" in the
church, I am likely to be committed to the program and to myself as a member
of the group. To reject the church would be to reject my previous self.
In the Monnon organizations, everyone has an opportunity to serve and
to in effect give gifts to others. Everyone has an opportunity to be involved
meaningfully in something viewed as bigger than the self and family.
Knowing that others are doing volunteer activities may increase my
to support them in their position. 1his seems to carry with it
the implicit assumption that when I become the leader or teacher you will support
me and thus make my job eas ier .
will~ess
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The Mormon Church then provides a well-established altruistic behavior
outlet. Individuals are expected to contribute their time and talents to the
Church, knowing that other., will know that they are engaged in this altruistic
behavior. Concern for others may be developed and expanded in the process.
It is also possible, however, that the concern focuses upon the organization
rather than the people involved.
Church "organizational men" llrc created.
The church program which 'was designed as a means to an end, may become in
effect an end in itself. Once one is caught up in such a process it is easy
to never ask whether the program is accomplishing what it was designed to
accomplish. Keeping the program "programing" is the major goal.

The typical church experience, then, facilitates the development of
a volunteer missionary system, which is discussed elsewhere.
lfaving roles which individuals can play also provides a visible
legitimation of the "religious self definitions." If I am playing the
role of Bishop, I must be worthy of doing so.
The process of sustaining each other in public also may serve a
program facilitating function. I will sustain you expecting that you
in turn will sustain me. Doing the sustaining in public adds to the
likelihood that the "sustaining vote" will be translated into sustaining
behavior. Others know that I have agreed to sustain Bishop X, and my
knowing that they know I did, increases the likelihood that I will in
fact follow through.
Nearly everyone has a role to play, in which he adnunst.ers , correlates,
directs singing, keeps records, teaches lessons, etc. I~ot everyone is equally
prepared or adept in such things. This procedure then enhances dependence
upon authorities which in turn fosters obedience. If you don't know how to
do you assigned task, or you experience failure in attempting to do it,
you seek help from the expert and the individual has been told who that
expert is.
Those who they are administering also know that maybe in the future
(or in the past) they will be called upon to do such things or to play such
a role. This reduces the likelihood of criticism, especially if criticism
is viewed as ~oral or ~gainst God's wishes.
follower "gifts" to leaders. Part of the strength and power of the leader
comes from the group he leads. LOS leaders in effect are constantly engaged
in a request for congregational support. They are formally-officially and
informally-unofficially given sustaining behavior, including the stataining
vote. Such votes do in fact sustain them in somewhat the same manner as
food sustains the body.
Talk. If they are active, Mormons are forced to talk to other Monnons
about Monnonism. Ignoring for the moment the content of what is said, the
fact of talking and talking tends to foster commitment to what is considered
to be basic. Effective talkers are rewarded. Non-effective talkers are
taught in teacher-training classes, preparation meetings, etc., to be more
effective. Thru such talking those involved real-ize a religious reality.
They are socially constructing a reality base. lhlderstanding the symbolic
nature thereof, then, helps understand why constant re-talking is necessary.
Each new group needs to be retaught and re-committed. There is not much
time for theorizing. Re-teaching, re-talking the basics keeps them busy.
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The Monnon Church has an accepted, established world view including a life
view. New members coming into the church thru birth or missionary activity
have to be "sold" on tr~"" view. Part of the conversion process, including
the continuing conversion-validation process is to have the members frequently
talk to each other about that view. Any socially constructed symbolic world
view must be constantly reaffirmed or validated if it is to continue to
influence people. Such views are made and then remade.
Since the ward and the stake are run by the members thereof, the individual
members may develop a strong conunitment to the success of the organization.
They may be anxiously engaged in the work of organizational immortality. They
want their organization to succeed.
In the Monnon Church there are many
organizations with which one can identify and in identifying contribute to
the success thereof.
Members of the church in effect engage in an on-going conversation
with their church. This serves an important validating function. Their
world taken-far-granted receives repeated validation thereby.
In the bureaucratic processes, it is also possible to tranquilize
oneself with the trivia of the job. The church. job .mar serve as an escape
mechani.sm, Being concerned with the broad picture may be a defense against
getting involved with the smaller segments.
Extensive individual involvement in officering and running the church
at the local levels, which Mormons do in addition to their jobs and other
civic responsibilities, means, in effect, that there will be little time
left for abstract theological development or highly sophisticated theologizing.
This makes sure that the general authorities will be the authorities.
Higher education in which individuals do have time to speculate on nonpragmatic phenomenon may lead to questioning of established dogmas, and
is discussed in greater detail in the chapter on education.
The point here is that the arrangement. reinforces the authoritiness
of the general authorities. ~fuen much of the time I have available is taken
upon with procedural, organizational matters, I am willing to leave to others,
the creation of the theology.
iIDwever, the teaching patterns counteracts this tendency somewhat since
it assures that many members will have contact with theology, and further
will be involved in defending it and thereby increasing their acceptance
thereof.
Calling to office
From the top down, Mormons are told that one is called of God to play
a particular role. rfhe President of the Church is believed to be God mouth- .
piece or to speak in the name of God to the entire church and to the world
as well. In this role the decision-making power of the President of the
Church is tremendous. Belief in modern revelation incorporates the possibility
that any established belief or behavior expectation could be changed. It
~ with reference to this change potential that Snook (1973:65) concluded
that the power of the Monnon general authorities in some respects is greater
than that of the Pope, "who may speak authoritatively for the Catholic Church
only Wlder highly restrictive conditions of canon law."
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Being Called to an Office. Monnons are encouraged to define the invitation to
serve in a given office ov to play a particular role as being called by God
to do so. God is believeu to speak thru those who speak in his name. Revelation
cames fram those or thru those who have been officially called to do so. As
has been Ind icate« at this stage of church development, revelation takes on
bureaucratic charcteristics. There are many consequences of real-izing this
or of accepting this definitions or interpretations.
One consequences is that the decisions of those ina position to call
others to function within church organizations acquire an aura of sacredness
and hence become ckange resistant. This interpretation is helpful in the
accomplishment of certain goals and a hinderance in the accomplishment of
other goals. For one thing, this introduces into consideration an element
of honoring obeying and protecting the word of God or the choice of God.
This, of course, facilitates control on the part of the leaders and obedience
on the part of the followers.
1here is a responsibility evading component in that those involved can
directly or indirectly put the responsibility for either successes or failures
upon supernatural entities. Monnons would be more inclined to do this for
successes than for failures.
As has been indicated, the Monnon Church is highly bureaucratized. When
those at a lower level, say the ward level, affirm or testify to the divine
call of those above them, they are indirectly also validating their own
position by providing a divine-call interpretation of their own call.
This provides an indication of their own self worth. If the stake president
is inspired or is called as a result of divine revelation, then my calling
by him must also be of the same nature. I must be worthy of that call.
An affinnation of self worth is made, but in a "humble" indirect way. It
is likely that some of those making such affinnations are unaware of what
is being said about themselves when they confirm the call of those above them.

The belief that one's holding a given position has supernatural approval
may facilitate adequately playing that role. If one doesn't do his job well,
then the failure shock may be great.
Role failure or inadequacy may become doubly traumatic. The one failing
may see himself not only as being a poor leader, but an 'unworthy person.
After all he didn't fulfill God's expectations.
It is easy to generalize the belief that the leader deserves his
position to the premise that the non-leader also deserves his lack of a leader
role, Definitions of personal inadequacy may result. The individual who
is not called to be the bishop may engage in self examination to see where
he was unworthy. Potential negative impact of such awareness however is
meditated by awareness of the rotation patterns involved.
Those who want strong leaders to tell them authoritatively what to
think and what to do, easily give their loyalty to such leaders ~ They may
project their problems upon their leaders and the leaders receive increased
'
power as a result thereof.
Follower peace of mind may stem from beliefs that the leader does not
have the types of conflicts and conflict experiences the followers have,
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They admire their self assured behavior which may contrast with their own
self depreciatory anxious behavior.
Leaders engage in important rituals in the name of God and they must
therefore be worthy to do so.
Belief in divine involvement and in leaders who it is believed have
been called to their positions, facilitates avoiding doing too little, which
could be as defeating as wanted to do too much. Belief in divine inspiration
ana. revelation may senre to expand expectati.ons. This in turn facilitates
giving one's best for the position.
There is also a conflict potential in that, as in any bureaucracy,
those in leadership positipns may be so concerned with
their authority and with the desire that those under them recognize that
authority and be obedient to it that the overall love-goals of the church
may be subverted or may l~s something in the obedience-goals of the leaders.
ubedience become of greater importance than free agency. Knowing the proper
organizational procedures becomes of greater importance than learning correct
principles by which people can govern themselves.
Conflict Potential of "Calling"
Those working Wlder or being Wlder a "called" leader may experience
problems depending upon how closely what they consider to be appropriate
behavior for such leaders (the set of expectations they utilize) corresponds
to the actual behavior of their leaders. Those who expect "god-like" or
at least "saint-like" behavior and decisions may have problems when "humanlike" behavior and decisions are perceived. The followers may feel let down,
empty, shortchanged by such behavior, or at least their interpretation thereof. Hostility may be displaced upon others since to doubt, question or
openly challenge or rej ect one "called of God" can be unacceptable.
The fact that leaders typically have counselors who they are expected
to consult no doubt serve to reduce the likelihood of the leader deviating
very far from the expectations of those followers.
There is also a conflict potential in the fact that members may see
so much of the human side of "calling" that they question the superhuman
component. They tend to see the church as an organization of humans managing
humans rather than an organization under the direction of God. This is
particular true at the lower-level organizations.
Also there is a potential shock of release from office, especially if
there is little or no advance notice. If one is a bishop because he is
worthy to be, then there may be an elements of worthiness lack when one is
released, especially for those for whom a new role is not provided. Those
who are made a stake president have no problems, those who now become "one
of the boys" may have problems.
Identity clash of Monnon Bishops. The literature concerning Protestant
and Jewish clergy identifies as a major problem for
seminary trained
clergyman, the fact that he is typically more liberal than his followers and
thus has to work out some compromise between what he personally believes
and would like to preach about and what he thinks his parishioners believe
and what they want him to preach about. It seems likely that the Monnon
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Bishop who has not had specialized theological-seminary training for his
position does not have th~ problem to the same degree. l~wever, the fact
that those selected to be .iormon leaders do tend to be different from church
membership as a whole on variables such as education, occupation, social
class, etc , , suggests that aspects of the problem most likely do exist.
There is no research on the matter.
Research
Dyer and QuiIUl (1975) studied a sample of bishops and stake presidents,
securing data on their behavior at church, at work and at home, and were able
to compare their "leadership styles" in these three different situations.
Fram a random sample of 130 invited to participate, 42 of the 52 who
responded qualified to parti.cipate. Of the 42 leaders only two were nonprofessional in occupation. Perceptions of work style were secured from the
leadeTs, from their subordinates at church, their nonsecretarial subordinates
at work and from their wives and teenage children. Distinctions were made
between participative and non-participative leadership. Participative
leadership was determinedor measured by data as to extent of feedback from
subordinates and the extent to which the leader communicates with them,
the involvement and influence of subordinates in the endeavors, and the
degree to which subordinates indicated they shared feelings, ideas and
opinions with the leader in friendly cooperation.
Leaders were found on basis of reports of subordinates to be most
participative in their church leadership role, less so at home and least
at work, with the differences being signficiant at the .01 level.
The leaders perceived themselves as being different in the three
systems, and leader perception was accurate (hannonized with the perceptions
of subordinates) at work and at church, but not at home. At home the
leaders saw themselves at least participative, but the spouse and teenage
children reported experiencing the leader as more participative than he
saw himself to be. As is indicated elsewhere, the leader may want to see
himself as behaving in a patriarchial manner at home since this harmonizes
with teachings of the church. His actual behavior however seems to reflect
the societal ideals of democratic family interaction, rather than such
"idealized" church ideals.
Kunz and Brinkerhoff (1970) provide a comparison of the differential
growth rates of the Mormon Church and 27 Baptist denominations of the American
Baptist Convention. 'Ihey were concerned with identifying factors which
might account for the differences. The Mormon Church has been increasing
in membership while the American Baptist Convention has been decreasing.
Their analysis focused upon recruitment of members. They identified three
recruitment types as follows: (1) being born into the group (2) migrating
from another like uni.t and (3) converson. They related growth patterns
to religious ideology and organizational structure, concluding that the
Mormon Church, as a much tighter organization, is able to utilize these
growth mechanisms more effectively than the American Baptist Convention
does with its rather "loose" organizational strocture. Kunz and Brinkeroff conclude that organization growth and membership problems cannot be
Wlderstood without also understanding ideology and organizational structure.
Societal Status of General Authorities. Using membership lists from the
ChUrCh Historians Office and the appropriate editions of Who's Who in
America, Jo1m Clark (1973) checked to see whether the secular or non-
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religious status of the LDS general authorities and by implication
the church they represent, has risen over time. Il s inr: bo i n« Ll s t od
in Hho l s \{ho as the c~1.teria of h Lrth seculnr status, he c onc Lude d
that it had. He che c ko d to see if the percents f~e of general
authorities listed was greater in the later yrars than tho earlier
yoars of this century. It was not. He also checked whethnr the
status of the general authorities (First Presidency, Quorum of the
12, Seventies and ()uorum Assistants) was reflected 1n the secular
status--i.e., were those hip;her in the church hierarchy more likely
to be high in non-church status. They were.
However, over the years the number of general authorities has
increased with an increase in Quorum Assistants, and the number
of listings in "lho's 1Vho has also increased. :T he increase from 26
to 44 general authorities had been exclusively within the position
of Assistants to the 12. Of those who were narned general authorities
and then listed in \Vho's ~fuo, none occupied a position of Assistant
at the time of being listed.
Clar'c also found that contrary to his expectation, the birth
location of' genoral autvor-Lt t e e during the entire period studied
was predominantely Utah. Further 56.7% of the 110, were between
ages 40 and 59 at the time of first appointment, wi th the aver-a-te
age of appointment bein~ hip;her in the 20th than the 19th century.
An interesting finding suggests that the perceived secular
significance of being a general authority had increased among the
general authori ties themselves. Biographical de. te. for I-fuo's who
listings are provided by the person listed, thus reflectin~ what the
one listed considered to be appropriate for such listing. Before
1940, 38.9% of those listed (1'1=18) idant1.fied themselves as LDS
Church Officials. In the 30 year period from 19!~0 to 1969, 71.l~;~
inc1udo(1 a church authority identification in the material provided.
Who's

The salf-identified non-church profession of those listed in
\i~O is shown in the followln~ Table (Clark:57):

Table 1: L.D.S. General Authorities Listod in Who's Hho by Profession
Profession
Number
Percent
Academia
12
21.h
Agriculture
7.1
4
Banking & Accounting
7.1
4
Engineering
2
3.6
General Business
16.1
9
Government
2
3.6
L8.w~~
16.1
9
~ied t

5
9
5IJ

a

No listing
~rIncludes

print (newspaper), radio/TV
advertising

8.9

16.1

10'0":0
broarlcastln~

and

Clark (P. 62) also reported that Lake (1961) founn that of the
total number of General Authorities in his stUdy (N=162), 48.1%
we. . a part of an elaborate kinship structure which, in some casos,
dated back to bhe early days of the church.
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Internationalization
As the membership r the church has ~rown, and as a policy
has developed which encoura~es non-U.S. church members to rematD 1n
their home society (see Davies, 1973) a process of internationalization has taken place. More is involved in this process than just
the belief, or decision that the message of the church should be
given to everyone. Such a view can be related to a "Gathering to
Zion" orientation which facilitates keeping the church beliefs
and behavior "Zion oriented." In such a situation those movinp; to
the church center are typically expected to modify and change their
church-related behavior to harmonize with established practices
in their new home land. The expectations, however, go far beyond
the bas1c~rellgious oomponent. Those coming to the new country are
also expected to adjust their secular behavior/beliefs to those of
their new home society. In the case of Monaonlsm they are expeoted
to Americanize themselves.
Livin~ in the Utah society, for instance, incorporated a
oomplex mixture of Americanism and Mormonism, with but little if
any effort being made by Utah Mormons to separate the two. In
fact in many respects, onets score on a "Mormonism Index" rested
in part upon one's score on an "Americanism Index."

The internationalization of the Mormon Church, however,
involves the reverse pattern. The Mormon leaders from Utah, the
ohurch headquarters, have started to take the church leaders to
the non-U.S. Mormons, rather than encourage them to come to the
Church. This has involved such procedures as holding General
Conferences in England, Mexico and Germany. At such meetings,
speeches given 1n English have been translated into the native
language. Those involved in such processes are likely to begin
to distinguish between the nUtah-American" component of the secularsacred configuration of Mormonism as experienced in Utah and the
basic sacred-religious components. Drawing such boundary lines,
however, is not necessarily easy.
The internationalization process will most likely also be
evidenced in the future selection of high echelon leaders, as
happened in 1975 with the oall of a Japanese-American to the rank
of Assistant to the Twelve.
The process is also involved in the preparation of lesson
materials, as those doing the preparing become aware that lessons
oriented to preparing church members to live in what is considered
tc be an effective manner in Utah is not the same as preparing them
to live effectively in Japan or Denmark. Lessons designed to call
attention to what is believed to be the strong points of nonAme r-Lcan societies are then included in the official program.
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CHAPTER NINE

SOME RELI GIOUS AND POLITICAL INTERRELI\TIONSHI PS
It is possible for formal societal rules to specify that certain
decisions be made by the state and other decisions not be made by the state
and thus possibly be made by the church. It is however impossible to legislate that the church has no influence upon the state or that the state have
no influence upon the church. In any given society patterns of reciprocal
influence. will always exist. Thus at the local, state and societal level,
Mormonism has influenced the government and has in turn been influenced by
political factors. Two primary influence avenues are involved. The Church
as a formal organization may exatt offical and unofficial influence upon the
state. This involves individuals behaving in the name of each organization
interacting with each other. The second avenue-1nvolves individual ~10rmons
acting in their own name, and thus not officially representing or speaking
in the name of the Church. It is likely that a Mormon influence would be
evidenced "in the behavior of individuals who are Mormons. In the early
Utah period as well as the Nauvoo period, a theocracy existed. Under such
conditions it is next to impossible to distinguish religious from political
behavior, since most decisions turn out to be religio-political decisions.
As the theocracy diminished, making distinctions between the two areas became
eas i er for the ~10rmon parti ci pants as vie 11 as "Mormon wa tchers. "
Williams (1966) in his analysis of the religious-political interrelationships identifies what he considers to be four religious factors
which influence the political position of the church:
1.

Concept of continuing, modern-day revelation.

2.

Strong hierarchial lines from General Authorities thru regional leaders.

3.

Strong organization at the neiqhborhood level, involving
the home-teachinq system.

4.

Ambivalence in Mormon theory and practice. In the Book of
Mormon the same individual is at times both a Hiqh Priest
and a secular leader; Joseph Smith held three positions in
NauvoQ: Head of the Church, Mayor of Nauvoo and General of
the Nauvoo Legion; Brigham Young was both president~ of
the Church and terri tori ill Governor of Utah; r~ormons anticipate the establishment of a religious monarchy upon the
second coming of Christ.

Harris &Butts writing in 1925
Mormons are encouraged to sustain the l aw
living under. 0 & C 58: 21 indicates that
God hath no need to break the 1aws of the

points out (r. 63-64) that
of whatever qovernment they are
"He that keepeth the f aws of
1and.
II

Williams indicates that while Utah was in the process of being
granted statehood, the problems confronted by the church, influenced the
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statehood process. He identifies the following three contributing factors
to congressional hos t t l i t;, the Mormons experienced:
1.

Polygamy

2.

Early Theocracy

3.

Absence of a two-party system. Initially the "People 1s
Party" was the only party in Utah. When the ilLiberal Party"
was formed,both parties were considered to be a "Church
Party" contributing to questions as to whether a twoparty system actually existed.

The problems and ai-fficulties associated with being granted statehood
exerted a continuing influence upon the political behavior of Mormons.
Williams identifies the follwoing issues upon which political advice has
been provided by the church frequently thru the church owned newspaper,
the Deseret News:
Against the repeal of prohibition, 1933
Agai nst communi sm 1936 (rei tera ted many ti mes since)
Against a peacetime draft, 1946
Against tactics of the John Birch Society, 1963
For civil rights for all people, 1963
Against the repeal of the II ri ght - t o-wor k" laws, 1965
For tight controls of pornography, 1966
Against political extremists, 1966
Involvements of this type according to Williams lead to issues and
potential dilemmas such as the followinq:
1. Must not the church be in the world to change the world?
2. The right of the Church to protect itself form hostile state
action
3. Do Church leaders abdicate their rights as citizens in assuming church office?
4. Schism within the Church
5. Threat to democracy from Church interference
6. Doctrinal restraint of Church interference in politics
7. The constitutional prohibition in Utah.

Williams summarized his analysis by indicating that the t~ormon
Church leaders, to use his terms, have never been able to ignore Ceasar1s
world for very long. Ceasar has not always been kind to the Mormons and
Mormons have consequently sought to have Ceasar with them rather than
against them. In taking political positions the Church has reflected the
freedom and the pluralism of America: the right t~ organize and assemble,
to speak and publish and to petition the government.
Some of the ways::i n \'"hi ch chu rch i nfl uence has been introduced into
the political p~ocess are discussed by Williams. In the first place,
the fact that the majority of the citizens of the state are Mormons influences the political process. However, this is the influence of Mormons,
not the direct influence of the Mormon Chruch per see Consistent with
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earlier practices, Mormon leaders have run for political office and have
been successful in such :fforts. Endorsement of political candidates by
church leaders, and both overt and covert efforts to influence the electorate
have been experienced.
Territorial Utah
Given the theoqratic organization of the early Mormon colonies
it is not surprlslng that the church had a strong influence upon political
matters when the Terrtiory of Utah was formed. Allen (1966) in his analysis
of the interrelationships points out that the Stake President's influence in
political matters was related to the fact that he was the most influential
ecclesiastical person in the stake and that the stake boundaries and the
country boundaries usually conncided. Similarily the Bishop was the leading
religious authority within the local community. County probate judges were
elected by the territorial leglislature which was predominately Mormon. At
the territorial level Brigham Youn~ occupied the dual positions of authority.
Allen points out that it was not uncommon for political decisions
to be made during the general conference of the church, by means of a
church vote rather than a political vote. Bishops were at times asked to
sit with the court and discuss county problems such as liquor control and
cattle laws in 1863 and 1865 respectively. President Young was asked to
make input on the location of a county road south of Bountiful, and after he
indicated that he thought the road "would be best at right angles," the
court appointed a Bishop to assist in the relocation planning.
In 1890 President Woodruff issued the manifesto which placed
plural marriage tn a forbidden category. At about the same time the
church political part}f (Peoples Party) was dissolved, and the ~10rmons
were literally divided into Republican and Democratic parties. Statehood
was subsequently granted, with a sharl nq of political offices by ~10rmons
and non-Mormons. In 1899 Brigham H. Roberts was elected to Congress. He
was at the time also a member of the First Council of Seventy in the Church
hierarchy. He also had two wives having married both of them before 1980. By
a vote of 268 to 50 Congress refused to accept him into the Senate.
Another General Authority of the Church, Reed Smoot, was subsequently elected to the Senate. Smoot was monogamous. A three-year concressgional investigation of not only Smoot, but the Mormon Chruch and church
leaders followed. The Senatorial conmi t tee voted in favor of expulsion.
However, with the active support of President T. Roosevelt and other prominent
Republicans, the Senate voted to override the committee recommendation. Smoot
continued in his office for the next 30 years.
In Salt Lake City, what amounted to an anti-Mormon political party
was organized--the American Party. The Salt Lake Tribune supported the antiMormon candidates and a mayor and other city officials were elected.
Arrington indicates that despite continuing predominance of Mormons in Utah three non-Mormons have been elected governor: Simon Bamberger
(1916-1920), George H. Derne (1924-1932), and J. Bracken Lee (1952-1960).
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Every election has produced charges that the .~1ormon Church was attempting
to influence the outcome, Jut most of these seem traceable to particular
interested parties who seek to use the church, or motivate the electorate,
for their own purposes. The President of the Church publicly advocated
a vote for Taft in 1912 (Taft did receive a plurality in Utah), a vote
for Hoover in 1932 (Utah voted oven1he1mingly for Roosevelt) and a vote
for Landon in 1936 (Utah again voted overwhelmingly for Roosevelt). But
other than these instances, the church's influence has been directed
toward issues and politics rather than toward personalities and parties.
Today, the church is one of many interest groups such as
business corporations, labor unions, the medical profession, and teachers,
who are involved in the political process.
Contemporary Relationships
The political influence of the Mormon Church varies accordinq to
the larger situation, inc1udin9 the nature of the community involved.
In a study of Bountiful, Utah (identified as "Northville" in the study)
Ted C. Smith (1960) found that this conmunity is mostly Mormon and that
Mormon religious sentiment is still relatively strong there. However, as
a result, partly of increasing involvement of the community residents
in activities outside of their local community, there has been a decrease
in the commitment to the community as a part of an ecclesiastical order.
There is a high commitment to the community and a qeneral structur~ng of
power into a single hierarchy, which includes the reliqious components.
Bountiful, then is politically more religious-oriented than, say,
Salt Lake City. It can be categorized as falling somewhere in between
Salt Lake City and the Uilltah Basin area which was studied by Collins (1971).
In the Uintah Basin, most of the people live in tightly structured hamlets
or villages, which are organized around the local ~1ormon churches. Community
leadership is incorporated in the complex church hierarchical structure.
Of the active Mormons questioned, 78 percent offered their ward Bishop
or former Bishop as the man best suited to represent their community.
Conrnunity activities generally were found to revolve about one or more of
the Monnonauxiliary organizations. All cormnunity activities, including
secular events such as dances or meetings, are held in the local church
buildings.
Liquor b~ the drink. In his analysis of the 1968 election in
Utah, Emenh;ser(lg 9) indicated that on the question of liquor by the
drink, the Mormons who were opposed to the proposition, through a grassroots organization and a program parallelinq the LOS home teaching program,
reached every ward in the state, and were able to defeat the proposition.
Non-Mormons were, of course, also involved especially in the high-level
cOrBnittee structure, thus achievinq visibility thereby.
Abortion Issue. Richardson and Fox (1972) from their research on
abortion reform legislation in Nevada provide information concerning the
relationship between religious affiliation and ~oting behavior on this issue.
Catholic, Mormon, and Protestant 1eQislators were studied. It was found
that knowledge of religious affiliation of the legislators provided qreater
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prediction than knowlec(t' of constituency, party, or age, and controllin~ for
these three variables affected the size of associations only sliqhtly. This
relationship was particularly dramatized in the shift of Mormon lower house
member's votes from 1967 to 1969, durinq which time the Mormon church
made official statements in opposition to such leqislation.
Richardson and Fox point out however that the relationship found
in their research may be interpreted in different ways. The leqislator
may be vot inq for whatever he believes his constituency wants , and thus if
they belong to the r~ormon Church he may vote as he believes they desire him
to. However, it is possible that what is identified is a relationship between
authority and voting behavior rather than between theological beliefs and
such voting behavior. It may be that it is not the theological beliefs per
se but the fact that the general authorities of the church have made an
authoritative statement on one side.
Obedience to authorities, of course, is justified or validated on
theological grounds.
Equal Rights Amendment. The Mormon Chruch is a fa.mily oriented
church. It is not surpr; s; ng that many ~1ormons then re 1ated the Equal
Riqhts Amendment which would influence the role of females (and males) in
the American society to what they believed to be potential influence upon
the family. Miller and Linker (1974) provide the followinq analysis of the
Mormon influence in the initial legislative consideration of ERA:
Officially, the Mormon Church took no position on the Equal
Rights Amendment, but church members spoke against the amendment
not lias representatives of the church, but as individual citizens,"
and the Deseret News, a church-owned Salt Lake paper, editorialized
against the amendm~nt. Moreover, against the backqround of
church teachings on the role of woman and the sacred quality of the
patriarch.l family structure, the HOTDOGS' warning about the dire
effects of the amendment on family life must have alarmed many
devout church members. Responding to a question of the effects
of the amendment on the home, for example, Belle Spafford, the
President of the t1ormon Woman's Relief Society, said, "\~e' re
all concerned about the impact of change in the status of women
on the home and the solidarity of the home and family. Of course,
as a Latter-Day Saint and as a woman, I think we must remember
that our primary role is in the home and family life."
The amendment failed to gain approval.
Political Affiliation. Davies (1963), drawing from the total
number of stakes within the continental U.S., secured information from the
general membership, from Bish~ps and from Stake Presidents. Utilizing a
measure of religiosity which "included seven basic items, he was able t o
relate degree of religiosity to political affiliation. He found that for
the church as a whole the percent reporting political affiliation in the
Democratic and the Republican parties was about equal. However the liklihood
of being Republican increased as religiosity increased and as level of
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involvement (holding offi~e) in the bureaucracy increased. Of those in
the highest religiosity c~ ~egory, 58.4% were Republican. 'Of the bishops
55.6% and of the stake presidents 39.3% were Republican.
The political power of Mormons in the state of Utah is suggested
by the fact that in 1954, 95% of all elected public office holders were
Mormon. In 1956, 94% of all the candidates on the ballot were Mormon.
A publication providing religious identification for congressmen
and senators, "Register Citizen Opinion 1973" identifies the following members of the first ~ession of the 93rd Congress as Mormons:
ARIZONA:

Rep. Moris K. Udall
Rep. Del Clawson
Rep. Clair W. Burgener
Rep. Richard T. Hanna
IDAHO: Rep. Orval Hansen
NEVADA: Senator Howard W. Cannon
NORTH DAKOTA: Senator Milton R. Young
UTAH: Senator Wallace F. Bennet
Senator Frank E. Moss
Rep. K. Gunn McKay
Rep. Wayne Ownens
House: 7
Senate: 4
Total: 11
CALIFOR~IA:

Informal Relationships
In early 1970 the mass media focused attention upon the actof an organization which came to be known as the Neighborhood
Emergency Teams, or N.E.T. The group was known variously as a vigilante
group, a protection group, a patriotic group and a preparedness group.
This development occured at a time when there was considerable public
concern wi th the re1ati onships between the ~1ormon Church and the 81 acks.
The leader of the program was himself a Mormon but the problem had no
official connection with the Church. Some publicity was given to what was purported
to be a prophecy of the thi rd pres i dent of the t10rmon Church, John
Taylor.
ti~ities

The N.E.T. program focused upon five areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A communication team
An Emergency Medical Team
A security team
A food storage and survival team
A countermeasure team.

Thru the program the group hoped to head off the "imml.nent distruction of
the United States by forces opposed to our government."
The Mormon Church publically disclaimed any involvmment in the
program, and indicated that it did not approve of its members being active
in such groups.
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Evaluation of Political Involvement
Being an active Mormon is frequently viewed as beinq pretty much
a full-time endeavor. The charqe has been leveled aqainst Mormons in
fact~ that they are frequently so busy in church activities that they
have (or make) no time for community activities. Church efforts to chan~e
this image have been underway. The orientation is reflected in the following
1968 quotation:
The growing world-wide responsibilities of the Church
make it inadvisable for the Church to seek to respond to
all the various and complex issues involved in the mounting
problems of the many cities and corrmunities in which members
live. But this complexity does not absolve members as in-.
dividuals from filling their responsibilities as citizens in
their own comminities.
We urge our members to do their civic duty and to assume
their responsibilities as individual citizens in seekinq
solutions to the problems which beset our cities and
communities.
With our wide ranginq mission, so far as mankind is
concerned, Church members cannot ignore the many practical
problems that require solution if our fmmilies are to live
in an environment conducive to spirituality.
Where solutions to these practical problems require
cooperative action with those not of our faith, members
should not be reticent in doing their part in joining
and leading in those efforts where they can make an
individual contribution to those causes which are consistent with the standards of the Church.
Individual Church members cannot, of course, represent
or commit the Church, but should, nevertheless, be "anxiously
engaged ll in good causes, using the principles of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ as thedr constant guide. (Published in the
California Intermountain News Sept. 19, 1968)
War Related Behavior
Writing on the fruits of Mormonism in 1925~ Harris and Butts
included a chapter on patriotism of Mormons, indicatinq that in the following
activities early Mormons demonstrated their commitment to their society in
that their record exceeded that of most others in these war-related activities:
Volunteers for military service
Oversubscription in money drives
Conservation of Food
Loan drives
President Joseph F. Smith is quoted as pointing out in 1914
that while the Church sincerely believed in peace on earth and qood will
to men, this was tempered as follows:
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1 believe it is rl{ghteous and just for every people
to defend thei own lives and their own liberties, and their
own homes, wttb the last drop of their blood. I believe
this is right and I believe that the Lord will sustain any
people in defendin~ their own liberty to worship according to
the dictates of their conscience and people trying to preserve
their wives and their children from the ravages of war. II
11 • • •

A

War behavior is in response to favorable definitions, relative to the audience and to the situation.
Little infornlation is available concerning contemporary relationships between Mormonism and War activities. In a study done with students
from Arizona State University, (Sebald and Gallegos 1971), the group studied
included 8 Mormons. Such a small "Nil suggests that caution is required in
interpreting the findings.
The study explored the relationship between religious affiliation,
and justification of the war in Southeast Asia. They found that the largest
proportion of students with anti-war sentiments was the Jewish group with 92%
of them opposed to the war. Then came in descending order, the AgnosticAtheists with 88% opposed, the Independents with 78%, Catholics with 64%
and Prostestants and Mormons each with 44%. Conversely then the group expressing the most favorable evaluation was the Mormons with 56% followed by
the Protestants with 41%.
Students were also asked to select a ~ypothetical response to
being drafted to go to Vietnam. The Mormon students were the most willing
to fight with 56% in this category. In descending order were Protestants,
45%; Catholics, 37%; and Jews, 8%. Those reporting no affiliation had 25%.
The favorabliity of Mormons to the war may be related to previously identified characteristics such as:
1. Authoritarianism of many (but not all)
2.

Positive definition of the U.S. reflected in the belief that
the constitution is divinely inspired, etc.

3.

Folklore - such as the belief that early leaders are reputed
to have predicted that the nation would eventually IIhang by
a thread and would be "saved" by the church or at least by
"elders of the church.
ll

1I

4.

Extenslve involvemettt in Boy Scout program with its "societal ll
emphasis.

5. Overall organizational orientation.
A war-related question is what happens to the religious beliefs
and behavior of veterans. Does having had a war experience tend to increase
or decrease religious behavior? In one study, Hardy (1949) found that among

the 162 adult Salt Lake City, Mormons he studied, that the male war veter~ns
were as a group less favorable to the Church than the male nori-vet er-ane , who
in turn were more favorable than the sample of females.
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CHAPTER TEN

EDUCATION
Three months after they arrived in the Salt Lake Valley the Monnon~
had established schools for their children. When the territorial legislature was established, one of the first acts after providing for roads
was the chartering in 1850 of a university--the first west of the Missouri
River. That the Monnons took their education seriously is suggested by
the results of the U.S. Census in 1850 which found that the Utah illiteracy
rate of .25 was one of the lowest in all the states and territories. The
U.S. illiteracy rate was 4.92. In the 1970's Utah was maintaining the
position it has held for many years of ranking first among the states in
median school years completed by persons 25 or Older.
Harris and Butt (1925) described the early Utah situation as including
high literacy for the state, with the rate being higher for counties
with large Monnon proportions and lower for those in whidl the non-Mormon
percentages· increased. Utah was 6th in the proportion of children attending
school beyond the elementary grades. The proportion of state funds spent
for educational purposes in 1919 was higher than in any other state. While
-the percent of total income for education was high, because of the relative
number of children the expenditure per child of school age was not as high
as in several other states. In the school year ending 1921 only two states
reported a larger proportion of their residents attending colleges and
universities than did Utah. In 1923 Utah hadthe largest proportion.
Such behavior in Utah was following the pattern to which the Mannons
had become accustomed in their pre-Utah period. The Church was fonnally
organized in 1830. In June, 1831 William Phelps and Oliver Cowdery were
ordained to write books for the schools of the church (D&C 55:4). The
School of the Prophets was established in Kirtland, Ohio in 1830, and had
an initial enrollment of 60 male students studying theology, lJolitical
science, literature, geography and Hebrew. (Journal of History, published
by the Reorganized Church xv. 267). Other Schools of the Prophets were
established in Independence, and in Jackson County, Missouri, and in St.
George and Salt Lake City.
In 1840 the Illinois State legislature passed an act establishing the
first municipal university in America--the University of the City of Nauvoo.
In 1841 and 1842 the three instructors were Orson Pratt, in Mathematic~
and English, Orson Spencer in Languages and Sidney Rigdon in Rhetoric
and Belles Lettres.
The first schools in Utah were apart of their theocratic social system.
These church-controlled schools were eventually discontinued in favor of statecontrolled schools. Classes in religious education were established to
supplement the secular state schools. Classes in theology were incorporated.
into the programs at the church colleges. In the early 1920's religious classes
for grade school students were discontinued. Starting in 1912 at Granite
High School, a system of seminaries was established with full time teachers.
In 1926 an Institute program associated with established oolleges and universities was initiated.
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Positive definitions of lmowledge per se and the acquisition thereof
are implicit in the fact that the Church maintains an extensive fonnal education
system. This involves B.. ;gham Young University, including the Hawaii campus,
Ricks College, the Church College of New Zealand, L.D.S. Business College, plus
high schools in Tonga, Western Samoa, Tahiti, Mexico, Chile and Bolivia.

The most extensive system outside the U.S. is that in Mexico where there
are some 7,600 students enrolled in the LDS schools. Because of Mexican law,
these schools are incorporated under the name of Sociedad Educativay Cultural,
S.C. Between 1960 and 1973 the church opened 31 primary shcools, and one
secondary school, with others being planned. They also have.a center in
Mexico City for teaching teachers. (Arrington 1973).
J~ has been indicated the Church maintains at the high school level
a series of seminaries and at the college level a series of Institutes.
Arrington (1973) indicates that in 1973 some 60,000 young Mormons were
enrolled in full-time instruction. There were 200 released-time or early
morning-seminaries in all states of the Union and in 7 foreign countries,
at which more than 140,000 junior high and high school students receive
instruction. The Institutes of Religion located near to the campuses of
about 250 universities in the U.S. and five foreign countries, serve approximately 40,000 college-age students.

Approximately 220,000 students are enrolled in the church school
system.
For students living away from home, the church has created student
wards, branches and stakes, Arrington (1973) indicated that there are
approximately 300 such wards. The L.D.S. Student Association or LDSSA
is also located on university campuses to provide church sponsored and
oriented educational and social programs.
Both MOrmons leaders and Mormon sacred books provide endorsement
forseeking lmowledge, and define knowledge per se in positive t erms .
»oth religious or sacred knowledge and secular knowledge are included.
Hugh B. Brown, as a member of the First Presidency, in an address to
BYU faculty, labeled the acquisition of new knOWledge in any area as
"revelation." From Brown's perspective, the chemist in his laboratory
is engaged in "revealing" the truths of the universe as much as is a
prophet. JaM Taylor emphasized the same point when he said "OUr
religion •.. embraces every principle of truth and intelligence ...
We are open to truth of every kind, no matter whence it comes, where it
originates or who believes it. II
A positive evaluation of knowledge is derived from the following
Mormon scriptures:
o The Glory of God is Intelligence.

D&C 93:36

a Seek ye diligently and teach one another words of wisdom, yea,
seek out of the best books, words of wisdom, seek learning,
even by study and also by faith. D&C 88:118
o It is impossible for a man to be saved in ignorance.
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D&C 131:6

o Whatever principle of intelligence we attain unto in this
life, it will rise with us in the resurrection. And if a
person gains mc". knowledge and intelligence in this life
than another, he will have so much the advantage in the worlds
to come. D&C 130:18-19.
Holy Ghost.. 'The importance of knowledge in Mormonism is suggested by the
fact that the Holy Ghost is considered to be a part of the Godhead, with
the major function thereof being related to communication between the supernatural realm and the natural realm. The importance of knowledge in the
Mormon conception of man is also related to their doctrine about human
free agency, Free agency can be interpreted as freedom from biological
and supernatural determinism (determining or forcing factors) and freedom
to engage in symbolic decisibn making.
Types of KnOWledge
Mormon interpretations of knOWledge are generally the one-truetype variety. All truth should be harmonious. The contrasting perspective
which emphasizes that any truth is secured by some method and is true only
with reference to that method is only rarely presented. Many find the
idea of relative truth unacceptable. The idea of contradictory truths
is unacceptable to most Mormons.
~v.hether truth is viewed as relative or absolute has no necessary
relationship to behavior.

Those who accept the one-truth interpretation, consider themselves
to be talking about or concerned with the world independent of the labels
(names, symbols) which are used to talk about or in other ways re-present
that world. They assume usually without question or without even considering any alternative interpretation, that the names or labels (man's
knowledge) merely identifies the aspect of the world about which they
are concerned. Their words accurately "map" the empirical world. If
one accepts the initial assumption the one truth conclusion follows easily.
Those who endorse the more-than-one-type of truth orientation are
concerned not with the empirical world sans labeling, but rather with the
names, labels or knOWledge which man uses to identify aspects of that world.
They are talking about man not about the world independent of man. Knowledge (truths, answers) are the creation of man and do mich more than
merely identify some aspect of the non-human world. The symbols used in
identification procedures are seen as in fact influencing the perception
of the world (but not the world per se.) We see with the concepts we have
at our disposal. Eyes alone do not see-they function as a camera to transform images from "out there" to "in there." In religious terms lmowledge
involves man's revelations about ,the non-human world, and revelations are
always selective. You simply can't talk, think, or in any way, IJerceive
everything at once.
The concept of continued revelation can be harmonized with the second.
interpretation. From this perspective man could spend eternity experiencing
his world or his universe and never exhaust the potential ways of doing so.
Differen concepts and different languages permit him to do things and have
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·
he could not have without them. This orientation seems to
experIences
wh°ch
1
be reflected in the follm.ving statement by Wilford Woodruff (Journal, Vol 6,
p. 120; Discourses, p. s,
If there was a point where m~l in his progression could
not proceed any further, the very idea would throw gloom over
every intelligent and reflecting mind. God himself is increasing
and progressing in knowl.edge , power and dominion, and will do so,
worlds without end. It is just so with us.
The one-truth orientation, implies that mowing the non-human world
as it is, is the major goal of knowledge. Life can be experiences at
its maximum (or super) level only when this goal is achieved. Science
is seen as a major method of achieving this goal. The multi-truth orientation emphasizes the importance of knowing the human world as it is
experienced, with the assumption Onost often not stated) that it is not
really necessary to mow the non-human world--indeed it is impossible,
in some absolute sense, to know that world. Humans create their symbolic
world and it is tlin" that world (or with that symbolic world) that they
make decisions and create the meaning of their experiences. They have
the exper iences , Not mowing in some absolute way the non-human world
is not of major consequence. In fact to know in some absolute sense might
detract from the riclmess, complexity, 3lld di"ersity of human experiences.
The second orientation emphasizes the spiritual or symbolic nature
of humanness , with humans having dominion over the world. The first implies
at least that the spiritualness (symbolness) of humans is of secondary
importance to the empirical world, which in effect has dominion over humans ,
The one-truth interpretation also ignores what we have called nonreferented concepts, or what Plato called "pure idea." For concepts such
as goodness and justice, there is nothing in the empirical world to which
the symbols refer or which they re-present. llumans accustomed to using
symbols to re-present aspects of the empirical world, and responding to
the symbols not the referent, can in effect short-circuit the more extended
process and stop at the symbolic level. Non-referented symbols can be
created for the development of mathematics systems, various types of works
of art, games, humor, and morality.

The creative potential associated with such a perspective harmonizes
with the multiple-type truth orientation, and is quite foreign to the onetype-truth orientation.
Although not many would accept all of the implications involved in
the following equivalancy statement, it may be that what we have called nonreferented concepts are closely akin to what the religionist calls spiritual
concepts, or spiritual phenomenon.
Those who accept the prel~inary assumption that all symbols have
referents can maintain their belief with reference by non-referented concepts
by symbolically creating, synbolic or supernatural referents. Thus, a given
moral standard can be viewed as representing some supernatural entity.. rt
is super-natural in origin, and man's symbols are just a reflection of this
eternal, absolute phenomenon.
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"In the Name of the Church" Decisions
The Contemporary M('~'mon church is highly bureaucratized. Many individuals
make decisions and pronouncements "in the name of the Church.. " The president
is the one most likely to make official statements. However, the president
consults regularly with the Quorum of the 12, and other leaders. It is logical
to assume that the educational characteristics of those in a General Authority
category would influence the type of decisions made. If all of the general
authorities were lawyers, for instance, we would expect them to think
differently than if they were all Psychologists, or chemists, or artists.
Interesting research could be done to chart the changing "oducation characteristics" of the General authorities over the years. These could possibly be
related to the types of decisions made during those same years.
Inter-relationships with Other Variables
It would be sociologically naive to assume that differences in secular
education among Mormons would not be related to differences of a religious
nature. It is Wllikely that an individual could go thru the education process
necessary to acquire, say, a PhD degree or a Masters degree without such
experience being related one way or another to interpretations and experiences
of religion.
Based on studies involving non-Mormons, one could hypothesize that as
secular education increases, the degree of religious liberalness would increase.
Further the extent of religious change would be related to the area in which
the fonnal education was secured. Using as a generalizing base the work done
by Lehman, those who in their educational experiences were called upon to
analyze religious objectively, regardless of whether their discipline was
considered scientific, non-scientific or humanistic, \10uldtend to be more
liberal religiously, than those having the reverse educational experience.
Research
SeminaEY-Institute e~eriences. In a study designed to measure some aspects
of the serninary-instl.tute educational program, Mauss (1969) tested the
following hypothesis:
Monnon adults, who as youth, received instruction in high
school seminaries and/or institutes, wi.Ll be more likely
than Mormon adults without such instruction to be orthodox
believers, regular church attenders, and knowledgeable
about scriptures, and the degree of their orthodoxy,
attendance, and scripture knowledge will increase with
the degree of their yo~thful exposure to seminary/institute.
His study involved questionnaires mailed during 1967-68 to all homes in
each of ten randomly selected Monnon wards in S.L.C. The questiormaire
went alternatively to the husband and the wife at successive addresses,
as well as to all unmarried heads of households. 960 out of between 16001700 questiolUlaires were returned, for a return-rate of about 60%. His
dependent variables consisted of three indicators of "religiosity": orthodoxy,
attendance at Sacrament meeting, and knowledge of Christian and Monnon
scriptures.
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Findings of the study are as follows:
1. The relationship ~etween seminary attendance and the three religious
variables is not strong; as much as a 10-percentage-point difference is found
between the extremes only in scriptural knowledge (45% - 55%).
2. Women generally are somewhat higher than men in "orthodoxy" rate
and in church attendance rate •
3. For women, attendance at seminary makes no appreciable difference in
orthodoxy, church attendance, or in scripture knowledge.
4. For men, max:imum seminary attendance (3-4 years) seems somewhat
important for church attendance and very important for scripture knowledge.
5. Seminary attendance has little, if any, effect on any of the three
religious variables for Mormons reared in either highly active or totally
inactive homes, but for those reared in homes "low" or ''medium'' in religious
activity, there is some evidence that youthful seminary attendance makes a
modest contribution to orthodoxy rate, although not much, if any, to attendance
rate or scripture knowledge.
6. The percentage point difference between extremes of "parental
religious activity" are far greater than any of the percentage-point differences between extreines of seminary attendance, suggesting that the home
has a far stronger independent influence than the seminary. (This finding
closely resembles those of Greeley, Rossi, and Johnstone for Catholics and
Lutherans) .
7. Missionary experience has a far stronger independent influence on
adult religious b. avior/belief than seminary attandance does.
8~
a. Some of the N's are quite small here, and so interpretations
must be cautious, but it appears that seminary attendance has a noticeable
impact on orthodoxy among those with no mission and on scripture knowledge
for those with one mission. Otherwise, apparent effect of seminary attendance
is nil or negligible.

.
b. When combined effects of seminary or institute instruction are
explored, there is little evidence of independent influence from seminary
attendance.
9, Iven with controls for the religious act i vity of the home, for sex,
and for amount of missionary experience, the combined religious instruction
of seminary and institute (mainly the latter) has a strong independent effect
upon the rates of orthodoxy, church attendance and scripture knowledge.
(Not as true for those high in home religious activity or for those with
much missionary experience, but still true.)
COlle~e

tmPact. Gary Madsen (1972) studied changes in religious commitment
of co lege students and non-students during the year following graduation
from high school. His samples included 82 Mormon students who graduated
fram high school in 1970, all of wham attended at least three quarters at
the University of Utah. The sample involved 56 (67%) females and 25 (33%)
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males. .ihe pre-test was given shortly after they graduated [rom high school
in the sumner of 1970 anti the same students Here tested again approximately 15
months later. Some of the original sample who attendeJ college the freshman
year became missionaries and are not included in the study.
The following are the findings of his study.

1.

For the group as a whole, there was a statistically significant decrease
in religious commitment.

2~

Males generally changed less in the direction of decreased religious
commitment than females, but the difference was not statistically significant.

3.

Overall changes for the participants in the Mormon campus religious
organization (Institute) were slightly in the direction of increased
religious commitment whereas overall changes for those who did not
participate were in the decreased direction. This difference was
also statistically significant. In addition it was found that campus
religious group participants were significantly higher in overall
religious commitment upon entering college than the non-participants.

4.

uf the five religious dimensions measured, a statistically significant
change was found only in the ideological dimension for the sample as
a whole. llowever, when campus religious group participation was controlled for, the difference between participants and non-participants
was statistically significant only for the experiential dimension.

5.

Respondents high in dogmatism changed less in the direction of
decreased connnitment than those low in dogmatism. However, the
difference was not statistically significant.

6.

Dogmatism was related to campus religious group participation. The
religious group participants were significantly higher in dogmatism
than the non.. . participants.

7.

Combining campus religious group participatirul with dogmatism resulted
in a greater difference with respect to religious changes than looking
at either variable alone.

Madsen indicates that his findings support previous research which
fOllild that the general direction of religious changes in college is toward
decreased connnitment. This suggests that college students in general share
similar experiences which are related to similar overall changes. However,
Madsen's study as well as most other research indicates that the changes are
usually small modifications rather than pronounced changes~
'Ihe fact
to be related
important not
in connnitment

that Madsen found religious group participation and dogmatism
to changes in religious commitment, suggests that it is
to lump all Monnon students into one category. Some increased
while others decreased.

Madsen utilized five dimensions of religiosity: Ideological, intellectual,
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ritualistic, experiential and consequential. Changes were most pronounced
in the Ideological dimension for the sample as a whole and the experiential
dimension when campus religious group participants were compared with nonparticipants.
Entering College. Christiansen, et. ale (1963) studied boys and girls living
in three central Utah counties, and concluded that their findings supported
the hypothesis that attendance at Mormon religious organizations by rural
boys and girls of high school age was positively associated with their desires
to attend college. They also concluded that their study provided limited
support to the general hypothesis that Mormon religious values are positively
associated with educational achievement. Desire to attend college was found
to be related to a configuration of other variables as well, with the religious
factor being just one of many involved variables.
Religiosity of Academics. Anderson (1968) tested the hypothesis that college
professors or what he called "academics" are not oriented toward religious
groups in terms of behavior and/or self identification, as much as nona.cademics. In other words, for those who teach at a University, the academic
identification and behavior are more salient than religious identification
and behavior. liis study involved faCUlty members from a state college in
Minnesota and a state university in Utah. These were compared with a random
sample of residents from each school's conmunity. The sample included 26
Mormon academics. Among these Mormons, the academic group was definitely
more marginal to the religious connmmity than was true for the non-academic
group. However, the saliency of the religious identification/behavior was
stronger for the Mormons than for the Protestants. The Monnon religious
saliency was also stronger than that of Protestants and Jewish academics
involved in a prior study by Anderson.
From this limited evidence, it appears that the Monnon academic is
different from his non-Mormon colleagues in the relationship of his religious
and academic lives in that he apparently has less problem inter-relating the
two elements. His academic experience does not influence his religious
experience as much as is true for the non-Mormons studied.
In a limited study of Mormon Ph.D. 's at BYU (N=48) and the University
of Utan, (N-18) Peck (1973) found that as a group the BYU respondents evidenced
greater orthodoxy than the University of Utah respondents. Peck also points
out that the Mormon Church does not have an official system of keeping track
of the educational achievements of its members. There is, however, a "Directory
of Mormons in Higher Education" -- a publication produced in 1967 at Brigham
YOWlg University. The directory lists 4,758 Mormons holding higher degrees,
2,652 of which reside in the state of Utah (55% of world total), and 1,485 of
which are affiliated with the Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah (31%
of worl total). Roughly, half of the Mormons in higher education reside in
Utah and roughly half of those are at B.Y.U. Hardy (1949) fOWld that for the
162 adult Salt Lake City MOrmons he studied that there was little or no relationship between attitudes toward the Church and amount of formal education.

Individuals who are involved ,in higher education pla.y an academic'
role plus a religious role. Each role involves familiarity with and commitment
to a distinctive role-related type of knowledge and/or behavior. The college
chemist then is concerned with truths about things chemical, and in a non-chemist
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role which may be a church role, is concerned with religious truths. If his
religious groups makes no fonnal pronouncements about chemical phenomena,
11e may be able to activc Iy engage in both roles without much conflict. The
social scientist, however, is caught up in a role set with much greater confl ict potential. The area of his expertise, i.e., human behavior, is also
frequently considered by his religious others (audiences) to be their areas
0'£ expertise. The academic marriage counselor, is in many respects in competition with the religious marriage counselor. The social scientist '~lO
makes statements about the "natural man" may find that his statement conflicts
with statement such as "the natural man is an enemy of God".
The social scientist generally confronts different problems that does
, the physical scientist in his efforts to adequately play two potentially
conflicting roles~ He is involved in the early efforts to create some workable boundary lines between religion and science, and is now experiencing
what the chemist and the physicist went thru at an earlier stage. Not lnany
today would turn to the religious leader to obtain expert advise on matters
dealing with chemistry, phys ics, geography, biology, etc, The boundary
lines are widely accepted and fairly well marked. Grey areas between the
white and black areas however continue to exist, as in concern with
evolutionary interpretations of human development.
[ducation Related Conflicts Potential
An important conflict potential of educational level is identified in
O'Dea's (p. 224) comment

A Salt Lake City Mormon intellectual once remarked to me that
the Mormon religion has provided the basis for a satisfying life to
the great majority of its followers. He added: "Only the questioning
intellectual is lUlhappy."
O'Dea further points out that (p. 232)
Unquestioningly, there is a tendency privately to accept more
liberal views or something several degrees more liberal than
the old conservative and literalist Mormonism--on tIle part of
many who support and sustain the General Authorities and defend
the Mormon tradition. It is difficult to gauge such a trend, which,
together with the more out-spoken liberalism, may contribute an
important element to the present and future compositon of the
Mormon picture and may present a subtle subculture and secularization with in the ranks. The structure of the Church is such that
is difficult to meet the problems posed by apostasy in any way
except in terms of suffering slowly festering slowly discontent, or a slow drift to liberalism under the cover of orthodox
phrases and genuine loyalty to the organization, or some combination of the two.
. Pa:t o~ ~he probl~m of attempting.to h~rmonize religious ~pe answers
wlth SClentlflc-academlc type answers IS eVIdent in the following quotation
from Riddle (1960) a Byu professor in the College of Religious Instructiml.
Contrasted with the academic frame of mind is a Gospe.l
frame which is in approach antithetical to the academic in
almost every respect. The Gospel frame begins with the premise
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that we are engaged in the work of the Lord, which
work has come by personal revelation from the Lord;
of we have that testimony, then we mow that we are
not here concerned with criticism of the projects of
man. The man or men who present ideas and proj ects to
us are the Lord's chosen stewards, the prophets and
presiding authorities. The task is not to oppose and
criticise what they say, but rather to strive mightly
to comprehend and implement what they way. What they
say may appear to our critic Ddnds to be irrational,
short~sighted; but if we have the personal testimony
that the Lord has appointed them as His stewards,
to criticise them is to set ourselves up as the
Judge of the Lord.
The suggested obedience-non-questioning approach is quite foreign to the
critical/doubting, questioning approach involved in the scientific
investigation.
Religious Defection
A relevant question arises at this point. Is there a point at which
an increase in formal secular education essentially leads the Mormon intellectual out of the church? Is the defection rate higher among the better
educated Mormons than among those with low education?
From his own research, Armand L. Mauss indicates that:
fl • • • My data does indicate, however, that defection from the
Church is more conmon among the less educated, and that apostasy for intellectual reasons is by no means the most corrunon
kind of apostasy. While I cannot know really how many exMonnons have been lost from Church records and are "out there"
in the population, my sample did include large nurriliers of resondents of both the active and inactive types. The difference
between them in belief (orthodoxy) are really not very great.
Most people who leave the Church apparently do so for other
reasons, Among the respondents in my samples, the level of
orthodoxy (evg , belief in the literal divinity of Jesus)
have been running at about 75% of the college graduates and
even higher among the sample in general." (Mauss 1972)

It may be that the highly educated Mormon is more likely in
the process of securing his education, to become a more liberal Mannon
than to become an Ex""Monnon as is suggested by the research of Madsen
(1972). Defection however occurs at all levels.
State "Defections"
In comparison with the other states, Utah spends one of the highest
percentages of its income for education. 1Iowever , since Utah is not a
wealthy state the actual amount of money spent for education is lower
than many other states. However it would appear that they get "lots
of mileage" from their education dollars ..
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A study of Utah's "Brain Drain" (Canninp; & Lothrop) indicntes
that Utah exports more "br-at ns " than it imports in all of t he areas
used 1n the study except religion. The other areas are art,
business, education, government, 1~, medicine and science. The
findings are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1:

An Index of Utat's Brain Drain--Gains and Losses of
Utah's Notables~ According to Occupational Specialties

Occupational
Specialty.

Born ·1n
Utah

Left
State

Moved into
Utah

Percentar;e
Net
Effect Gain or Loss

Art
19
-8
13
5
Business
20
130
92
-72
Education
92
156
L~8
-L~4
Government
6
50
64
-44
Law
5l~
9
-25
34
Medicine
10
15
-6
4
Religion
+6
1
15
7
0
Science
10
11
-10
~~Men and Women Listed in Who's \fuo tn America, vol. 33,

-62%

-55%
-28%

-69%

-46%
-40%
+40%
-91~b

1964-6.5.

study Groups
Among Mormons there is extensive involvement in what are
typioally called "study groups.1t These are informal groups formed
to aocomplish goals set by the members themselves. Study of various
aspects of the Gospel or of gospel-related topios is usually
involved, coupled with socializing, refreshments and other social
activities. As far as is known, there has been no study of these
study groups.
Relationships between Morn0nism and education no doubt
generate influence in Mormon involvement in soienoe as well as
in the liberal arts. The interrelationships between Mormontsm
and Science are disoussed in the following chapter.

III

CHAPTER ELEVEN
MORMONISM AND SCIENCE
In a theocracy, as 1n a sacred society, the church is
related to everything which happens in the society. Societal
religion and church religion are essentially the same. It is easy
then to define everything as being religious in nature and hence
to see no clear cut distinction between, say, religious knowledge
and secular or scientific knowledge, or between religious behavior
and secular-scientific behavior. Such a situation existed during
the initial years 1n Utah. For instance, irrigation was necessary
for the functioning of the society and the early Mormon pioneers
became very proficient in irrigation. John A. Wldstoe acquired
considerable fame among secular scientists for his expertise in
irrigation matters. At that time, to those people, irrigation was
both a religious and a secular phenomenon. Everything was religious
or sacred.
A separation of church and state, somewhat at least, incorporates
a separation of religion and soience. It is not that the method
of each approach takes on any different components, but rather
that those involved learn how to see (define) differences which were
not previously so apparent. What was previously, 1n effect, all
mixed up together in one package, becomes separated. Drawing
clearly marked boundary lines between the two areas, however, isnot
always easy. One such problem area for some Mormons is archeology.
With the Book of Mormon story as a stimulator to interest and
activity, concern with archaeological matters was generated among
Mormons at all levels. With the appearance of professionally
trained archeologists among the ranks of academic Mormons, conflicting
orientations and interpretations developed. John Sorensen and others
have documented the oonflict and some of the consequences thereof.
Archeology 1s one of the high conflict potential areas of contemporary
Mormonism, at least for some of the better educated Mormons. It is
difficult for them to completely accept both sides of the issues
involved. Different methods of attempting to reconcile these
differences are used by different people.
When religion and science are comgined in one endeavor, it
1s easy for some to conclude that religious expertize leads to
or contributes to scientific expertize. Some then may atteropt to
use the met~od by which religious truths are acquired in an effort
to acquire scientific truths. When others using a different
(scientific) method come up with conflicting answers, the dissonance
component is obvious. Individuals accustomed to accept a strong
personal conviction as proof of a religious truth, may easily assume
that if they strongly believe something about the empirical world
that this conviction or "testimony" is an equally valid method of
proving scientific facts or truths. The history of science, however,
includes many illustrations of strongly believed-in "truths" whioh
have been found not to b e true when compared wi th the sc ient iric
evidence.
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Mormon Scientists
It is easy for the non-scientist to conclude that since a
prominent scientist has a strong belief in religion, or a testimony
of the truthfulness of the gospel that the religious aspect must
have been secured thru the scientific method. From the view of
the non-scientist, the individual (the whole individual) is a
scientist. Therefore, there musE be scientific evidence sufficient
to convince the critical scientist that God lives. And, if scientist
X believes in God, that's good enough for me. With that type of
scientific support, why should I listen to those who would mayhe
cause me to loose my testimony that science supports religion.
Actually, the picture is more complex that this. The very
language which we use, including the langua.ge use patterns,
encourages us to talk about and think about "the scientist" rather
than about one type of behavior or one type of decision made by
an individual who makes many different types of decisions. The
whole individual is not a scientist. All of the behavior of an
indiclvual is not scientific. We think more clearly if we talk not
about "individual" but about "behavior." All of the behavior of the
individual is not scientific. Actually for even the most prominent
and dedicated scienti.sts, the majority of their behavior throughout
the typical day is non-scientific. The majority of their decisions
throughout the day are made by some method other than the scientific
method. Decisions about HIVD and the supernatural are made by
non-scientific methods. There is no choice involved.
It would be as accurate to conclude that every decision,
including scientific decisions, made by a Catholic, a Jew or a
Mormon was a religious decision. The Mormon scientist who reaches
the sgme decision as a Catholic scientist or a Jewish scientist would
most likely have difficulty labeling that decision a Catholic
decision or a Jewish decision. There is less liklihood of dissonance
and related conflict if a distinction 1s made between the two types
of answers or decisions. As religionists frequently point out,
religious-type decisions are faith-type decisions. Faith is an
essenti.al ingredient in religion which involves non-referented
concepts as the core component. Scientific answers are not faithtype answers.
Research
Lehman (l9 ) in a study of university faculty concluded that
or not an indi vidual facul ty member was a sc ientis t vias
not related to his religious profile. However, whether or not in
his academic role he was called upon to view religion from an
objective perspective was found to be related. This is probably
applicable to Mormon faculty members. If in his academic role the
Mormon scientist-professor is not called upon to objectively analyze
religion, he will most likely experience little conflict or dissonance
between the two areas of his life. One can easily study chemicals
or other empirical elements without introducing many potentially
conflicting religious elements into his study. The Mormon faculty
member, whether in English, Anthropology, or History who is expected
whet~ r
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to provide ~tudents with an objective analysis of religion is
much more likely than those who do not need to do 80 to identiry
dit~erences and potential conflict between religious and scientific
interpretations and answers.
To say that an objective analysis of religion as a part of an
academic role has an influenoe upon onets religious beliefs and
practices is not to say that the influence is one which causes the
scientist to leave his religion. It is typically related to a change
in religion rather than a rejection of religion. There is no reason
why the same individual cannot be both a good scientist and an
effective religionist.
Hardy (1974) provides insights as to the relationships between
Mormonism and scientific and scholarly achievement in his stUdy
of the social origins of American scientists and scholars. He
indicates that previous studies have shown that Mormonism has been
related to high produotivity of such professionals, citing a 1940
stUdy by Thorndike which identified the geographical birthplaces of
scientists listed in the 1938 edition of American Men of Science
(most of whom were born between 1885 and 1909). He computed an
index of the number of scientists born in a given state 1n proportion
to the total population of that state and found that
••• Most productive were Rocky Mo.ntain (Utah, Colorado, Idaho
and Montana) and New England (Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Maine) states with the northern farm
belt s.and the far 't~est next. Utah, with an overwhelmingly
Mormon (Latter Day Saints) population during these years
was easily the most productive of all ••••
In a later study (1943) Thorndike added persons listed
in the current editions of Who's Who in America and Leaders
in Education to his earlier work, and obtained similar
geographical results •••• He also found a remarkably high
correlation of 0.87 between the productivity index and a
composit measure of the "goodness" of a state •. Goodness was
determined from measures (as of 1930) of the degree of
literacy, proportion of high school graduates, public money
spent on libraries in comparison with roads and sewers, degree
of home ownership, proportion of professional persons and
telephones, and low rates of homicide and syphlis. (p.
)
These results were generally supported by other research.
Hardy created a productivity index for the various states in
which doctorates soholars secured their baccalaureate degrees,
from 1920 to 1961, finding that
••• The most productive state is Utah, which is first in
productivity for all fields combined in all time periods.
It is first in biological and social sciences, second in
education, third in physioal sciences and sixth in the arts
and professions. Compared to other states in its region, it
is deviantly productive. This result seems clearly to be due
to the influence of Mormon values, because Monmon youth
lJl~

predominate in the colleges of the state, and because of the
variables, such as r1imate, geography, natural resources and
80cial class do not appear to explain the exceptional record
of this state.
In an analysis of just denominational schools, Hardy found that
••• Brigham Young University has a comparatively high output
in the early pertod, easing off to a more moderate output
during 1950 to 1961. The other two schools of largely Mormon
student body, Utah State University and the University of Utah,
not included here because they are not under denominational
control, show similar total levels and time patterns of productivity.
Metascience
Any type of truth system, if i t is to be accepted and thus
real-ized requires some type of validation or legitimation. Without
such, it remains an untruth. Scientific truth is no exception.
Those who engage in scientific work especially those who devote
their entire lifetime to such endeavors, do so because they have
been able to provide for themselves sufficient reasons or justification for doing so. Such justification is not a part of the method
of 8 ecuring answers about the empirical world. It requires a
different type of symbol and different conoepts which can be used
to motivate or legitimate such work with the empirical world. Such
validations are a part of metascience. Religion of one type or
another (church religion, societal religion, independent religion)
wi-II be involved 1n important (high intensity) validations.
As the previous chapter on education has indicated, components
of Mormonism have been used to both support and reject scientific
work. By selectively perceiving, one can build a case in either
direction.
The following statemenmby John Taylor and Ezra Taft Benson
are suggestive of the conflict potential involved in this area.
John Taylor: "Our religion •••• ' embraces every principle
of truth and intelligence pertaining to us as moral,
intellectual, mortal and immortal beings, pertaining to
this world and the world that is to come. We are open to
truth of every kind, no matter whence it comes, where it
originates or who believes it.
Ezra Taft Benson (1969): The world worships the learning
of man, they trust in the arm of the flesh. To them man's
reasoning is greater than God's revelations. The precepts
of man have gone so far in subverting our educational system,
that in many cases a higher degree today in the so-called
Social Sciences can be tantamount to a major investment
in error. Very few men build firmly enough on the rock of
revelation to go through this kind of an indoctrination and
come out untainted. Unfortunately of those who succomb, some
use their higher degree to get teaching position even in our
church educational system where they spread the falsehood
they have been taught.
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In many respects, "doing Mormonism" involves "doing e c t e noe ,"
McMurrin (1959) and others have emphasized that Mormon theology
can be harmonized well with science. Jeffr.y (
) points out that
in the 19th century, MOl~lonism had a much broader ground of agreement
with science on evolution than did most other religions. When
that ground was narrowed thru mistrust and misunderstanding it led
to an attack on and distrust of science that still has deep roots
in Mormonism.
As was suggested in the chapter on the supernatural, Mormons
tend to see the spiritual or the supernatural phenomena as refined
matter, and thus capable of being conceptualized in the same way
as the earthly natural phenomenon of science. Conceptualizing of
God as an exalted man, likewise ties the scientiftc work of man to
the ttscientific work" of God who is believed to know all laws of
the universe and to use this knowledge in the achievement of His
goals. God is conceptualized 8S once being like man, presur,mbly
with limited scientific and religious knowledge.
Encouragement to engage in scientific work is provided by
statements such as the following:
o He that keepeth His commandments receiveth truth and
light, until he is glorified in truth and knoweth all
things (D&C 93:28)
o The real test of human lives is to see whether we will
learn to use knowledge and power as God does.
o "Religion which cannot save a people temporally cannot hope
to save them spiritually." (quotations from edttoral in
Dialogue by Rees
The dedication to searching for truth in science as well as
religion was discussed 1n the previous chapter on education. The
following quotation by a scientist who had been SUbjected to
questions about his religiosity for declining to acoept a position
in the church on the groups that his scientific work was equally
important and was in fact as, much a part of "God's work" as a
church assignment, emphasizes this point. When he talked with
George Albert Smith who subsequently became president of the
C~u~ch, he reports that his instructions were as follows:
You can tell any district president, any branch prestdent
who asks you to serve in a Church capacity to go back
and pray again. Tell them that you have a mtssion, that
your m1ssion is as tmportant af far as the Church 1s
concerned as anything that you could do within the Church
itself. Your mission is to discover, if you can, the
secrets of your particular field. And that is a lifot1me
mission, not a mission that you can take on for two years
and then be realeased •••• the church is 1nterestAd 1n the
development of that particular riel., and you want to do
your very best. You do not have to be apologetic about it;
you c an be assert! ve abou t it.
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Societal and Independent Religion
Our understanding of religion and science is expanded ifW3
distinguish between ern. rc h religion (in this case, MorIno1ttJ religion)
and societal and independent religion. Doing so Makes us aware
that the church does not have a monopoly upon religion. There are
society-wide values which while they typically harmonize with the
major church religions in that society, may differ and even contradict
an established church religion. Thus, when scientific end••vors
and findings cannot be validated or sanctified by the established
church--i.e. the Mormon Church, the scientists can turn to the
larger societal religion for justification. In the U.S. societal
religion, science has been given a high evaluation. This may be
ch~nging somewhat.
However, When the established church does not
justify scientific commi~ent and experimentation, there is usually
suffioient input from the societal religion that the scientist
continues his scientific work, and lives comrortably or unco~ortably
with the Mormon-societal dissonance. Accepting a tentative truth
orientation, as contrasted with an absolute truth orientation, may
facilitate living with the dissonance involved.
Conflict Potential
An area of conflict potential is the causal interpretations
provided for societal change. Some may see the "hand of the Lord"
back of whatever happens. Others may see a complex set of societal
factors causing the changes which are experienced. So some these
may seem contradictory. There is, however, no necessary conflict
since there is no scientific way in whioh one oan disprove the
premise that God is back of whatever happens in the society.
Mormon Church-supported colleges include within the ourriculum
science courses. Science is acceptable, and recognition 1s provided
for scientific achievement. This seems to be more likely in the
physical solenoes than the social-behavioral sciences.
Mormon leaders are willin~ to quote scientific findings 1n
defense of a religious position when the scientific findin~B support
conolusions already established religiously. When scientific
findings serve to contradict established beliefs, they tend to be
dlscredi ted as the work of men. Interesting researchoould be done
using a content analysis of past writings, to identify the areas
in which scientific support has 1n fact been invoked and maybe the
frequency of such use. Changes over time could be identified as
well as distinguishing between those who use scientific findings
and those who do not.
General authorities are more likely to quote from the poet,
than the scientist. In their work both the poet (and other artists)
and the religionist transcend the empirical world and function with
non-referented symbols. It is likely that there is a felt bond
between them. ·In this area also the religionists are selective
in using poetry which supports an already accepted premise.
It is likelK that the youth of the church are more familiar with
"church athletes' and "Mormon entertainers" than with "Mormon
scientists.- Research on this would be of interest.
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Knowledge Generating in Mormonism
The Mormon Church is a record-keeping church, and a recordpreserving church. As such they are a knowledge-generating church.
Tons of paper containing many different types of information are
are accumulated every year. Considerable information 1s maintained
on computer tapes. There are many books out of which Mormons can
be judged.
Genealogical records accumulated over the years are preserved
on tape, and these records are starting to be used for purposes
such as scientific research. The official church historical
documents are likewise a knowledge-producing resource. Generally
the Churoh appears to have been reluctant to make these records
available for many types of research. This hesitation may, however,
be changing.
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C HAPT~R T\-l3LVE

~AL

HEALTH OF MORMONS

One of the problems in the area of mentaL he rLt.h iJ deciding .-iu~;t wh. t is
involved in this type of heal.t.h, \Vhenever ment nL h ea Lt h is r-eLat ed to r-el ' ginn.
another problem ar i se s in that since mental health is usua l.Ly defined a' a
. very positive thing, and since for the religioO'L-t at Least , religion is de fi ned
as a very positive thing, it is easy to conclude without ever rese~rching the
question, thR.t the only possible relationship between religion -ind ment oL
health is also a positive one. This equates to acc eptanc e of the "'remise th~t
religion 9.1ways contributes to rnerrta L health and ment a.L health a Lwnys cont.r-ibut.es
to religion. To suggest t.hat religion may be a cauve of ment sL i11n8",5 is
quite foreign to such line of reasoning and likely to be rejected outrir:ht by
ffi-3.ny.

If orie stqrts his ana 'lvsi,s from an ISAS or-Lent> tion he r-ecorm i.zes th::,t
taking into account the conf'Lgur-at Lon of the component e'Lemerrts Lnvo Ived, of
which religion and ment:Ll hel1th are but two, a given combinntion may
contr:ibute to mental health while another combination may co~tribute to mental
illness. Religion, in fect, may be a major cont.r i but ing factor to mont sL
illness. Endi.vldual,s develop menta.L t Ll.ne-e over thi'1,i which ar-e hir;hJ y
ev r Iuat ed (HTVD) not over trivi~11 thing~. Relieion concerns HIVDs. All t.vnes
of r-el trr lon do not have Ldent.LcaL ConS0f'1UenCe3 for all Lnd i.v idual.s in 111
)ltll~tions with reference to all types of problems.
Ts

Thu-', Mormonism may contribute to the '118nt;ql hea l.t h of one Lnd i vi rln t I in ~
gi v on si.tuation whl l.e it may contribute to the mentnL i.llness of another in
his situation. R~ther thaniust as
thgt the
is A
known g:iven f1.ctor, r-esear-ch is needed to identify the c onf i.gur-o t i.on of
components which are likely to Lead to a given conseouence ,
.~v:Jil"blCl re~-p:-orcr
concArninp, Monnons is very limit3o.
s u m i . n r t

L n t . e r - r

e . L a t . t o n s h t . p

The f::'let t hat, the divorce r-at,e is hi.r;her in int0rfA..ith mar-r-i.« ges t.hrn in
one-faith mar-r i.ages indicates that religion is a factor which contributes
to maritnl dissolut ion, which may in turn contribute to ment n.L problems. This
o bvious Iy is not always the ai.t.uat.Ion , Ma.rtial dissolution may so Ive problems
rather tha.n create them. In the case of the interfa i.th mar-r i ~ £~e, it is <1
particular combination of r-eLi.gLous elements which contribute to the di vor-ce ,
Given another combinat j on of a complex set of reJ Lg l ous e Lement.n , "reJ. j r;:i on"
may have contributed to ment.a L hea Lt h and marital haprd.nes s ,
In a society which incorporates r-nc ia,l and ethnic rli.. fferentials, the
r eL i.p,ion which contri.butes to accept.ance of ~~ocial Lnequa Ht.Len m.'ly aI so
contribute to the mental hea Lt.h of the individual who does not want. to disrunt
the status quo. On the other hand, the r-eI i~ion which makes one discontented
with and unhappy about social inJu0tjce~~ may contribute to the :1t;te of
mental "disequilihrium." The der,ree of ment o.L up"ct would, of course, be
r ela.ted to many other factors as well.
The bas Lc point being emphasized is that a F,:iven religion or a p,iven
c ormon ent, or aspect of religion, utilized by 3. ~i ven individual as he r-el.at e s
to a given audience in a given s.i t.uot.Lon m8Y contribute to eithnr ment.s L
hea Ibh or merrt s L illness. Ment.aL health does not aut.omat.Lca t lv f'olLow ~ny
eiven religious Lnt.erpz-et.atd.on or behwi.or-, Mormons are no ezcer-tion to this
g ener-a Ltaab i on , An earlier chapter has identified some of the conronent . of
:i missionary experience which contribute to poor mentql health.
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Early Ut:3.h Period
In their 19;2 5 ana lysis of the "Fruits of Mormonism," HR rri s pnd Rutt,
indicqte th~t while Mormons const.i.tut.ed neo r Iv 62J, of the po ou' ption during
the per i od of J~nu,1r;y l,191S to Febnnry I?, 19 22, they accounted for 3/.1.r..1
of t ho>e classified as insane. They aLso indic~te tha.t during the 1iorl d
WP. r I only 3 or 4 stAtes had 3. lower rate of re.1ection for mental defi ciency
or epilepsy.
Any st~tistics for that period of time have to be interpreted
in terms of the definitions of "insanity" with which the society worked.
The meaning of mental health and mental illness is quite different today than
it was in the 1920s.
In a study of the mental pealth movement in Utah, Sainz (1974:32-33)
indicates that in many r-espect s the development in Utah followed a pattern
similar to that found in other states. Information about the way in which
mentally ill persons were treated is rather limited. It apnears th~t ~uch
individuals could be sold to the lowest bidder, with the county government
making the payment.
The initial public menta.l health facility was esbab l.Lshed in lS69 about
twenty years after the Mormons arrived. The Mormons did not involve themselves
in the developing national movement, possibly because the difficult journey to
the vall~ may have served to eliminate those with difficult problems--physical
and mental. Available records, which may be of quest.Lonab'Le validity, indica.te
that there were few in Utah who were considered to be mentally ill. Such
records, reflect the classification schemes in use at that time. Another
related factor is that the Mormon Church did not evaLuat.e the medical nrofes~ion
very highly at that time. There may have been a reluctancy then to accept
medical diagnoses.
Sainz further points out that 'the Mormon empha.sis upon religiousand fam-i' y
vR.lues ma.y have also worked against the involvement in the mental health
movement. He indicates that
••• the Mormons of that time were a close group with different v~lues
and religious beliefs, wanting to isolate themselvc;s a.nd to take c~re
of their own affairs in their own ways. Outsiders were mistru~ted,
therefore aberrations and peculiarities of members of their group were
more readily accepted or tolerated by the family and community at Lsr-ge ,
The firct mental health facility in Utah, the Salt Lake City Asylum ·'1nd
Hospital, was funded by the Territorial Legislature approximgtely 1'10 year""
after the firr.,t national hospital was established. At that time SHlt Lake
City was approximately 12,000 in size.
Contemporary Period
Contemporary mental health clinics and hospitals in Utah service Mo~on
clients. There is little evidence published to answer the ouestion whether
Mormon are over or under represented. Fairbanks (197L.) concluded frOM hi=)
analysis of statistics from the Utah State Ho~,pital and from Community Ment~l
Health Centers that the rate of emotional and mental problems and LLl.ne-rs
of Ut~h Mormons is a little less than it is for non-Mormons in Ut~h.
There is no reason to believe that MOMlons are more accept!ng of psychi~trists
than are non-Mo rmonr, It may well be the reverse. Psycht at.r-i.vt.e may be
defi.ned in negative terms by many Monnons, with the a.ccompanying con"'eou~nce
that those who seek the services of psychiatrists are subjected to negative

l!O

eva Luat.Lons , In personal conver-se ti.ons vdth ::l. Sa Lt, Lake City chi Id p svch i at.r-! t
who i:3 a Hormon, it was indicated that one of hisfreruent initial problems N~S
to get parents of his ch i ' (} clients to define the relationship between psvchfet.r-i ··t
and client (and indirectly client-fami Iv ) as an acc ept ab.l e one. H2ny seeJIl to
:J. ccept the premi se that Mora lly wholesome Lnd'lvi.dua Ls who live their rf'l i ,glon
do not (or shou l.d not) .need to seek the services of a psvchf.rtrLvt , 'I'hi.'. may
be accomp",nied by the belief that the help provided by religious counselors
or by religi.ous technics such as fasting and pr!1yin~ should be all t.hnt, is needed

to

~olve

prohlAms.

The f--ct th~'t the Mormon Church inc ludes pr vchd vt r i st.s as exner-ts ava i.Lr-b'Le
to help church member-a, as a par-t of the Soc i a L Service~-: Pr07r;;m, SUP;f"r:>~3tS .~
more ros i t.Lve ev~lu~tion on the par-t of at le.qst "ome of the high-echelon
Some seem to be wi
to
whether in q. Given
for
specific individu8.1s,wi.th p-3.rticular types of problems, fasting and prtlying may
not be the solution and may in fact contribute to the problem.
v u t . h o r - L t . L e s

,

L l . L n r '

a s k

s

L t . u v t . L o n

One sl ight indication of the ment.a l, health of Mormons comes from a study
by Moe (1965) involvIng four commun i t.Le-: , One which he en l l.ed "Bet.a Cl.t,v"
was :.1 met.r-opo Lit.an area, populati.on 55(~,:-'OO in North-Central United St:ltes. The
other three were Utah communities. The communities were compu-ed on the r-espon-: ps
to the five items on the Srole Scale. The percent1ge of 1'eonle in e'lch commu"lity
providi..ng responses indicative of discouragement and despair were a.s follows:
Beta City
Bountiful, Utah
Park City, Ut.ah
Richfi e ld , Ut·'1h

29%
25%
32%
39%

It was found th1.t Cat.ho l.i.c s evidenced the le-1 st dt scour-avement and those wi th no
~f~ili~ti0n the most.
The Mor~ons and· the . Prote~t~nts were in between. The
Mo r-non s were c l o- est to the Cat.ho I t.c s find the Protestants were mora like those
with no religious affiliation~ Those whose religious affiliation differed from
th~t of their parents were most likely to express ::1 high level of d Lscour-azement,
and despair.
Data presented elsewhere concerning the high rate of a l.coho l i sm among
Mo rrnons who drink, and the rate of drug use by Mormons, sup;gest~'. th''1t nrob 1ems
whlch develop may be "treated" thru these two m8A.nS, which proceriure, of cour:e,
then servee. to create new problems which may contribute to poor mental heAlth.

Summary

Religion may contribute to or help reduce nental illness.
Information, especially research generated information, about these
two patterns for Mormons is very limited. The mental health
movement developed slower in Utah than in the society in general.
It appears that the level of mental health in Utah today is about
averar~e •
Some Hormons may have problems accepting professional
p3ychiatrl0 help. Psychiatrio help, however, is available as a
part of the oomprehensive Social Services Pror;ram.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
DEVIANT BEHAVIOR AMONG MORMONS

No religious group has a monopoly on either devia.nt or non-deviant
behavior. There is no such thing as a group all the members of which conform
completely to the established standards of either the group itself or the
larger society of which the group is a partioipating member. The Mormon
Church is no exception. It contains within its membershi.p individu,sls who by
e st.ab l i.shed standards are labeled devia.nt. As a group, the Church, one W8.y or
another, concerns itcelf with deviant beha.vior. Efforts are mRde to reduce
or eliminate deviant behavior, or to rehabilitate deviant individuals to a
more conforming way of life. It would be naive, however, not to also :recognize
t hat the Church is also a contributing factor to the creation of deviant
behavior. As such it is one of lnany complex factors which contribute to
the deviancy found within the society. This chapter considers some of these
a~pects of Mormonism.
Positive and Negative Deviancy. Although the ooncept of "deviancy" is
typically u~ed to refer to unapproved deviancy, it is important to recognize
that deviancy is always relative to some est~blished pattern or standard
(symbolic model) and that behavi.o r may be either above or below any given
standard. Mormons are deviant, then, in having a death rate which is Lowerthan the majority of their society. Stated differently, Mormons h~ve a life
expect~ncy which is longer than the average for their society.
In this sense,
;1 S Ii group they are deviant, and quite likely pleased to be so deviant.
Among those classified as criminals and/or delinquents in Utah and elsewher p
will be found members of the Mormon Church. In this sense also the",e
indivi.duals are deviant, and many fellow Mormons are not pleased with this
'tYlJe of deviancy.
We can also make a meaningful distinction between (1) secular devlsncy
and (2) church or religious deviancy. The above discussion concerned
secular or non-reli.gious deviancy. The church as a functioning social ent i ty
has established standards, and thus provides the criteria by which religious
behavior and beliefs can be compared. From this perspective individuals
who are typicalled called "inactive members" are in a deviant category.
Those who attend Sacrament Meeting once or tWice a year are deviant when
compared with a standard requiring regular attendance.
In a positive
deviancy category would be those members who receive their individual awards
which certify and publicly recognize that the., exceed the average individual
or an established standard in the specified activities.
An important perspective on deviant behavior is contained in the fact
that the Mormon Church would mo~t likely have never come into existence
if Joc:eph Smith had not been a devi.ant individual.
Religious Deviancy. As has been previously LndIcat.ed, the Mormon
Church is a record-keeping organization. One thing which is related to
extensive record keeping is the fact that deviancy becomes visible thereby.
Without records which permit compari~on of individual A with some stand~rd
or comparison of the First Ward with the Tenth Ward, those involved ma.y
not be aware of their differences and hence be unaware of existing deviancy.
Record keeping permits (in fact almost demands) that the
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individu~ls

responsible for a poor showing be identified and "worked with." Concern with
the one lost sheep is no stranger in Mormon bureaucratic circles. Giving
public aWHrds to those '.'11:10 have met the established standards also by def'au Lt,
calls to attention those who do not receive a reward. Publicly praising
the achiHvers again by default, turns out to be public down-grading of those
who did not receive the award.
A record-keeping church is a deviancy-recognizing church.
Official Crime and Delinquency;
An anaIvsd.s of the r-e Lat Lonshf.p bet.veen member-shf.p and act i.vity in the
LOS Church and official criminal and delinquent beh~vior in early Ut~h i~
provided by Harri~ and Butts (Chpt. 14). At that time Utah rqnked ~mong the
states with a very low rate of penitentiary confinements. From a compar-Lson
of penitentiary statistic~ of Utah by county, they concluded that as the
per cent of county population which was Mormon increased the crime rRte
decreased. Rate of convictions increased regul.lirly with the decreA.se in
proportion of Mormons in)the county. Available statistics of religious
affiliation of pr-Lsoner-s ,' indicated that the Mormons furnished crimina.ls at
a rate of 13 per 100,000 as compared with 34 per 100,000 for the state as a
whole. A similar pattern was reported for Idaho. Utah was one of the six
~tates Which had no lynchings between 1885 and 1920.
Harris and Butts
conclude by indicating that they at that time could find no reliable data
indicating that the Mormons did not rank high in freedom from crime.

In more cont.enpo rary times the Utah State Prison report~ th9t about 35%
to 45% of its inma.tes are Mormons, with the rate remaining fa.irly con-t.arrt
over the past 25 years. (Biennial Report of the Boar-d of Corrections, 1944,
1950, 1972 and pre~ent census.) Juvenile Court records have a religious
affiliAtion breakdown only back to 1967. These reports show that about
,65 to 70 per cent of those referred to Juvenile Court as Mormon (AnnuA.l
Report of the Juvenile Court, 1967-1971.)
Fairbanks (1974) from his analysis of statistics from the Utah Juvenile
Court concluded that the evidence suggested that the Utah Mormon delinnuency
rate is slightly higher than the Ut3.h non-Mormon delinquency rate. He s l>o
indiCAtes with reference to criminal behavior that the 1973 FBI Uniform
Crime Re~ort shows that Utah's total crime index is slightly higher than the
nat Lona L total crime index although 195$ thru 1973 Lnc Lus ive, a. 16-yeR.r per-Iod,
contained only two years (1.973 and 1960) in which the totlll crlme index
for Ut~h wa.s higher than for the nat ton. He concluded that as f,qr as
official crUne is concerned, Utah is ~bout the same as the society ~s a whole.
White (19 ) in a r.tudy of 555 prisoners ~t the Ut~h St~te Pri'on, who
in vocational rehabi litation programs during 195B-6B provided
the following tabulation of the religious affiliation reported by the inmate:-.
Whether they were reporting affiliation or preference is not known.

p ar-t i.c Lpat.ed

TABLE 1:

Religion

RELIGION OF INMATES

Number of Inmates

L.D.S.

225

Catholic
Protestant
Baptist
Methodist
None
other

158

57
40
11
35

29
123

Percent of Inmat es

40,5
2R.5
10.3
7.2
2.0

6.3
5.2

In a study of Salt Lake City youth in which they provided information as
to whether they had done various deviant acts whether detected or not, Detton
(1975) round that for the Mermon youth, the further a youth moved along the
continuum toward coming into negative contact with police, the more likely he
was to attend church infrequently.
When Vernon (1968) a-;ked college age students "Do you feel that cRpital
punishment is warranted under any cd.r-cumst.ances?" the religious group with the
highest percent of "yes" answers was the Mormons with 5S.5%.
Drug Use
Problems associa.ted with drug use are much more likely to be people problens
t han drug prob'lens , The major causes of the problem ur.e of drug are the people
involved (the Individual and his audience). This includeG the drug user ~nd
t hor e to whom he relates him~'e1f or with whom he has important meaningful
experiences. Church people and church experiences then may be factors contrtbuting to either (or both) proper drug use and drug abuse.
Joll~ (1972) provides some insights concerning the manner in which Mormon
Bishops are involved in the drug use behavior. His research involved a
~uestionn~ire mailed to Protestant, Catholic and Mormon clergymen in the
Metropoli.tA.n SAlt Lake City area. In his analysis he utilized responses from
47% of the tota.l clergy in that area. He mea.sured two components of drug
~ buse aw~reness: (1) knowledge of drug abuse situations and (2) ner-sons.I
eY."p~ri enees ,
or the three groups, the Prote,..tant clergymen were in the lowe~t
category in both areas. Over 90% of a.l1 clergymen indicated that they had re;ld
at Least, five to t en magazine or newspaper articles during the year preceding
the stUdy, but from 16% (Catholic) to 34% (Mormon) had read no book on drug
related problems during the five years prior to the study. Catholic clergy
had viewed more TV programs about drug problems than either of the other groups.

Information was secured on the number of hours spent counseling or otherwise in direct contact with drug users. Catholic clergymen reported a
significantly higher percentage than Protestants and Mormons in numbers hAving
counseled drug users and in mean hours spent in personal counseling. More
Protestant clergy, however, had counseled in social agencie~, with Catholic
and Prote~tant number of mean hours involved being simi.lar and the number for
Mormon Bishops being significantly lower.
None were favorable to the legalization of LSD or heroin. Prot est.ant,
clergy were more favorable than Catholic and Monnon clergy of legalizing
possession of Mari,juana and amphetamines. Few Monnon clergy ravored legaliza,tion
of any of the drugs identified in the study. Mormon clergy were found to be
more punitive than the others, being the group most ravorable to cLass ify-l.ng
drug possession as a felony.
Catholics were lower than Protestants or Mormons in their responses
agreeing that religious organizations should sponsor drug abuse education
programs. All of the groups were highly in favor of non-religious-sponsored
drug abuse education for the general public and the clergy. Catholics had a
lower percent than the other two groups favoring preaching of drug: abuse from
the pUlpit. Gi.ving drug information to congregational members in other than
genera.l church meetings was endor-sed by 9h% of all groups. More than 60% o.r the
three groups reported they were favora.ble to interfaith counseILng centers.
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Jolley concluded that the mini:)ters did not expect the social agenc ies
or professional sources to be very effective in working with drug problems,
but with the exception of r.fqrmon B-j hops, ther'e agencies were more o f't.en chos en
than other clergymen for referral. Few of the clergy felt thAt they could he
of m~ior assi~tance as a helping resource. Rather, they viewed their role
Jl5 oeing of minor assistance while referring to others.
Mormon Bishor's were
more w~lling than other cletgymen to notify legal authorities--6 0 %
, as com~~rpd
with 29% and 21%). Practically all of the clergy indicated that they considered
drug use to be sinful, and a lmost, as many indicated that they believed that
most members of their congregations would also consider drug use sinful.
When asked whether they would deny drug users the church sacraments, 31% of the
Mormon Bishops said yes. This compared with 11% and 14% for the two other groups.
r-

A 1973 publication by Carl D. Chambers, et. ale reports rese~rch by the
Resource Planning Oor-por-at i on of Wa~hington D.C. on drug UF8 and alcoholic
con"'3umption in Utah, providing data on the entire stRte and seven regions. The
study utilizes self reported data. The authors caution that the figures presented
"repre~ent estimations of the reA.l or actual incidence and oreV,!3 lence of drugtaking in tltah, ,based on protectd.ons from a sc i ent i ficFllly dal meat ed s!.lrnple
of individua.ls." Following 1s a summary compar-Ison of Mormons and non .Mormons"
reporting the per cent of Mormons in the total froup who reported use of the
specific drugs, and the per cent of Mormons in the st,~te. On the firflt item,
for instance, of all those who reported that they used non-barbiturates,
96.5% were Mormon, while 78.8% of the total group involved were LDS.
Mormons
Over-Represented
Non-8arbituara.te
SedAtive-HYPnotics
(96 • 5% v 78.8%)
Relaxants, Minor
TranQuilizers
(86.5% v 78.8%)
Major Tran('luilizers
(lOO%)
Le~al
Drugs
Antidepresants
( B7 .1 %v 78.8%)
Pep Pills (97.1%)
Stimulants (nonamphetamines)
., L (88.9% v 78.8%

Con~~onant

Diet Pills
(74.3% V 78.8%)
Non-Controlled
NArcotics
(8] .9% v 78.g%)

L.S.D.
(94.4% v 78.8%)
Other Psychotogens (100%)
Methadrine/Methamphetamine
(IOO%)
Illega.l
Heroin (100%)
Drugs
Coc 8. ine (92.3 % v 78. 8%)

Mormons
Under-Represented
Barbi.turates
(73• 5% v 78.8%
Controlled NArcotics
(56.4% v 78.. 8%)

Marijuana/ Nashish
(64.7% v 78.8%)

Solvant/lnhalants (100%)
Even discounting the estimates, it i~ e Les r- thnt Ut:~h Mormons are not
unfromiliar with the use of both legal and illegal drugs.
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Use of Alcohol
'!be Mormon Church has do porhibition aga.inst the use of alcohol for other
than medicinal purpose~. We are concerned here with questions as to how
extensively the taboo is honored in actual behavior, and with the social factors
which are related to different use patterns. Rese~rch is limited. There is,
howe-ver, evidence to suggest that the per cent of Mormons who use alcohol ifO
low when comr'lared with the society in general. However, among the Monnons who
do drink, in comparison with the societal members in general who drink, the
per cent of alcoholism is high. (Bacon 1957:179-181)
Preston (1969) conducted reseArch exploring the relationship between
religioe.ity and adolescent drinking behavior. The research did not focus
Sl:'H~cifie.-lly uoon Mormons.
However, the results provide suggestive insir-hts
about the situation just described. Preston's rese,rch involved 516 r~ndomly
selected high school ftudents from two communities. He distinguished between
members of churches who~e official policy opposed the use of alcohol and did so
on mora.l grounds, and churches that advocated per-r.one L temperance but did not
define moderrlte use of alcohol as sinful. The third category involved churches
that did not oppose the tempera.te use of alcohol.
It was found that, as would be expected, students from churches which did
not oppose temperate use of alcohol provided the highest per cent of drinkers-75%. One in three of those who identified with churches officia.lly oppoe.ed to
all alcohol use were drinkers.
Only one in ten of the r-espondent,s in the
second category (mixed policy) were drinker..·• Concerning the freCJUency of
use of alcohol, however, there was a tendency for the student drinkers who
identified with the churches opposing alcohol u~e, to cIr1nk more freQuently
than tho~e in the other two categories.
Preston points out that the student dri.nker from a. prohibitionist
church is in a "preca.rious position." The individua,l has strong ambiv~ 1 ence
about alcohol, which is contrary with his desire to "try the forbidden fruit."
His broader society encourages him to drink. His religious reference grouu
discour~gps ~uch behRvior.
He is cro~s-pres5ured. He drinks, but also feels
guilty about doing so, so drinks more to compensate for his guilt. Also
becRuse of the taboo his drinking tends to be secretive and when he drinks he
may conclude that he has to drink all the beverage before returning home. He
thu~ freQuently overconsumes.
For the entire group it was found that students whose par-ent.s emphasized
religion by frequent church attendance were less likely to drink than were
students whose parents did not do so. The rel~tionship wa,s stronger for
femRles than for males.
Trice (1966) indicates that Mormons and Methodists endorve tl total
a bst in ence view. Methodists, however, do drink. Drawing on a comprehensive
study of collp.ge students from v"lrious rel:i.giou5 groups, Trice indicates that
Momons who dri nk freQuently have s.Lcoho L problems. AppRrently the Mormnn'who drink learn from non-members or deviant members and experience no adef"uAte
controls from their home or church. StrAUS and Bacon (1953) found t hat Momon
u~ers of alcohol showed hirher ~ocial cexnp1icntion'" due to drinking and were
morelikely to ~ave been drunk from alcohol than were members of other reJ igious
groups. They found that 1/5 of t.he Mormon men who went to church r-egul.ar-Iy
were users of alcoholic beverages as compared with 3/4 of those who were less
active in their religion. The study involved 17,000 students at 27 colleges
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and found that the percent of members who use a.Icoho.I

-

fa] 10W8:

Prot f-'stants _.
~lormons - 5/f~~

Jewish - 9J,1
Cat.ho 1 ;('5

W,~.S 8 S

9(1%

The 1973 Resource Fl.annf.ng Cor-por-i t Lon renen rch which provided the
data about drug use also included a Mormon-non-Mormon comparison of
Alcohol use and related problems. The summary they provided is as follows.
Mormons OverRenresented

Mormons UnderRepresented

ConsAnt

Regul;}r Drinkers
(63.5% v 7a.3%)
Heavy Drinkers
(5B.6% v 63.6%)
Self-Defined Heavy
Drinkers
(97.8% v 63.6%)
Miss Drinking if Forced
to Stop
(8J..8% v 63.6%)
Worried or
Conc~rned3bout

Drinking
(60.6% v 63..6%)
Solitary Drinking

(76.4% v 63.6%)
One Alcohol
Problem

Rel~ted

(72.8% v 63.6%)
Multi Alcohol
Rel~ted Problem

(67.4% v 63.6%)
Fami ly Problems
(77.4% v 63.6%)
Legs L Problems
(7n.2% v 63.6%)
Occup~tional

Problems

(2().2% v 63.6%)
In the above figures the number of regular drinkers i9 compared with the
tota 1 st~te f igur-e->, All of t he rest of the figures A.r~ per-cent s p:es of
t ho se who defined themselves as regular drinkers.
Mormons, accordtng to these rlnding~~, who regularly drink, ar-e more
likely than members of other religious groups to have sever.:il problems
a~soci~ted with that drinking.
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FairbAnk~ (1974) took the figures for the totql Utah consum~tion of
distilled a l.ocho L and subt.racbed an est imate of what the Utah Non-Monnon
nopu l at.Lon dr tnks , He cone i:..ided tha.t there was enough alcohol left for 42% of
the UtAh Mormons to drink ~t the same rate as the estimated drinking for
the Utl=lh non-Mormons.

leller' indicA.tea that Utah, which has approxtmabe ly 1.3,800 a lcoho Li cs ,
one of evpry six being a woman, has done and is doing much to help the~e
individuals. These program and fa.cilities are not restricted. to Mormons.
Suicide
Fairb~nks (1974) reports a study done for the LDS Social Services Dept.
involving some estimated suicide r~tes for Utah Mormons and Utah non-Mormons
for the years 1970 and 1972. The study found no significant differences
between the suicide rates for the two populations.

L.D.S. poclal Services
In 1966 Pr-esLderrt Mclay identified two major funct tons of the Church.
The firC't was to take Mormonism to the world. The second was "to tr~nsl~te
truth into a better ~ocial order or in other words, to make our religion
effective in the individual lives of men and in improving social conditions."
(Hov~ 1967). A continuing concern with social con0itions is evidenced by
the establishment of the United Order in 1874 under Brigham Young, and the
creation of the Welfare Plan in 1936. The Relief Society has been a licensed
adoption agency since 1890, and the Indian Placement Progr-am wa.s initit.!.ted in 1954.
The L.D.S. Social Services program was initiated in 19 • The progr1=lm
functions under the leadership of ward, stake and regional leaders, with
General Authorities involved as appronriate. The program includes use of
eoun~elor~, social workers, psychiatri;,ts, public mental health services, fo~ter
homes, day camps, employment ~ervices, alcohol and drug centers and hospitals.
Efforts to prevent problems include holding of seminars on a~ subject such as
crime prevention, family budgeting, premarital problems, job placement, drug
a buse and training of volunteers.
AdminicotrAtively the Mana.ging Director is an Assistant to the Council of
thp. Twelve; a member of the Presiding Bishopric is the associpte director
<nd a profession9.1 from the Social Sciences is the Assi
Director. The
stAff included in 1971 better than 125 professional personel to admini.~ter the
direct Re~ices. This includes the Indian Placement Profram, Fo~ter P~rent~,
AdoMt; on, » uth Guidance, Prison Servi..ces and a. Suicide Prevention Line.
(Annu»), Report 1971: The Socia.l Services of the Church)
rt8nt
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CHApri'E t1 FOUHTEEN

SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF MORMONISM
Introduction
No church is a socioeconomic island. Any activity has its
eoonomic component. Likewise, although it may be stretching the
point a bit, most every belief has its economic aspeots. It 1s
impossible for a church to exist without having eoonomic components
at both the informal and formal levels. This chapter conoerns
such matters.

Ir the research technics were available, it would be interesting
to attempt to determine how much maintaining some particular
belief costs the Mormon Church and the members thereof. What, for
instance, did they have to pay for their belief in Plural Marriage.
How muoh does the configuration which we might call "Temple Be11efs tt
cost today. How muoh does a non-smoking belief cost the Church
and likewise how muoh does it save non-smoking Mormons? What are
the costs of a large-family belief? No implication is made that
the "products" would not be considered to be well worth the cost
by the general church membership. The only point being made 1s
that to maintain 8 particular belief is an economic phenomenon
along with many other things.
Early Church Economic Factors
Arrington (1951) contrasts the early Mormon definitions of
property with those in other parts of the society. He points out
that the laissez-faire definition of absolute property rights
endorsed by the majority of the 19th century Americans was not
acoepted by the Mormons during their first 50 years or so in the
Great Basin. To the Mormons a prinoiple of stewardship applied.
From this perspective, the earth was seen as belongin~ to the Lord,
with the human occupants thereof being obligated to use the land
and other properties under the direction of church leaders, with
the overarching goal of building up the kingdom of God here on
earth. The involvement of religion in economic matters is obvious.
Property holders were expected to use the property in what the
group defined as the right way. Natural resources wer~ defined
8S public resources.
Income from business property was re~ulated
and the owners were expected to contribute their property to the
community. This extensive involvement of the Church in economic
matters, then contrasted with the form of capitalism being
developed 1n the rest of the society.
The development of events following the completion of the
transcontinental railroad in the late 1860s set into motion trends
which changed the whole configuration of interwoven elements. The
"Hormon system" was changed as machinery, equipment and consumer
goods were imported from the East. The resistance on the part of
Utah Mormons to the developing system is suggested 1n the following
account provided by Arrington (1973)
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••• A small group of LDS businessmen and intellectuals
under the leadershtp of W1lliam S. Godbe proposed the
1mmediate accommou~tion of the Mormon economy to the greater
economy of the nation. They hoped this would lead to
cultural and political accommodation as well. Brigham
Young and his closest advisers however regarded these
proposals as a betrayal of the Mormon dream of separateness,
and Godbe and his friends were excommunicated for apostacy.
Programs to fight this encroachment were undertaken including
the establishment of Sohools of the Prophet (town councils),
cooperative undertakings called "United Orders" and exolusively
Mormon promotional and regulative associations called Zion's
Boards of Trade. Arrington points out that cooperative railroads,
textile mills, clothing factories, tanneries, iron works, furniture
shops and wholesaling and retailing establishment were developed
and encouraged.
Toth (1914) provides an analysis
Orderville as a part of this effort.
the major reason which oontributed to
to harmonize with the larger societal
the societal system was experiencing,
involved therein in Utah.

of the development of
He develops the thesis that
the ohanging ot the system
system, was the success whioh
especIally Bmong the Mormons

Following World War I, the situation changed considerably.
Cooperative rather than segregated enterprises were established.
The Churoh sold controlling interests in beet sugar, salt,
hydroelectrio power, railroad, to investors from the East. The
distinctions between Mormons and non-Mo~ons in the economic area
were acoordingly reduoed.
Church Welfare Plan
Charity bas long been of concern to ReligIon. Many aspects
of oharity originated by various churches have been adopted by
the government and made a regular part of the political obligation.
An important aspect of Mormon charitable work 1s the Church Welfare
Plan which was originated in the 19309, following the depression.
The goal of the program was to provide help for the "worthy poor"
in the nature of employment and/or commodities for those in need.
Some 150 Bishops Storehouses were set up to process and distribute
the goods involved. Surplus food and other products from one area
were sent to areas where these products were 1n short supply. In
effect, an exohange program was instituted.
Arrington (1913) indicates that by the 1950'8 the Church
owned and operated some 100 separate enterprises throughout the
U.S. Suoh diverse products as peanut farms and peanut butter
factories 1n Texas, cotton fa~s and.grapefruit orchards and
canneries in Arizona, orange groves and canneries in Southern
CalifornIa, apple orchards in Washington, pineapple and sugar
plantations in Hawai1, shaving cream and toothpaste factories
in Chicago, dairies and cheese plants in Northern Utah, salmon
canneries in Oregon, a gelatin factory in Kansas City, vitamin pills
and show po1itsh factories in New Jersey and cattle ranches in
wyoming, were involved.
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The extend of the program 1s indicated by the
approximately 100,000 church members were provided
seven million dollar~ ~n cash and welfare products
scope of the program is suggested by the following
which was provided by Arrington (1973)

fact
with
each
list

that
approximately
year. The
of projects

o At the close of World War II, 140 railroad cars of food,
clothing, beddin~ and other items were sent to Europe.
o In 1953 following floods in Holland, quilts and blankets
were sent.
o In 1954, following an earthquake in Greece, canned fruits,
vegetables and flour were sent.
o In 1960, following an earthquake in Chile, food, bedding and
medicine were provided.
o In 1962 hugh trailer trucks loaded with emergency aid were
sent to those affected by floods in Northern Utah, southern
Idaho and parts of Nevada.
o In recent years, large-scale and immediate aid was provided
for vlct1ms or earthquakes, hurricans and floods in Peru,
Turkey, Japan, U.S., Canada and Mexico.
Deseret Industries
The Church has also set up Deseret Industries to provide
employment ror unskilled and handicapped labor in programs which
reprocess d1scarded goods and provide an outlet for them through
Deseret Industries Stores in various well-populated areas.
Mormonism and Unionism
Davies (1966) has provided information about the state of
un10nism prior to statehood 1n which he points out that unionism
in Utah did not develo~ first among the exploited or the 1ndustrial
worker, but among the 'skilled and prosperous workers. tf The Utah
experience is somewhat distinctive. The f1rst known labor union
in Utah was established before February 24, 1852. This was a most
unique union, motivated more strongly by religious 1deals than
economic goals. Many ohurch leaders, including Brigham Young
played leading roles in this development.

--

'

Davies points out that when the local unions merged with
national unions, religious motivation and controls were reduced.
Local religious leaders were less and less able to influence the
decisions and actions of the union. Eventually, this led to a
breaking point 1n the relationship between worker and organization
and the Mormon Church 1n the 1870s. However, there was apparently
no real evidence of any strong antagonism prior to that point.
Actually the break could be attributed to a great influx of nooMormons which resulted in a dilution of church influence culminating
in the loss by Mormons of political control of Salt Lake City
and the County in early 1890. The Knights of ~abor which formed
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nationally in 1869 was a secret organization and the seorecy
element provided problems for the relationship between the Mormon
Church and Unionism.
Some experiences, such 8S the election of 1890, served to
create somewhat of a partnership between the two, but it was a
tenuous relationship.
Utah achieved statehood in 1896 and with
its birth as a state, came a rebirth of unionism which had almost
been destroyed by the depression in 1893-94. The ~eakening of
unions had followed the national pattern, though local union
leadership may have blamed the Mormon Church. With each depression,
unions weakened while with each period of prosperity, it had
generally prospered. Utah was no exoeption. Utah unionism with
help from the American Federation of Labor, Railroad Brotherhoods.
and several internationals, was to bounce back with renewed vigor.
Mormonism and the Closed Shop
Davies (1962)also provides an analysis of the relationship
between Mormonism and the Closed Shop, in which he provides the
following information. Early in 1955, Utah's predominantly Mormon
and Republican Legislature passed a U r l gh t - t o- wor k" law, which was
signed by Governor J. Bracken Lee, a Republican and non-Mormon of
Mormon ancestry. The reasons for this legislation have deep
historial and theological roots for the Mormons.
The states earliest settlers were emigrees from a hostile
East; they constituted an occupational cross section of the U.S.
Although some of these pioneer craftsmen undoubtedly brought with
them some experience1n the infant labor movement, the real founders
of unionism in Utah were the immigrant-converts from an already
industrialized and unionized England, and the non-Mormons who came
to the territory after the completion of the transcontinental
ra11roady in 1869.
Utah's first labor union, an unaffiliated local of typographers,
was formed in 1852, Davies indicates, 4t years after the pioneers
first entered the Valley. The 1870's and 80's saw considerable
extension of the mining and railroad industries and accompanying
labor unions which attracted many non-Mormons into the territory.
Some were converted to the Mormon Church but most remained outside,
becoming increasingly antagonistic to and antagonized by the
Ubiquitous and straight-laced Mormon culture.
By the 1880's the Royal Order of Knights of Labor had penetrated
the area. It was a secret, oath-bound union organization,
organized for the purpose of self preservation. This caused the
Mormon leaders some concern, but for years the leaders saw cooperation
with the Royal Knights and others as the solution for labor problems.
In 1886 a schism developed, however, beginning with editorials in
which the churoh said that unions had no right to prevent other men
from doing the work which they refused to p erforrn. An exchange
followed and seems to been the start of church-labor conflicts
which have to some extent continued up to now. A hardening of
the Mormon position toward unions and the antt,athy toward union
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security may be seen in a series of editorials during several
local strikes in 1889 and 1890. A genera.l denunc iation 0 f union
security provisions wan related to the concern expressed by 'the
President of the church that one Mormon mi~ht take the "unbrotherly"
aotion of denying another Mormon a job beoause he did not belon~
to a union.
An "open-shop" movement, Davies continues, developed in the
American Plan of the 1920's. As more businesses acoepted the plan
to fight the unions, the workers organizations took stronger action
to protect themselves. Increasingly, union men refused to work
, with non-union men, and even good church members took action a~ainst
other members. This brought reactions from the general authorities.
Up until 1955, the time in which the right-to-work was instituted,
various laws were passed and different factions and groups arose
in support of and in opposition to the open-shop. Eventually
union strength increased in Utah, but on the question of union
security, the church leaders were victorious with the passar;e of
the right to work law in 1955.
The whole experience in Utah involved motivating factors
whioh were somewhat distinctively local. In Utah the justification
included a religious factor whereas elsewhere it was primarily
political and economic. Two factors involved in Utah were (1)
acceptance of the theological doctrine of free a~ency and (2)
acceptance of a world view which reflected either the agricultural
middle class or the professional middle class which itself developed
from agrarian beginnin~s. The church leaders had almost no
industrial experience. Davies concludes that these factors help
account for the negative evaluations by church leaders and editors
of compulsory unions.
Female Labor Force
Wheeler (1973) studied the trend from 1940 to 1970 of the
female labor force in Utah comparing this with the trend 1n religious
evaluations of such participation, as expressed by the Mormon
leaders. She used U.S. Decennial census data and statements by
religious leaders drawn from the Mormon publication, The Improvement
Era.
Analysis of the economic trends found that both crude and
age-adjusted rates (using the 1940 population as a standard)
showed an increment of about twenty-two percentage points 1n overall
~tah female labor force participation from 1940 to 1970.
A~e
specific rates increased for each group. The notable upswing in
the participation of older women resulted in the emergence of a
bimodal curve for participation by a~e. Wnrk rates by marital status
showed that the overall increase was generally attributed to the
rising labor force activities of non-single women, especially
married women living with their husbands. These figures include
both the Mormon and non-Mormon Utahns.
The content analysis of church publications showed that
statements made about the female labor force are most often negative.
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That tendenoy bec~e stronger from 1940 to 1970. Approval when
expressed was always qualified. No increase was found in the
explicit use of a claim to supernatural endorsement of statements
concer-r.t ng women' s wo~¥ activity. Such a claim was at times used
to fortify disapproval, while approval was never observed here to
receive that support.
Evidence of religious resistance to alterations in female work
force activity were identified by Wheeler as follows: The larger
ratio of negative to positive statements in the 1960 l s than in
the 1940 1 s ; the increased frequenoy of all statements; the expansion
of imputed undesirable oonsequences of wives working; and the
greater fl'teq uenoy of di sapprov trig refere noe s to ao tual labor tre nds •
Wheeler conoluded that the eoonomic and religious trends have
not been in the same direction. Female labor foroe partioipation
has evidenoed an overall inorease for all age groups, while
official religious values have maintained a predominantly negative
evaluation of this increasing activity. In some respects the
negativeness of such evaluations has increased. Married women,
women in ohildb'earing ages, and women with ohildren living at home
have been partioularly oritioized for working. Yet, married women
living with their husbands and women in the ohildbearing and
childrearing age groups have substantially inoreased their partioipation from 1940 to 1970. Confliot or dissonanoe then obtains
between changing behavior patterns and offioial ohurch evaluations
thereof.
Fairbanks (1914) indicated t hat in 1970 Utah had 41.5% of
its females 17 years of age and older ln its labor forcs, with
this being just about the same as the avera~e sooletal figure.
He quotes a a statement from a publication of the Bureau of Business
and Economio Research at the University of Utah (Feb. 1974,p. 9)
as follows: "The Utah woman who works ls very similar to her
counterpart in the rest of the oountry. She works before she has
ohildren, often works when her ohildren are pre-schoolers, and
almost half of her nwnber work between the ages of 45 and 54.· t
Economl0 Dependency Orientations
In a stUdy of American Nineteenth century eoonomic dependency
orientations, Anderson (1961) explored the question of whether the
younger generations evidenced a higher eoonomic dependency
orientation than the older gentratlons.
A "public dependenoy
soale" was administered to two matohed samples of adolescent
students, one from a Mormon junion college and one from a western
state university. Two adult samples oonsisted of Mormon Sunday
School attenders and parents of non-Mormon state university students.
Anderson found considerable support for the hypothesis that
younger generations are more dependenoy oriented than older
generations. However, male Mormon students and female non-Mormon
adults provided unexplained contradictions to thls general pattern.
To the extent that these Mormons represent their larger group, it
oan be sald that the eoonomic dependenoy orientations of M~rmons
ls little different from non-Mormons with similar educational level.
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The assertion that Mormon economic values are more represent~tlve
of the 19th contury than the orientations of other groups is
provided little support. It appears that contemporary Mormons
hold economic values ~oo similar to other Americans to serve as
a useful group for establishing a baseline for 19th century
economic dependency orientations.
Religious Affiliation and Income
Data collected in 1962 from a large sample of the U.S.
population provides some research evidence on the relationship between
religious affiliation and lncome. Interviews were conducted in
a~ost 12,000 households.
A cross-section of 7,518 fully employed
men who were head of households ln 1962 was utilized.

A major concern of the study was to investigate the extent
to which differences in reported family income wmong thirteen
religious groups could be explained by religious affiliation. The
study used a regression approach 1n which income was the dependent
variable and education, occupation, religion, race, region and
size of place were the independent variables. By assigning to all
thirteen religious groups the means on-educational and occupational
attainment, plus the national distribution of race, re~ion and
size of place, the research statistically eliminated the effects of
differences in these characteristics on the mean incomes of these
groups. The apparent differences in actual income from group to
group were substantially reduced and for specific comparisons were
eliminated. For only three groups, Congregationalists, Episcopalians
and Jews was the effect of religious affiliation found to produce
an adjusted annual family income which departed more than $500
from the grand means, once compositional effects had been removed.
This suggests, then, that being a Mo~10n did not seem to have
a direct influence upon the income of individuals taken collectively.
On the basis of this evidence it appears that Mormons as a group
do not have a higher rate of income than others groups. The Mormon
experience did not contribute to making more money than one's
neighbor.
Home Ownership
Cox (1975:8) indicated that home ownership is an important
value for Mormons, and 1n her research she found that there was
a significant relationship between the percentage of owner-occupied
homes and percentage of Mormon population in the Salt Lake area.
Bankruptcy
Fairbanks (1974) using statistics provided by the University
of Utah Bureau of Economic and Business Research, found that for
the five-year period 1969-1973 inclusive, Utah's non-business or
personal bankruptcy ~ate has been higher than the national rate.
However, Utah's rate decreased a great deal during the period.
The Utah rate, however, 1s still higher than the national rate,
and includes both Mormons and non-Mormons.
UnemplOyment Rate
Fairbanks (1974>

also indicates that for the 21-year period
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from 1953 to 1973, Utah had a slightly higher unemployment rate
than the society as a whole.
Religious and Economic Interface
The interface between religion and industrial-economic factors
was explored by John Clark in his 1973 study. He identified some
of the roles which church leaders held in the economic world,
including ownership or strong directing influence in organizations
such as Union Pacific, U & I Sugar, Beneficial Life (wholely church
owned). Interesting research could be done to see what type of
"'cross-fertilization" takes place in each role. How does each
influence the other. As a member of the Union Pacific Board of
Directors does the church president behave, think, decide and
evaluate differently than he does 1n his religious role. Is
there a oommon ground which is neither, or maybe both religious
and secular?
The Dyer-Quinn researoh on leadership styles, discussed in
the chapter on Leadership, provides data which suggests that somewhat
different behavior may be involved in each role.
Cannon (1968) analyzed the membership of a club of hlghlevel executives in the New York area whose members had Utah and
Mormon backgrounds. He found that while "active Mormons comprise
a majority of the group, they are a minority of those Lochinvars
who hane climbed to the highest pinnacle of corporate power."
He suggested t hat for the Salt Lake area "the business elite •••
tends to be non-Mormon or Jack-Mormons."
Cannon (1968:73) reportes on the fact that "A reoent study
by a management oonsulting oompany revealed that more presidents
of 471 of Amerioa's largest companies had been born in Utah, in
relation to its population, than in any other state. l t He also
indicated that preliminary efforts to identify the Utahns included
1n the study indicated that most of them had a Mormon backgr-ound
and that Mormons were playing signifioant roleB in corporate
hierarohies.
Looking at the broad picture, Cannon indicated that the
first "significant thrust of Mormon achievement in the secular
world appears to have been in the natural sciences" This he
says was followed by aohievement tn high-level government executive
positions, with the third thrust being in "overlapping the
government executive phase with the business executive phase.
Cannon concludes that "the Mormon produotion of high achievers 1n
the executive world 1s part of a larger achievement of excellence."
Eoonomic Worth of the Church
Figures as to the economic worth of the Mormon Church are
hard to oome by, and those available are estimates rather than
tthard data." The annual report of the 126th Annual Conference
(19'6) was the last to include financial infoMnatlon. Reported
therein was a grand total of "expenditures both from BUdgeted
Church General Funds and From Other Contributions": was "54,801,068.00.
"Building project outlay" was $31,723,267.00. Total expenditures
for 1955 were $86,524,335.00 No report of income was provided.
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Some estimates of church income have been published by
non-church sources. A daily income figure of approximately $1
million has been suggested by Morgan (1962), Newsweek (1962)
and Forbes (1971). The accuracy of his statement would be
difficult to check but Freedgood writing in 1964 in Fortune
indicated that "The L.D.S. Church may not yet, as some Utah
'gentiles' believe, b e the world's richest religious organization
on a per capita basis. But it is rich Lnde ed ;"
Summary
The history of Mormonism evidences a long term trend from
economic distinctiveness to economic compatability. Early
property stewardship. beliefs were changed. Orderville and other
1Jnited Order communities were changed. Segregated ownership was
changed. Early church-sponsored and religiously motivated unions
evolved tnto separate and somewhat church-conflicting unions.
A general rejection of the closed shop has developed. Mormons
today generally endorse basic American economic practices and
are about equally effective as other Americans 1n achieving
economic success. Some limited evidence of economic leaders
suggests that having Mormon experiences may contribute to the
acht evene nb of eminence in some economic ar-eas ,
Mormon female have been experiencing economic crosspressures. Ther~ has been continuing rejection of female
participation in the worklnrr, forces, accompanyed by increasing
actual involvement.
Home ownership among Mormons is higher than average.
Personal bankruptcy rates appear to be hi~her than average.
The Church Welfare Plan provides help for distressed church
members and seems to involve an effective production-distribution
system.
The economic value of church properties appears to be high.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND MORMONISM
Introduction
The material in this chapter Wl1ich focuses upon stratification
is closely related to that in the previous chapter on economic
factors and to the follow1ng chapter on racial and ethnic group
relations. All of these chapters are concerned with differential
behavior patterns Rmong church members. While each 1s abstracted
for separate treatment, all are a part of a larger package of
on-going interaction.
Celestial Stratifioation
The Mormon view of the afterlife society incorporates a
caste system oonsisting-of three major divisions (with many
subdivisions) whioh are oalled the Celestial, Telestial and
Terres tial "Degrees. '''In Mormon term1.nology these are "Degrees
of Glory." The Mormon teaching a lesson about these would never
think to identify them as "castes".
As oonceptualized by many
Mormons there 1s no between-oaste mobility.
Class Composition of the LDS Church
Davies \1963) has provided one of the most elaborate studies
exploring the class composition of Mormonism. His findings are
presented in some detail below. He first points out that Utah has
experienced much the same change as the rest of the United States
from 8 predominantly rural-agrarian socio-economic structure to
an Urban-industrial one. The Mormon Church has followed and/or
participated in this change.
His study universe was the total number of Stakes within the
continental U.S. Information was solicited from general membershtp, from Stake Presidents (SP) and from Bishops (B). The
membership was divided into seven different classes baaed upon their
responses to questions de~ling with:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Degree of belief in the Church
Attendance at, listening to, or reading the sermons
of the General Conference
Attendance at Sunday School and Sacrament Meetings
Attendance at StakeOonference
F1nancial contributions to the Church
Present positions of Church leadership
Past learlershlp positions.

Davies' findlngs on four selected
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characterls~ic8

are as follows:

Schooling.
SP were by far the:Jest educated, with 42.8% in this catep;ory
B were next with 25.0% followed closely by Class I members with
23.1%. Classes 6 and 1 were least educatAd with 9.0% and
10.1% respectively. For the membership in general, 13.27~
of those questioned had completed college.
Political Affiliation.
An even clearer correlation between church activity and political
preference was apparent than existed for schooling.

SP = 89.3% Republican
B = 55.6% Republican
Class I = 58.4% Republican
Moving from class I to 7, generally each group was less Republican
than the previous. The opposite picture holds true for percent
Democratic, 1.e., the greater the church activity, the greater
the Republican tendency.
Occupational Structure.
Generally speaking the greater the inactivity, the more were
members found to be skilled or unskilled workers.
comprised 0% of the skilled-unskilled class
B comprised 16.7%
General membership comprised 31.5%
SP

The SP had a higher percentage of their number in supervisory or
ownership positions than any other group--60.7% compared with
30.6% of B.
Union Activity.
None
the SP were union members, though some (10.7%) had been.
B = 16.7% union members
Class I
18.8% union members
The least active group of church members had a larger percentage
of the group as union members.

or

=

The research then documents that there is a correlation between
church activity and political preference, education and occupation.
Agriculturists are becoming relatively less important in the Church.
Even at the level of the General Authorities, there is some
indication of a trend in change of attitudes toward a middle-class
point of view, with middle class including executives, owners,
sales personnel, teachers, professional people, and farmers. He
reached this conclusion from a content analysis of the recorded
public addresses of the General Authorities as well as the editorials
of the Deseret News. A comparison of articles from 1855 to the time
of the study was made.
Davies suggests that the relationships found in his research
might be related to the follow1.ng factors:
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1.
2.

3.

4.

Something about the Ohurch th.ology
Religion of the Church stimulates education
Something abouc the Churoh 1s distinctively middle class
and therefore is more attractive to members of that class
Church may encourage education, RepublicanisM, and middleclass occupations at the same time.

This analysis of possible causal relationships suggests that
there may be something about the Church that tends to drive the
working class member out of activity. Leaders outside the Church
usually Middle Class or Upper Class, also become leaders in the
Church, which is not doubt related to the practioe of having lay
leadership in the church who are economically self supporting.
This means that church leadership will tend to be middle class
because this is where secular leadership is found and also where
those who can afford to be a ohurch leader are found. This then
would oonstitute a built-in bias. Also, with regards to standards
of conduct, it is possible that manual labor encourages a "roughn
life, i.e. working shifts and working solely with men who may
encourage the use of tabacco, alcohol, profanity and sexual
behavior deviant by middle class standards. The very fact that
leaders and most active church members are better educated may
lead to the less-educated manual workers feeling insecure and
unwanted. Sermons and partioipation in various classes may be on
such a level that the manual workers do not understand very well
what is being said. The better educated may exhibit a "superior"
attitude which serves to alienate others.
Yinger (1970) provides the following figure reprosenttng
the American class structure, divided according to religious
affiliation. He indicates that the pyramidal shape may misrepresent
the class distribution whioh, by many criteria, approximates a
dlRmond shape, with the largest numbers in the lower-middle and
upper-working olassesa

Upper Class

Working
Class

__ I

Cow~lll n96a in a study of Wichita, Kansas, identified hi~h
income, medium-lncome, and low-Income sections of the city and found
that individuals ste ring a preference for Episcopalian, Presbyterian,
Congregationalist, or Jewish tended to concentrate in the highincome areas. In the medium~lncome sections the preferences were
Unitarian, Christian Scientist, Unity and Lutheran, Methodist,
Christian, Evangelical and Referomed, Quaker and Mormon. In the
poorer sections were concentrated the individuals who preferred
the Nazarene, Adventist, Baptist, Assembly of God, Church of
Christ, Church of God, United Brethren, Jehovah's Witnesses,
Salvation Army, Four Square Gospel, and Pentecostal grou.ps.

Schneider (1952) provtded the following:
SOCIAL CLASS PROFILES OF AMERICAN RELIGIOUS GROUPS
Denomination
Christian Scientist
Episcopal
Congregational
Presbyterian
Jewish
Reformed
Methodist
Lutheran
Christian
Protestant (small bodies)
Roman Catholic
Baptist
Mormon
No Preference
Protestant (undesignated)
Atheist, Agnostic
Don't Know

Upper

Middle

24.8~~

36.5%
33.7

2h.l

23.9
21.9
21.8
19.1
12.7
10.9
10.0
10.0
8.7
8.0
5.1
13.3

Lower

42.6

33.3
11.0

68.0
66.3
60.7
63.5
20.0
59.5

2390
1381
175
466
460
15
319

46.2
49.6

"'a6a

62.166.6

26.0
24.1
46.7
29.5

12.!~

51.7
53.0
54.6

137
590
376
961
537
131
2100
723
370

3t3.7%
42.2
33.5
38.1

40.0
32.0
31.3
35.6
36.1
35.4
2'7.3
24.7
O
2i·
2 .. 6

N
--

Dyer and Quinn (1974) for their study of leadership style
randomly selected a sample of 130 Bishops and stake Pres10ents
of whom 52 responded to the invitation to participate in the
study and 42 subsequ.ently were actually involved. Of these 42
leaders, only two were non-professional in occupation. Professional
positions ranged from school principals to corporation pres1d8nts,
with ages ranging from 30 to 60. It would appear from this data
that professional individuals are much more likely than others to ~e
selected for church leadership positions.
_I

-I

Vernon (1966) asked sociology students at Brigham Young University
to respond to the folloWing question: "Circle the name of the
religious group which you think would have the greatest appeal to
upper class individuals." Then followed identical questions for
the middle, working and lower classes. BYU student answers were
oompared with student answers from Central Michigan University.
Upper
Middle
Working
Lower
Number Peroent Number Peroent Number Percent Number Percent

BYU

64

16

161

39

127

c~ro

0

0

2

12

7

31

44

59

14

7

44

From this very limited evidenoe, it would appear that Mormons
see the class appeal of Mormonism to be higher than some non-Mormons
do.
The sgme two groups of students answered the question of whether
they considered it to be justifiable for a person to change his
religious affiliation as he changes his class position. The1r answers
were as .follows:
BYU Students
Yes

9%

No

83%

8%

Undecided

CMU

S~udents

%
54%
3

11%

Sex Roles
As has been previously suggested, the Mormon Church is clearly,
at least 1n the official bureaucratio structure, a male oriented
and a male dominated organization. Previous discussions have
also indicated that in comparison with other churches in the U.S.
the Mormons, and the Jews, are distinctive in that they do not
evidence the greater religiosity of females than males.
However, the actual picture may not be as clear cut as this
statement suggests. When one considers only the female priesthood
prohibition, the church is clearly male-oriented. This has to
be qualified somewhat by the fact that 1n some respects (but
certainly not all) the Relief Society does .for the women what the
Priesthood does for the men. Further when the records are checked
it frequently 1s found that the females of the ward are doing a
better job than the males. The Primary Association which provides
the activities and instruction for the pre-teenagers functions
under the supervision of the male priesthood, but is officered and
run almost exclusively by females. The programs for the youth
of the church above the Primary age, are run jointly by a female
and a male set of officers. The Sunday School has a male presidenoy
but the Junior Sunday School 1s typically headed by a female.
The formal worship services, the Sacrament Meetings, are under
the direction of the Bishopric, and heme male dominated.
It is 11kely that the number of hours invested in church work
is about equal for the females and the males of a ward. It is
likely that the females do as muoh of the actual work of the ward
as do the males, but without the "halo effect" of the priesthood.
Material included 1n the chapter on the family, as well as the
one on Leadership, suggests that over the years there has been
an l.crease of "female power" 1n the church and the family, and
that the lncrease has been acoomplished while maintaining the
previous beliefs and statements about male dominance, such as in
the patriarchal organization of the r~ily. The Hulett analysis
of early polygyny 1n the Church also pointed out that in such
things as managing one's own farm, one's own household, and
involvement in some civic affairs, that some of the wives 1n
polygyny were more "menac ipa ted" than some monogamous wives.

Woman's Exponent. A journal for Mormon women, Woman's Exponent,
was founded in 1872 and included mate~ial with which 1970 advocate-s
of Equal Ri.ghts would t,~ right at home. The family was viewed
as of major importance. Mothers were encouraged and expected to
be loving, supportive wives runntnr, an efficient household. Various
other "rights" were also endorsed such as
o the right to "enjoy and exercise the elective franchise."
o All avenues and levels of education
o The right to earn her living by any means of industry open
to man for which she has the capacity.
The Journal was started

B. gain

in 1974 endorsing the same goals.

In 1886, disfranchisement of Utah women was proposed as part
of the battle between the Federal government and the territory
concerning Polygyny. utah women had been given the right to vote
in 1870 with the hope, on the part of some, that with this power
the women of Utah would eliminate plural marriage 1n "Mormon Country."
This did not happen. There was strong opposition from the women to
the disfranchisement move, but they were not successful. They
did not regain the vote until the 18th ademdment on women suffrage
in 1920.
that

Mormon women are told in the Book of Mormon (2nd Nephi 26:33)
••• God••• doeth nothing save it be plain unto the children
of men; and he lnviteth them all to come unto him and
partake of his goo~ness and he denieth none that come unto
him, black and whi.te, bond and free, male and female.

Conflict Potential. Many dimensions of the conflict potential
associated wIth the role of women in the church are illustrated 1n
the following state~ent provided by a student in a Sociology of
Mormonism class.
About a year ago, I took a seminar on the subject of
Life Choices. It dealt with making plans for your life
and stressed considering alternatives and a periodic reassessment of goals and restatement of objectives. The
class was highly personal and included discussions of
who we were, what we had done, and where we would go from
here. One young Mormon woman disturbed me ~reatly because
of her comments on the choices open to femalos who belon~ed
to the L.D.S. Church. When asked what har objectives forthe future were, she sald, "To get married," although she
had earlier said she wasn't enga~ed Or romantically interested
1n anyone. She was twenty years old, had come to colle~e to
"meet a man," and absolutely refused to consider any
alternative plans for career or lifestyle. One of the men
asked, out of desperation, :rWhat if no one asks you to mar-r-y
them? What would you do then?" Her answer shocked us all.
She said, "I guess I'd just have to kill myself becau se
without a husband life isn't worth living. 1t
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
MINORITIES AND MORMONS
Introduction
There 1s an important distinction between abstract values and
applied values; between abstract theology and applied theology.
Decision making is a oomplex prooess usually involving both abstract
and applied oomponents. Making deoisions about actual on-going
behavior is qUite different from symbolioally oonstructing a
theological model which, as a model, does not apply to any speci£io
behavior. It is abstract--abstracted from'~e give and take, the
anguish and the eostacy of human interaction. As was suggested in
the earlier discussion of values, that which is ideal-abstract always
loses something of its absoluteness when applied to actual behavior.
The difference between abstract and applied definitions acquires
more significance when it is related to the fact that at the abstract
leval, humans can endorse mutually contradiotory premises. As long
as they remain at the abstract level the likelihood of the people
involved experiencing related cross pressures is not great. The
problems ot being oross pressured or in effect figuratively being
pulled in two different directions at the same time, develop when
one attempts to apply the two abstract values to an. interaction
episode in which both abstract values are involved. This discussion
ot abstract values oan be meaningfully applied to the Mormonminority configuration.
The two abstract evaluations most directly involved are the
follOWing: (1) The basic premise or Christianity is that the
Christian is admonished and expected to love God and to love others,
or to strive for a brotherhood of all humans, thru behavior suoh as
treating others 1n the way one would like to be treated. God loves
everyone equally, therefore humans should love everyone equally.
(2) Individuals are evaluated differently aocording to certain
oriteria suoh as whether they are righteous or unrighteous, whether
they are saints or sinners, whether they are obedient or disobedient,
whether they have accepted or rejected a blueprint of life oonsidered
to be divine, whether their behavior 1s moral or immoral.
The first premise, in effect, draws a symbolic boundary line
around everyone, olassifying everyone in one oategory, possibly a
"child of God", calling attention to universal uniformities. The
second, by way of contrast, segregates or subdivides humans into
differing, oompeting, conflicting "oamps"--lnto an in-group and an
ou1s-p.;roup. "We" and "they" are then meaningful distinctions.
Since religion involves high intensity or "super" components,
it is unlikely that such dividing lines would be interpreted
lightly or in a non-high intensity manner.
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Mormons provide high intensity endorsement tor these two
conflicting abstract theological prinoiples. The manner 1n which
the applied oonflicts h~~e been handled is discussed in this chapter.
The Minority-ness ot

Mo~ons

The Mormons have been and continue to be a minority group. Their
minority-ness l.e numerioal as well as dootrinal-behavioral. In
some respects many Mormons pride themselves in being a "distinctive n
people. Among U.S. religious groups, the Mormons are a relatively
small minority group. They have been subjected to all types of
minority prejudice and minority disorimination. As a group they
have been driven from their tthomeland. ltl At Hawn's Mill they
experienced a massacre including rape, death, burning, destruction
of property, etc. At Nauvoo they left behind their homes and businesses
and "left the country." TheY' were told by government officials that
although their cause was just there was nothing which could be done
officially to help them and protect them and/or their property.
In
Utah they tought for statehood in the face of having their church
property taken over by the government, having their marriage patterns
deolared illegal and having an army sent to oontrol them.
They experienoed the martyrdom of their first prophet, plus less
spectaoular or dramatio deaths as they moved by oxen aDd hand oarts
to the West.
Historically most of the classic prejudice/discrimination patterns
can be illustrated with Mormon examples.
Ocoasionally one hears expressed, the wish that persecution
would be reinstituted so that the ranks of Mormonism would be cleansed
of those considered to be not quite so good and that those involved
would have a chance to prove themselves (to themselves and to others,
inclUding God) to be true believers and defenders of the faith.
Minority Selt Definitions. The minority-ness of the Mormons
leads on the part
individuals who belong to the church, to
definitions whioh refleot this fact. The individual Mormon, then,
1s typically aware that his church is a minority church. He takes
this minority identification into account when he defines himself
and 1s likewise aware that others with wham he interacts are taking
the same oharacteristic into account. It 1s likely that many of
the characteristics whioh are discussed 1n this book, one way or
another, reflect the awareness of being a minority group.

or

The minority definitions are, however, counterbalanced by other
larger-group identifications such as societal identity. Thus,
while taking minor1ty status into account, Mormons also in some
respects try to ~out Amer1can" other Americans and thus define their
society 1n very favorable terms. The constitution 1s diVinely inspired.
American war efforts are mral. Being Mormon Amerioans or American
Mormons 1s greatl
In the society Mormons are a minority group. In certain regions
they ~re the dominant major1ty group. As Amerioan Christiana they
share dominant Christian status as contrasted with minority JewiSh
status. Ractally they are primarily within the majority white category
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and thus are involved in societal white-black differenoes. In Utah,
the sooietal-based label WASP (white, anglo saxon Protestant) becomes
WASM--whtte, anglo saxon :~~rman. A complex interplay ot identities
1s involved in Mormons being Mormons in the United states. Some of
these relationships are discussed here. Attention will rlrst be given
to Jewish-Mormon relationships.
Mo~on

- Jewish Interrelationships

Research conoerning the oharacteristics of Jewish-Mormon
relationships 18 not extensive. Mauss (1968:458) points out that
Mormons are told that Mormons and Jews literally have the same ethnic
origin. In a study involving a purposive swmple of 250 Mormons living
in the San Francisco Bay Area, the Mormons were found to be less
likely than the other studied denominations to report secular antiJewish definitions suoh as that the Jews cheat in business, or are
disloyal or unpatriotic. While the Mormons did tend to believe in
certain negative religious ideas about Jews suah as that God was
panishing them for their unfaithfUlness, these definitions were
neutralized by the simultaneous aooeptanoe of the doctrine ot
"Semitic Identification," and thus were not carried over in the form of
negative seoular ideas about Jews. Various subcategories ot Mormons
evidenoed no significant change 1n these patterns.
Mauss (1968) indicates that while the Mormons share common
beliefs with other Christians about the Jews and their future, they
a1ao have same distin9t1v8 unique beliets •
•• The Jews are not the only "ohosen people"; God's
oovenant was made with all of Israel's descendants, the
Twelve Tribes, of~om tne-Jews are only one tribe. The other
tribes will be gathered and redeemed too, but on the ~erican
continent. In anticipation ot this other gathering, t e
Tribe ot Ephra~ has been chosen as a kind of vanguard to
make certain neoessary preparations. Many descendants of the
Tribe of Ephraim have been called out or the Gentile world by
the Spirit ot God during the past oentury or so and converted
to the Mormon Churoh, comprising most of the membership thereof."
Mormons then define themselves as being genealogioally also Israelites.
Expressions ot this relationship are contained in widely-used Mormon
'selt labels such 8S "Elders of Israel".
In 1911 the University of Utah student newspaper reported a
student study ot Mormon-Jewish relatIonships in Utah (Stark 1971).
It was reported that eaoh of the two groups regard the values of the
other with respeot. A frequently-used oomment was some variation ot
the statement, ft1 have great respect for the
Religion, but ••• ft
A Mormon professor at the LDS Institute pointea-out the obvious
differences in the manner in Which Christ is defined, while also
indicating that "Mormons are nearer to the Jews than the,. are to any
other Christlan denom1nation beca1se we believe we are both of
Israel. They are our Jewish brethren. It!
i

A Salt Lake City Jews was quoted as saylng, "It has been my
experienoe that therets awa~er feeling for Jews in Salt Lake Ctty
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than probably 1n any other large city in the United States." The
Rabbi of Temple B'Na1 Israel 1s quoted as saying that UMormons
stress fundamental valu0s: family, home, taking care of one's own
and--obviously--going to churoh. A great many of these values have
rubbed ott on the non-Mormon community.
Mormons and Indians
Almost from the beginning of the Church, Mormons have had an
interest 1n the American Indians. They believe that the "Lamanttes"
who play an important role in the Book of Mormon story were the
anoestors of the American Indians. Given this definitions, they have
evidenced a concern to oonvert the Indians to the Mormon Church.
This concern has been primarily that of conversion rather than helping
the Indians to gain greater equality and civil rights in the larger
society. They may believe that the second goal can be best accomplished
by joining the Church. Many church members assume that the greater
equality would follow from joining the ohurch and that in working for
conversion they wer~ indirectly at leaat, working for the other goals.
This does not necessarily follow, however.
Contemporary concern with Indians is evidenced in the fact that
the Church has a number of grade sohools for Indians as well as nine
Indian seminaries in w hioh some 1.5,000 students are enrolled. At the
B.Y.U. a comprehensive program for Indian students has been established.
The churoh also sponsors what 1s called an "Indian Placement" program
Whereby approximately .5,000 Indian students are integrated into the
family-life and home ot Mormon families and thus provided with support
while they attend looal schools. Arrington (l973) indioates that
approximately 30 full-time missionaries who reside on reservations
assist Indian groups with their agriculture problems in much the
same way as county farm fIl d home agents have in the past.
Schlmmelpfennlg(197l) tdentifies the following as some of the
problems experienoed by Indians in the Student Placement Program.
Oppressive rules and requirements, lack of equality and
autonomy, suppression of tribal identity, sensitivity to
Anglo allusions to raoe, financial conflict with the toster
home, authoritarian caseworkers, ridicule of superstitions
based upon theIr hereditary religion, white bias in history
classes, and failure of the schools to instruct them concerning the achievements of contemporary, noteworthy Indians (P. 87).
Collin (1971) studied the Ute Indians in the Basin. As one
part of his study, he identified some of the relatlonshtps between
the White Mormons and the Indians living there. In his random survey
of 54 households, 74 per cent were classlfied as active Mormons using
church attendance as the criteria. The remaining 26 per cent were
classified as other faiths or non-active Mormons as being equally
conservative in s o,olal and pollt leal Lssuee ,
Both gr,'1ups are
against government spending tn spite of the fact that much of their
local economy is based on the presence of federal and state
administrative agencies. They have little tolerance for idleness or
pUblic assistance for those in need of support. They view low eoonomic
status as a result of individual Inadequacy and interiority.

This set of value definitions tends to influence their definitions
of their Indian neighbors and has contributed to the racial separatism
there.
AD assessment of the white attitudes was made by utilizing a
semantio differential test. The results of this assessment indicate
that for the white sRmple the attitudes toward Indians are generally
negative 1n terms of potency and activity. They tend to believe
that the "average" Indian is weak, soft, slow, dirty, drunk,
unsuccessful and poor. Neutral ratings were found for the pairedword opposites good-bad, smart-dumb, and goodlooklng-ugly. The
one positive rating was on the happy-sad continuum. This overall
negative evaluation was found to be frequently expressed in
oonversation and in aotion by whites of all ages and at all levels
of social influence. Unfavorable comments were frequently heard
on the Indian's poor work performance, laok of thrift, and immorality. The Indian is cons1dered to be lazy and undeserving of
pUblio assistance. One female shop-keeper oasually oommented on
a recent Indian killing: "This thing ~bappens all the time. It's
nothing to be surprised at. ttl The county jail 1s commonly referred
to as the "'Ute hotel."

Interaction is usually restricted to business matters.
Collins found that the negative image of the Indian gets
incorporated into religious aotivities, despite the spectal place
which the Indian has in Mormon teachings. The Indians, are the
object of considerable mission work by the Mormons. However, the
Mormons have generally ignored the Basin Indians. Only limited
efforts have been made to convert the Utes. When conversion occurs,
attempts to integrate them into the hierarohial structure appear to
be less than sincere. For example, a special wamor Indian Branoh
at Randlett serves all Utes on the southern part of the reservation.
Exoept for the white missionaries specially appointed to serve this
Branch, no 100a1 whites are involved. Instead, the white residents
of Randlett travel to another ward to attend segregated services.
In \Vhiterocks, the same ohurch building serves both the looal whites
and Utes, but at separate times and 1n different capaoities.
Collins points out that a tew ute informants who had been
oonverted to and then subsequently lett the Mormon Church desoribed
a general lack of acoeptance by white members. One woman explained,
"The whites were alwa7s talking behind mJ back. They acted like
they dldn't want me in their activities. 1t A Ute who served as a
Mormon m1ssionary returned to the Basin expecting to gain employment
in local white-owned business. Apparently his expectations were
unfounded. He said, "They (white church officials) just told me to
go look for a job back at the agency; they couldn't help me." His
Indian partner on the same mission had a similar disappointing
experience. Assuming that he had gained full social mobility in
the white oommunity, he began dating a white girl. After the
Indian had visited the girl in her home, her father informed him
that he was no longer welcome because an Indian was not good
enough for his daughter.
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A study by Sloan (1973:64) included the rollowlng brief item
about Indians and the Salt Lake City ohurches.
As in many cities, there are in Salt Lake City, churches
that are exclusively Indian. The LDS Church has an Indian
Ward, and until only reoently had a second Indian Ward in
West Jordan. It was estimated by Mr. stewart Durant, Church
Coordinator for Indian Programs, that nearly 300 Indians
participated in these two wards.
Mr. Reed Egbert was the branch president of the West Jordan
Ward; however, he said that the Church AuthoritIes decided
to dIscontInue the ward due to decreasing attendance. He
claimed that the older Indians were not very actIve, and
that the youth wanted to attend the wards in Which they lived.
Rapport (1954) conducted a stUdy of the Galilean and Mormon
missions among the Rimrock Navaho. He reports that the Indians
who wished to identlry with white men were those who felt that they
could not achieve satisfaction through the conventional Navaho
patterns. Some were ignorant of the Navaho ways, and others
were familiar with them but felt unfulfilled.
Mormonism and Chicanos
Very little Inrormat1on 1s available about relationships between
Mormons and Chicanos. The rapid growth of oonverts from Mexico
as well as South America will have a marked impact upon the church.
This 1s a part of the internationalization process which has already
been discussed somewhat.

In a private conversation, a Chioano Mormon from central
Utah reported an experience following his giving speeches tn
sacrament meetings in the neighboring rural areas. In the informal
interaction which follows the official close of the meeting, he
was thanked by members of the ward for making a fine speech and
then was told some variation of the statement, "and isn't it
wonderful that you will eventually became white and delightsome
like .t.he rest of us. n
Mormons and Blacks
From early churcb times till the present, Mormons have been
involved with Blacks. The relationsh1ps have taken on increased
soc 1a1 s 19niflcance as a resul t of the efforts on t he part of
Blacks to achieve greater equality and civil rights in the sooiety.
The Priesthood Prohibition and Symbolic Dissonance
That the Mormon Churoh has an established prohibition against
Blacks holding the priesthood is a well-known fact, and a fact which
has been given lots of attention by Mormons and non-Mormons as
well as by Blacks and Whites. Dissonance, however, 1s clearly
evident with reference to the follow1ng aspects of that prohibition:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

How did the prohibition originate?
How Is the prohibition justified or validated by those who
accept it'
Has the prohibItion been ~stemattcally enforced throughout
church history'
.
Is the prohibition a matter of dogma or doctrine or a matter ot
administrative policy?
Is the existence ot the prohibition a factor whioh influences
more secular behavior--i.e. either increasing the 11klihood or
decreasing the llklihood or having no influence'

We will look at each of these aspects. However, before doing
so itis important to recognize that tbe existence of dissonance
per se, does not neoessarily lead directly to any dissonance-related
behavior. In a dissonance situation no one is completely satisfied
with the situation since In effect with reference to a given course
of a ctlon you are "damned if you do and damned if you don't. HI What
one does about dissonance then ts related to a oomplex configuration
of ISAS elements.
Dissonance and Ambiguity Concerning Origin
The oontemporary official explanation of where the prohibition
came from boils down to "God is responsible." Exactly how God
acoomplished this is not specified, and what type ot validation or
justification should be associated with the interpretation is uncertain. For some ~o accept the God-responsibility interpretation
this alone 1s adequate. They are not ooncerned with any of the
related questions. The importance of symbols in human interaction
1s emphasized by the fact that apparently nowhere is anyth1ng
recorded as to how th1s partioular revelation or instruction from
God was believed to have been received. Yet, it is real to those who
real-ize it.
A letter signed by the two counselors of President David O.
McKay specified that the proh1bition had a supernatural origin.
It also indicated that the prohibition would most likely be removed
at some future time. However, uncertainty as to the precise meaning
of the letter exists. Is a letter signed by the two counselors in
the First Presidency but not by the President to be interpreted as
one signed by the one individual who is considered to be the
"prophet, seer and revelator?" A legitimate question seems to be
"Why d idn l t President McKay sign the letter?'"
The search for historical antecedents for the current position
1s productive of oonflicting data. The movement of Mormon settlers
into Missouri created the follOWing situation:
1.

Northerners ~rom states where the abolitionist movement was
atrong were interacting with southerners who were favorable to
slavery.

2.

Mormons who defined themselves as Godls "Chosen People" and thus
as having legitimate cla1m to the territory they were moving
lnto were interacting with earlier settlers who defined them as
new migrants moving into their (the southerner1a) territory,
and hence to be subject to the folkways, mores, and laws of the
host stet e.
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3.

Mormons who believed in close-knit, intimate oommunity relationships of hard working, thrifty and industrious individuals
were now 1nteractinr; with the "permanent party" or "establishment. 1t
with somewha.t dtffel·ent orientations.

4.

Mormons who were friendly to the Indians providing Indians with
a. positive meaning which related to their newly acquired
scriptures were interacting with old settlers who were Srongly
anti-Indian.

5.

Mormons who were preaching a brotherhood of all mankind were
interacting with the earlier settlers who were not willing to
cla.ssity Blacks as brothers or for that matter as being
completely human.

Behavior 1s relative to the interactants (I - A) and the symbols
or meaning introduced by each and the larger situation in which the
interaction takes place. The above configuration of elements then
could be interpreted as "conflict waiting to find a place to oc cur ,"
In the situation including these elements, the Church controlled
newspaper introduced a catalyst which turned out to be the spark
which ignited strong anti-Mormon demonstrations. The paper was The
Evening and the Morning Star, edited by W. E. Phelps. Whether
Phelps was speaking as an official representative of the Church is
an open question. That he ~was interpreted as being an official
ohurch spokesman by some is apparent. The newspaper items which
moved the Missouri anti-Mormons from a passive definition to an
active behavioral demonstration was the follOWing:
Slaves are real estate in this and other states, and wisdom
would dictate great care among the branches of the church of
Christ in the subject so long as we have no special rule 1n
the churoh, as to people of color, let prudence guide; and
while they, as well as we, are in the hands of a merciful God
we say, shun every appearance of evil.
To prevent any misunderstanding among the churches abroad,
respecting tree people of color, who may think of coming to
the western bounda~ies of Missouri, as members of the church
we quote the follOWing clauses from the laws of Mis~uri:
Sect. 4: ... no free negro or mulatto, other than a citizen of
some of the United States, shall come into or settle in this
state under any pretext whatsoever.
Sect. 5: If any person shall after the taking effect of this
act, bring into this state any free negro or mulatto, not
having in his possession a certificate of citizenship as
required by this act, he or she shall forfeit and pa.y, for
every person so brought in, the sum of five hundred dollors.
-'

"An open invitation to free blacks to migrate to Missouri" was
the interpretation given this article by many Missourians. Events
moved rapidly. An assembly was summoned at the courthouse. A
manifesto was drawn up calling for an immediate expulsion of Mormons:
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We therefore agree that after timely warning, and receiving
an adequate compensation for what little property they cannot
take with them; if they refuse to leave us in peace, as they
found us--we agree to use such means as may be sufficient to
remove them, and to that end we pledge to each other our
bodily powers, our lives, fortunes and sacred honors •••
(Brodie p. 132)
An extra was prepared by the paper which included the following:
Having learned with extreme regret that an article entitled
ItFree People of Color" in the last number of the star, has
been misunderstood, we feel in duty bound to state-tn this
Extra that our intention was not only to stop free people
of color from emigrating to this state, but to prevent them
from being admitted as members of the church.
Violent conflict developed. The printing office was destroyed.
The state and national officials were asked for help. A group
of Mormons, from out of the state marched into the state. The
outcome was the migration of Mormons from Missouri to Illinois.
Several elements are intermingled in this episode, including
slavery, freed slaves, church membership, and a whole complex
configuration of political-power elements. The episode is
preliminary to the priesthood prohibition, but apparently contained
nothing about the prohibition per see
Supernatural Origin Ambiguity
Mormons who investigate the factors involved are confronted
with conflicting elements, some of whioh are pro-prohibitionist and
some of which are anti-prohibitionist. Anti-prohibitionist elements
include the following scriptural statements:
2nd Nephi 26:33 - For God
children of man, and
unto the children of
unto him and partake
come unto him, black
Acts 10:34.

doeth that which is good among the
he doeth nothing save it be plain
men: and he lnviteth them all to come
of his goodness and he denieth none that
and white, bond and free, male and female.

God is no respector of persons.

D&C 93:38. Man was innocent upon ooming to earth, having been
redeemed from the fall of Adwm.
"Man will be punished for his own sins and not for Adam's transgression" is a widely quoted Mormon statement. The Pro-prohibitionists
may be ooncerned with reconoiling what may appear to be an inconsistency of God--a God believed to be consistent. Their trouble~ome
question is how would a God who proolaims equality in His sight
of Blacks and Whites, initiate a prohibition against the Blacks.
Further in an era of racial troubles why would not God provide some
clear-cut statement'
Joseph Smith's definitions or the Blacks evidence a olose
similarity to those of hia society, with no evidence of any
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particular religious significance being attached to them. His
views were already contained within 19th century Protestantism
in the Cain-Ham-Canan~ theory.
Brigham Young also accepted the Cain-Ram-Canaan theory. He
apparently made no mention about any premortal theories such as
tho~e endorsed by some church leaders following him.
Wilford
Woodruff was the first church president to mention the premortal
interpretation. However, he did not unite the two theories as
some modern writers do. He evidently saw a distinct difference
between them.
Pro-Prohibitionist elements--the Curse Interpretation. In its
most elementary form this vaiidation indicates that Blacks were
cursed by God and therefore man is justified 1n treating them in
an inferior manner. The curse was imposed because of some preearth-life behavior. The curse 1s related by some to the Genesis
account of Cain, who it is believed was punished because he killed
Abel. With reference to Cain, Joseph Fielding Smith, in The WaI
to Perfection (p. 101) says "not only was Cain called upon to
suffer, but because of his wickedness he became the father of an
inferior r-ac e ;" He indicated that the black skin of the Negro 1s
"emblematic of eternal darkness," and suggests that the spirits
in the pre-existence who were undecided or lion the fence lt about
following Christ were the ones who came to earth thru unfavorable
or black parentage.
Brigham Young also indicated that Cain had committed murder
and that God had placed a mark upon his posterity. However,
neither the Old Testament or the Pearl of Great Price account
provides 1nformation about a ucurse." It 1s indicated that a
"mark lt was placed upon Cain, but just what the mark was 1s not
specified." The Old Testament includes other accounts of curses.
The curse of blackness, however, 1s not related to any priesthood
prohibition.
B. H. Roberts (in Tanner & Tanner) is quoted as saying:
Only those, however, who Wickedly rebelled against God
were adjudged to deserve banishment from heaven, and become
the devil and his angels. Others there were, who may
not have rebelled against God, and yet were so indifferent
1n their support of the righteous cause of our Redeemer,
that they forfeited certain privileges and powers granted
to those who were more valiant for God and correct principles.
We have, I think, a demonstration of this in the seed of Man•••
I believe that race is the one through which it 1s ordained
those spirits that were not valiant in the great rebellion
in heaven should come; who through their indifference or
lack of integrity to righteousness rendered themselves
unworthy of the priesthood and its powers, and hence it is
withheld from them to this day.
Those who accept the curse interpretation may have difficulty
explatning how cain's posterity were punished for Cainls transgressions when they are also told that man shall be punished for
his own sins and not for Adams transgressions.
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Brigham Young made a strong pro-prohibition statement in a
territorial address on January 16, 1852, as recorded in the Journal
of Wilford Woodruff: '~~ •• any man having one drop of the seed ot
(CElin) ••• 1n him cannot hold the priesthood and it no other prophet
ever spake it before I will say it now in the name ot Jesus
Christ. 1t (Bush 1913:26)
David O. McKay, however, indicated ttl know o~ no scriptural
basts for denying the Priesthood to Negroes other than one verse
in the Book of Abraham (1:26 ••• " (Letter dated Nov. 3, 1947 in
Berrett, 1967:19).
Among those who accept the curse interpretation, one
interpretational component is rarely if ever oonsidered. Even if
God did in faat curse some particUlar individual or group, does
this then mean that those in the non-cursed category somehow have
an obligation to treat the out-group members in a negative manner~
Doas a God-curse have to be behaviorally translated into a
human-curse? In no case does the ncurse" scripture incorporate
a blueprint statement to humans about their treatment of those
oursed.
The Old Testament includes in~ormation on several ourses of
God upon humans. Humans seem to assume that they have some
obligation to do something about a God-curse.
Many seem to insist
that they engage in some negative out-group treatment or discrimination, without considering the question of just what a God-curse
means. It 1s possible that some use the God-curse to justify the
discr~ination they would engage in anyway.
The Cain-HaM-Canaan interpretation was a widely aocepted
Protestant interpretation. Mormons did not invent the theory.
Those who accepted it in essence borrowed it from the already
established churches.
Initial Definitions ot Joseph Smith
The visionary, change-oriented prophet of any new group is
involved in making changes, in establishing new perspective, new
insights. He has ,tsioril. His pronouncements may be writt~.
or they may not. It 1s not of great importance at that time
whether they are formally recorded, because he is there to answer
questions about whatever may be of concern to his disciples. On
the questions associated with the priesthood prohibition history
provides no evidence that any formal statements were made. In the
absence ot a formal statement, questions can be raised about the
status of any remembered (re-membered or re-constttuted) statements
by others. One might question whether any revelation was received,
sinoe none was apparently preserved. Whatever happened then can
be interpreted as being in a less-than-revelation category.
Let'. look, however, at what is known about Joseph Smith's
behavior and beliefs on this matter. First, he apparently knew
that Elijah Abel, a Black Mormon, did hold the priesthood.

1836 - Joseph Smith Maintained that no one should lnterfer with
slaves 1n opposition to the desires of their owners. Any slave
owner who joined the Church was expeoted to treat slaves kindly.
Further, slaves were accountable to God. (Lythgoe:330)
l5!~

Joseph Smith also accepted the "Canaan argument lt that slavery
was a divine institution which could not be changed by humans.
1832 - The Saints ~oved to Illinois which was a free state.
They now were living in quite a different situation than they did
1n Missouri.

1834 - Around this time, he began to informally advise others
that they should not ordain Negroes. As the initial instructions
were informal and as no supporting theological justification or
validation was developed, it may well be that the initial instructions were oriented toward the safety of church members in a proslavery state. The prohibition was precautionary rather than
theological or It r eve1a t 1. ona l . " If this is true (and it can't be
definitely proven as of now) then he established a policy whioh
later became re-defined as a dogma.
1842 - Priesthood prohibition was provided with some theological
justification from certain interpretations of the Pearl of Great
Price, whioh was published. This was more than 8 years aftAr the
practice was started, however.
1844 - Joseph Smith publically endorsed an abolitionist policy

wi th this e ndo r-aemerrt possibly refleoting his awareness that he was

or was going to become a potential oandidate for the U.S. Presidency.
He suggested that slavery should be abolished by 1850 and that the
U.S. government should pay for the slaves freed from money secured
trom the sale of public lands. Slavery he maintained was a social
evil which could and should be abolished.

1848 - Joseph Smith indlcated that Negroes have souls, and are
subject to salvation. He rurther endorsed a social-symbolic
deterministio position that the Negroes were whatever they were
because of soclal (including symbolic or meaning) factors. Thus
if Whites and Blacks were to exchange places each would behave
as the other does.
Brodie (1971, 2nd ed.) describes the reversal as follows:
Then 1n a oomplete reversal of his earlier stand he
advocated freeing the slaves •••• By now Joseph's attitude
toward the Negro had beoome so liberal ••• that he argued
with Orson Hyde that if the roles of Negro and white were
reversed the former would quickly assume the charactertsttcs
of the latter. The demagogic Hyde was not impressed, and
his oonviotion that the abolitionists were trying to make
vold the curse of God was never Wholly erased from Mormon
thinking, particularly since it could be reinforced by the
unfortunate antl-Negro sentiments in Joseph's Book of Abraham.
The Utah Church accepted the ideological fruits of Joseph's
earlier stand, which actually had been a political oompromise,
and rejected this more courageous about-face because it was
merely an utterance in a politioal campaign.
Black Priesthood Holders.
the priesthood:

The following are Blacks who held

1.

2.

Abe~,

a free Black, was baptized in September, 1832
1836 he was
ordained to the Priesthood. (Taggart) On April 4, 1832,
he~s ordained a member of the Seventy.

Elijah

by Ez1ekel Roberts, a Mormon missionary, and 1n

In a letter sent to Brigham Young by L. Appleby it is stated
that Walker Lewis, a barber residing 1n New York state was
ordained an elder by William Smith. (Taggart)

While IOseph S.~h was aware of the Abel ordination, it was
not until he was questioned about the propriety thereof that he
made a def1nite stand. (William E. Berrett, "The Church and the
Negrolt People" supplement to John J. Stewart, Mormonism and the
Negro, pp. 8-10)

Green and Coltrin 8S'lSOde. In 1834, Joseph Smith was approached
by two church members, reen and Coltrin, to settle an argument
about the priesthood prohibition. He knew that admitting Negroes
to full fellowshlp; partioularly in the South, or even worse,
having them given leadershlp positions, could be disastrous for
the safety of the southern church members. Apparently, Joseph
Smith did not teel it necessary to make hls statement to Green and
Coltrin a matter of official policy.
Other occasions on whioh members approached Joseph Smith for
advice on what to do are also recorded. That none of them knew
what to do wlthout first oonsulting the president lndicates that
there was no general oonsensus or policy at least a8 late as 1838.
Dissonanoe
There is then conflicting and contradictory evidence about
the priesthood prohibition. One component concerns whether the
prohibition 1s a matter of theological doctrine or a matter of
admin1stra~1ve policy.
The importance of labels (symbols) ls
very evident here. If the prohibition 1s defined as church
polley, the prohibition can be prohibited by a policy decision of
the governing individual or body, that the policy has been changed.
If the prohibt tion 1s labeled "dootrine" or "dogma" or in Mormon
terms as a "'thus-sal th-the-Lord tt prohibition then, by estab 11shed
pr-ocedur-e s , changes therein require another "thus-saith-the Lord"
statement. Man can change the one but not the other.
McMurrln (1970) has been s>mewhat of a spokesman for the
"pol1cy" position. He suggested 1n 1970 that President David O.
McKay as early as 1954 said that "there 1s no doctrine in this
church and there never was a dootrine 1n this church to the effect
that the Negroes are under any kind of divine curse •••• As a matter
of tact, there is no doctrine 1n th1s church whatever that pertains
to the Negroes • It"
Change Prooedures. If one starts with the premise that the
priesthood prOhibition 1s a God-1nitiated phenomenon, change can
be introduced only a God. The change will come when God 1s rea.dy
for it to come. However, this c an be ooupled, if one wanta to,
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with the related premise that God will remove the prohibition when
man is ready for it and that man has to do something about it. A
typical result of this approach 1s to believe and walt. Be true to
what you believe God has said, and wait for h~ to change it.
If one starts with the premlse that the prohibition is a matter
of man-made policy. then change can be introduced by man. Those
who make policy decisions must change the policy. It 1s man's
responsibility, not God's. No revelation 1s needed for this type
ot change.
Some Contemporary Questions
Much of the literature and spoken words about Mormons and
Blacks starts with the unquestioned assumption that there 1s a
clear meaning to the words "Black" or "Negro", which permits one
to clearly differentiate between Blacks and Whites. Anthropological
evidence, however, sharply questions this assumption. There is
strong reason to doubt whether many people today could be accurately
classified as "pure Black" or "pure White." Most poeple are a
mixture of racial types. "Human raoe" is a much more meaningful
term than either "Black race" or "Whlte race tt •
It may very well be, then, in terms of biological classifications,
that there are individuals today defined as "Whlte priesthood
holders" who in reali ty are ''WhIte-Black priesthood holders. tt
In a society which contains many types of mIxtures, a meaningful
questIon 1s how much "Black blood'" makes the individual "Bla.ck"?
A related question. of course, is how much "Whlte b'Lood"' makes an
individual \\Tb.ite?· If "one droptt of "Black blood" makes an individual
Black, can't the same line of reasoning be used to oonclude that
"one drop" of White blood makes an individual White. Further,
there 1s the underlying question of what difference does blood
make anyway? There really is no such thing as Black or Whi te blood.
Is ma or concern with Race or Authorit? The soctology of
rellg on ma as one aware 0
e po en a problems of bureaucratizatlon or a church group. The small sect group is only loosely
organized, whereas the denomination 1s highly structured, offioered
or bureaucratized. Being so permits the development of types of
problems which would otherwise be unlIkely to develop. In a
denomination a power structure is created whloh requires structure
maintenanoe If the group is to persist and the bureaucracy is to
function. Power prerogatives can be jealously guarded and protected
with both physlcal and symbolic boundaries, roadblocks, gateways,
passwords, or with symbolic locks and keys.
Churoh members then can become concerned with or dedicated to
(1) obedience within the established power structure and (2)
anxiously engaged 1n a good cause. such as establishing a brotherhood
or familyhood of all humans. However, given the right ISAS
oombination the.e two goals can work at oross purposes. Individual
members oan be oross-pressured.
With reference to the priesthood prohibition. specifically,
this means that church members may 1ndividually oppose Blacks being
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given the priesthood not because of any raoial factors per se, but
rather because they feel that they must defend their leaders and
indirectly their God. ~o pUbllcally (and for some privately)
oppose the priesthood pI-ohibitlon is seen as not supporting those
in authority over them. Particularly for Mormon with a ritualistic
orientation this may be of major importance.
The same pattern exists with reference to the Roman Catholic
birth control prohibition. To the obedience-oriented Catholic
to endorse birth control is tantamount to declaring that the Pope
made an error. One way to solve the problemB is to redefine the
prohibition as not being in the infallible category--it 1s a
matter ot churoh policy not dogma. The same solution 1a open to
the Mormons and their priesthood prohibition.
8pillover into Secular Behavior?
Does the existenoe of the priesthood prohibition have any
relationship to non-religious, secular behavior? This is the question
to which we now turn attention. In this area there 1s research
trom which we can begin to establish an answer.
Mauss (1966) in a stUdy of members of three Mormon wards in the
San francisco Bay Area, secured what he considered to be measures of
the secular (as contrasted with religious) attitudes toward Blacks.
He found no systematic differenoes in suoh definitions between
Mormons themselves or between orthodox and unorthodox Mormons. In
most of their responses, MOI'Dlons resembled the "mOderate denominat1cns"
(such as Episcopalian, Congregational, and Presbyterian) rather than
the fundamentalist sects. The Mormons did differ among themselves
1n their definitions but the differences did not seem to be related
80 much between the orthodox· altd· unorthodox. ··br aott. .·and inactive,
as be1;. . en~\he .aUltlfteli and uneducated'l 1iha~·. .nual and the professional,
the old and the young, or the rural and urban, as in any denomination,
Especially strong as prediotors of Mormon race definitions were
urbanism, education and oocupation. This ha~onizes with other
studies of other groups whioh found that sooio-economic status was
an tmportant determinant of definitions or minority groups.
Mauss
religious
religious
From the

expressed a concern with havIng conclusions that
definitions have a direct influence upon secular or nondefinitions supported by research rather than just assumed.
basts ot theory alone, either a relationship or a
mon_reiaB~6n8h1p
. Gould be supported. Any existing pattern or
relationship would be relative to the larger ISAS configuration.

In an analysis of various factors related to the LDS priesthood
prohibition, Mauss (1967) presents his oonclusions that (1) the
actual authoritative doctrine on the "Negro question" is extremely
parsimonious, although it is not entirely without biblical preoedent,;
and it 1s not too diffioult to accept if it is linked cautiously with
the doctrine ot pre-existence, (2) although there are scriptural
references to the war in heaven, to the curse and mark on Cain,
to the curse on Canaan, and to the blackness of Cain's descendants,
there 1s no scriptural warrant for linking any of these to a denial
of the prlisthood; and (3) none of this has anything to do with
the civil rights lssue until it can be demonstrated (and not just
inferred) that the Church's internal ecclesiastioal policy carries
over, in the form. of civil bigotry into the secular behavior of Mormons.
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Mauss continues his discussion by emphasizing that no reasons
have been given in any scriptures, anctent or modern, for this
prohibition; the official stance of the ohurch leaders has been
stmplythat the Lord has so decreed and that no ohange oan take
place in this polioy until He decrees otherwise. Mormons simply do
not have information as to why suoh a proscription exists.
Interpretations involving punishments merited for performance in
the pre-existence as a fonm of explanation cannot be defended.
Mauss further suggests t hat interpretations by chur-ch members and
leaders in relation to scriptural precedent are noted as being
entirely extra-soriptural and extra-doctrinal. In addition, and
in relation to such interpretations, Mauss indicates that there
is the lack of scriptural evidenoe as a source of substantiation
for assuming that anything Hwm or Cain did was involved in the
denial of the priesthood.
Douglas and Mauss (1968) using an anonymous questionnaire mailed
to a modified random sample of residents of Logan, Utah, and its
environs studied the relationships between three variables and
definitions of Negroes and other ethnio groups. One variable was
religious affiliation and belief in the LDS Church doctrine and
policy about Blacks. The other variables were secular: (1) degree
of presumptive secularization and (2) degree of childhood exposure
to Negroes. The results of this study are somewhat at variance
with those of the 1966 Mauss study, Which, as has been indicated,
found that such secularizing factors as education and urban origin
intervened to reduoe or eliminate the differences between orthodox
Mormons and others. This study found that secular factors seemed
to have no effect, for the differences between strongly believing
Mormons and others remained great at all levels of the "scale of
Presumptive Seculariza tion. ",
The above study identified another important secular determinant
of racial attitudes--the degree of ohildhood exposure to Blacks.
This factor had the same kind of effect in the Logan study that
education and urban origin had in the California study, which was
virtually to eliminate religious factors as explanations of the
differenoes between Mormons and non-Mormons in their attitudes
toward ethnic minority groups. Such a finding harmonizes with
other studies which have examined exposure to Blacks as a depressant
of ethnic prejudice.
A small bit of evldence on the prejudice oomponent comes from
a stUdy by Fairbanks and Hough (1973) involving the heads-ofhousehold in a large six-city survey project, inclUding Columbus,
Ohio, (N=375), Linton, Ind1ana (N=298), Phoenix, Arizona (N=686),
Yuma, Arizona (N=375), and Safford, Arizona (N=306). The researchers
ooncluded that while it was clear that the Mormons were no
different from other religious groups 1n conventional morality and
punitiveness, they were more prejudiced.
Brewer (1970) undertook researoh to explore the relationship
between religious and secular definitions, checking to see whether
individuals who subscribe to a restrictive church racial policy
also tended to acoept restrictive race definitions 1n non-church
matters. He studied from the state of Utah, ~overnment elites,
Mormon Church elites (ttdectsion making elites') and other religious
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tnfluentials, academic tnfluentials, professional influentials
(physicians and lawyers).
His hypotheses are as follows:
Hypothesis 1: Leaders who express conservative perspectives
regarding LDS Church Negro policy will also tend to express
conservative perspective regarding civil rights legislation
in Utah
Hypothesis 2: Leaders who express oonservative ractal
perspectives of either kInd (religious or secular) will tend
to express the view that the LDS Church Negro policy has
little or no etrect upon race relations 1n civil life.
HYpothesis 3: Mormon Church decis1on-makers will tend to
express more conservative perspectives concerning the .orms
they control (Mormon I~hurch Negro Policy) than will Utah
governmental decision-makers regarding the norms they
control (potential civil rights law)
The findings indicate that for the group Brewer studied there
was a rel&blon between secular and religious perspeotives. The
findings then were contradictory to those found by Mauss. Mauss
however dealt with ward members not with elites. Neither finding
then actually oontradicts the other.
Brewer also found that among the individuals studied, excluding
the Mormon Churoh leaders, that there was no significant relationShip between age and attitude toward churoh policy. Younger leader,
however, were signifioantly more favorable to oivil rights legislation than were the older leaders.
With reference to both secular and religious racial definitions
among the respondents excluding the Mormon Church leaders, the
non-Mormons tended to be more liberal but the differences were not
statistically significant.
The racial perspectives of the Mormon Church leaders were most
conservative, while those of academic and nG~-Mormon church leaders
were most liberal.
I

Brewers results can be summarized as rollows:
1.

There was a positive relationship between being favorable toward
civil rights and being favorable toward liberalizing church policy.

2.

GQv••nment decision makers tend to express more liberal views
than Mormon Church decision makers.

3.

Influential leaders perceive government decision makers as'
more aocessible than Mormon Church deoision makers.

4.

The state of Utah has been noticeably slow in passing civil
rights legislation, in oomparison with the rest of the society.

Researoh by Johnson and Bunker (1915) provides some addition
data involving a different dimension. Using respondents from
one high sohool and one college in utah and two high schools and
two colleges in California, with 616 students being involved, they
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measured tolerance and intolerance toward Negroes, American Indians,
and/or Mexican AmeriCAns, utilizing questions about compensatory
education, involving stated willingness to create or use compensatory
education programs for minority group students. ThUS, a somewhat
indirect measure of prejudice was involved.
Those responding ev i denced a general tolerance toward compensatory education for the minority groups used in the study. Attitudes
toward culturally disadvantaged whites and American Indians were
not significa.ntly different. Neither were attitudes toward Negroes
and Mexican Americans. However, each of these combinations of
two groups were significantly different, evidencing more favorabili~
toward culturally disadvantaged whites and Amerioan Indians than
toward the others.
There were however no s t gn i r t cant; Mormon-non-Norrlon differences.
Since Mormons provide a strong endorsement for education in general
this finding may suggest that this positive evaluation is generally
extended to others as well. However, the finding does suggest that
the "spillover'" from the priesthood prohibition to other aspects
of behavior may not be extensive if it does in fact exist. It
appears that Mormon minority prejudices may be more closely related
to societal factors (societal religion) than to strictly Mormon
Church factors.
Johnson and Bunker (PP. 81-82) oaution that 1t • • • the results
neither rule out the possibility that proscriptions against giving
Negroes the priesthood decreases tolerance, nor that the doctrine
of Semitic identification as applied to Indians and Mexican
Americans increases tolerance. It is possible that other determinants of tolerance/intolerance are simply attenuatlng the effects of
the above tenets." They continue
It is noteworthy that not only were Mormons different from
non-Mormons with respect to religious preference but they
also c~e from different geographical areas of the country.
The Mauss (1970) study indicated that Utah Mormons tend to
be less tolerant than California Mormons. It may be that,
had geographical location been controlled for, Mormons as
compared to others tn the general population may have been
more tolerant of the ethnio groups used 1n this work.
New Zealand Mormons
Behavior is relative to the situation and the audience. Mol's
stUdy of religion and race in New Zealand documents this point
with reference to the Mormons. From his study he conoluded that
among the religious gr-cups of New Zealand, the Mormons were the
most suocessful of all major groups in implementation of a policy
of raoial integration. The integration involved the dark skinned
Maori people, not Negroes.
Mol's analysis of the successful integration emphasized the
follOWing points, with his major point being that the relative
increase in Mormon membership could be traced partly to its functional
social organization. The church, he said, has a system of checks
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and balances for its membership. It's requirements of tithing,
church-going, abstinence of stimulants are commensurate to what it
supplies its members: ~dlonging to a cohesive group, where equality
is practiced, where performances are rewarded, where non-conformity
is visible and checked (visitation) and where recreation 1s well
provided. The whole system 1s then tightened by the institutional
dEldlcation and example of non-salaried missionaries and the
insistence on Christian love as the integrating element.
Because of its essential non-Maoriness, it was thought that the
Mormons would have a large turnover of membership. However, this
was not found to be true. It appears that the demands have a
negative affect on the accretion 0 f new members, rather than the
withdrawal of old ones. The temptation to slacken the demands 1s
reststed for doctrinal reasons. It it were not, a temporary
advantage of increased membership would soon be offset by the long
run disadvantage of amorphism, which appears to be the prime problem
of almost all Protestant denominations in general and of the
Anglican Church in particular.
On a much smaller scale the integration of students from many
different racial groups into the program of the Polynesian Culture
Center associated with the Brigham Young Unlversity--Hawaii program
also provides an illustration the how the Mormon Churoh has been
able to help those with different biological characteristics work
together in harmony and famllyhood.
The New Zealand experience underscores a basic fact of human
behavior. It 1s not the color of the skin per se (or any other
biological factor, for that matter) which determines behavior,
or deti~rmines what people do about that faotor. The behavior of
any individual whioh takes biological factors into account is in
response to the meaning of those factors, not the factors per see
Meaning is sooially constructed and henoe inherently changeable.
Blackness or whiteness can be defined in many different ways.
Black Mormons
The New York Times, on April 6, 1972 included an article
on the Genesis Group, which is an organization of Black Mormons.
The group has a group presidency and officers and teachers who
are Black. The Genesis Group was first discussed in an official
churoh publication in June, 1974. (Hartley 1974:46-50). Exactly
how many Blacks are Mormons is unknown.
Every individual has many different identities. Each belongs
to different groups. Black Mormons are categorized in the two
categories included in that name. What apparently happens is
that for these Mormons the Mormon identity is given greater saliency
than the racial identity. In some neutralizing process the
disorimination taking into account a biological/racial factor is
outweighed by the religious factor. As is true of anyone identity,
it 1s sociologically unrealist1c that the same factor would be
weighted or evaluated identically by all who share it. Humans
are not one-identity be1ngs.
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CHAPT~~R

S t:~VENT-,~EN

MORMON MARRIAGE PAT'l'rnNS
Introduction
A major' concern of the Mormon Church and the Momon individual is the
Mormon family. These three units might be considered as the L.D.S. "earthly
t rinity. " There is such a complex and necessary interrelationship between
these three that you can't have one without the other, or at least you
typic!' lly would not find one without the others.
The LDS Church defines the family as the most import8nt aspect of the
church, and says that if there should be a conflict between the fami'ly and the
church, the fami ly obligations should be given preference. It is unlikely th·"lt
thore who accept this premise would ever visualize such a conflict situation,
especially since the family is asked to follow the teachings of the church
and to ob~ divine injunctions.
In answering the question "who am I?" the Monnon typically, as a part
of the answer, locates himself in a family frflJlle which he sees extending fa.r
i.nto the past and projecting far into the future. The Mormon encour-ag ment to
engage in genealogy work in effect facilitAtes the indivi.dual to locate him~'elf
in a broader extended family context. The individual may anticipate thAt future
generations will be concerned with his identity as a part of the "faml 1y tree"
and believe that his name will be included upon many future family group sheets.
It would be ha rd to be an active Mormon and not identify oneself within an
extended family frA.me.
Mormon be1ieIJ that high awards and rewards (such as bei.ng in the Cel,:>sti.al
I.gree) in the afterlife are a Joint husband-wif'e acccmp' ishment focus attention
upon and provide legitimation for family behavior.
Mormons are encour-aged to
a ttend church as a family and further to sit in the congregation as a family.
The family is a frequent top ic for e ermons , Mormon leaders frequent ly defi ne
themselves as having expect knowledge about family behavior and as having
expertize in helping others (and self) work out family problems. Family home
evening is a major concern of the church.
Family Modeling
Members of the Mormon Church are provided with leAders at all levels who
a re seen as authorities in ecclesiastica.l matters. However-, the personal,
fRmi ly behavior of these leaders is also used as a model which the general
membership believes they should follow. Stories told in meetings fre('luently reltlte
in gre~t detail the family behavior of church members. Presjdent David O.
McJC~y has fref"uently been used as a model or ide,gl husband.
Lnddv idua Ls who occupy the high-level "')Osi tions are alrnost, alw.qys them"elves
mar-r-Ied, When the wife of a genera.l authority dies, he is usually expect-ed to

remarry. The unmarried, divorced or separated individual is usually not c~lled
to a major administrative position.
This contrasts with the situation found in
some other churches in which the leaders are typically celibate. The personHl
beh~vior of such leaders then cannot be used by members as a model for their
own family behavior.
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In the Mormon Church as Bean (1973) points out, the leaders are almost
all married and have a higher-than-average fertility rate. In the Catholic
Church the leaders are unm~~ried and have no fertility rate. Research could
explore which of the two groups most clo~ely follows the advice of their
Leader-s on marital matters.
Ritualistic Family SUpports
Formal religious rituals in the LDS Church provide support and reinforcement
for getting married and having chiJdren. The~e include the ritualistic na.ming
of the child in a public ceremony. Such a process emphasizes the fami 1.y, and
in effp.ct incorporates the infant's name (the symbolic person) securely within
the name or the svmbo.Ls of the family group and the church group. In ef'f'ect, the
name' is jointly introduced into the fpJIlily and the church, which in turn
may serve to weld together the church and the family. To function as a member of
a family, spour e, parent and, child each has to be symbolically adopted and
converted. The individual has to be convinced (to real-ize) that he/she is a
f::tmi1y member. Mormons have many validating-converting mechamisms. In a sense
the nand.ng ritual can be viewed as the forma.l "adoption ceremony." The ritual
may include a statement to the effect that the name which is given the chi Id
is the name by which the person will be known upon the records of the church.
Certifieotp-s which certify that the name was given, are to church members
important identity documents which are accumulated on each child. While
officiAl church records are maintained, the original signed certjficate if
maintained within the family, and a file of such documents is accumulated over
the yea.rs, as the child is named, confirmed a. member of the church, gr-aduat es from
Primrlry, enters the Prie~thood and progresses thru the established l'O--itions
(De~con, Teacher, Priest, Elder, Seventy, High Priest, possibJy Bisho~) and
m:-.:rried. One csn easl Iy char-t or re-present his changes by reviewing his church
records. The fact and act of hav i ng written document-s about oneself s erves to
sol'dify for the one named therein the identity "symboled" there. Hnv ing wr·;tten
r ecor-ds of past event-s is quite different from re-membering them. "Out of the
books ye sh.qll be Judged" has different implications than "out of remembered
events ye shall be ,judged."
The fa.ct that these rituals typically take place within a "religious
space" as a part of a "religjous ri.tual" serves to integrate the family beh~vior
into the larger configuration of behavior considered to be religious behavior.
The spon~oring of the Family Home Evening as an official prop,ram of the Church
and cont:nuous efforts to check up on members to see if the Family Home Evening
is in fact being held also focus attention upon the famil.y and family behavior
as a part of the larger phenomenon called "religious beh;:J.vior."
Official and Unoffjcial Sanctioning
Various sanctioning technics a nd dev ices Ar-e utilized which encour-age
conformity to what is beljeved to be official church standarrls. Families
believed to exemplify the ~tandards are discussed or referred to in sermons.
In the process of bearing testimony in the monthly Fast Meet i ng, ward families
believed to exemplify spec ific f-itandards may be identi fi ed by name and may be
thanked for what they have done, or how they have behaved.
Leaders and other speakers, freouent] y Lncor-por-at.e wi thin their formal
presentations, statement as to how appreciative they are of the support and
help provided by family members, especially the wife. Public proclamations of
love of wife are frequently made. Such statement- incorpor~te a "thanks"
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component and endorsement of the status quo and an implied expectation that the
behavior patterns will continue in the future.

----:

Teams of two male members each, functioLing in the name of the priesthood
are expect-ed to visit the home of each waJti family, with :-imilar visit~ a Lso
being made by a team of two female members functioning as members of the ward
Relief Society.
The discussions involved are expected to nrovide both PO~itive
and negative sanctions for the behavior of the famiJy members. The fact thRt
t he "church" (or at Least, those functioning in the name of the church) phvs i.cs LIv
comes to the home, provides reinforcement for the symbolic ties the church is
attempting to create and reinforce.
Some Research on Family Inter:1.ction
In 1949, Hardy studied 162 adults in Sa.It Lake City. He found that there
was a positive relationship between respondents attitude toward the church and
re~pondent perception of the attitude of father, mother and spou~e.
The strongest
relAtion~hip was between respondent and spouse.
In 1959 Whiting and D'Andrade studied child rep-ring prpctices among thrp.e
culturA.lly divergent communities in southwestern U.S. One item studied was
whether nursing inf~nts slept in the parenta.l bed. The Mormon eva Iur-t.t.ons wpre
d~stirctive in thf.tt they reported believing that it was good to sleep with the
infant, and to do so even though there was adeouat e space for the baby to have
his own crIb.
In 1968, Sellars studied eight Ut~~h communities focusing upon rel ;gion and
alienation as they related to participation in a statewide immunization program.
It was found that Mormon mothers had their children immunized at a higher rate
than non-Mormon mothers. When socioeconomic ~tatus (SES) and education were
held constant the differences persisted only in the lower SES and low education
group. It was also found that Mormon mothers were lower in alienation than
non-Mormon mothers. However, in the lower SES and education groups there were
no significant differences. When alienation was held constant, there was a
significant difference between Mormon and non-Mormon mothers' immunization rates
in both the high and low alienation groups.
The Non-Married
The strong emphasis upon marriage, has contributed to evalu~ti.ons of those
in the'non-married category of second-class members. Recognition of this is
reflected in the efforts of the Church during the 1970s to est~ hlish pror:r!1ms
within the church oriented specifically for non-married members.
Power Structure of the Family
Beh~vior of a spou;e is in respamse to symbols, relAtive to the aUdience(~)
and the ai.t.uat ton, What happens in any given fa.mily <-tems more from the combfnat.ion
of elements involved than from whether anyone element conforms to some abstract
sta.ndard.

Wise and Carter (1965) studied the manner in which two gener-tions of LDS
women def'! ned "homemaker," with their sample including 1)2 young marr-Led women
in Weber County, tJta,h in 1960 and 84 of their mothers. They utilized a. role
concention inventory. They hynothesized th~t th~ would discover no signific~nt
trend away from the traditional toward the contempora.ry role for women. The
h;'fT'othesis was conf'Lrmed ,
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Some signific3.nt differences were found between mothers' ::lnd daurhters'
s t at.ement such as "I think an educs t Lon like my husband! s would help me to
be ,3, better wife and mother 11 which was qffirmed by 26.2% of the mothers,
comoar-ed with 40.0% of the daught er-r., A greater difference occurred between
the educat i.on of the husband and wife in the mother group with 61.0% of the
wives hnving f~ni~hed high school as compared with 41% of the husbands. An
equal number of college gr-sduat es a ppeared in this group. Since the wives in
this group had more education than their husbands, they 'WOuld not be expected
to de~ire to lower their educ~tional level in order to have an education like
their husbands. On the other hand, educ-t Ion in the daughters group WR.S
more nearly similar for husbands and wives, with fewer than 5 per cent of the
hu sbands hav ing more education :It the college and graduate levels. Thus, it
!'l nrH~~rR th~t there would be more challenge to the wives in the daughter zr-ouo
to hgve an education more like their husbRnds.
The gre~te~t difference between mothprs' a.nd d:;lu~hters' responses to
tr'- r. it.Lon» 1 items in the inventory occurred for the statement, "I think it
s houln be my duty as a wife to do practically all the housework." This w'~ s
checked as applicable to 83.0% of the daughters and 66.0% of the mothers. App~rently,
daught-er-s at this point in their lives are inclined to feel more traditional
than their mothers. The attitude could be the result of their st~ge of family
life development.
Support was found for the hypothesis that in cert9.in behRviors the expressed
attitudes of women and their actual traditional or contemporary role definitions
would not be in agreement. A large number of married women were employed in
op~osition to their traditional responses on the invento~.
Wise nnd Carter conclude that women in this narticular culture are p:1rticipating as "provider" in the move to fa.ctory and office but are evidently
not rea.dy to define their role accordingly. In this respect the beh~vior somewhf1t
pArR.llels or has a s1mil~r characteristic of sexual behavior in which the
percent engaging in premarital coitus 1s gre~ter than the percent indicating
approval thereof, as will be brought out in a subsequent chapter. The
disson~nce in each case ha~ to be worked out somehow by those involved.
Differences between th~ two generations with regard to child discipline,
spanking, etc. were found to be slight. There was a decrease of 21.0% in
pa rtic ipation in fami ly prayer from the parental f'amd.Ld e« of the husbands
to the subjects' fami1i.es and a decrease of 9.0% from the wives' parentRl families.
Mothers of the older generation were found to be more ardent in their church
parti.cipation and orthodoxy.
In both gAner~tions there was more of a. tendency for the husband to assume
a conciliatory role than for the wives. In matters of par-ent-..child con f"l i ct ,
the renlies Lndf.cat e th~t there was a slightly gr-eat er- tendency tow''lrd Leniency
and democr-at.Lc Int.er-act ion than in t he parental froni1Les ,
There seemed to be little indication from the results of this study th~t
any consistent father-controlled, dictatorial type of authority p:'3ttern ex~sted
in the families studied to a gre1ter extent than in the non-Monnonfami lies
renorted by other investig~tors.
As to whether there has been an increase or decrease in the exercise
of patriarchal authority from one generation to the other, the evidence of
the Wise-Carter study suggests that in general there has been a. decrease, but
probably not to the extent reflected by the American society in general.
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the Mormon Church, these authors suggest, the patriarchal pattern has become
inc,titutional pattern and has survived as a religious concept. Howover-,
the trqnsl!:ltlon to da i.Iy family living, it has been adapted and modified
meet, the needs of the tami ly in a changing society.

Chrir;topherson (1956) did research on this power que'tion, anklnp. the
question of whether patriarchal authority in the Church 1'~ mor-e 1y a t tme-worn
theological concept, or whether as a result of theologica.l motivation, it has
withstood by modification or circumvention, the societal forces of the last
century, and has remained an operational concept. He studied sixty-one
Monnon families chosen at random from within a twenty-mile rad Ius of g.,lt Lake
City. He secured data on the concepts of patriarchal authority held by the
respondents and secondly upon the exer-cl-.e of patriarchal authority in da l 1y
living on the part of the subjects and their parents.
The study finding~ sug~est that patriarchal authority is still considered
to be very much a part of family life of these respondents. Of the husbands
93.9% and 73.0% of the wives agreed that the husband is the head of the family
in both religious and non-religious matters. At the same time, 77.0% of the
husbands and 93.0% of the wives were of the OPinion that the husbands authority
operates chiefly in matters pertaining to religion. Religion seems to be the
special area for the exercise of patriarchal authority. Some other structure
obtains for the remainder of family behavi.or. This harmonizes with the 'Prerni~e
that it is the prie~thood which is the foundation of the power structure and
the prie~thood is an exclusive male phenomenon. It is believed, however, th~t
the woman can shRre 1n the blessings of the priesthood by marrying a man upon
whom the prie~thood has been conferred.
The belief tha,t patriarchal authority is as necessary now as in former times
was accepted by 7B.O% of the re'~pondent("", while 81.'% indic~ted that the Mormon
f!:lther h> s duties and obligqtion3 to his fAmi ly that are different from those
of the non-~nnon such as providing for the reI igious educat-Ion of the chil dr-en,
The belief that their concept of patriarchal authority was due to r-el.Lg ious
te~chings was endorsed by 83.0% of the r-espondent> and 16.0% attri.buted their
c ovcept.s to parenta.l influence.
With reference to discipline, recreation, general family decisions,
financial matters, and religion, Christopherson indicated that the resnondent~
endor~ed the belief that patriarchal authority played an importA.nt role in at
least several of these areas. However, many of those involved made comments
that patriarchal authority was more of an unseen force or presence, sanctioning,
for the most part, the shared control of family policies and functions.
The interviewer noted a curious discrepancy between the concept of
patriarchal authority and its exercise. In 17 in~tance~, he renorted that the
woman would ,just finish expressing a point of view to the effect that in her
family the husband was regarded as the ultimate seat of recourse and then in
a lmost, the same breath, would interrupt her husband to correct him with an air
of finality with regard to a point of church doctrine. There seemed reflectrd
a curiouc; compartmentalization of concept rf.!Tlote from any conscious awareness
of paradox with respect to the appli.cation of patriarchal authority.
There seemed to be greater evidence of more pslrticiN1ti.on by the husb-mds
in the sample than in the pr-evi ous generation with regards to routine household
ma.tters. In re~pon~e to areas such as feedi.ng the children, cleanliness of the
children, sickness of children, etc. the response~ indicated a greater degree
of responsibility and participation on the part of the husbands of the pre~ent
generation than in the parental families of the previous generation.
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The Dyer-Quinn (1975) re~erlrch concerning the manner in which the
bishops and stake presidents interpreted their behavior which was
compared with the interpret cions of such behavior by those with whom they
worked at the office, at church and at home, found that at home these f~thers
tended to interpret their behavior as being less Participatory or democratic
than the spouses and children perceived that behavior.
The authors point out
thqt family members were cautious in what they told the father-husband. However,
they indic~ted that they got plenty of feedback and that they had some influence
in the relation;,hip.
particip~ting

One way of interpreting this finding is that the male prie~thood holders
their behavior as being more patriarchal than did the other family members.
It annear-s thA.t those who think they shoul.d behave in a patriarchal manner
tend to view their actual behavior as being patriarchal even when the
"".g.triarchalne~s" of the beh~vior has been reduced.
What we might csL'L
"minimum patri~rchalness" i8 labeled Ju'~t patria.rcha 19nd thus in the same
c::ttegory a.s "maxi.mum pa.triarchalness."

s~w

What we might call the "expected patriarchal syndrome" seems to be refl.ectod
in the hypotheses which Kunz reported for his research.
He h~othe~ized that
Mormon families would tend to be directive and have independence expectations
for their children to a higher degree than non-Bormona, Findings re.i ected his
e xpect.st.Lons , It may be that Mormons expect other Mormons to be more patri archalauthoritariR.n than they a.re, and the Mormon male~ expect themselves to be, rind
experience their own behavior as being more patriarchal-authoritarian than it is.
La.bels can be maintained even when the related behavior changes.
Working Wives
P'ami.1y behavlor- is influenced by out-of-the-f3mily experiences in the world
of work. The occupation or profession of the "bread winner" including such
things as financial returns, time involvement, interaction with co-workers, and
many other factors is involved. An ipl 'ort~nt component is whAther the wive is
involved in bread winning activities out of the home and how this influences
her bread making and related activities at home. Church influences ma.y nrovi de
cross pressures in this area. Etlucg,tion is positively evaluated, as is nrovid i.ng
adequately for family, and stories are told of hard working widows (it is
always a widow, not a married wallan) who work long hard hours to put a child
thru college. Parent~ receive positive inforcement for the secular successes
of their children.
On the other hand, Mormons are al~o told that ~ucce1)S in the home is of
greAter importance than success out of the home, and that doing without seculareconomic things does not justify doi.ng without the mother in the home. The
.!lfterlife rewprd5 of fem~leC) are viewed A.S being relgted to mother-wife activi.tt~R
rather than economic-professi.onal achievement~. The succe~s of the J.~~der~ of
the Relief SOC! ety and the Pr imar-y A'~soc i~ t ion, however, ar-e given pos ' ti ve
ev.etlll~tion, and the church recommend~tion that members be activeJy involved in
their community aff~ir~ is not restricted to males.

Resparch reported in the cbapt.cr on economic mat t-r s , Lndfcst.es th:-.t a
sizeable percent of Mormon female:) are in the working force and th!:lt the nef'1~tjve
evaluation of such work by the Church has remained convt.ant , As has been
suggested, this is a high conflict pot ent Lvl. area.
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Parf1nt-child relatiOTi~hips are of concern for the church and the fami 1 y
aljke.
While the family organizatlon is seen as ideally being patriarchnl,
there is encouragement to hold family councils in which the children have ~n
opportunity to make meaningful input. The parents involved may be abl,e to
sincerely accept the fact that children may have different interpret.,tions
and values than do the par-ent.s, and to work out some conf'Lgur- tion of elements
so that all members can have their input given serious attention. other par-ent,s
m~lY see the famiJy council not as a mechanism by which the chi 'l dr-on can be heard,
but rather as an effective psychological technic by which parents can get the
children to accept what the parent~ have already decided. Mo~t likely in
such s it uat.Lons the children, especially the older ones, are awar-e of the
manipulation involved and may develop anti-parental reactions.
'amily Home EveEing

......

'

The Family Home Evening program of the Church involves the family spending
an evening at home during which they engage in various types of family acti.vities
including recreational activities. No other Church activities arf~ scheduJ ed
for thAt evening--Monday. Mauss and Mauss (1970) rese~rched some aspects
of the program. Respondents came from Salt Lake City and Northern California
between 1964 and 1969. Que~;tionnair(~s were used, being r ent, to all homes in each
of ten randomly selected Mormon wards in Sn.lt Lake City, altern-1tely to the
husband and to the wife at successive addresses, as well as to all unmarried
heads of households. The 960 quest.Lonnaf.r-es anonymously rp.turned reprer'ented a
return rate of 60%. The resfv3rchers conclude that their fi~re5 were most
likely indicA.tive of the maximal levels of compliance with the program. The
s ecu Lar- v~rirJbles they studied evidenced only an aJlqiguouB relation to FHE
'P~ rt: cin!:'lt ion.
Three religiou~ vt:'riables all had very strong positive rel~tion
ships, p:;..rticularly ritua.l religiosity. Those who were the most r-egui ~r in
Family Hane Evening pa,rticip'~ltion were the ones who were most regular in their
involvement in other religious rituals.
The authors indicate th~t this findinp
hRrmonizes with a previous finding from research by Robert L~rson, who also
suggested that in the absence of strong church sanctions the FHE particit),':)tion
could be expected to take place regularly only to the extent that it was found
to be satisfying to the participants themselves.
The research found that those with a weekly FHE particip~tion rate were
twice as likely as non-participants to be highly knowledgeable about Monnon
scrinture a.nd lore. Weekly participation was a very ~trong predictor of high
orthodoxy. On the basis of this limited study, the authors conclude that
the program is functioning toward the kind of religious retrenchment intended
by the church leaders, at lea~t among the church members who are participating,
but that those who would be considered most in need are not yet particlo.'3ting.
Parental Discipline and Achievement Dema.nds
lunz (1963) researched the question of whether the Mormon ideology h~s
an influence upon child-rer-lring behavior,·t••~ing the following hypotheses:
1.

LDS parents are more strict than non-LDS parents in disciplining chilriren.

2.

LDS parents make earlier personal achievement demands on their children than
do non-LOS parents.

He utilized questionnaire r-espon-ee from 145 Mormon, 111 non-Mormon, and 12
I nrlependent mothers.
:Respondents were secured by askf.ng students from an
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introductory sociology class to send two ~uestionnaire~ to LDS mothp.rs and two
to non-LDS mothers from thei....· horne area. Kunz defined "discipline" as some
negative sanctions of the child's behavi.or- imposed by the child' s par-ent s ,
"Achievement demands" was defined as t hove demand- made of the child by the
parents which tend to place responsibility on the child in preparation for successful competition in the adult world.
Neither hypothesis was supported A.t a stBti~ticn lly signific~.nt level.
In hi~ analysis of this unexpected finding, Iunz sugrests th~t while Mormon
pa.rents are serious about their chi] d-re~ ring obliga.tions it seems that other
teachings in their religion neutralize the strict authoritari~n family system.
This would include the doctrine that patience and perseverance should prev~il in
child rearing. He sugpests that while Mormon parents are striving to help the
child accept responsibility and learn to do for him~~elf, as indicated by the
early age at which they start the child to hou~ehold chores and start him
walking, they do not punish him for failure as was originally hypothesized,
perhaps thinking that punishment may alienate him further from the desired goals.
Weip;ert ::tnd Thomas (1972) studied all m€ll1bers of the Mormon Church in a
sms 11 we~·tern university town of about 20,000 who attended Sunday School on
the ~!y the questionnaires were administered. They studied the relationship~
between "par-ent.vl, -upoor-t and control" and Mormon youth's per-eept.Lon and prpctice
of religion, satisf.:lction wittl the church, freouency of attendance, and re<ting
of religious Sund~y School teachers. Previous rese~rch involving non-Mormons
found consl~tent relationships between the dev,ree of sup~ort, or positive affect,
which adolec:cents report receiving from their parents and a range of dependent
variables such as self-esteem, conformity and religiosity. This study of Mormon
youth corrobated the general trend of the previous studies. Youth who reported
a high degree of both support and control also tended to have the highest scores
on all three aspects of religion. On the other hand, those reporting the lowest
degree of parental suppOrt and control had the lowest scores on the relipious
variables. The one difference in this research from that reported earlier
is that control emerges as a consi~tent source of variation in the dimensions
of religiosity. The finding with respect to chur-ch R.t t"nd:).nce is at odds
with those reported earlier concerning religious practice, in that control is
more significa.nt than support. Previous findings indicated thBt in generpl
suppor-t exnla i.ned more of the variance in religious practice than did control.

_._-_._-

Geriatric Mormons

Writing in 1953, Carruth identified the followin~ f~ctors which it WAS
felt would contribute to the positiveness of the experiences of older Mormons.
o Older persons do genealogy and temple work and are accorded
consider~ble prestige.
o The church welf~re nlan is a source of c:ubsistence security for them
o In many church-owned businesses, elderly neople are not rAtired hut A.re
ret~tned in positions commensurate with their abilities.
o Age is a factor in advancement in the levels of the authority hl~ril.rchy;
therefore older people are generally honored and given seniority.
o Belief in the eternal nature of marri!">p,e and family relRt"ion~hips
predominate and therefore those with large por;terity have rel~ti ve st.qtus.
Adont Ion
!

the

The Church wts r-t ed its own adoption Agency in 1916. Tod~y it is one of
such agencies in the U.S.
In 1974 there were 17 adontion agencies

busie~t
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in the U.S. and there was discussion of the 'Po"'~ibi lity of a. world-wide
service within the church. The adorrt ion or-o zrxm works c Lo r e Lv with the
Church Unwl30 Moth~rs Pro,-r:.";\m, which is also directly under the LDS Soc i s l
Serv:ces. With the help of the Unwed Mothers Program the pros~ective mother
if she so desires can go away from home to have her baby and then return ho~e.
She would stay with an L.D.S. family. She is not nressured to put the child
up for adoption, and the family with whom she stays is cautioned to leave the
decigion to her. If she is in high school the program arranges for a tutor.
Adoption decisions take into account factors such as church membership,
Bishop's evaluation, age, mental and physical age, infertility, marriage
stability, size of family, financial situation, housing and reirnbur~ements.
After a child is adopted the child may be sealed to the new family,
and the new family is sealed to the child for eternity, in the appronriate
rituals in a church temple.
Polygyny
One of the most widely known facts~bout early Mormoni-=-:m is that whflt
Monnons typi.ca.lly call plural mar-r i.a ge was practiced for a while and then
discontinued, with the discontinuing thereof facilitating the achievement of
statehood for Utah.
Plural marriage was first accepted and initiated by Josenh Smith in
Nauvoo. The practice did not receive attention from non-Mormons untll under
the direction of Brigham Young in Utah the practice was officia lly announced
and openly practiced. During efforts to achieve statehood, the practice become
one of the major conflict points which led eventually to the pacsage of the
Edmunds Act in lB82 and the Edmunds-Tucker Act of 1887 which divested the
church of funds and assets which were confiscated and placed under the control
of government receivers. Houces of worship and burial grounds were excluded.
When the Supreme Court dec ided tha.t the act ViS con"titutiona.l, the Woodruff
mnnlfesto w~s issued which procla.irned the discontinua.nce of approval for the
l' r~-·t ic e of pol ygyny •
Marri~p;es which were contracted prior to the manifesto were generally
tolerRted. Some families were separ~ted. with the father being offici~lly
connected to but one family. Some Mormon le~ders did not accept the maniresto
and performed such marriages in Canada, Mexico and on the high seas. Such
m~rriages, while few in number, were a problem for the Church.
In 1904
two members of the Apostles who had performed such marriages were disfellowshipned. Today the practice in not approved and when known may lead to rqpid
excommunfcat.Lon, (See Arrington)

In his analysis of plural marriap;es, lfulett (19 ) Ind Icat ed thRt among
the conseeuences of . this pattern of mar-r iage were the following:
o Contributed to the creation of a plA.ce for women in the offici~l
church program--i.e. the creation of the Relief Society.
o Provided freedom for ~ome of the wives ~uch as Eli7.a R. Snow, to become
act.ive in some civic progr~ms, in social work and in church prop'r~ms.
o Contributed to the establishment of political suffra.r-:e for females
o Married women could own and control separa.te property, which then provided
power for the wife which she could exert upon her husband.
o Facilitated fema.le involvement in such economic activities as teaching,
dressmaking, telegraphy, clerking and independent farming.
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In 1963 Christiansen, u~ing respondents from a small rural cowmunity in
central Utah, studied attit,'udes toward polygyny. He contacted 72 males and B2
females who were married and living with spouse when interviewed. He founa th~t
early Mormon polygyny practices were condoned by a majority of the respondents;
the po~sibility of practicing polygyny was rejected and possible future pr~ctices
were anticipated by only a minorit~r.
Cert~in similarities were noted in the attitudes of the contempor~ry MOMl0nS
and those of early Mormons. Fir~t, the attitudes of m~le3 and fem3les did not
differ greatly. Second, the principle reason given for practicing polygyny wt3·s
that it was a commandment of God. Third, even under legal and reli.giously a~'H'roved
circumst:].nces, only a minority wished to practice polygyny.

In r-espons-e to a queat.Lon "how do you feel about the pract.Lc e of polygyny in
the early days of the Church?" the majority, 59% approved. Of the remainder,
B% gave responses which indicated a conditional approval of the practice, and
26% responded with an~wers which indicated disapnroval. Respon~es were similar
between the sexeg with no statistically significant differences. Two-thirds
aporoved to some extent.
In respon~e to a ~uestion, "how do you feel about the prJ3ctice tod3y?"
two thirds d tsaporoved without exp.l snat.Lon, while others gave v:lried reasons
for their disapproval such as "again<"'t the laws of the land."
To a ,.,uo~tion, "Inder whClt e i.rcum-t.e nces would you pr~ c-tice polygyny?"
49% answered thf:lt they would not practice it under any circumstances. Forty
per cent ret>lied tha.t they w011ld practice it only if God commanded them, whi Le
6% renlied they "didn't know."
In two respects the modern answers were the same as those known to anp1y
to early Mormons. Women in both cases were generally in favor of the t>ractice.
Justification for the practice was similar in both cases--commandments from God.
Another question w~s, "Could you love your spouse as much if you were
practicing polygamy as you could if you were not?" Of the men, 36%, and of the
women 26% answered "Yes." whereas 49% of the men and 62% of the women an-wer-ed
"no." 15% (males) and 12% (females) answers cou Id not be placed in eithpr
c:itegory.
Oonsdder-ab.Le doubt was included in the answers to the euestd.on "How do
you feel about the pr.g,ctice in the next life?" Forty-three per cent who
be'l t eved it ~uld be practiced Lndtc at ed they would participate, with 10%
i nddcatdng th!:lt they might. The remainder, 36%, did not W!lnt to practice or
said they would not (11%) even though bel laving thRt the practice would exist
and be sanctioned by God.
Christian~en suggests that cont i.nued positive eva l.ua t Ion of pO.lygyny is
related to the following four factors:

o Lderrt Lf'Lcat Lon with f'or-ebear-er-s who practiced polygyny.
o Acceptance, socially transmitted, of the practice as one of the M~rmon
mores.
o Bitterness over the har-eh tre.'1tment and humiLatdon bestowed upon
Mormon ance~tors and the Mormon Church during the nerrecution pp,riod.
o Cont~nuous religiouB beliefs th.f1t cert.tlin individuals will be in ,Ii
nolygynou~ rel~tion nfter death.
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Becker (1973)

sensitize~ u~

to another potential conseouence of the
engaging in socially disapproved beahvior, as in
serve~ to tie those doing so to their group.
The
groun is the only or the major source of validation or legitimation. Limitod
grou-p-spec; fic validation is involved. The Leader-s of <uch rrouns can also
benefit from the practices, 1n that once the sociR11y disapproved beh~vior ;s
initiSJted, those dof.ng so increa.se their loyalty and commitment to their p;roun
le.qoers. Leaders may u~e the socipt~l guilt component for their own pllrno~es.
They may use the anxiety or may even srou~e it, by calling attention to the
d
This may serve to keep the
docile and obedient for
further deviancy.
pr~ctice, indicating that
deviant marri~ge patterns

e v i . a n c y ,

" d e v i a n t

s "

Divorce statistics for the state of Utah which includes Mormons Rnd
non-Mormons from 1961 to 1971 are provided in Figure 1. The slightly hlp;her
than av~r~ge (for the U.S.) differential has remained relatively consistent
during the time covered. Mormon divorce patt"'rns may be e omewhat, lower tha.n
for the entire state but with the same general pattern of change.
Fi?ure 1:

Divorces per 1,000 population:
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Utah, 1961 - 1971.
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study of divorce patterns among Mormons, Kunz (1964) secur-ed f~mi l y
from 451 student~ in introductory sociology classes at two western
universities. hom his data he concluded that the fewest divorces took pl~ce
took pLace among the Mormon group, with the next highe~t number being within
the mixed group and the most divorces occuring among -the non-Mormon Piouos.
Divorce relr,ted factors were ana Lyz ed as follows:
In

8.

inform~tion

of Marriage.

Type

Of the Mormon couples who had had civil

marri~ges.

l2.3~re divorced while only less than 3.0% of the religious marriages of

Mormons had ended in divorce. WithiD the mixed cat.egory, 22/3% of the civi.l
ended ~ divorce whereas none of the religious marriages was so
dissolved. For the non-Mormon group of those married in a civil ceremony
23.7% had divorced and 19.3% of the religious marriages had ended in divorce.

m~rriages

Church Attendance. Of the Mo~on parents who attended church always, 1.9%
of the fathers were divorced and 2.3% of the mothers were. or t.hor e who
attended church never, 18.2% of the fathers and 25.0% of the mothers were divorced.
Mormon Marriages. Data indic.qted that the civiJ marr1.~ges for Monnons are
more likely toterminate in divorce (12.3%) than either church (3.2%) or temule
marri~ges

(2.2%)

The pattern of decrellsing divorce frenuency as one moves from temple
marriage to other religious marria.ge to civil marriage has been found in other
r-esearch as follows:
Christensen and Cannon (19§~. Of 5,157 marri~ges performed in Utah
between 1949 and 1951, after ten years of marr-Le ge there were -I in 7 divorces for tho~e married by civil authorities
1 in 10 divorces for LDS married by LOO autllorities in civil ceremonies
1 in 55 divorces for LOS temple marriages.
Widstoe (1952). Analysis of divorces for three areBs for 1936--Salt Lake,
St. George, and Arizona temple areas -- found the following
Tenple marriages: 6.4% divorced during 15 years
Civil marriage by ward and stake lea.ders: 15.6% divorced during 15 ye!'rr'
Civil m;Jrri~.ges: 19.4% divorced.
Evans, Richprd L. (1942). provides the following rF.!tios for 1940:
U.S. - 1 divorce for each six marri;:ges
LDS civil marriages - 1 divorce to 9.7 civil marria,ges
LDS temple marria.ges - 1 divorce to 27. n ma rr-Ls.gee
LDS all marriages - 1 divorce to 17.B mArriages
Mclay, David O. (1945) cites the following
1920 - 1922,
LDS temple & stake and ward
authorities
1 divorce to every 38.24 marriages
Civil

1 divorce to every 13.20 marriages

1923 - 1925
LOO temple & stake and ward
authorities

Civjl

1 divorce to every 33 marriages
1 divorce to every 15 marriages

17!~.

1938 - 1940
LDS Temple & stake-wa.rd

1 divorce to every 26.61

1 divorce to every 10.13 marripf'-8S

LDS civil
1935 - 1937
LDS Temple & stake-wa.rd

1 divorce to every 37 marriFRes
1 divorce to every 12.52 marriages

LOS civil

-- i

marri,tlp.:('s

Church Stati~tics. Kunz (1964) reports that in 1952 the church bec~me
aware that Church statistics secured from certain church forms were not
accurate, indicating that some reports of marriages were as much as 20% off.
The record were not always right. Many couples married by a bishop were
married by a bishop other than their own and some of these marriages were not
recorded in Church records. Then, often, when a couple got a divorce they
did not tell the bishop am the divorce was not recorded. A deci.sion Wc9S
made; therefore, that such information would not be given out since the data.
WRS not accurate enough for r-esear-ch purposes.
In a study of 419 couples married in 1955, Steed (1971) concluded th~t
the divorce rate for Mormons married outside the church was a.lmost twice 8.5
hiRh a.~' for those married in the church, but not in the temple. At the ti.me
of the study, 97.2% of the temple-married Monnons and 13.4% of the non-temple
married Mormons were not divorced. He also reports that when the age of the
bride WR.S 15 years or under, the divorce rate was 50%. Age 16 was aesoc Labed
with a divorce rate of 27.3% and 21 and over with a rate of 3.6%
Mitchell and Peterson (1972) analyzed f~mily histories of anproxim~tely
1 ,O~O eoun'Le s from the genealogical archives of the church. Infonnation Wf)t!I
incomnlete on some v8ri~bles.
They utilized histories of four families, coverinf!
r-oughly 14.0 years from 1820 to 1960. Obviously the results c snnot be genera.li!?ed.
The following findings, however, are suggestive.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Temple-married Mormons have a lower divorce r~te than those married elsewhere.
Divorce was not related significB.ntly to urban residence
The lower the age at time of marri~ge the higher the divorce rate.
Age differential of mates was not related to divorce rate.
High residential mobility was related to lower divorce.
The lower the male educationa.l level the greater the 1iklihood of divorce.
The lower the occupational prestige the gre::lter the Jiklihood of divorce.
Whether or not the wife worked outside the famiJy was not a divorce related
factor.
.

Harris and Butts (1925) provide the f'oJlowing inform,qtion a.bout marri~~e
patterns in Utah prior .to f925:
1. Utah ranked higher than the averv ge st.qte in divorce ra.te, with count.Les with
high Mormon percentage being considerably lower than oth~rs.
2.

3.

Church records indicated a Mormon marri;ge rate exceeded by very few other
sections in the U.S. and a divorce rate lower than all but four state~.
Bivorce from temple marria.ges was lower in proportion to the number of
marriages than perhaps any other large group in the U.S.
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Interfaith

Marri~ge

AvaiJ:'lble statir.tics ....ldicate th~t in the last 40 or so years there h- s
been an increase in the rate of interfaith marriages among Mormons, particul,r1,y
women. The liklihood of entering such a marriege is related to several factors,
some of which are identified in the following research.
Reaea rch , Vincent (1964) reports on four studies of interf::lith marri~,ges
involving Mormons. The evidence indicqte'.-. that Mormon (and Cat.ho LLc ~nrl Lut her-an )
females marry out sLde their church more often than ma Ler , with three females
for every two males doing so. A reverse pattern exists for Jews. The studies
reviewed by Vincent found the following "out-marriage" rates:

Berkeley
Salt Lake City, 1937

Los AnReles, 1937
Oakl:::nd, 1955

The liklihood. of a Mormon marrying a non-Mormon is relati'le to the area and
the t~me.
Anderson (1968) studied 26 Mormon academics and a representative s"'mnle
from the community in which the university was located, finding that 11% of
the non-ac-demics had inter-married while 19% of the faculty had. This sugge~ts
th~t those
with higher education are more likely than those with less educp.tion
to select as a spouse someone from outside their church. Anderson also found
th::lt Monnons evidence greater opposition to intermarriage tha.n Prot.est.ant s who
in turn evidence greater oppo;ition than Catholics.
Christensen (1970) in a study of Salt Lake Cat.ho Li.c s found that, for those
he studied, the Monnons were the group least likely to be involved in an
interfaith marriage with Salt Lake Catholics.
Coombs (1962) studied married couples at the Iniv/·'rsity of Utph, with the
sample universe including many, but not being restricted to, Mo~ons. His
questionnaire was administered to 121 cou'Oles with husband and wife rerponding
largely independent of one another. His findings support the ~remise that
marria.ges tend to be socially homogamous. In each of the social characteri sties
studied, there was a disproportionate incidence of homognmy over heterogRmy. He
found that over 99% had married within racial bound~ries, 94.1% within nationality
lines and 79.5% within religi ous boundaries. Male:=; and females were alike.
He concluded that from his study it seems that the parental home exerts and
influences homogamy. There was a positive corr-el.atd.on between home influence
and homogamy as measured by chur~h affiliation for 87.8% of the couples who
communicated daily with their parents while living at home chose a mate of a
similar religious background. This percent~ge decreased to 79.6% when only one
of the pair was exposed to this influence and dropped to 63.6% when neither
was livin~ at home. Differences between groups and and three were significant
at the .05 level.
A study done in the Inglewood Stake (California) was reported by the
Prices (1967:7L) as follows:
The current mar-r-Lage statistics in Inglewood stake point to B.
nr-obl em among young adults, especially among young women. In 1965, of
the seventeen members of the Church who mArried non-Members, fiftep.n
were women. These fifteen represent 33% of the women in the st~ke who
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were married during the year and the two men r9present only 6t of the
men ma.rried during the year. The totals for the six yeA rs trom 19(,1'\
through 1965 <how tr.rl although the stake popul.at Ion conai r.t.e of the
same number of single women as men, more than twice as many women
m~rried non~embers as men, and that more than one-third of all the
women's marri~ges were to non-members.
They also noint out (P. 7,7-78) that of the women married to non-membor-s , 41%
indic~ted thnt they would do so agpin, 41% said that they would not, while 18%
s -:dd th!1t they might. When asked to indicate the satif:factoryness of their
marriage, 41% indica.ted " satisfactory, " 41% "less than satisf~ctory" and 18%
pprtly satisfactory.
Jenkin (1973:20) suggest~ that the power structure of the Church may be
factor influencing these marriages. "The female does not have the same regulpr
succession of expected duties and offices, and occupies a secondary position.
Her primary role expectation is that of wife and mother. Therefore her concern
in dating and courting areas would tend to be higher." Monnons experience the
same societal conditions as other Americans and thus may be influenced by such
things as American beliefs about romantic love, parental authority changes,
the mass media, ecumenical orientations, woman' ~ liberation programs, and etc.

''''8.

Age

0

f Marriage

Mormonism encourages ea.rly marriage. However , the official encour-agement,
of securing an educatd.on and being economically euccer sful may serve to somewhat
at least neutralize this early marriage factors. EArly marriage is related to
hi~her birth rate of Mannon r ,
Means and Ends
As has been indicated, Mormons tend to highJy evaluate the famiJy. The
hip.;h intensity evaluation of the family is typically accompanied by high intensity
of the means believed to be necessary to create strong families.
Highly evalu,.,ted
(HIVn) means tend to be associated with highly evaluated goals (HIVD go?ls).
If one is highly confident that a given procedure is a necessary factor in the
achievement of a given goal, he tends to defend and support the means rather
than to nuestion it. When QUestions may arise about the means concerning just
how essential the given means is, such Monnons may find thernselvps in a
high potential conflict situation.
In the 1970 Americen society a conflict notential exists for the following
f ami1y "means."
o
o
o
o

Having the wife work out rLde the home.
Changes in the patriarchial power structure
Acceptance and practice of birth control
pre-marital masturba.tion

Available research evidence suggests that for given couples in particul.s.r situ'1tion~,
within a given configuration of meaning, the prp.sumed relationship between means
and ends may not exist. However, a rejection of a given means does not mean th~t
the highly evaluated goal has been also rejected, It is easy for those who make
officlal pronouncements and those who seek officjal pronouncements to minimize,
overlook or even. reject such research findinp,~.
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CHl,-PTER EIGlrrEEN

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND HORHONISM

Introduction
On a strictly abstract level, it would be hi~hly surprisin~
if two aspects of be hiv Lor- as important as the sexual and religious
areas did not have strong interrelationships. It really 1s no
surprise that some aspects of sexual experiences are frequently
seen as being religious (or anti-religious) in nature and conversely
that some aspects of religion are frequently seen as being sexual
in nature or as having important sexual components. The interrelationships will be explored within the context of Mormonism.
Sexual behavior is never exclusively biolo~ical in naturA.
Sexual behavior is in response to sexual symbols, relative to the
audience and relative to the situation. The consequences of
beliefs or symbols about sexual behavior and of the behavior per se
extend in ripple-like fashion throughout the warp and woof of
human behavior, penetrating deeply tnto the religious component.
For instance, Westoff, et. al (1970) concluded from their studies
of fertility patterns that of the social factors they considered,
religion was by far the most accurate predictor of fertility
patterns. It is to the fertility of Mormons that our attention
1s first given.
Fertility Patterns
With reference to fertility, little is known about the
processes by which symbolic models or symbolicaly pre-created
behavior gets transformed into the biological belmvtor of conception.
The desire to have children and having the desired children are two
very different things. We do not know much about how the two get
interrelated. The fact that there is general Mormon encouragement
to have large families is well documented, as is the fact that they
do have families larger than the average in the U.S. society. The
differential is apparently generally maintained while change is
experienced tn both the societal and the church reproductive rates.
In addition to each other, church couples are obviously "listening
to" or responding to two "drunnners"--their society and their clturch.
This is most likely true of all behavior not just reproductive
behavior. Behavior is relAtive to the audience(s).
Hultiple audiences with multiple meanings (the symbolic
component of the ISAS paradigm) are involved in most behavior. The
details of the process of synthesizing the syMbolic input into
decisions which result in the actual conception-birth of children,
however are largely unknown and unstudied. Both official and unofficial behavior is most likely involved. Our analysis of Mormon
fertility provides some suggested insights into such phenomena o
The evidence suggests t hat the number of children considered
to constitute a "large ft family does not remain constant, however.
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It

apparently involves a sliding scale, in which "large" mnans "lar~e
by comparison with whatever the current societal patterns are."
It is not a constant n~ber.
Research Evidence
I

Spicer and Gustavus (1974) provide research data about Mormon
fertility. Their researo~ involved (1) an examination of ohuroh
literature to ascertain the reproducti.ve ideals endorsed by church
leaders and (2) using data secured from the Historical Department
of the LDS Church, an investigation of fertility patterns between
1920 and 1969. The findings are summarized in Table I and FiguraL
During this period Mormons had higher birth rates than either
the total population of Utah (which includes, of course, the Mormon
portion thereof) or the U.S. population as reported in the census.
The pattern of change for each evidenced strong similarities.
All three groups show a decline from 1920 through the depression.
Around 1935 the rate started to increase. There was a sharp
increase durin~ the post World War I I baby boom. This trend peaked
for all three populations in the mid 19$Os. There was then a rapid
drop 1n the birth rate until 1965 at which time both the Mormon
and the Utah rates increased slightly, while the U.S. rate continued
to decline. This latter period reflects the baby boom babies
coming into childbearing ages. Throughout the entire period the
differences in the rates is very stable.
Spicer and Gustavus concluded that Mormon leaders have not
specified an ideal f~1ly size as a guideline. Mormon couples,
however, know that the church generally supports high fertility.
Examination of Marmon and U.S. birth rates, however, indicated that
Mormon couples have apparently responded in planning their families
to the same set of societal circumstances that have influenced other
Americans during these periods--i.e. economic depressions, wars,
prosperity, and etc. Attention has previously been called to the
fact that Mormonism incorporates a significant amount of Americanism.
This may be a contributing factor to the fertility patterns.
Further supportive evidence of the influence upon Mormon
birth rate of societal input is found 1n a small stUdy of the birth
rate of Mormon Bishops who represent those in the higher-echelon
positions and who are 1n some respects different from (more orthodox)
the lay members. Nelson (in Hoult 1952) provides data on the
median number of children ever born to Mormon Bishops by year, in
an Idaho city, as follows:
Year

1925

1930

1935

Number of children born
to total sample

5.1

Number of children born to
those having oompleted families

7.6

4.9
4.4

6.ll

5.7

In a study of co11e~e females, WAstoff and P~tvin (1963:41)
found that Mormon women had more siblings than any other religious
group included 1n their stUdy and also the smallest percenta~e of
women with no siblings.
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TABLE 1:

Crude Birth Rates, Mormons, Utah Residents, and United

==========~~~~~~=~~gg~~~~gn:==~2~~to=~2~~======================
Mormon1
Utah2
u.s. 2
38

1920
1925
1930
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1969

31.2

32
29.7
27.9
31.9
32.1

27.7

28.6
25.4
24.0
25.2
27.4
31.1
21.5
29.5
22.5
23.6

37.34

37.65
34.62
27.23

25.1
21.3
18.7
19.4
20.4
24.1
25.0
23.7
19.4

28.18
17.7
---------------------------------------~-------~------------------------------------------------------------------------ - - - ---

Sources: 1 Historical Dept., L.D.C. Church; 2 Statistical
Abstracts of the United States, 1921 through 1970.
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Writing in 1938, Fox (1938) from his critique of Mo~tallty
Statistics concluded t~at the Mormon population has a low median
age, and a high birth "'-ate wi th the aver-age family b e t ng large,
1.e. ln 1930 the average Utah family consisted of 4.4 peroons
compared with 4.1 for the entire United States.
Fairbanks (1974) points out that married women ages 15-24 in
Utah have in the past had a hl~h birth rate, but that the 1970
census figures show the birth rate for married women in Utah in
this age group to have decreased to 35th 1n the 50 states, and
thus below the national average. Fairbanks concludes that the
evidenoe is clear that married Utah women 15-24 inc1udive have
been a little more effective in practicing birth control than
other married women 1n this a~ group in the U.S. Utah women $till
marry younger than the national average and Utah women in 1970
ranked 37th in the nation 1n relation to the percentage of its
women 25 years and older having a four year college education.
Hastings and Bowers (1970) stUdied demographic data for 390
alumni of the University of Utah, including 225 males and 165
temales with mean ages of 50.3 and 48.4. The respondents represent
stable family units where family building was uncomplicated by
childlessness, plural births, child mortality or abortions. They
concluded that homogamous Mormon couples had higher fertility and
shorter time intervals between t heir children than non-Mormon
couples. Findings from this study cannot be generalized to the
entire church membership. It suggests, however, that Mormons as
a whole may have their children during a shorter time than do those
with lower birth rates.
DeHart using 1930 oensus data made a comparison of rural
oounties in Utah and adjacent states that had a high percentage
of Mormons living 1n them with 17 counties that had a low
peroentage of Mormons but were roughly similar in sooio-economic
struoture. He found that Mormon counties had a significantly
higher fertility ratio.
Pitcher, Peterson and Kunz (1974) utilizing Mormon genealogical
records of couples born between 1800 and 1940, studied birth rates
of Mormons living in three areas: (1) Utah, (2) Intermountain
states~ including Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona and Nevada,
and (3J West Coast states of California, Oregon and Washington.
They assumed that Mormons living on tho West coast would be in a
minority status and thus living in an environment (situation)
somewhat foreign to "Mormon Country." They hypothes ized that
Mormon families bearing children in an environment favoring small
family size would tend to have smaller families themselves than
oontemporary Mormons living in predominantly Mormon areas. Their
research supported their hypothesis. The urbanization of the West
Coast may be a contributing factor. Mormon fertility was higher
than the overall population 1n all three areas.
Birth behavior of Mormons is relative to the larger situation
in which Mormons live.
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Merril and Peterson (1972) completed research using data
from the genealogical ~'""-'cords of the Mormon Church, securing
biographical records on 1,220 husbands with their families. A
random sample of 305 husbamds was selected, with the remaining
husbands being related to the original 305 thru a father-son
relationship for four generations. The study involved 350 cases
of four-generations each randomly drawn from the overall group. Of
the men, 78% and of the women 83% were considered to have been raised
in the Church and the remainder were classified as converts.
They confirmed their hypothesis that both male and female
converts would have significantly larger families than those born
into the Church. They also f~und that those married 1n the temple
tended to have larger families than those married elsewhere.
The conclusion concern converts harmonizes ,,"ith the previously
identified studies which found that oonverts tended to evidence
greater orthodoxy than non-converts.
Wise and CondIe (1972) using the genealogical resources of
the Church, randomly selected 400 families in which the wife was
born between 1825 and 1850, securing data on the lines of descent
of these persons. They utilized 1070 family group sheets spanning
140 years consisting of 402 families in the first generation, 329
second, 248 third and 89 fourth generations.
They hypothesized that a positive correlation would be found
between family size in successive generations and that the magnitude
of the correlation would decrease over time. They found that while
there was a relationship between the size of the family of orientation
and the family of procreation, there was erratic variation between
marriage oohorts ,and further that there was a negative correlation
or a reversal of the relationship between the 3rd and 4th genorations.
Meaning of Fertility
Mormons have large families. Having lar~e families is related
to beliefs about children and about families. He now turn attention
to such beliefs (definitions). That reli~ious beliefs in general
have an influence upon ferttl~ty is suggested by the following
relationship which Westoff and Potvin(1967) found between the stated
Lrrpor-uanc e of religion and the mean number of children desired for
the 383 Mormon college females included in their study:
Indicated Importance of
Religion
Very much
Much
Some
Very little

Indicated mean number of
Desired Children

5.3

3.9

3.h
2.8

Part of the Spicer-Gustavus (197!~) reseRrch to which we have
referred involved an examination of the literature of the Church
to see whether Mormon leaders advocated a specific number of children.
They ooncluded that in general, the position of the leaders 1s pronatalist o However, there is no recommended number. Apparently,
ideal size may vary with the emotional and physical circumstances
of the particular couple.
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These researchors su~gested that the high birth rate may be
related to social factors such as the early practice of polygyny
which set a precedent .1. ".' Lar-ge families. The historical and
theological bases as Wbll strength the emphasis on family life,
and support couples in maintaining high levels of fertility.
Hastings, et al (1972) explored the relationship between
birth definitions at the ofticial and at the unofficial or lay
levels within the Church. They emphasize that f-'Iormon theology
plus a cohesive social organization leads to strong mot!vation
and support for large families. They examined the historical
position of the Church on birth planning, and such shifts in lay
members definitions and behavior as they could document from
available sources.
Two factors were identified as providin~ an early influence
on fertility definitions: (1) Geographic, econnmic and social
problems had to be solved to ensure physical survlval and (2)
religious activities and belief statements had to be systematized
for the Church to survive 1n the face of hostility from the outside
community. High levels of fertility enhanced the attaiument of
these goals. These authors point out that anti-polygamists and
Malthusian th1nkers threatened the high levels of fertility to
the point that some Mormon leaders contended that the very survival
of their religion and the fate of the nation was dependent upon
the outcome of the hotly debated issues.
The Church's stand against fertility limitations was also
based on theological considerations. The commandment to "multiply
and replenish the earth" was taken seriously. In addition the
doctrine of a "pre-existence" meant that the myriad of spirits had
to have bodies provided by the people here upon earth. The eternal
nature of the f~ily unit as perceived in theology elaborates the
importance of fertility to the Mormons. Many leaders have been
outspoken concerning the undesirability of birth control and
limiting the possibilities of "eternal progression." The "multiply
and replenish" admonition has been apparently interpreted to mean
multiply extensively and quickly, even though no such qualifications
are specifically included In the Biblical injunction.
The time frame involved in this conclusion has not been given
much attention. Mormons believe in the pre-existence of individuals
as has been indicated. It appears that many Mormons assume that
there is a limited amount of time during which the available
spirits can come to earth. This then relates to the belief that
Mormons have an obligation to have as many children as possible
during that time span to provide as many as possible with good
(i.e. Mormon) homes. If the time system involved 1s viewed not
as a unl1bnear phenomenon with pre-established component units
and a pre-established cut-off point, but rather as an "event time n
phenomenon 1n Which the time period starts when conditions are
properly prepared and ends when the event 1s completed rather than
according to some mechanical clock-time deadline, the "multiply
quickly" component of the belief in greatly reduced. The widely
quotthed bellef that no one knows the exact time when an event such
as
e second coming of Christ is going to actually occur
incorporates an event~time perspective rather than a mechanical
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pre-determined perspective. The event will take place when the
situation including the individuals involved therein, is ready for
it.
The beltef that those who reach the highest degree of glory in
the afterlife will be married, facilitates marriage and having children. This orientation is expressed in the statement that there are
no "career girls in the Celestial Kingdom--only wives and mothers. tt
Review of the writings of the Church on the morality of birth
control fails to identify a definite pro or oon position. This
1s reflected in the rollowing quotations from a letter by the
First Presidency (David O. McKay, Hugh B. Brown and N. Eldon Tanner)
dated April 14, 1969.

;.; We seriously regret that
or feeling among any members
birth of their children. We
and replenish the earth that
in our posterity.

there should exist a sentiment
of the Church to curtail the
have been commanded to multiply
we may have joy and rejoicing

Where husband and wife enjoy health and vigor and are free
from impurities that would be entailed upon their posterity,
it is contrary to the teachings of the Church artifically to
curtail the birth of children. \ie believe that those who
practice birth control will reap disappointment by and by.
However, we feel that men must be considerate of their wives
who bear the greater responsibility not only of bearing
children, but of oaring for them through childhood. To this
end the mother's health and strength should be conserved
and the husband's consideration for his wife is his first
duty, and self-control a dominant factor in all their relationships.
It 1s our further feeling that married couples should seek
inspiration and wisdom from the Lord that they may exercise
discretion tn solving their marital problems, and that they
may be permitted to rear their children in aocordanoe with
the teaohings of the gospel.
Westoff and Potvin (1967) studied the fertility value definitions
and the reproductive behavior of college women, concluding that
the Mormon college women specified a desired family size for those
who expected to plan both the number and the spacing of children
which was only slightly less than the number among a similar group
of Catholic women. The Mormon females who did not expect to plan
either the number or the spacing, indicated that the desired number
of children was higher than that specified by a comparable group of
Catholic women (6.3 va 6.0 chilrlren).
Ideal Size of Families and Willingness to Sanction
Deviations Therefrom
Using a purposive sample of married female University of Utah
students living in university housing, Spicer (197 ) secured data
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on what each considered to be the ideal size of family for hersel~
and data on her beliefs as to the ideal size family endorsed by
members of other religious groups. Questions were also asked
about respondent w1..1lin.isness to impose negative sanctions (verbal)
upon others for deviating from what the respondent considered to
be an ideal sized family.
With reference to the "avez-ace " American family, these f'emaLe
respondents tended to react negatively to couples who remain
voluntarily childless or who have only one child.
The Mormons were distinctive in that they expressed far greater
willingness than did the other respondents to plan the spacing
and the number of children. These Mormons were 1n favor of birth
planning, but contrary to typical U.S. patterns which endorse control
to secure small sized families, the control or planning endorsed by
these Mormons was to secure large sized families. The approved
control involved decisions about time interval between births. The
Spicer-Gustavus research to which we have referred, sug~ests that
the definable patterns in Mormon child birth are indicative of
effective birth control. The Hasting-Bowers (197 ) research which
found that Mormon couples in their srumple of graduates of the
University of Utah had a shorter time interval between births than
did the non-Mormons, sugrte s t a t hat the Spicer-identified planning
apparently becomes actualized in the lives of these Mormons.
There is a conflict potential involved. Those who accept the
premise that God decides when to send children, and those who see
themselves and other Mormons deciding when they will have children
may have problems working out an acceptable synthesis of the two
premises.
The stated ideal size family preferred for Mormons was higher
than that for Catholics. Mormon and Catholic wives indicated
higher boundaries and a larger range of acceptable behavior than did
the Protestants and the non-affiliated individuals.
The findings indicatad that a responoent tended to believe that
her friends tended to approve having fewer chiloren than she did
and also fewer than the respondent believed her pnrents would approve.
Friends were apparently viewed as being more responsive to
contemporary low fertility pressures than self or parents. The one
exception to this was that Catholics bel1Aved their friends approve
the smallest range.
Respondents indicated an essentially accurate a waroness of
the affiliation differentials we have been discussing. In indicating
the number of children they would be inclined to sanction, the
respondents took the affiliation differential into account. NonMormons were more prone to sanction Protestants than Mormons for
having large families. They also evidenced greater tolerance
on the upper limits than on the lower family limits. Variations
1n the non-sanctionable limits varied more with the affiliation
of those doing the sanctioning than of those being sanctioned.
Each group expressed greater willingness to sanction typical Americans
than to impose sanctions upon members of s pacific religious groups.
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Respondents wO'lld take religious beliefs into arcount in decisions
abont potential sanctions.
The non-affiliated individuals were more willing than the
affiliated respondents to impose sanctions upon large families.
Mormons were more willing than others to impose sanctions for
smallness. catholics, Protestants and non-affiliated individuals
all expressed greater willingness to snaction largeness than smallness. Mormons on the other hand, were more likely to express
willingness to sanction smallness than largeness.
Mormons who know other Mo~lons better than do non-Mormons,
indicated that other Mormons Here more influenced by societal norms
than non-Mormons see Mormons being influenced thereby. Mormons
are probably more aware of intra-Mormon differences than are nonMormons who may tend to view Mormons as one big consensus-conscious
group, unwilling to deviate from authoritatively established standards.
Birth Meanings
Reproductive behavior is in response to the meaning of the
components thereof. Meaning is socially constructed and the same
act or the same phenomenon can be defined differently by different
people. Whatever meaning one constructs or real-izas becomes an
active component of the larger experience or frame. "Where do
babies come from?" 1s a frequently asked question, which may mean
something quite different to the children starting to be exposed to
the "facts of life" and to the adult searching for his larger-framed,
complex "facts of life." Once the facts about biolo~tcal reproduction
are known there is still a "Why" question unanswar-ed , Does God
send babies to a couple? Is God the determinin~ factor? Is the
birth process under the control or direction of supernatural factors
or 1s birth control a human process? Given the non-empirical or
supernatural nature of supernatural control, it is possible to
combine the two components in such a way that whatever happens at
the human biological level can be interpreted as being just what
God planned or produced. That God accomplished whatever happened
can't be empirically (saientifically or non-reli.;iously) disproved.
Whatever happens can be viewed as a joint endeavor.
Those who accept the premise that God decides when a couple
will "be gl ven" a child, may also wonder why if, as a l-1ormon song
says, God will not force the human mind, why he would "force the
human body." Questions may also center around questions about
whether if the glory of God is intelligence, Why intelligent human
decisions should not be given greater attention tha.n human biology.
Proscriptions and Prescriptions
Efforts to influence behav t or- may include both positive
and negative components, specifyin~ what should and should not be
done. These are not necessarily the exact opposite of each other.
Hith reference to birth behavior, the prescription to not practice
unapproved forms of birth control may be used. The positive proscription to have children and to do certain things with those
children 1s also involved. Religious requirements that parents
have the responsibility to have children and to br-Ln.; them up 1n
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the church, including teaching thetr children the gospel are involved.
The joys of having children are also emphasized. This emphasis
extends in the Mormon Church beyond the grave, to incorporate the
Iteternal fami1 y tt which the livinp; are able to pre-create and take
into account in meaningful ways. Eternal salvation as understood
by Mormons typioally incorporates a family component.
Sexual Behavior
Premarital tregnanct. Christensen and Cannon (1964) using a
technic of match ng marr age, birth and divorce records 1n two Utah
counties, found that by a considerable amount, MorrQons married in
the temple had the lowest premarital pregna.ncy rate. The "other
churchn marriage group came next. Mormon non-temple marriages were
1n third place. Those with a civil wedding had the highest rate.
Christensen and Carpenter (1962) and Christensen (1967)
compared the premarital sexual behavior and definitions thereof in
an intermountain state (Utah), a midwestern state (Indiana) and
Denmark. The intermountain group was composed ma.inly of Mormons.
They found that the midwestern respondents had a higher permissiveness
score and higher coital rates than did the Mormons. They also found
that
1.

In all three areas, males had higher permissiveness rates and
coital rates than females, although the sex differences were
relatively small in Denmark.

2.

In the Danish society, approval of premarital coitus ran ahead
of the actual practice, whereas for the American respondents
the reverse was true, the actual practice was higher than the
approval rate. The American respondents reported greater
associated guilt.

3.

Of those who reported having experienced premarital intercourse,
the largest percentages reporting guilt, remorse, fear and the
like following the first experience were found for the Mormons.

4.

Danish couples reported experiencing little pressure to step up
the wedding even when premaritally pregnant. Midwestern couples
however tended to marry right after the discovery of pregnancy.
Couples from Mormon oountry appeared to have hurried the wedding
once intercourse had taken place, without waiting for pregnancy
to force them into it.

4.

Though each of the three groups showed higher divorce percentages
for the premaritally pregnant than the postmaritally pregnant,
this difference in divorce rate was very slight in Denmark, but
very large and the greatest of the three in Mormon country.

Of the three groups, MOrmons evidenced the highest percentage
engaging in terminal petting, which suggests that its very strict
prescription against premarital coitus may be resulting in an
excess of pre-coital activity carried out for its own sake. At
least there seems to be a tendency for Mormons, more than the other
groups, and especially the Danish, to draw the line separating moral
and immoral sexual behavior just short of chastity.
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Christensen and Carpenter from their research su~gest that there
1s evidence that sexual restrictiveness tends to converge male
and female attitudes per-l-s p s by ideal1.zing the male; while sexual
permissiveness tends to converge male and female behavior, perhaps
by liberalizing the female. Apparently, a Rossibly stronger male
sex desire causes males more than females in the restrictive groups
to "break over the traces," so that - in regards to behavior but not
attitude - cross-cultural differentials are less for males than females.
But, though the male in the restrictive culture seems to have the
greater discripancy between what he believes and how he behaves
sexually, both sexes within such cultures experience some discrepancy
that causes the gUilt feelings, the dulled sexual experiences, the
lack of satisfaction in courtship-marriige status, the higher divorce
rate, and possibly other negative effects which seem to be highest
in restrictive cultures. In other words, it may be the "valuebehavior discripancy" as much or even more than the behavior itself,
that 1s causing the difficulty.

In a 1975 comparison of University of Utah students and Denmark
students, Boregson found a comparable lower premarital freauency
rate for the Utah respondents, with an indication of an accompanying
higher-than-Denmark guilt component. The Utah students were largely
Mormon.
Premarital Intercourse. Wilford Smith (1974) using self reports
of \~estern college students for the years 1950, 1961 and 1972 found
a lower non-marital coitus rate for Mormons than for non-Mormons.
From 1950 to 1972 the differential increased, as did church attendance
for the Mormons. There was a correlation between these two factors.
Higher church attendance rates were associated with lower non-marital
coitus rates. During this period students at the state schools
evidenced greater permissiveness, whereas students from the Mormon
Church school (BYU) became more conservative. Differences were also
found between Mormon students at state schools and Mormon students
at BYU.
The changes in church attendance and non-marital coitus were
found for Mormon students at both BYU and the state schools, and
for males and females. Females however reported greater abstinence.
High-attendance Mormons at both BYU and at the stnte schools reported
similar patterns.
Sexual Devianc*. Approval of "normal" sexual behavior is
a part of LDS teac lngs. Concern with Itoriginal sinn defined as
sexual in nature is quite foreign to Mormon teaohings. Disapproval
of "non-normal" or deviant sexual behavior is strong. An evaluntton
of homosexuality, for instance, is provided by President Spencer W.
Kimball (lg6S) as follows:
Homosexuality is an ugly sin, repugnant to those who find
no temptation in it, as well as to many past offenders who
are seeking their way out of its clutches. Clearly, it is
ho s tile to God' s purpo s e s , in the t i t ne f;B. t e s His fir s t and
flri~a t commandment to mul tiply and replenish the earth.
This t s
an abominable practice. Because of the seriousness of this
sin, it carries a heavy penalty for the unrepentant.
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Masturbation is also rejected by church leaders. The
contemporary conflict potential in this area is suggested by a
statement from Belnap ~nd Griffla (1968) in a book written for
LDS teenagers, in which they indicate that the best source for
information in this area is not psychologists, medical surveys,
associates in the locker room or girls at a slumber party but
the prophet of the Lord.
Ille~itmaCY. Fairbanks (1974) indicates that the illegitimacy
rate for tah as a whole is considerably lower than that for the
society. However, the age at first marriage 1s also lower than
the national average. This could tend to lower the illegitimacy
rate.

Summary
Mormons are ~enerally encouraged by church leaders to have,
want to have, and do have large families. The meaning of "large"
however is variable, changing as societal patterns change, t~us
permitting Mormons to maintain a fairly consistent degree of
being "a peculiar people" while still responding to the societal
conditions which lead to change. Mormon birth behavior is in
response to a complex conft~uration of Mormon-American meaning,
relative to Mormon-Amertcantlltd16nc8s.fand to the situation in which
they live. Those in a Mormon-majority area have higher fertility
than those in Mormon-minority areas. Converts tend to have more
children than "born" Mormons. Birth control-planning, including
having a shorter-than-average between birth intervals is effective.
Limited research indicatAs that the higher fertility characteristic applies to Mormon Bishops as well as lay persons. According
to genealogical record research, those raised in large families
tend themselves to have large families, with, however, a reversal
of this pattern for fourth generation Mormons.
Beliefs that Mormons are expected to have large families
are derived primarily from individual statements by church leaders
not from official church pronouncements. A Church Presidency
letter for instance incorporates a relative rather than an absolute
evaluation. Actual birth behavior apparently takes into account a
complex oonfiguration of individual evaluations.
Non-marital sex 1s not approved by the Church and is lower
in Utah than the U.S. Midwest which in turn is lower than in
Denmark (the areas included in the reported research). However,
the Utah percent negatively evaluating premarital sex is lower
than the percent reporting having such experiences, with a
correspondingly high report of associated guilt definitions. This
contrasts with Denmark where the experience reported is lower than
the approval percentages.
Illegitimacy is lower in temple marrla~es than non-temple
marriages and lower for Mo~nons as a group than for Americans
generally, whioh may refleot 1n part the early age of female
marriages among Mormons.
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western Mormon students. both male and female. attending
BYU report lower nori-msc-t tal experiences and more frequent church
attendance than Mormon students attending state colleges, with
these differences being eliminated for frequent chu~ch attending
state-school Mormons who are similar to BYU students. Mormons
differ from non-Mormons in reportin~ lower non-marital activity
and more frequent church attendance with the differential
increasing from 1950 to 1972.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN
BIOLOGY AND MORMONISM
Introduction

--I

Humans do not live by bread (biology) alone. Bread sustains
the biology of man, but bread must be defined as bein~ bodysustaining before humans use it for that purpose. Words also
have to be coupled with the biology if interaction systems (including
religious systems) are to be created and sustained. Behavior of
biological beings is in response to symbols. The human cannot not
take his biology into account. This chapter focuses upon the ways
in which Mormonism does this.
Meaning of Biology
A frequent point of controversy when humans provide interpretations as to why humans behave the way they do, focuses upon
the relative impact of biology and learnlng--nature and nurture.
To the religious individual the nurture-nature dichotomy may
become a tr1cotomy of nurture-nature-supernature. Which aspects
of behavior are caused by (1) nature or biology (2) learning or as
a result of learning experiences or by society and (3) by supernatural powers, fo:rces or beings?' What does the individual cause;
what does God oause; what does society oause?
Humans, of oourse, are still in the process of trying to
come up with an adequate interpretation of human behavior.
Historioally many configurations of nature-nurture-supernature
have been created. What has been seen as being supe:rnatural has
frequently been related to the prior deoision as to what was
societal (nurture or man-made). A frequently-used procedure has
been to attribute to supernatural factors (to God) those aspects
of behavior whloh it appeared were not social tn origin, or whioh
were poorly understood. Thus, when the biological aspects of
tttwinning" were not understood, the conception and birth of human
twins was given a supernatural meaning. When the natural origins
of earthquakes and to:rnados were not well understood, supernatural
meanings were provided. In a certain sense, then, "God" beoame
the name that was used to explain the otherwise unexplainable.
Thus, in an age when the 8ocial-s~nbolic nature of human
interaction was poorly understood, it was easy to provide a
biological-supernatural interpretation of behavior. To the
biological behavior of the heart, for instance, was added c ertaln
oognitive or meaning aspects. Such an orientation or combination
is oontained in the statement ttl know it in my heart." liThe heart
has understanding of which man knows not." Actually the heart
beats, it does not "know. 1t The individual knows.
What happens is that when certain tnterpretations of events
were accepted or real-lzed, the heart b eat would increase. Not
knowing the biology involved, the increased heart beat then could
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be interpreted as a mes e age from a supernatural source that the
interpretation was corr3ct or was from God. "The kin,&;dom of
God 1s within you." Some interpret this 8.S "among you" collectively.
However, if literally interpreted, the meaning or proof of meaning
of God 1s within you.1 It is biological. The biological reaction
is, in such an interp~etation, seen as coming from God, without
introducing into the explanation the syrrmolic components which
1n effect "tri~gered" the biological reaction.
In such an interpretation, humans in effect deify their biology.
Also, 1n certain respects, they answer their own prayers, or
their biology provides an answer to their prayers. If as a result
of praying or of talking thru a problem with God, the individual
reaches a deoision which "makes him happy biologically," the
biological reaction can be interpreted as being supernatural 1n
origin. The individual hears or receives his own prayer s~nbols,
evaluates or reacts to .ht s prayer symbols, makes a tentative
decision, and then provides his interpretation~ his blolo~ical
reaction to his tentative decision about the problem. Believing
that he has a supernatural answer, becomes in some respects a selffulfilling belief. If one believes that God has dtrect8d that he
do such and such, this increases the liklihood that he will, in
fact, engage in the behavior pecessary to accomplish that behavior.
Believing that one can or should do something facilitates doing it.
If one does not well understand the natural factors which
contribute to his good health, it is easy (and in some respects
simplier) to attribute the good health to God and maybe to express
thanks to God for the good health one enjoys. To do so seems to
synthesize a whole series of factors including such things as the
health condition of his mother, his eating habits, diet, the level
of understanding of nutrition 1n his society" the level of medical
care available, and many more. To account for the natural elements
which have produced the good health is a much more difficult task
than to synthesize them all into one "supernatural" concept.
Non-Verbal or Body Communication
The ability to create symbols to which humans respond is
a most distinctive human characteristic. The spoken and/or written
symbols are the ones with which most individuals are most familiar.
However, involved in all interaction which includes visual contact,
1s a silent or non-verbal language which may go essentially unnoticed by those involved or by observers. "Body language" is a
term used to identify this type of communication. The process by
which we learn the meaning of body language is not well understood.
The meaning of this type of Language is Lea r-ned and hence s ubje c b
to all of the characteristics of other learned symbols. Differences
of interpretation frequently occur.
~
Such symbols are involved in Mormon behavior. One major
type of behavior 1s ritualistic behavior. In their non-ritualistic
behavior Mormons utilize the same body language as their society.
Some illustrations of widely used body language in Mormon rituals
are as follows.
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LUting on of hands. In some rituals or ordinances, those
perform ng the ritual physically plaoe their hands upon the head
of the one, receiving t~le blessing. Feeling the hands of those
involved upon one's head adds significance to the verbal symbols
used. It 1s a physical evidence or maybe reminder that something
important is taking place. For the ritual to be effective, it is
believed that the hands must be physically placed upon the head of
the reoipient.
Baptism. In the Mormon baptism ritual the entire body of the
one being baptized is emersed or submerged in water. If s ome part
of the body such as a hand does not go completely under the water,
it is required that the ritual be done again. Importance is
attached to total emersion.
The one doing the baptizing also utilizes body langua~e in
that he raises his right arm in the air. bringinr.; the arm "to the
square lt or makinp; a right or square angle at the elbow. Note
that it is the ri~ht arm which is the right (appropriate) arm to use.
The baptismal prayer is one of the few Mormon prayers which
requires that the words (syniliols) be spoken in an exact prescribed
sequence. The sacramental prayers are also of this nature. For
the baptism ritual both the body language and the spoken symbols
have to be manipulated in the prescribed fashion in order for the
ritual to be viewed as valid.
Ngmlng a child. While giving a baby a name (the Mormon
christening ceremony) the baby is held in the hands of those
directly participating. ~en the father or father-substitute finds
it necessary to bold the baby to his body, possibly to quiet crying
or to fora tall crying or fear on the part of the child, the others
involved plaoe their hands upon the child in some fashion so that
physical contact is secured. Importance 1s attached to the physical
oontact.
Sustaining. When officers and/or teachers are chosen for
partioular roles, their name is typically presented to the
congregation members for a "sustaining vote." This is not a vote
to decide between two candidates, but rather is an indication that
the "voter" will sustain the named individual in the identified role.
Again, a physical evidence is involved. The congregation is
asked to indicate a favorable vote by ttthe uplifted hand", with
the hand being designated by the one officiating being the right
hand. Most likely nothing would be done if it were the left hand
used in this voting, but the expectation is that it is right to
use the right. The officiating individual who called for a sustaining
vote by "the uplifted left hand" would probably be called upon to
explain his behavior.
The physical act of raising one's hand in the susta.ining vote
the individual involved with blolo~ical evidenoe of his
commitment to sustain the one being sustained. This in turn most
likely encourages him to live up to his commitment. The fact that
such sustaining is done in a public meeting, means that it is done
in view of others. The one raising his hand then is aware that

p~vides
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others have seen him do so and that they are accordin~ly aware of
his public conunltment. This then serves to increase the liklihood
of compliance. To the A):tent that this act becomes routinized it
loses much of this significance.
Sacrament. In the Mormon sacrament ritual, it is expected
that the one taking the bread or the water from the tray which is
passed to him, will do so with his rip;ht hand. Nothing official
would likely be done if the left hand were used, but it is the
expected pattern that the right hand be used. A~ain the right is
right. Mothers and teachers encourage children to use the right hand.
At one time it was not unco~~on that the priesthood holder
saying the sacrament prayer would bring his rip;ht arm "to the
square" as is done in the baptismal ritual. This practice has
however been discontinued. The individual saying the prayer,
however, is also required to place his body in a kneeling position
while the prayer is being repeated.
Sermonizing.
Norman sermoni-zing frequently involves gAstures
to add emphasis to a particulA.l? point.
Informal Body Language
Included as a part of the body language is the movements of
the song leader. Mormons like to sing. A possibly unnoticed aspect
of song leading 1s what we might call the "interlude gesture."
This involves the one leadin~ the music turning his head slightly
toward the organist as an indication that at the end of the verse
being sung, the organist is expected to provide a brief music
interlude, after which the congregation will sinK the next verse.
It frequently appears from the audience that while the song leader
has made his movement and he knows he has done so, the organist
makes no return gesture to cov~unicate that the message has been
received. The audience then is left in ancticipatlon. Will the
organist provide the interlude which the leader has requested? If
the organist does not in fact play the interlude, the leader then
would be in the position of havin~ the organist "go on ahead with
the nAxt verse" while the "leader" waited for the interlude--a
potentially embarrassing ~ituation.
Prayers in the M~rmon Church are usually given by members of
the ward. Most can be called upon to give an openin~ or a closin~
prayer. In some meetin~s which involve separate classes, the closing
prayer may be given in each class by someone from that class.
Hhen the one called to give the prayer is sitttng in the audience,
he typically will stand. He also typically moves his body away
from his initial standing position. Doing so apparently signifies
that praying is not a seating-activity, but rather a distinctive
type of behavior--addressing God.
Hand shaking. When Mormon meets and greets Mormon at church
meetings or in non-church affairs, a firm handshake is seen as not
only appropriate but expected. Informal comments vlill most likely
be made a.bout those whos e handshake is weak or "like a dishrag.
Htssionaries are expected to use a firm [~rip while shaking hands,
with the belief that this communicates something important to the
one receiving the handshake. In some non-U.S. societies such as
the Maori, appropriate bringing together of noses and/or other
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parts of the face are utilized.
Biologz_as a Validating Mechanism
The Book of Mormon contains the statement addressed to the
reader that after one has read the book, he can determine the truthfulness tl:ere of by (1) praying to God inquiring if it is true and
(2) checking to see if he experiences a "burning within" which he
is told is the appropriate way for God to answer that particnlar
prayer. The belief is that God will communicate to the individual
thru his biology or by creating a particular type of biological
reaction in response to his question. No attention is given in
Mormon circles as to why this type of communication is used.
It is just the proper way to do it. If one uses as his starting
premise the Mormon statement that nthe glory of God is intelli.g,;ence"
one could conclude that communications of truthfulness should come
thru language or symbols rather than thrn biology. Ho .ever-, there
is no reason why an intelligent God could not communicate thru
biology or any other way for that matter.
Whatever actually happens, the belief that God causes the
internal response tends to, in effect, deify man's biology.
Ascribed or Achieved Roles
One of the most significant conflicts in the early church
centered around the death of the first prophet, Joseph Smith.
The question was whether the succession of leadership should be
dotenained by biology or otherwise--whether the role of church
president was an ascribed one or an achieved one. The initial
division between the Reorganized Church (RLDS) and the "Utah
Mormons" (LDS) was drawn along these lines. The Reorganized Church
accepted the ascribed procedure, and Joseph Smith's son eventually
become the official head of this Church. The group going to Utah
utilizing an "achieved" orientation eventually selected Brigham
Young as its leader.
The office of Church Patriarch is officially viewed as being
ascribed, thus requiring a descendant of Hyrum Smith to fill that
position.
The Body PHr Se
Among Mormons the body per s e is typicaJly r~i ven a very pos 1. ti ve
evaluation. Mormon theology places a strong emphasis upon the
importance of the spirit receiving a body. Individuals are belinvod
to have a swiritual existence as identifiable entities before
being born 'on earth." Receiving the body is seen as a ne c e anar-y
part of the progression of the spirit. Part of the rejection of
birth control relates to this belief, in that Mormons are at times
instructed that they should provide bodies for as many spirit children
as they can or at least provide for a large number. Qualification
are however introduced.
The positive evaluation of the body is likely reflected in
the Mormon definition of crer~tion which is permitted but not
encouraged. Burying the body in the ground is seen as more respectful
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and nnatural" than cremating it, despite the fact that once
decomposition occurs the body 1s equally destroyed by either method.
Likew1se, fire is as natural as decomposition processes.
Most Mormons believe in a literal resurrection of the body.
This resurrection involves a reuniting of the spirit and the body.
The body 1s essential for the eternal salvation of the individual.
God is believed to have a resurrected body.
The positive evaluation of the body is inoreased by the
belief that the body is the earthly tabernacle of the spirit.
The "Natural m.an"? A frequently-used Mormon statement is
that the "natural man" is an enemy of God. If nnatural man" is
equated with "biological mann such a statement contradicts the
positive evaluation of human biology we have been presenting. Also
at times sexual behavior is defined as be1ng "of the body" and
thus by imp11cation at least, as being inferior to more splr1tual
behavior which is presuma.bly "not of the body.1t Human appetites,
urges and etc. are sometimes considered to be biological in origin
or nature and are thus at times negatively evaluated. As has been
implied there is a conflict potential in such definitions.
S'ummary

Behav10r of biological beings in response to symbols has
two or dual major components--biological and symbolic. Biological
including internal components are labeled and responded to in
the typ1cal symbol using manner. Biological components, however,
can be symboled (interpreted) 1n any number of different ways.
Mormons have adopted many of the societal ways such as attributing
to the heart a "knowing" power. They also in the right situation
wi th reference t 0 the right aud1enoe attribute truth validating
ability to internal "burnings."
Mormons make use of nonverbal, body communication in such
as laying on of hands, complete body baptism, the
sustaining vote, sacrament service and sermon1zing, with the
nonverbal accompanying the symbo11c oommunication. Informal
body language is involved 1n the "interlude gesture tt , in
praying space and posture and in shaking hands. While rejecting
presidenoy transition determined by birth, Mormons do endorse
b1olog1cal determin1sm for the role of Patriarch. The body
pe~ se 1s typically given a positive evaluation, although the
"natural man" may be defined as an "enemy of God."
pract~ces
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HEALTH,

ILLN:~SS,

AND DEATH

Introdu.c tion
Health, i.llness and death all have t-npo r-t.an t b LoLo.t l c a L
conponents. Many view each of these as being prir1arily if not
exclusively b l ol ocLc a L in nature. The fact that a d t s c uas Lon of
these phenomena is included here in an analysis of religion,
suggests that each of these is much more than just b t o Lord.c aI ,
Each has a social aspect. Ench has a reli~tous aspect. It is
wi th the soc ial-s~rmboltc-relip;ious aspects wi th which we are
here concerned. The material included in this chapter is closely
relRted to that presented in the chapter on the Biological Aspects
of l1o r ll1on 1 sm.
Health Code
Mormon scripturos contain what has come to be called the
tf\rJ'ord of Wisdom" which in certain respec ts is a heal th code vii th
which church members are expected to comply. The typical interpretation of this code is that it prohibits the use of tea, coffee,
(tlhot drinks") alcohol, tabacco, and specifies the use of meat
sparingly and the use of fruits "in the season thereof." In
practice, mo~e attention has becn ~iven to the four taboos than
to the restricted use of meat. Some with-in ~roup conflict has
centered around the use of cocoa and choc o La t e drinks as vre Ll, as
cola 'drinks. Some include within the "hot d r-Lnks" c a t error-y cocoa
and chocolate drinks while othor's do not. Although popular
interpretations of the coffee tahoo see the taboo as relatin~ to
the cafeen contained therein, the use of cola drinks which contain
cafeen (some 0 f which is taken from decafinated coffee) is not
officially restricted.
Exac t Ly wha.t the biological and social consequences of having
and living the Word of 1rftsdom are is uncertain. There is some
limited resea.rch which indicates that there may be identifiable
consequences which stem from this health code.

Health History. A suggestion that Horr10ns may, as a group,
experience a higner health level than some othors is found in
the data presented in Table I, which comes from Vernon's 196e
study of death-related behavior. Respondents were asked to
respond to the question, "How would you describe your health
history?" As can be seen, Morm.ons and :;;xpisopalians had 69.1%
and 69.9% who answered "excellent" with the other groups all
having a pez-ce nbate in this c a t.e gor-y below this level.
Death Patterns
Vernon and Haddell (1974) provide evidence that l1ormons as
a group have a distinctively low death rate •. U-sah, with 72;'~ of
its population claimed by the Mormon Church in 1971, had the
lowest death rate of any s ta. te in continental U. <, See Table 2.
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Table 1:

Religious
N
Affiliation
Independent
85
Catholic
466
l1ethodist
269
Presbyterian
34Episcopalian
73
208
Congregational
Lu.theran
58
Baptist
lBl
!vlonnon
275
"Protestant"
43
Total Non-Jewish1693
Jewish
150

Ta.ble 2:
Year
1920

1925
1930
1935
1940

1945
1955
1960
1965

1950

1970

"How would you describe your

Answers to question
heal th hi story'? 11

Excellent
34.1
49.8
48.0
60.0
69.9
51.9
48.3

36.5

69.1

48.8
51.8
46.7

Generally
Good
L~5. 9
42.3
39.9
37.1
27.4
39.9
L~3.l

52.5

27.6
30.2
39.2
L~6. 7

AveraGe

Poor

11.8
6.ll
11.5

h.7

2.9

2.7

.6
1.5

7.2

.5

B.8
2.2

2.2
.7

6.6

1.1

B.5

20.9
l~. 7

2.0

Death Rates per 1,000--Normons, Utah Residents, and the
United States Population: 1920 - 1970
United States b
Mormona
Utahb
13.0
9.0
l~
11.8
7.7
9.3
11.3
7.6
9.9
10.9
7.3
9.8
10.5
6.5
8.9
10.6
6.1,
7.9
6.0
6.8
9.6
5.5
6.7
9.3
5.3
6.8
9.5
9 .}~
5.2
6.7
4.8
6.9
9.h

QHistorical Dept., Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
b Statistical Abstraots, 1922 through 1972.
These

findin~s

are also presented in Figure 1 on tho next

pa~e.

Death Causes. Table 2 indicates that accord ing to the lJ .;~.
Statistical Abstracts, heart, cancer and liver-related diseases,
three of the ten leadinr; causes of death i.n the TT.~. which are
somewhat related to smoking and drinking, are less prevalent in utRh
than in the U.S. generally. However, with respect to death by
accident and early infancy diseases, there appears to be no
significa.nt differences between Utah a nd the rest of the H.,S. Thus,
1. t 1s possible that Mormon death behavior is parttca l1y in response
to health-related symbols such as the "Word of Wisdom."
Cancer Deaths. Research by Lyon (1975) and collea~ues at
th.e University of Utah checked the occurrence of cancer in Utah
from data reported in the Cancer Registry and from death certificate
data, comparing the Third National Cancer Survey and white U.S.
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Figure 1:

Death Rates per 1,000--Mormon, Utah and the United states:
1920 - 1970
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------------~--------------------------------------------------population. Utah WAS found to have 20% less cancer than expected.
Cancer sites associated with cigarette smolring and alochol consumption
accounted for nearly half of this reduction. Consumption of tabacco
and aloohol among Utah residence is approximately half that of the
U.S·. averages and agrees closely with this reduction. The researchers
suggest that the high proportion of Mormons in the state likely
explains some of the dcreased cancer occurrence.

--------_ ----------------------------------------------

They also found that several major sites unrelated to smoking
were also reduced. These include colon, rectum, female breast,
uterine cervis and ovary. Lip cancer was three to four times more
common than expected.
Research by Enstrom and Phillips found that the cancer rate for
Mormons and Seventh-Day Adventists is 50 to 70 per cent lower than
the cancer rate for the total population of California, de pe nd Ln.t
on the cancer site. Since the life styles of these two r-e Lt rLous
groups 1s somewhat alike, the research sugge s t s that tho low cancer
rate is related to the way Adventists and Mormons live.
Using data secured from the genealogical library of the r1ormon
Church. Merril and Peterson (1972) reasoned that if converts have
large families (as they do) and if those with larger families live
lonr;er, then converts should live longer than non-converts. They
found that for wives, there was a ve~r slight indication that this
might be true, but for husbands there was no relationship found.
Interestingly, however, husbands married in the temple consistently
lived longer than those not so married.
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Harris and Butts (1925) from their analysis of the death rates
for years 1911 to 1920 found that Utah was third from the top
with a rate of 11.0 per ~,OOO population. The societal avera~e was
14.0. In Utah the counties with high Mormon percenta~es had a
lower rater than the others. They also point out (P. 92) that
Utah stood well in the top ranks of states with low death rates
from preventable causes. The low death rates for tuberculosis,
cancer of tho buccal cavity, kidney diseases, and perhaps other
causes of this ~ature.
Hospitals
Support of hospitals is a frequent concern of religious groups.
The Mormons are no exception. According to ArrinGton (1973) the
Normon Church in 1973 maintained 1.5 hospitals 1n Utah, IdarlO and
~yom1ng.
The Primary Children's Hospital in Salt Lake City, received
patients from the Americas and from the South Pacific as well. Aid
was provided for non-paying welfare cases. The hospital was Utah's
major pediatric center. Recently, however, the church divested
itself of hospital ownership, turning the hospitals over to a
non-church organization established specifically for this purpose.
Church efforts are now directed more to providin~ health services
for members world-wide, rather than providing hospital services for
for members living within limited geograph.ical areas.
Death-Related Behavior/Beliefs
Sorenson (1962) engaged in research concerning the manner in
which Mormons faced death and burial occasions. Data were obtained
from a variety of sources Lnc Lud Lng participant observation,
literature, interviews and questionnaires both in the Los Angeles
area (1956 and in Utah. He hypotihe s Lz ed two axes of change, one
involving Mormons in the national trend from fundamentalist religious
orientation to liberal views and another suggested by movement
toward the urban end of a folk-urban dichotomy. He concluded that
Hormon patterns were more similar to old, funda mentia Lt s t , "f'o Lk "
ways than to modern, liberal practices. still he found clear
evidence of change in Hormon practices in the past generation
toward. Lnc r-ee s t ng Ly secular, liberal "Amo r-t oant sm;"
Vernon studied more than 1500 American respondents thrqughout
the U.S. who were primarily of 00118r,;e age. These respondents
are not representative of any larf~or group and the results are
consequently su~gestive of relationships between vari~bles, but should
be applied to any par-t Lc e Lar- group wi th caution. The pe r-c e nt.a-te s
reported for the Mormon respondents are not applicable to the
entire membership. There is research evidence that colle~e students
in general and Mormon college students in particnlar are not
a representative sample of any church.~~arlier chapters here have
explored the way in which educational variables were foun~ to bo
related to various aspects of Mormonism.
It is interesting, however, to a na Ly ze t.ho se find1nr~s and
consider possible explanations for the differences which wore
found.
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The study restricted compar-isons to those re ltgious groups for which
there were at least 35 members included in the universe of study. The groups
included are Independent, Roman Catholic, Methodist, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Congregational, Lutheran, Baptist, Mormon, "Protestant" and Jewish.
"Independent" is the name used to identify those who indicated that they did not
belong to any formal church group. "Protestant" is used to identify those who
did not specify affiliation with a particular Protestant group.
One caution is needed. 'The answers which will be here considered
should be related only to the particular question as stated in the research.
Religious meaning is frequently a complex phenomenon. Changing the wording
of a question may introduce different meaning. Comparisons with other research
should always take this factor into account.
For purposes of this presentation questions with a direct specific reIigious content will be analyzed first and separated from those which are not so
directly related to religion, even though some religious factors may influence
the answers given.

Religiously Oriented Dimens ions
In this analysis, the eleven groups are ranked from high to low according
to the percent of each group who answered the question in a particular way. We
are concerned here only with the relative rank of the Mormon respondents, ignoring for purposes of this analysis the particular percentages involved other
than to merely identify the percent of the respondents who answered each question in the category or combination of categories used in making the ranking.
The wording of the question as it appeared on the questionnaire is used.
1 . Is it your personal belief that there will be a future existence of
some kind after death? Percent answering "yes": Mormon 92.0, Catholic 77.5,
Baptist 70.7, Lutheran 69.0, Jewish 65.3, Methodist 61 .0, Episcopalian 52.1,
Congregational 49.5, "Protestant" 48.8, Presbyterian 48.6, and Independent 25.9.
2. Do you have a strong wish to live after death? Percent answering
"yes": Mormon 88.4, Lutheran 63.8, Catholic 61.1, Baptist 59.7, Jewish 52.7,
Methodist 50.2, Presbyterian 45.7, "Protestant" 44.2, Congregational 4:L H,
Episcopalian 37 .0, and Independent 20.0.
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3. Do you anticipate reunion with your loved ones in an after life? Percent answering "yes": Mormon 90.2, Catholic 52.8, Baptist 52.5, Lutheran
51 .7, Presbyterian 42.9, Methodist 40.9, "Protestant" 34.9, Jewish 34.7, Congregational 34.1, E pis copalian 28. 8, and Independent 16.5.
4. Do you feel that religious observances by the living can somehow
benefit the state of those already dead? Percent answering "yes": Mormon 67 .6,
Catholic 65.7, Jewish 38.0, "Protestant" 18.6, Episcopalian 13.7, Baptist 13.3,
Methodist 11.9, Independent 11.8, Presbyterian 8.6, Lutheran 8.6, and Congregational 7 . 2 .
5. Have your religious experiences in general served to increase or
decrease fear toward your own death? Percent answering "Decrease fear":
Mormon 85.8, Lutheran 63.8, Jewish 60.7, Presbyterian 60 .0, Methodist 59.5,
Episcopalian 58.9, Catholic 57.1, Baptist 56.9, "Protestant" 55.8, Congregational 51.9, and Independent 20.0.
6. Please indicate which of the toll.owing best expresses your concept of
immortality: Biological, social, work accomplishments, transcendental, don't
believe in immortality. Percent answering "Transcendental": Mormon 68.7,
Lutheran 65.5, Catholic 61.,2, Baptist 53.0, Methodist 39.0, Jewish 35.3, Presbyterian 34.3, "Protestant" 27.9, Episcopalian 27.4, Congregational 26.9, and
Independent 8.2.
7. If you knew positively that there was no life after death in store for
you, do you think that your manner of Jiving in the present would be changed?
Percent answering "Considerable change" and "Extensive change": Mormon
46.6, Catholic 30.6, Jewish 22.0, Episcopalian 21.9, Baptist 21 .0, Lutheran
19. 0, Methodist 17 . 1, "Protestant" 16.3, Congregational 12.5, Independent 9.4,
and Presbyterian 8.6.
8. Does the question of a future life worry you considerably? Percent
answering "no": Presbyterian 85.7, Mormon 80.7, Congregational 78.4, Independent 75.3, Methodist 74.0, Episcopalian 74.0, "Protestant" 69.8, Lutheran
63.8, Catholic 62.7, Jewish 62.0, and Baptist 59.7 .
9. Would you prefer to know about the future life positively or would
you prefer to have it left a matter of faith or belief? Percent answering "know
positively": Independents 51 .8, Mormon 51 .3, Catholic 43.8, Presbyterian
37.1, Jewish 36.0, Lutheran 34.5, Methodist 32.7, Congregational 31.7, Baptist 31.5, "Protestant" 27.9, and Episcopalian 23.3.
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Of the nine items which had a religious content, the Mor mons ranked at
the top of the distribution for seven items and were next to the top for the other
two.

Non -religiously Oriented Questions
1 . How frequently do you think of your own death? Percent answering
"very rarely" and "rarely": Mormon 61.1, Presbyterian 48.5, Jewish 47.:3,
Independent 47.0, Episcopalian 46.6, Lutheran 44.9, Methodist 44.2, Congregational 44.2, "Protestant" 44.2, Baptist 37 .0, and Catholic 39.7.
2. Do you approve of cremation for others? Percent answering "no":
Jewish 51.3, Mormon 45.1, Catholic 28.3, Baptist 21.0, Lutheran 19.0, "Protestant" 14. 0, Methodist 11 .9, Congregational 10.1, Independent 9.4, Pre sbyterian 8.6, and Episcopalian 6.8.
3. Do you approve of cremation for yourself? Percent answering "no":
Jewish 84.0, Mormon 78.5, Catholic 60.9, Baptist 51.9, Lutheran 50.0, Methodist 43.5, Presbyterian 40.0, "Protestant" 32.6, Congregational 30.8, Episcopalian 23.3, and Independent 17.6.
4. Childhood questions about death were generally answered adequately.
Percent answering "yes": Mormon 81.5, Episcopalian 72.6, Congregational
71.6, Baptist 71.3, Catholic 70.8, Presbyterian 65.7, Lutheran 65.5, Methodist
62.5, "Protestant" 60.5, Jewish 54.7, and Independent 47 .1.
5. It has been suggested that a unit of study on the "mental hygiene of
grief" be developed and taught in our schools, much the same way that physical
hygiene is taught. What do you think of this idea? Percent answering "I agree":
"Protestant" 32.6, Mormon 32.0, Presbyterian 31.4, Independent 30.6, Baptist
26.5, Congregational 25.5, Methodist 24.9, Catholic 23.2, Episcopalian 20.5,
Jewish 19.3, and Lutheran 10.3.
6. Do you feel that you could currently adequately face the death of a
loved one? Percent answering "yes": Mormon 62.2, Independent 50.6, "Protestant" 48.8, Congregational 45.2, Catholic 43.6, Methodist 42.0, Episcopalian
39.7, Lutheran 36.2, Baptist 35 .9, Presbyterian 34.3, and Jewish 29.3.
7. Have you eve~ seriously discussed the subject of death--not in reference to a specific incident or disaster, but as a general concept which applies
universally to all human beings? Percent answering "yes": Mormon H3. 6,
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Episcopalian 74.0, Presbyterian 71 .4, Jewish 69.3, Congregational 69.2, Catholic
68.9, Independent 63.5, Baptist 61.9, Lutheran 60.3, Methodist 58.0, and "Protestant" 53.5.
The Mormons as a group were also distinctive in their answers concerning non -religiously oriented aspects of death. On four of the seven questions
they exceeded all other groups in endorsing or accepting certain premises. On
three items they had next to the highest percentage.
Further, Mormon respondents tended to answer either positively or negatively rather than select an "undecided" category. Their only high "undecided"
category was with reference to a hygiene of death question. The research suggests the Mormons when compared with others have given more extensive consideration to death -related matters which in turn appears to be related to more
clarity or definitiveness of answers. It would appear that death is less of a taboo
topic for Mormons than for the others included in the study.
Knowing that a particular group has the highest percentage in some category tells us nothing about the significance of the percentage. There is a big
difference between 30% and 89% being higher than any others. What this particular article does is call attention to the distinctive pattern of Mormon beliefs.
Clearly as a group they differ from others. The significance of any particular
belief merits specific attention in its own right.
Apparently there are aspects to what we might call the "Mormon experience" which led to a distinctive interpretation and experience of death.

Religious Items
From this limited evidence the attitudes of the Mormons toward death can
be characterized as including more strongly than the other groups included a
strong transcendental belief in a future existence coupled with a strong wish to
live after death and in that existence to experience reunion with loved ones whose
after-life existence they believe can be influenced by what they do here on earth.
They do not worry considerably about or fear this future life and they see this
orientation as being related to their religious experiences. If a choice were
possible they would prefer to know the truth about a possible future life rather
than leave it a matter of faith and they believe that knowing that there actually is
no such future life would lead to extensive change in their life style here. Such
potential change might be related to the acceptance of a moral system which is
other-worldly oriented rather than viewing the good life as being its own reward,
and to church programs such as genealogy work.
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It may be well to mention again, that not every Mormon fits this picture.
In. fact on everyone of these items, there are church members who endorse
contradictory interpretations. The point being made here is that as a group
they more closely than the other groups studied, approximate this model or configuration. In this respect they are distinctive.

..... 1

Analysis of the groups who most closely approximate the Mormons in
these beliefs indicates that more than any of the other groups included in the
study, the Catholics closely approximate the pattern we have just described.
The Catholics, however, evidence greater fear and worry about death than the
Mormons. On particular items there is similarity between the Mormons and
the Jewish, the Lutheran and the Independent respondents.

Non -religious Items

-I

On items not specifically religious, the Mormons again are somewhat
distinctive, although not so much as on the religious items. They more than
other groups, indicate that their childhood questions about death were answered
adequately, that they have discussed death as an abstract subject, approve of
school study of the mental hygiene of grief, but rarely think of their own death.
They reject cremation both for self and others, and believe that they could adequately face the death of a loved one. No single other group closely approximates
the identified pattern. As on the other items, there are various percentages of
Mormons who reject each of these items. The pattern, however, is distinctive.
It is interesting to note that the group most closely approximating the

Mormons in the belief that they could adequately face the death of a loved one
was the Independents or the unaffiliated respondents. Belonging to a church
for some individuals then is not necessary to develop the conviction that they
can adequately face death. Other research indicates that the content of the fear
or the concern about death IS different for church members and Independents.
Church members are more likely to be concerned about the afterlife and about
the sinfulness of their own state or condition when they enter such an existence,
whereas the non-church member is more concerned about this-worldly rnatter s
such as what will happen to his family and projects.
It would appear that having engaged in discussions about death in the ahstract is related to a lowered fear of death.
Clearly from the material we have analyzed, the meaning of death endorsed
by the Mormons is somewhat distinctive in comparison with the other groups involved.
The distinctiveness has been identified, but the fuller meaning of these patterns cannot be explored from the data available. Additional research seems to be called for.
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Return from the Dead Stories
Canning (1965) has provided an analysis of return from the
dead stories from Normo l l respondents, from research limited to
firsthand accounts of seven apparently normal ane. reliable persons
who were believed to have died and were adjudged dead by objective
standards and then returned to life and described the experience.
He reached the following conclusions.
1. The typical description of death was a displacement of the
consc50us self from the physical body. Host subjects reported
seein~ the shell of the body lying in death.
Not only consciousness
remained, but somehow a superconsclousness as well.
2. Travel thru time and space was frequently reported.
3. All except one reported that there was no delay in leavin~ the
earthly environment.
4. Host implied an anthropomorphic (human like) spirit form,
f~equently with increased powers of perception, travel and insi~ht.
5. The spirit was not visible to those around the dead body.
6. Two reported interaction or a relationship with a guardian
angel or guide.
7. Descriptions of the physical features of the afterworld differed.
8. Activities tn the ai'terworld were characterized by orderliness
and pleasant busyness, frequently involvinr; church work.
9. Sevnral subjects described conversations with friends or
relatives who had died.
10. Only one respondent gave tnforrnation bearinr.; upon the questton
"Were the dead now the same a~e as at the time of their death?"
11. Two reported on clothing patterns--usunlly dressed in white.
12. No information was given as to whether individuals handicapped
in life were whole in the afterlife.
13. Only three respondents reported that they resisted returning
to live.
14. Five described the sensations of returning to life.
15. Respondents differed in whether the experience had moral meaning.
16. The majority reported aocial rewards for themselves from telling
of their experience.
Bi:r-th and Death
A previous chapter has reported the ~ligher than aver-ave birth
rates of Mormons. One possible interpretation of the bigh birth
rate is that this is one of the Mormon methods of overcoming death.
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TIl,ffi DEFINITIONS
Time is one of the dimensions of living which humans def~ne
and then respond to their de r t n l t Lons thr'reof. The experience of
time 1.s always mediated thru the symbols used to identify and define
it. There are more than one time system in which or thru which humans
operate. O'Dea (1970) presents an ~nalysis of the Mormon conception
and experience of time, upon which we draw heavily for the analysis
presented here.
A frequently used interpretation of time utilizes the circle
or circular model, in which time is seen as being experienced,
re-experienced, and experienced again. The journey thru time is
circular in nature, involving an eternal returning to a previous
point.
A contrasting model cuts the circle of time and stretches
the time line into a straight upward line, which continues even
beyond the human ability to perceive the end. It goes on indefinitely
or eternally and the upward movement of that line is suggestive
of change or progress. This perspective 1s incorporated in the
Mormon expression "eternal progression." Progress (change) is an
eternal phenomenon. In the Mormon conception where one in effect
"enters" the eternal pro~ression is stronp;ly influenced by the
here and now. If in the after life one enters the time system
in a different caste than does another person, he will continue
eternally to have this relative pro~ress1on differontial. In his
efforts to achi8ve the top eternal reward, man is in effect a
collaborator with God.
O'Dea indicates that the Mormons are a typical American
religious movement. As such, he se os }1ormonism presenting a
heightened, a more explicit formulntion and a summation of the
American experience of time and of America's timeliness.
To the Mormons, man is essentially free from past or pre-earth
determining characteristics. Mormon theology rejects pr-ede s b i na t Lon ,
Thore is, however, a belief that certain lead~rs at least were
chosen for their leadership position before they c arne to earth. This
however was contingent upon their worthiness and was not a guaranteed
result. They were "f'or-eor-da Lned" not p r-e de s t t ned , Han's activity
on earth has an eternal pro~ression component or directionality.
""1 th hard work, and by doing the right things, what h~ pens today
influences the future. Today is a part of a broad historical past
and a potential future which provides purpose and meanlng. Past
and future elements are ac oor-d lnn.Ly incorporated into c ont.empor-a r-y
interpretations of life in its broadest menning as well as in
here-and-now living.
O'Dea sees the Mormon perspective as providin~ additlonal
meaning and strength to the American belief that their entire
society was a society of future potential in which the past couln be
for~otten or at least discountod.
This is transcendentalism within
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time itself. The Horr~on concept i on of time is a conception
wi t 110Ut an' end. It is the pr-oLonge d moment of becomi ng--the
moment of fruition never quite but always to be realized.
Working with this conception of time, it is easy to create
a strong deferred gratification orientation. Such an orientation
includes the belief that some of the important rewards for behavior
now will be received at some future time. They are deferred.
The belief that God will provide such future rewards is frequently
incorporated into M0~non interpretations of what is done today.
One does not live the good life just to obtain immediate re~ards~ but
also to secure future blesstn~s for oneself and possibly for one's
posterity.
Such a time perspective is included in beliefs about
the family, including the belief that the family unit roay be
perpetuatod eternally.
Socially Constructed Time Systems
Time per se exists independent of man's labels. The precise
way in which time is subdivided, however, is determined by man.
Seconds, minutes, hours~ day and years do not exist for man to
discover. Humans in effect symbolically cut up the time continuum
into units which have been humanly constructed. In a less preo18e
way humans also cr8ate infancy, childhood, adolescence, young
adulthood, adulthood, and o~d age. As identifiable perio~of time
these do not exist independent of our classificatory system. Humans
cr-ca t e them by Labe l.t ng them.
'I'hey are frequently treated as tho
their existence was somehow predetermined by nonhuman, posstbly
biological forces.
One such time system is incorporated within the priesthood
system, within which there are six major components, themselves
cOMbined into two lar~er cate~ories as follows:
Aaronic Priesthood: Deacon, Teacher, Priest
Melchizedek Priesthood: Elder, Seventy, High Priest
Within the Aaronic Priesthood, movement from one office to another
involves a time component plus a worthiness component. It 1.8 the
time component with whtchwe are concerned here. When the boy is
of sufficient age, he can, if considered to be worthy, be advanced
to the next higher level. The point here is that these cate~ories
are constructed by humans, not discovered.
Transition within the Melchizedek PT'iesthood has no specified
time component, although there appears to be an unofficial concern
for what might be called the "over-aged Elder" who is then moved
into the High Priest category.
Time and Free Agency
The belief in the freedom from pre-earth determinism is
related to the Mormon conception of Free Agency. "Free Agency,"
however, is given somewhat different interpretations by different
people within the church. An interpretation which harmonizes well
with the Symbolic Interactiontst perspective being used in our
analysis, is that behavior which is in response to symbols or which
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involves a spirt tual-s;nnbolic component is behavior which could
not at the same time be biologically determined. S~nbols have
socially constructed m0aning, not biologically provided meaning.
Behavior which is in response to synbols is behavior without a
direct (non-symbolic) connection to the empirical-biological world.
Responding to symbols is a distinctively human process. ThUS,
assuming that pre-earth influences would be incorporated within
the biology which the individual acquires in the process of
conception and birth, the absence of biologically determining
factors would permit symbol-audience influences to operate.
The individual then is free from biolor;ical determining
factors or forces and is consequentlY free to respond to symbols
or to make decisions about his behavior:--He-is not free from
social influences or from being influenced by an~n turn influencing
other humans. Behavior is always relative to the audience.
Being asked to grant to some agency such as the state, the community
or the church, the right to make certain decisions is sometimes
viewed as being contrary to free agency. Such an interpretation
is contrary to the one here employed. Having o~ not having some
social (Individual-Audience) right or decisional power, is something
which interacting humans decide. In the absence of biological
determiners (being free from biolo~ical forces) in fact carries
wi th it the fact that relating t 0 other humans is a requisi te of
human behavior. It is not a question of whether the individual
will engage in intoraction, the only questions concerns what type
of interaction. Who will make which ~ype of decision is not
determined biologically. It is determined socially-symbolically.
If free agency is a God-~iven characteristic, it could not be
voided by human decisions. If I give my family, my employin~
organization or my church the right to make certnin decisions, I
am not losing my free agency. I am using it in a particular way.
Hope and Faith
Hope 1s future oriented. It involves acceptance, maybe just
tentatively, of a symbolically pre-created future, which the
hoping individual has faith will materialize as each future day
becomes the present. Those with a strong commitment to a future,
are likely to take that future (symbolically pre-created) tnto
account as they make on-going decisions in their daily living.
To the typical Mormon the after-life is very real. The future is
very real, and thus is an important factor to take tnto account.
This strong future orientation has several potential present
consequences, depending upon the confl~uration of ISAS elements
involved. Potential consequences include the followinp;:
o

An individual may define himself as working with God,
or as involved in some eternal scheme of things. With
such a definition the involvement is not just a passive
thing but rather is an active phenomenon.

o An individual may use fear tactics in effort to control
others. Children or others over whom an individual has
influence may be told in sophisticated or simplistic
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terms that they had better do such and such or they will
be punished or maybe not receive certain blessings in the
afterlife. Conformity then may stem more from fear not to
to something than from a desire to do something.
o Motivation for deferred gratification is provided. This
of course 1s related to the fear-tactics element just discussed.
o Eternal human relationships, such as family relationships,
may be real-ized.
Event-Time Systems
A rather widely-used but poorly understood time system is
what could be called "event time." This system does not emphasize
pre-determined starting and stopping times. The event which is
happening 1s the important thing, not the clock. At a :t-10rmon
meeting in the chapel, the clock-time system 1s involved in startin~
the event and 1n stopping the ovent. Sunday School starts at 10:30
and classes should be dismissed at 12:00. The interaction which
takes place in the foyer after the meeting is dismissed however,
functions within an event-time system. The srQall group who start
talking about something had no predetermined startin~ time. They
have no set stopping time. They started the event when they were
ready and they stop when· they decide to stop. Some events are very
short. Others are prolonged. The point is that the time system
1s constructed by those involved.
Many human activities utilize such an event-time system. The
Indians who says that time is what happens when the corn grows and
matures are familiar with an event-time system.
Teachers who in
order to cover a predetermined amount of material within a predetermined
amount of clock time, may stop an interesting discussion before the
dlecussion event is completed. To them clock time is of more
importance than event time.
It would appear that broader human-superhtunan experiences also
utilize such a system. The statement that no man knows the hour
when Christ will rnturn suggests that the per-coming episode will
be terminated when certain thin~s have happened not when a certain
amount of time has passed. The e p Laode will be over when it is over.
It might also be that in an eternity with no death-imposed deadlines
that extensive use may be made of event-time systems.
Summary
The 110rmon conception of time rejects circularity of time and
accepts a linear conception whl ch 1.. s incorporated into the b ae Lc
concept of eternal pro~ression, which facilitates acceptance of
a deferred gratification orientation. Hormons believe that in a
limitless time system, individuals as individuals have always and
will always exist as individuals, with the earth-time peri0Q
being basically free from pre-existence carryover, and thus I nc Lud t nr;
freedom to respond to symhols with the crnattve potential thereof,
including symbolically pre-creating futurA tln18 and in now time
take into account hope and faith tn thllt future.
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C:LI\PTER T\VE1T1fi TWO

SPACE DEFINITIONS AND SPACING
Introduction
All behavior takes place in some space or "upon some stage."
The spatial components influence behavior in many different ways.
Space per se is a part of the "situational" component of the ISAS
paradigm. As with all other factors, humans define space and then
respond to the space definitions. Space per se and space definitions
have influenced Mormonism. This chapter considers such matters.
Spatial distributions in Salt Lake Valley
Cox (1975) describes the spatial distribution of Mormons in
the Salt Lake Valley, especially Salt Lake City. She indicates
that previous research has shown that from the time of the first
n~n-Mormon immigration into Salt Lake Valley there have been
distinctive Mormon areas and distinctive non-Mormon or Gentile
areas. These distributional patterns have persisted until
contemporary times.
Although the Church did not encourage it, early Mormons did
sell land to outsiders who established their own businesses and
the businesses did flourish. Z.C.M.I. was set up in part to
discourage trade with non-Mormons. This contributed to a separation
in the business district, with Mormons locating largely in the
northern part and non-Mormons largely in the southern section.
An influx of non-Mormons was facilitated by the introduction of the
railroad, the expansion of the mining industry involving primarily
non-Mormons and a grow1n~ number of government employees. These
individuals supported the non-Mormon businesses.
By World hTar I, Sn.It Lake City proper was predominantly
non-Mormon. This trend however, was reversed durinr, the next
fifty years, being influenced by the high Mormon birth rate and
their low death rate. Cox indicates that the Mormon majority
probably reached a peak in the late 1950's and has steadily
declined, being influenced by increasing non-Mormon immigration
and the movement of Mormons to the suburbs.
Cox points out however the the physical se grv-ga t t on is
related to more than strictly religious factors.
By 1960, Cox indicates, the number of predominantly non-normon
areas had decreased, wi th the number of predominantly Morrr'lon areas
increasing even though the overall proportion of Mormon population
experienced a decrease. She indicates that
••• this indicates decreasing religious segre~ation, if
indeed segregation is the proper word. }'or the Hormon
population had always been numerous enough to preclUde
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its exclusion from any area, and the Gentiles had often
been wealthy enough to settle into any area they chose.
Drawing on recent s~udies. Cox indicates that in the 1960s
the areas with highest and lowest percentages of Mormons were
essentially all outside the formal city limits. For example,
residents of Greenfield Village (2000 East, 7000 South) were 605G
Protestant with three f'our-bhs of them being active members. Hany
of these were non-native Utahans and spontaneously indicated to
the researcher that the similarity of the area to their previous
home area as a maior- factor in their decision to live there.
In a 1937 study of Murray, a c cmmun l tv south of Salt Lake
City, Clegg reported on the conflict which existed between
Mormons and non-Mormons. He indicated that this clash exhibtted
itself in the sharp division o r the community into Eqst and vJest
sides with the accompanying evaluations that the Wost side with
its inadequate housing facilities was good enough for "foreigners."
Rural-Urban Differences
The physical space tn which the majority of early Mormons
lived was rural in nature. utah has. of course. been involved
in the urbanization process which the whole society has been
experiencing. The present generation of Mormons is the first
one in the history of the Church to be predominantly urban. The
Mormon Church has accordin~ly been stron~ly influenced by the
urbanization process. In their discussion of the Family Home
Evening, Mauss and Mauss indicate that the Church has chosen to
Itstand and fight" the urban secularization process and has focused
upon the family as its vanguard in the struggle.
The urbanization of Utah Mormons has been accompanied by
an expanding l-1ormon population located in cities outside Utah. The
growing percentage of Church members outside the Mountain wost,
was rela ted to the pol icy after \'!orld 1,Tar II in which converts were
encourar;ed to remain in the area of t heir conversion instead of
migra t i ng to "z ion" (Utah).
Smith's (1959) research on the use of non-approved 'Word of
\-lisdom items by Mormons found that rural families were significantly
more orthodox on such behavior than were urban families. He also
found that non-Mormon rural families did not differ significa.ntly
from non-Mormon urban families except 1n claimed possess,1on liquor
and beer in their homes. The rural families claimed greater abstinence.
Rural responses fell into fewer categories than the responses of
urban Mormons. Rural Mormons evidenced greater homogeneity and
great er or-bhodoxy than did urban ·Morr'1ons.
Urban Planning: The City of 7.ion
Early Mormons created their own blueprint for their ideal
city. During their experiences in Missouri, Illinois and Ohio,
a plan for "the City of Zion" was developed. This plan was created
during a period characterized by the followlng~ (1) a strong
spirit of nationalism 1n which the Mormons defi-ned their society
as a choice land, (2) econornic disorganization and industrial
unrest, (3) the doctrine of free land, and (4) a major emphasis
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on agriculture. The plan vias believed to be an ideal arrangement
for a city in which the Saviour would dwell when he returned.
,
According to the olueprint, all people were to live within
the city limits, the same being one mile square. Blocks were
divided into 10 acreas, each cut in half, thus making 20 half
acre lots, allowing 20 houses on a block. The streets were eight
rods wide, intersecting one another at right angles and running
north and south, east and west. There was a middle tier of blocks
half again as large as the 0 thers. The three middle blocks
"Tere to be used for schools, churches and pub Lt c buildings. All
farm lands were north and south of the city and barns and stables
were located outside the city limits.
This plan was used in Kirtland, Ohio (1934) Far West (1836)
Adamondt-Ahman, Missouri and Nauvoo, Illinois (1~37). S~lt Lake
City and Escalante, Ephraim and American Fork were also laid
out following this blueprint.
In its physical characteristics the plan was patterned after
the rectangular survey method of the federal government and the
New England town. Yet, the religious belief' behind its comb fna t i on
of the two became the major force involved.
When they moved
the in essence took their city with them--or at least set about
to build the new City of Zion.
Nelson (1952b) points out that the Great Basin was a favorable
location for this type of city. Because of its geographic features
it provided security, facilitated cooperative efficiency, and an
effective social intercourse between leaders and members. He
suggests further that the Mormon settlements in the west today are
a result of this plan, the deveaopment of a group solidarity, and
a favorable setting in the Great Basin. (The above discussion
draws heavily upon Nelson's work.)
Sopher (1967) describes the city of

~ion

as follows •

••• Under the guidance of a reli~ious hierarchy that
for a while maintained a true theocracy, the Mormon
settlement was built as a religiously inspired representation
of the City of Zion, with square b Loc k s , t..ride streets,
fields bordered by Lomba rdy populars, frame church of
unpainted cedar, and a compact arran~ement of irriGated
land around the nuclear settlement •••
Symbolic and Physical Space
In formal meetin~s, meaning is frequently attached to the
arrangement of people 1n physical space. Knowing where one behaves
tells us something. about how he behaves. In the general conferences
of the Church, for instance, the General Authorities have a
required and thus an expected seating arrangement. The general
pattern 1s that they arrange themselves 1n order of seniority.
The longer an individual has been an Apostle, for instance, the
nearer he sits to the President of the Church. The physical
seating arrangement becomes symbolic of how close (in symbolic
space) a given apostle is to becoming the next President. Thus,
-:
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to those observers from the congregation or on rrv, 8. visual cue
is provided as to who 1s "next in linen for the Presidency and one
is able to roughly calculate the chances that Apostle X will become
the President of the Church before he dies.
Spatial meaning is also incorporated 1n the fact that the
temples of the Church are built facing east. As has been indicated
elsewhere, extensive ritualistic use is made of the "right right"
hand. Space may be given a sacred definition as Is the case with
the "Sacred Grove" where Joseph Smith is believed to have received
his first vision. 1-1ovement thru symbolic space 1s included in the
concept of "moving up" In the priesthood.
Summary
Religious distinctions between Hormons and non-Horli1ons in
Salt Lake Valley have frequently been associatod with spatial
distinctions (segregation) which have taken religio-econoMic
factors into account. Over the years a predominantly rural
church has been replaced with a predominantly urban church.
Brigham Youn~'s blueprint for cities of Zion involved arrangenlsnts
of 11ormons in space to achieve related goals.
Mormons take sJ~bolic space into account as evidenced in the
seating arrangements of the General Authorities tn official meetings,
the "racing" of the church temples, and the upward movement (thru
symbolic space) associated with priesthood changes.
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CHAPT~:R

TWENTY THREE

SOME ASPECTS OF
SOCIOLOGY OF FAMILIAR MORMONISM
The S'oclology of the Familiar focuses a.ttention upon the
world most taken for granted by those involved there tn. The
components of this familiar, taken-far-granted world which includes
human aDd non-hwan elements are aocepted at face value, and hence
are not sorutinized very olosely. One doesn1t ask why do we to
this; one just does it. It 1s not problematic. It happens
regularly. Our concern here is to focus attent10n upon some of
these components of Mormonism. The material presented comes not
from any formal research, but largely from years of participant
observation. The material may have to be modified as research
in the areas 1s oonducted. It is presented, then. in a tentative
manner 1n an effort to call to attention the aspects considered.
prestdin~ Officers Introducto~ Words.
Any episode ot behavior
1s separated rom continuous sptso as by some symbolic boundary
marker,s which are frequentl,. ritualistic in nature. Doing 80
permits those involved to ldentlfy the segment of behavior as a
unity or as an entity and present their behavior ln the manner
considered to be appropriate for such an episode and likewise to
interpret the behavior of thelr audiences as a part of that ongoing episode, with awareness that they are providing the s~e
boundaries for interpretation of his behavior.
'

In the Mormon religious meeting, such as Sunday School, what
is identified as prelude muslc, usually on the organ or a piano
if an organ ls not available, serves as a cue to the participants
that the meeting is about to start.
When the presiding officer
stands at the podium th1s 1s a cue to the organist and the
congregation that he is ready to present his introductory or meettngstarting words. A major component of these remarks is to welcome
those attending.
"Weather Comments. 11
Frequently included 1n the introductory
"package" Is a comment upon the weather. It the weather 1s oonsldered
to be nice, this 1s commented upon. If the weather is considered
to be bad this 1s also commented upon wlth maybe a word of pralse
to those who are attending despite the bad weather. The current
state of the weather has no direct involvement in the religious
service. The consistent inclusion of the "weather comment" then
appears to be somewhat ritua11stic in nature. It is expected as a
part of the "paokage" while it serves no direct function for the
religiou8 service per see Whatever the actual weather, one comments
upon it. Qu1te possibly one reason for, the establishment of this
practice t s that the weather is a II safe" topic upon whioh there
is likely to be no dlfferences of opinion whioh might serve to
divide the congregation into opposing factions.

"Would Like TO ••• ". The introductory comments are also
likely to include some variation of the statement "1 would like
to welcome ••• " which as stated incorporates a future orienta.tion.
Taken literally, it would mean that the officiating person ls
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oommunicating the fact that he would like to do something. He,
however, never does get ~~ound to doing it. The statement of
intention or desire is accepted as the aotual welcome. "! welcome
you •• 0" is a more d~.rect statement. This introductory time
orientation may be a component part of a broader time orientation
of Mormons about which O'Dea has written and which will be discussed
later.
Space Definitions and s~atial Distribution. Mormons by their
behavior provide a strong en orsernent for those who arrive first
at a meeting sitting in or near the back. Occasional suggestions
or "invitations" for the congregation to move to the front are
honored for that one time, after which the baok-area seating is
ra-instituted.
Directionality. It is typical that Mormons living in the
intermountain west use the expression "back east" rather than just
"east.". This suggests a continuation of the pioneer perspeotive
when the lilorrnons were establishing themselves in Utah, and were
ooncerned with what they were and what they were not, which included
where they were and where they were not. Signiricance 1s also
attached to directionality in such practices as having the temple
always face east, and in locating the head of the per80n being
buried toward the west.
In Mormon thinking, directionality and morality are at times
combined since the right is right. Ritualistic use 1s made of the
right hand, as when the person performing a baptism raises his
right band to the square. Those partaking of the sacrament are
expected to do so with the right hamd. The sustaining vote is
accomplished by raising the right hand.
these cases, then,
it is right to use the right, and would be wrong to use the left.
This 1s not a distinctive Mormon practice, but 1s found throughout
many parts of the world.

In

Brother and Sister Labels. It is customary that group members
are referred to as brother and sister. Doing so serves to facilitate
defining the congregation in family terms, with the Bishop as the
father of the ward. It also indirectly calls attention to the
brotherhood-fatherhood components of the Godhead. What is not so
well known is t hat the major exception to this labeling occurs
when it 1s a "doctor" being ident1ried. He is frequently referred
to as "Dr." rather than brother. In some inrormal assessment
prooedure,it has apparently been decided that the Doctor label
takes preoedence over the brother label.
Home Teaching Admonitions.

One of the best known and least

recognized tnforma! ritualist1c behavior utilized in some formal

meetings, especially priesthood meetings, 1s a reminded ror those
attending by those conducting to "get their home teaching done. 1I
If there were any direct relationship between the number of times
members are requested to do this teaching and the actual accomplishment
of the task, the success rate should certainly be 100% or maybe
101%. What seems to happen is that the speaker or the "rem1nderer"
gets satisfaotion from making the ritualistic reminder, while the
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"ram1ndee n gets satisfaction from his ritualistio awareness of
being reminded and then everyone ~ad1ately forgets about it.
The ritual has been accomplished and can be comfortably forgotten
until the next time for this particular reitualistie exchange.
Meeting Participation. one of the basic foundation stones of
IIdoing Mormonlsm u 1s participation in meetings. Considerable time
and effort 1s spent in planning for meeting, holding meetings,
and cr1tiquing meetings already held, in part to secure information
upon which to plan other meetings. It is a rare Mormon who asks
whether this is the most effective way to be religious. It 1s
likewise an unresearohed question as to what are the consequences
of frequent meeting involvement. The belief that the consequences
are no doubt positive 1s widely accepted, just what the specific
positive oonsequences are is most usually left undetermined.
Without meetings in whioh to get involved, it would seem that
many Mormons would be somewhat re1igto~ly lost.
The importance ot meeting participation is related to the
near universal "holding of the priesthood" which requires that
the responsibility for holding meetings rests with the members
rather than with a paid professional clergy.

-I

Record Kee~. Closely related to the extensive involvement
in meetings Is KeePing a record of meeting attendance, plus other
"effectiveness" analyses of past meetings and programs. It may be
that the record keeping beoomes for many somewhat an end in ttself.
Why do we keep so many reoords? Because Mormons a.re a recordkeeping people. The general positive evaluations of ,rtaking roll"
1s suggested by the concern of non-officiating class members that
the roll gets around to everyone present, or to see that everyonets
name is included on the roll. Class members do not consider it
to be out of place during a lesson, to stand up and hand the roll
book or sheet to those in another section of the room.
The emphasis upon roll keeping and roll taking oauses those
involved to be concerned with the symbols (names or labels) which
re-present church members, and it may be that the concern with their
records or symbols may be generalized to a concern with the
individuals whose names are so judicially shephered. On the other
hand, it may not.
Use of full names. One method utilized to add emphasis and
significance to rituals 1s the use of an individual's complete
name, which typically includes the full middle name, rather than
just an int tial. Doing 80 serves to set the rela ted behr.v t or- apart
from non-ritual behavior as something spec tal.
"Gentiles. II An item in a "believe it or not" newspaper column
indicated that Salt Lake City was the only major city in which a
Jew was also a Gentile. Mormons dichotomize the entire human group
into two categories--Mormons and Gentiles. No symbolic middle ground
1s available. If you are not with us, you a re against us. The
"gentile" concept 1s related to the Mo~on praotice of identifying
themselves as being of the "House of Israel lt • In that sense, the
Jews, who are also of the House of Israel, would teohnically not
be gentiles.
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1fTestimony Love." It is connnon in Testimony Meetings tha.t
the person bea.ring testl'1ony will make a public statement about
how~much the spouse and ramily members are loved.
The non-Mormon
obaer-vez- might wonder why such expressions of love are made 1n
public. "Doesn't he tell his wife at home that he loves her?"
Significant numbers. Attention 1s given to certain numbers
in church organization. The signiflcance thereof stems from the
practices rather than from specific symbolic tmportance being given
thereto. The numbers which show up disproportionately 1n Mnrmon
organ1zations and activities are as follows:
Three. The presidenoy of the various organizations consists
typically of three individuals. This ls, however, not an unbending
regulatlon since at one time there were five members of the First
Presidenoy. The Gophead or l101y Trinity has three oomponents.
Twelve. The apostles as a body are twelve in number and are
known as tfThe Twelve." A Deacon's quorum has twelve members t
Teachers quorum 24 and a Priest's quorum 48 (mUltiples of l2J.
In the temple, there are twelve oxen holding up the baptismal ront.

7 and 70.

The Quorum of the Seventy 1s one of the major bodies
of genera! authorities. The directing body or that group consists
or the 7 Presidents of Seventy. This leadership pattern is followed
in the lower-echelon counterparts.
Temple Recommend. The manifest function or purpose of a
temple recommend fs that it permits one to enter a church temple
and participate in the sacred activities which take place there.
It is a "pass key." There ls, however, a latent function whioh
1s also 1m.portant. The reconnnend tn effect becomes a "badge of
orthodoxy'" for many non-temple evaluations. Knowing who has and
who does not have a recommend pennits one to hierarohiallze
themselves and others into meaningful categories. This use is
facilitated by the fact that the recommend per se is Identtfiable
and visable. To secure one requires going thru an established
procedure which terminates in being given the important Identity
document. The recommend is interpreted by many as poof of the
person's righteousness. Those who have recorrnnends then are
oonsidered to be living right.
The fact that members need a reoommend to attend temple
sessions provides the Bishop with an indirect justification for
interviewing ward members to check on their religious behavior.
This in turn provides the ward members an opportunity to check
on themselves. The reoommend interview functions somewhat the
same as a confessional procedure 1n other churches.
The temple
recommend is not only a means of gaining entrance into the temple
it 1s also one of many structural factors which encourage Mo~nons
to live in acoordance w1th Mormon standards.
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